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This dissertation analyzes the emergence of Democratic political dominance in

Mississippi from the end of the Reconstruction period through the early years of the

twentieth century. It interprets the party's monopolization of political power as a function

of the cultural importance that the Democracy assumed in the minds of most Mississippi

whites. Through an analysis of the party's rhetoric and electoral practices, the study

shows how the party placed itself at the center of the cultural beliefs of white southerners,

thereby helping ensure an unusual degree of loyalty. Although, as many scholars have

indicated, Democratic support for white supremacy was essential to the party's power, it

was not necessarily sufficient. The attachment of Mississippi whites to the party derived

from its ability to embed messages of white supremacy in a range of other cultural values,

such as evangelical faith and regional pride.



Starting with the first confused efforts of whites to organize and explain their

opposition to Reconstruction, this dissertation traces the ways that Mississippi whites

developed cultural understandings through political discourse. Opponents of

Reconstruction interpreted themselves as victims of a corrupt and alien regime that

increasingly was under the influence of former slaves. By contributing to northern

Republican weariness with the project of Reconstruction, white rhetoric created enough

space for an all-out assault on the state's Republican regime. The Democrats' successful

1 875 campaign exploited white rage and humiliation but also offered a more affirmative

message. Through dramatic rallies that mimicked evangelical revivals Democrats forged

an imagined community that seemed to encompass the entire white population. In

subsequent years, Democratic spokesmen cultivated this sense of community, using it as

an intangible cultural reward for supporters and as a means to question the racial integrity

of white opponents. The study concludes with an analysis of efforts to historicize the

Reconstruction period, which underscored the desire of elite Democrats to formulate a

more reflexive devotion to the party that was less dependent upon reenacting the drama

and intensity of the 1875 campaign. Despite this rhetorical shift, Democratic spokesmen

continued to portray the party as a manifestation of white cultural beliefs.

VI



INTRODUCTION

Dunbar Rowland, a founding figure in the Mississippi Historical Society, could

barely contain his impatience with those who rhapsodized about the glories of

Mississippi's antebellum past. The truth of past glory was "imperishable" but had lent

itself to overly romantic reveries: "The achievements of Mississippi in by-gone days have

become hackneyed themes, furnishing a never-failing source for spread-eagle efforts of

every grade, from the cry of the chronic politician to the flowing effusion of the student."
1

Equally important, Rowland insisted, was the development of a proper appreciation for

heroic events of more recent vintage. His account of the state's experiences during

Reconstruction and its overthrow did not avoid his own brand of purple-prosed praise.

Indeed, Rowland credited the architects of Redemption, the term that white southerners

had adopted to describe their victory over Reconstruction, with creating a new phase of

history in which Mississippians would achieve unparalleled successes. Rowland

sketched a vision of the future that seemed closer to millenial yearning than to the kind of

sober analysis he had previously advocated: "Through the doors of the present I see the

brightness and glory of the future. There is nothing which the imagination can picture

that will not be ours; nothing that will not come within the range ofhuman aspirations."

Such a prediction was only possible because of the patriotism of the redeemers, whose

'Dunbar Rowland, "The Rise and Fall ofNegro Rule in Mississippi," Publications

ofthe Mississippi Historical Society 2 (1 899), 1 89.

1
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service to the state had promoted them to a kind of political sainthood: "When in after

years the children of Mississippi look back upon days that are past and gone, they will

cherish the noble work done by their fathers as worthy of all praise."
2

Rowland's reverent account of the redeemers, balanced with his depiction of the

horrors of Reconstruction, reflected the rapid assent of the historical narratives that would

dominate white interpretations of the Reconstruction era in Mississippi. Mixing hero

worship, predictions of the future, and horrific tales of past hardships, such narratives

merged into a kind of creation myth, which defined the ingredients for the success of

Mississippi society, outlined the threats that had existed and might return, and helped

enforce devotion to the state's one-party regime. For all its uniformity, the story of

Mississippi's triumph over Reconstruction proved a supple instrument. It might inspire

quiet reflection, angry resentment, impassioned certitudes, or tentative worries. Although

it often exposed the inconsistencies of white imaginations about the society that was

emerging in Mississippi, it rarely failed to hammer home the essential lessons of the

recent past: the undeniability of white supremacy and the necessity for its enforcement

under the banner of the Democratic party. Indeed, the prevailing historical narrative of

Reconstruction and Redemption became a principal arena in which whites developed

racial ideas. It both reflected and shaped beliefs in white supremacy. 3

2Rowland, "Rise and Fall ofNegro Rule," 200.

J
For a similar analysis of white narratives, see Grace Elizabeth Hale, Making

Whiteness: The Culture ofSegregation in the South, J890-1940 (New York: Pantheon
Books, 1998), chapter 2. On historical narrative as a constitutive element within

historical processes, see the essays in Kathleen J. Turner, ed., Doing Rhetorical History:

Concepts and Cases (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1998); Michel Rolph-



This dissertation seeks to explain the process by which white narratives of

Reconstruction and Redemption became such a decisive factor in the formation of

Democratic power in Mississippi and in the Democracy's institutional and symbolic

function as the champion of white supremacy. From the first confused responses in the

face of defeat and devastation to the triumphant notes struck by the likes of Dunbar

Rowland, the organization of white perceptions and memories into coherent narratives

helped bring together and develop white notions of culture as well as provide

commentaries on past and present events. Most obviously, such discussions allowed

Mississippi whites to create stereotypes of their political enemies and to destroy any

legitimacy the Reconstruction regime might have had. This study, however, is more

concerned with the affirmative cultural work that white discussions of the immediate

postbellum era performed. Forged in the Democratic party's successful campaigns of

1875, white narratives articulated a way out of the shock and despondency resulting from

Confederate defeat and the subsequent rise of Republicans in the state. They combined

bitter denunciations of what had befallen the South with the positive glow of

Redemption. As its name implied, the victory of Mississippi whites over Reconstruction

Trouillet, Silencing the Past: Power and the Production ofHistory (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1995). In many respects my analysis follows the lead of recent theorists within the

humanities who have sought a more independent role for culture. That is, cultural

practices (in this case the repeated iteration of a particular interpretation of
Reconstruction) do not merely reflect the material conditions of a given society but

inform those conditions as well. A particularly clear explanation of this theoretical stance

appears in William Roseberry, Anthropologies and Histories: Essays in Culture, History,

and Political Economy (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1989).
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became as much a spiritual as a political triumph.
4
This dissertation analyzes the means

by which the Democratic party became a kind of nexus for the cultural beliefs of

Mississippi whites, tying together evangelical faith, regional pride, and belief in white

supremacy, and thereby mandating intense devotion from an overwhelming majority of

the state's white population.

The rise of the one-party solid South has not lacked for explication. Political

scientist V. O. Key rooted the power of the Democratic party, however dysfunctional a

political organization it might have been, in the ability of the elite of Black Belt counties

to organize all political efforts around domination of the region's African American

population. Racial subjugation helped enforce white unity, making Democratic power

virtually automatic.
5
C. Vann Woodward echoed Key's thesis but placed it within the

political economic framework of the South' s colonial dependence on northern capital.

Starting with the Compromise of 1877, which withdrew northern Republicans'

commitment to Reconstruction, elite southerners cemented their role as mediators

between their region and northern corporate interests, exchanging more independent

4
Several scholars have discussed the potential sincerity of the term Redemption,

but most have neglected any systematic attempts to analyze connections between the

religious and political thinking of white southerners. See, for example, Joel Williamson,

The Crucible ofRace: Black-White Relations in the American South Since Emancipation

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1984), 55. For a more expansive discussion, see Paul

Harvey, Redeeming the South: Religious Cultures and Racial Identities Among Southern
Baptists, 1865-1925 (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1997), 22-25.

5
V. O. Key, Southern Politics in State and Nation (Knoxville: University of

Tennessee Press, 1984 [1949]), 5-9, 531-54.
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economic solutions for a freer hand in controlling the political situation at home.
6

Building on the work of Key and Woodward, J. Morgan Kousser stressed how suffrage

restriction, by virtually eliminating black voting and sharply limiting the electoral power

of poor whites, established and enforced the legal parameters of one-party politics.
7

The picture drawn from these works, of a white elite dominating the South

through a combination of legal proscription and racist appeals, is accurate but does not go

far enough in explaining the symbolic importance that the Democratic party achieved in

the minds of whites in Mississippi and elsewhere in the South. We still need

explanations for why whites continued to exalt an institution that had become in Key's

words, "merely a holding-company for a congeries of transient squabbling factions. . .
."8

The answer is simple, many might claim. The Democratic party defended white

supremacy; therefore, whites attached themselves to it. Opposition parties inevitably

created opportunities for African Americans to assume a balance of power between

different white groups and could not be allowed to emerge. Such an interpretation is also

6
C. Vann Woodward, Origins ofthe New South, 1877-1913 (Baton Rouge: LSU

Press, 1971 [1951]). For a fine interpretation of Woodward's field-defining work, see

Sheldon Hackney, "Origins ofthe New South in Retrospect," Journal ofSouthern History

[JSH] 38 (May 1972), 191-216.

7
J. Morgan Kousser, The Shaping ofSouthern Politics: Suffrage Restriction and

the Establishment ofthe One-Party South, 1880-1910 (New Haven: Yale University

Press, 1974). Kousser's sharp and largely persuasive dissent against Key'sfait accompli
thesis, which argued that legal disfranchisement had only ratified extra-legal processes,

has obscured their agreement in the southern white elite's influence in creating and
enforcing the system.

8The quotation is actually a composite of Key's interpretation strung together by
Kousser, Shaping ofSouthern Politics, xiii; see Key, Southern Politics, 303-10.



accurate yet does not get us much closer to explaining the cultural significance of the

Democracy. Its largely institutional focus has precluded a range of potentially fruitful

questions. Works in this vein have, for example, failed to delve into the character of

white supremacy, instead portraying it as a rather uncomplicated and ahistorical force that

has become both cause and effect of southern political culture. By tracing the

development of Mississippi whites' devotion to the Democratic party, the values that

informed such devotion, and the ways that whites described their devotion, this

dissertation hopes to deepen our understanding of the Democracy's institutional power.

My interpretation corresponds with a burgeoning trend in the recent

historiography of the postbellum South, which some of its practitioners have termed, in

the fine tradition of academic pretentiousness, the New Southern Political History.
9

Although not rejecting the findings and the race and class-based analyses of Woodward

and those who have followed in his sasquatch-sized footsteps, recent scholarship on

politics in the New South has addressed a wide range ofnew issues. By opening up

southern political historiography to gender analyses and exploring the emergence of the

Jim Crow South as a dynamic process that drew a wide range of responses from both its

victims and beneficiaries, it has expanded the study of southern politics beyond

traditional institutional approaches.
10

9A collection of essays that serves as a kind of manifesto for this approach is Jane

Dailey, Glenda Elizabeth Gilmore, and Bryant Simon, eds., Jumpin ' Jim Crow: Southern

Politicsfrom Civil War to Civil Rights (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000).

,0For work that foregrounds gender analyses, see Glenda Elizabeth Gilmore,

Gender andJim Crow: Women and the Politics of White Supremacy in North Carolina,

1896-1920 (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1996); Bryant Simon, A Fabric ofDefeat: The
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One area that more cultural approaches to the study of southern political history

have tended to neglect is religion. In this regard, recent scholarship has been overly

reluctant to break out of the historiographical mold formed by Woodward, who found

little place for religion in his accounts. A major aspect of this dissertation will be to

suggest ways that evangelical faith, which permeated the lives of Mississippi whites,

influenced the state's political culture. Although many recent advances in bridging the

arbitrary analytical gap between studies of the sacred and studies of the secular have

emerged, few works have explored the potential similarities between political and

religious cultures in the South." Mississippi historiography presents stark evidence of

Politics ofSouth Carolina Textile Workers, 1910-1948 (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1998);

Laura F. Edwards, Gendered Strife and Confusion: The Political Culture of
Reconstruction (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1997); Martha Hodes, "The

Sexualization of Reconstruction Politics: White Women and Black Men in the South after

the Civil War," Journal ofthe History ofSexuality 3 (1993), 402-17. Studies less

concerned with gender but exemplary in many other ways include Stephen Kantrowitz,

Ben Tillman and the Reconstruction of White Supremacy (Chapel Hill: UNC Press,

2000); Jane Dailey, Before Jim Crow: The Politics ofRace in Postemancipation Virginia

(Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2000). The presumed novelty of cultural approaches is perhaps

exaggerated. Many recent insights echo those of earlier, more traditional works, and at

times seem to be overcomplicating historical issues for the sake of differentiation (an

impulse that I most certainly share). Still, on the whole they have marked off a fruitful

departure by expanding what analyses of southern politics might involve. For two earlier

works that paved the way for some of the questions that recent scholarship has tackled,

see Williamson, The Crucible ofRace; Barbara Fields, "Ideology and Race in American
History," in J. Morgan Kousser and James MacPherson, Region, Race, and
Reconstruction: Essays in Honor ofC. Vann Woodward (Oxford: Oxford University

Press, 1982), 143-77. See also Edward L. Ayers, The Promise ofthe New South: Life

After Reconstruction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992).

"These works include Charles Reagan Wilson, Baptized in Blood: The Religion of
the Lost Cause, 1865-1920 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1980); Ted Ownby,
Subduing Satan: Religion, Recreation, and Manhood in the Rural South, 1865-1920
(Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1990); Mitchell Snay, The Gospel ofDisunion: Religion and
Separatism in the Antebellum South (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993). On
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such a lacuna. Two recent efforts to update earlier interpretations of the state's political

culture have left religion largely out of the picture. Stephen Cresswell has provided

valuable information on the surprisingly competitive nature of post-Reconstruction

politics in the state but analyzes the state strictly through the lens of partisan politics.
12

Bradley Bond has traced the transformation of what he terms the "social ethic" of

Mississippi white men during the nineteenth century, finding a constant quest for white

homogeneity, which was defined by slavery in the antebellum period and by a more fully

elaborated concept of white supremacy, mixed with a dose of middle-class propriety, after

the war. Little of this homogeneity, Bond suggests, derived from religious faith.
13

The impact of Mississippi's white evangelical religious culture on partisan

politics was never direct and rarely overt. The Democratic party did not adopt its

principles from Sunday sermons, and the drunken and violent rowdiness that often

the need to reject binary oppositions of the sacred and secular, see Jose Casanova,

"Private and Public Religions," Social Research 59 (Spring 1992), 17-57. Because

African Americans historically have done much of their political mobilizing within

churches, the intersection of religious and political cultures has drawn more attention

from scholars of black life. For a particularly interesting recent study, see Elsa Barkley

Brown, "Negotiating and Transforming the Public Sphere: African American Political

Life in the Transition from Slavery to Freedom," in Dailey, Gilmore, and Simon, Jumpin

'

Jim Crow, 28-66. For a Mississippi perspective, see John Michael Giggie, "God's Long
Journey: African Americans, Religion, and History in the Mississippi Delta, 1875-1915"

(Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton University, 1997).

12
Stephen Cresswell, Multiparty Politics in Mississippi, 1877-1902 (Jackson:

University Press of Mississippi, 1995).

13
Bradley G. Bond, Political Culture in the Nineteenth-Century South:

Mississippi, 1830-1900 (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1995). Both Bond and Cresswell

should be read along with Albert D. Kirwan, Revolt ofthe Rednecks: Mississippi Politics,

1876-1925 (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1951).
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characterized the party's efforts contradicted the sober piety that the state's evangelical

leaders were promoting. Rather, evangelical faith and Democratic politics intersected

spontaneously in the crucible of the 1875 campaign. Dramatic political rallies mimicked

the energy and persuasive power of evangelical camp meetings and revivals.

Descriptions of such rallies in newspapers and pamphlets highlighted these similarities,

further communicating the revivalistic qualities of the Democratic party to a welcome

audience of previously dispirited Mississippi whites.
14

For a party that had experienced

some difficulty in organizing successful resistance against Reconstruction, the

opportunity to revive sagging white spirits at dramatic rallies proved a perfect vehicle for

securing intense loyalty from an overwhelming majority of the state's white population.

Combined with Democratic efforts to suppress Republican voting and their rhetorical

defenses of such efforts, which this dissertation also examines in detail, the party's

feverish campaign events provided the foundation for Democratic power until the Second

Reconstruction.
15

'"Stephanie McCurry makes a similar argument regarding the transformation of
politics in South Carolina during the Nullification Crisis. Masters ofSmall Worlds:

Yeoman Households, Gender Relations, and the Political Culture ofthe Antebellum
South Carolina Low Country (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995). See also Randy
Sparks's fine work on evangelicalism in Mississippi, On Jordan 's Stormy Banks:

Evangelicalism in Mississippi, 1773-1876 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1994),
80-84.

15William C. Harris's work on Reconstruction in Mississippi remains

indispensable. Presidential Reconstruction in Mississippi (Baton Rouge: LSU Press,

1967) and Day ofthe Carpetbagger: Republican Reconstruction in Mississippi (Baton
Rouge, 1979).
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The Democracy, through its rallies and rhetoric, had imagined a community that

encompassed the entire white population of the state.'
6
During the campaign of 1 875 and

in subsequent years as the party cemented its monopolization of political power, its

spokesmen frequently expressed this idea of community through evangelical idioms.

Membership in the brotherhood of the party offered more than just the fulfillment of

certain political goals but the emotional context of triumph. The party had delivered

Mississippi whites from their time in the political wilderness and secured a victory that

must remain permanent. In this regard narratives that described the party and its victory

over Reconstruction were structured according to an evangelical tale of rebirth. Dunbar

Rowland's millenial yearning represented a somewhat baroque manifestation of such a

narrative strategy. Yet even in more subdued expressions, narratives of Reconstruction

and Redemption proved a powerful tonic for whites facing the uncertainties of

Mississippi's hesitant modernization and a restive, if subordinated, African American

population.
17

Emphasis on the quasi-evangelical style of Democratic politics and rhetoric

should not obscure the many other tools the party had at its disposal. Mississippi whites

in 1875 responded to historically high rates of taxation, the perception of Republican

corruption, and, above all, fear and loathing of a newly powerful and politically unified

l6
Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and

Spread ofNationalism (London: Verso, revised edition, 1991 [1983]).

I7
C. Vann Woodward discussed this aspect of Democratic electoral appeals in the

post-Reconstruction era but dismissed it as "romantic" demagoguery. Origins ofthe New
South, 5 1

.
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black population. Whites employed intimidation, both economic and physical, to secure

their electoral ends, and when necessary wreaked murderous havoc on black

communities. These elements were no doubt decisive in forging and maintaining

Democratic power. Yet it was the combination of white resentment and violence with the

more affirming glow of the Democracy's communitarian ethos that made white loyalty to

the party so durable. Because of the complex associations that party spokesmen had

created, stories that centered on the image of white men with guns might simultaneously

evoke the familial gatherings of Democratic rally days. White supremacy, the party's

triumph in 1875, and the spiritual rebirth of the state united into a single narrative thread.

Different political and cultural uses might emerge from these narrative components, but,

as they reinforced each other, they continuously conveyed the same powerful message:

whites must maintain loyalty to the party that had delivered them. This dissertation

analyzes the formation of the Democracy's narrative tools, the challenges the party faced

in maintaining loyalty, and the ways that the party's narrative evolved once partisan

challenges had largely disappeared.
18

This study is organized chronologically, beginning amidst the confusion,

deprivations, and (for freedpeople) hopes of the immediate postwar period, and

concluding with the efforts of the state's white elite to narrate the Reconstruction era

from an historical perspective. The emphasis throughout is on how Mississippi whites

18David W. Blight provides a model study of historical narratives and their impact
on political expectations and realities. Race and Reunion: The Civil War in American
Memory (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2001).
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described what was happening to them and what they were doing about the situation,

rather than on events in and of themselves. Through this rhetorical approach I hope to

offer some idea of the ways that Mississippi whites created cultural meanings out of their

political efforts.

Chapter 1 examines the confused responses of Mississippi whites to the twin

shocks of defeat in the Civil War and of the imposition of radical Reconstruction. With

the religious certainty that had previously aided their efforts temporarily muted, whites

struggled to develop the confidence necessary for a confrontation with federal power and

the state's Republican majority. Eventually, outrage at Republican policy and

humiliation in the face of black political equality allowed whites to coalesce behind a

narrative that portrayed them as victims with little choice but to defend themselves with

all the means at their disposal.

The following two chapters analyze how leading whites developed two

complementary rhetorical stances, one directed at a suspicious northern audience and the

other directed internally at the state's white population. Both proved integral in the final

push against Republican power. Ever wary of the potential for the intervention of federal

troops, white spokesmen used the narrative of white victimization as a platform for

communicating a more sober image to northerners, using it to defuse reports of violence

and intimidation, which in the past had acted as a pretext for the intensification of the

Reconstruction regime. The violent assault on Reconstruction demoralized state

Republicans while white explanations helped assuage enough northern doubts to give

Mississippi whites a freer hand in their political efforts. Meanwhile, the demoralization
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of Republicans coincided with the rising spirits of Mississippi whites. Chapter 3 analyzes

Democratic efforts to reignite white political enthusiasm, which had lagged for most of

the Reconstruction period. Democrats accomplished this feat through a serendipitous

channeling of religious fervor into their political efforts, thereby offering whites the

spiritual certainty that had characterized their beliefs before the war. Dramatic

Democratic rallies elicited responses to the party that were akin to the reactions of

participants at evangelical revivals and helped the party develop almost universal support

from the white population. Connections between the Democracy's efforts and

evangelical revivalism also contributed to narratives that emerged from the conflict.

Mississippi whites came to describe the transformation of their state from Reconstruction

to Redemption as they might have referred to an individual's spiritual rebirth.

Chapter 4 examines the efforts of Democratic spokesmen to use the triumphant

emotions the party had forged in the Redemption campaign as a means of negating post-

Reconstruction political challenges. Although the party had successfully unified the

white population in the mid- 1870s, it remained an unwieldy coalition. Political conflict

was inevitable. Narratives of Reconstruction and Redemption took on increasing

importance as mnemonic enforcers of a particular interpretation of the needs of

Mississippi. Elite Democrats essentially made every campaign, regardless of the issues, a

ratification of Redemption, thereby reinforcing an image of the party as the manifestation

of an idealized evangelical white community. Almost all whites, however, could claim

allegiance to the ideals of Redemption. Leading Democrats could not always ensure that

memories of the campaign were not used against their interests. Although the Democracy
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successfully appropriated the most potent, quasi-religious story of Redemption, as well as

marshaling white racial resentments to its service, threats persisted. The Constitution of

1 890 became the means by which Democrats would negate political challenges. The

chapter concludes with a discussion ofjustifications of the Constitution and how such

justifications modified the way that many Mississippi whites understood their overthrow

of Reconstruction.

Chapter 5 opens with an analysis of the final challenge to Democratic dominance:

the Populist movement. Although the Populists' failure proved just how completely

whites had come to understand Democratic ascendence and white supremacy as

interdependent, the political insurgency tilted the balance within the Democratic party

toward agrarian-oriented leaders whose interests often clashed with the elite who had

previously dominated the party. With the rise of James Vardaman, leading Democrats

found themselves confronted by the same emotional demands for white unity, powered by

dramatic rallies, that they had previously controlled. These political circumstances

encouraged a new narrative posture with regard to the Reconstruction period. Through an

analysis of the many articles on the period that appeared in the organ of the newly

inaugurated Mississippi Historical Society, I contend that early efforts to historicize

Reconstruction and Redemption exposed doubts about the political culture that

Democrats had created. Largely eschewing the quasi-religious emotionalism that had

pervaded less organized memories, they spoke to an effort among the elite to transform

what had been a living, mutable narrative into a collection of fixed historical lessons,
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which simultaneously exalted the fury of Redemption while expressing a preference for

the sober political activity that the Constitution had been intended to provide.

Whatever dissatisfaction they might have suggested, early twentieth-century

historical narratives were every bit as invested in the emotional pull of the Democracy as

were the agrarian radicals who had temporarily seized the reins of the party. Despite their

many contradictions and doubts, all pointed to the necessity for continued white loyalty.

The claims of Dunbar Rowland notwithstanding, however, the merging of the interests of

white supremacy and the Democracy did not promise the state's rise to glory. Instead, it

mandated an increasingly reflexive and unthinking devotion to the state's dysfunctional

one-party regime. This study attempts an analysis of how such devotion emerged.



CHAPTER 1

AT A LOSS FOR THE RIGHT WORDS:
BEWILDERED WHITES AFTER THE WAR, 1865-1874

Oscar Stuart, formerly a prominent attorney and ex-Confederate colonel from the

southwestern Mississippi county of Pike, found post-war Mississippi so distressing that

his only surviving expressions seem to have alternated between bitter denunciations of

the political situation of the state and grapplings for an elusive spiritual solace. Although

he spiked much of his writing with Calvinistic references to the elect, he does not appear

to have been willing to attach himself formally to any of the many denominations in

Mississippi that preached the doctrine of Grace. Much to his children's dismay and

amusement he flirted with spiritualism and Swedenborgianism, rare indeed for

Mississippi.
1 A similar detachment from the mainstream politics of white Mississippians

did not coincide with his flight from the evangelical norm. Indeed, Stuart, like many

whites throughout the state, tended to associate his spiritual discomfort and restlessness

with the twin experiences of defeat and Reconstruction. 2 There were reasons for this

'Material on Stuart comes from the Oscar J.E. Stuart and Family Papers and the

Mayes-Dimitry-Stuart Papers, Mississippi Department of Archives [MDAH]. For the

views of Stuart's children on his peripatetic religious life, see Adelaide L. Stuart to O.J.E.

Stuart, January 7, 1868, Mayes-Dimitry-Stuart, Box 2, Folder 12; Edward Stuart to O.J.E.

Stuart, March 6, 1876, Mayes-Dimitry-Stuart Papers, Box 2, Folder 17.

2Work on the spirtual impact of the war on whites is growing but still small. See
in particular, Daniel W. Stowell, Rebuilding Zion: The Religious Reconstruction ofthe
South, 1863-1877 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998); Eugene Genovese,y4
Consuming Fire: The Fall ofthe Confederacy in the Mind ofthe White Christian South

16
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association. The political adjustments demanded by Congress constituted as much an

assault on the spiritual beliefs of Mississippi whites as they did a radical re-orientation of

the state's political economy. Stuart himself made this point clear, citing the South'

s

defeat as an outcome of God's displeasure: "We have been raised and educated in the

belief that the institution of African slavery was of divine origin. . . The result has proven

that [God] was against us."
3 As the implications of Reconstruction became clear, white

Mississippians like Stuart would grow increasingly dispirited.

This chapter analyzes the implications of the confusion, spiritual and otherwise,

that whites experienced in the wake of their defeat. Facing a radically different set of

political and social realities, whites did not know immediately how to respond. Gone was

their confident assumption of God's good graces, which had buoyed their spirits for much

of the sectional crisis. Instead, a temporary division between the religious and political

cultures of white Mississippians emerged, as many religious leaders urged their flocks to

pull back from the religious sanctioning of their political activities. Confronted by a

bewildering set of choices, none of them particularly savory, whites worked to develop

ways to explain and protest their plight without the confidence they had formerly enjoyed.

A political and cultural vocabulary capable of asserting a renewed sense of white

supremacy (one that could satisfy both local and national audiences) took time to develop.

(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1998); Paul Harvey, Redeeming the South:

Religious Cultures and Racial Identities Among Southern Baptists, 1865-1925 (Chapel
Hill: UNC Press, 1997), particularly 17-43; on religion in Mississippi, see Randy Sparks,

On Jordan 's Stormy Banks: Evangelicalism in Mississippi, 1 773-1876 (Athens:

University of Georgia Press, 1994).

3
Undated note, Mayes-Dimitry-Stuart Papers, Box 7, Folder 56, MDAH.
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Thwarted and disappointed by the political independence of black Mississippians, whites

tested narrative strategies that would help them overthrow Reconstruction. Eventually

they would find that a reintegration of political and religious cultures was a necessary

component of this effort.

Before such a reintegration occurred, however, Mississippi whites struggled for a

political voice without the righteous certainties they had previously known. This chapter

opens with an analysis of the kinds of spiritual doubts that people such as Oscar Stuart

expressed before shifting to the slow, tortuous development of a new narrative capable of

providing political guidance and organization to confused whites.
4
Patched together out

of the fears often expressed through rumors, out of racist reactions to the new status of

Mississippi blacks, and out of efforts by prominent spokesmen to reconcile the state to

northern victory, the narrative gelled at the very ebb of white political fortunes. As this

chapter attempts to demonstrate, only a sense of their own victimhood offered whites the

confidence and certainty needed for their assault on Reconstruction.

Oscar Stuart's pessismism may have been extreme and his spiritual leanings

unusual, but he spoke to a generalized despair among Mississippi whites. If freedpeople

could interpret their victory over enslavement as an analogue to the Biblical Jews'

deliverance from Egypt, where did that leave those raised to believe that they held God's

blessings in their hands? Particularly since these blessings had been so dependent upon

"The religious thread is picked up in chapter 3, which discusses the ways that

whites reacquired a sense of spiritual sanction for their political beliefs.
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whites' mastery over African Americans, the war's outcome challenged white beliefs.
5

Reactions could range from resentment, which fueled scapegoating, to incapacitating

despair. Well-to-do Kate Foster, who would go on to found the Natchez chapter of the

United Daughters of the Confederacy, recorded her absolute faith in the righteousness of

the southern war effort only to find her conviction of God's allegiances continuously

tested. Union victory and occupation left her with a decidedly unchristian anger: "Oh

God! when shall retribution commence? How long, O lord, how long. It is not Christian

to have such a heart and yet I cannot teach my rebellious heart to be still and know it is

God."6 From a less affluent background and with a shallower commitment to the

Confederacy, Walter Tynes recalled falling into a "sentiment of rank infidelity," which he

blamed on a perceived hypocrisy among various clergy, North and South: "A fratricidal

civil war, involving Christians and Christian ministers on both sides in bloodthirsty strife

over political issues and the extremes of prejudice and hatred in the professed followers

of Christ, led me to doubt and to positive disbelief in all religion."
7
This was, of course, a

rather extraordinary response. The faith ofmany whites was actually strengthened by the

events of the war and its aftermath, if only out of fear that their unchristian behavior had

5As shocking as defeat must have been to overly sanguine white southerners, it

was emancipation that proved most threatening to white psyches. For this point, see
Bertram Wyatt-Brown, The Shaping ofSouthern Culture: Honor, Grace, and War,
1760s-1890s (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2001), 230-54.

Catherine (Kate) Foster Diary, July 18, 1865, typescript, MDAH.

7
Walter Edwin Tynes Diary, MDAH. Tynes called this a diary, though it was

actually a memoir of his early career in southwestern Mississippi and northeastern
Louisiana.
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brought down God's displeasure. After the fall of Vicksburg in 1863, for example,

revivals had swept through the state.
8 Many whites, like Tynes, who went on to become a

Baptist minister, overcame whatever doubts they may have experienced and embraced

Christianity with renewed fervor. Through a combination of revivals and organizational

reform, major denominations aggressively sought to resume their missions. In 1866 the

Mississippi Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, handed over the reins

to progressive ministers, who oversaw a slight loosening of church hierarchy and the

proliferation of revivals throughout the state.
9
Their efforts did not always meet with

much discernible success. One Methodist preacher reported his difficulties in the

Vicksburg area: "But few middle-aged and old people come into the communion of the

church. As a class they seem beyond our reach. I have never known the young people

more devoted to worldly pleasure."
10

Renewed faith, furthermore, had to be a chastened faith. The jeremiads that

southern ministers unleashed at the war's end had made it clear that arrogance regarding

their own righteousness had been a primary source of Confederate defeat. As Eugene

Genovese, among others, has argued, these expressions of guilt did not extend to the

institution of slavery but, rather, to the abuses that many slaveholders committed or

allowed. Nor did whites foresake the cause for which they had fought. Instead, they

"Sparks, On Jordan 's Stormy Banks, 1 82-83.

9Gene Ramsey Miller, A History ofNorth Mississippi Methodism, 1820-1900
(Nashville: The Parthenon Press, 1966), 80-85; William Burwell Jones, Methodism in the

Mississippi Conference (Jackson, MS: The Hawkins Foundation, 1951).

I0
J.G. Jones in the New Orleans Christian Advocate, May 22, 1869.
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trained their blame on demagogues who had abused the faith to advance unholy ends.'

'

Confident assumptions of being God's chosen people might get whites into trouble again.

Thus, the traditional claim of upholding a division between secular and sacred matters

gained renewed emphasis. This stated division actually carried significant political

advantages for southern clergymen fearful of religious colonization by northern ministers.

Methodist minister Charles K. Marshall, for example, blasted the idea of reuniting the

southern and northern branches of the denomination, basing his objection on the

politicization of northern Methodists: "Already the Northern church stands up a boasting

political power in the United States. . . The Southern Church never dreamed of tolerating

the idea of so gross a departure from her holy mission of publishing the Cross."
12

Richard

Abbey, also a Methodist minister, agreed with a proper division between the sacred and

the secular, going so far as to declare the Bible irrelevant to contemporary political

questions: "But as to. . . how southern or how northern I ought to be, or what I ought to

believe about things extraneous to scripture, I beg to be excused from church teachings. I

"Genovese, A Consuming Fire, particularly Chapter 2. For the thoughts of one
Mississippi cleric whose alienation from the war effort and its leaders went beyond that

of most whites in the state, see Journal of James Lyon, 100-104, MDAH. Lyon's view of
slavery as a "trust committed to [whites'] hands for the civilization" of blacks conformed
to Genovese's interpretation of the prevailing attitude among leading southern divines. It

should also be noted that what historian Charles Wilson has discussed as Lost Cause
theology, a sanctification of the Confederacy and its people, was taking root during the

same period, in seeming contradiction to the views of southern Jeremiahs. I am writing,

however, of a more baldly political deployment of religious belief than the theology-

building that Wilson discusses, thus my emphasis on a temporary separation of religious

and secular cultures. See Charles Reagan Wilson, Baptized in Blood: The Religion ofthe
Lost Cause, 1 865-1920 (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 1980).

,2
Editorial dated September 9, 1865, Charles Kimball Marshall Papers, folder 5,

MDAH.
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have other and better sources of information."
13

Chastising activism in this way became a

means of strengthening the embattled regional pride of white Mississippians. As Daniel

Stowell has indicated, a strong sense of regional identity enabled southern white

evangelicals to preserve a belief that, despite defeat, God still favored their churches and

eventually would vindicate them.
14 By insisting on a sharp distinction between religion

and politics, then, white evangelicals in Mississippi could wrench a spiritual triumph out

of their defeat. Removing faith from the profane political world purified it, thereby

preserving it as a key constituent of their politico-cultural ethos.

One of the unfortunate outcomes of this stated division between sacred and

profane may have been the severing of religious conscience from whites' bitter responses

to the new racial realities of the postbellum era. Such a response need not have been an

automatic result. Feeding off of the concern of antebellum white evangelicals with the

spiritual welfare of the slaves, evangelicals after the war made many efforts to continue

their stewardship. C. K. Marshall, for example, became an advocate of education for

freedpeople as a means of ensuring their spiritual and social health. More generally,

many white churchfolk attempted to continue biracial, albeit white-dominated,

congregations. These efforts, half-hearted as they mostly were, failed rapidly as

freedpeople in Mississippi manifested an immediate and understandable preference for

l3"The 'South' ofMy Church," undated manuscript, Richard Abbey and Family
Papers, Box 1, folder 1, MDAH.

'"Stowell, Rebuilding Zion, 6, 33-48.
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independence in religious affairs.
15 With blacks occupying a different religious realm

under their own control, white evangelicals may have felt freer to detach any religious

considerations from their response to the new racial state of affairs, a development made

easier by evangelical insistence on a rejection of religious meddling in politics. This is

not to say that mainline denominations were not interested in any activism. As their

numbers and confidence grew, evangelicals launched powerful campaigns against alcohol

and for proselytizing mechanisms such as Sunday schools. Some would even speak out

for better treatment of African Americans. These individuals were, however, exceptional.

White evangelicals continued to protest politicization of the pulpit, but they defined

politics narrowly, as partisanship. Because of the racial dynamics of Reconstruction-era

Mississippi (once blacks gained the vote), this convenient definition allowed white

evangelicals to unmoor their responses to black power from the religious considerations

that might have influenced other aspects of their daily lives.
16

15
C.K. Marshall to Jackson Daily Clarion, November 26, 1866, Papers of C.K.

Marshall, Folder 5, MDAH; on white evangelical efforts to maintain religious ties to

African Americans and the independence asserted by blacks, see Sparks, On Jordan 's

Stormy Banks, 1 86-200. On black denominations in the state, see Patrick H. Thompson,
The History ofNegro Baptists in Mississippi (Jackson, MS: R.W. Bailey Publishing,

1898); John H. Graham, Mississippi Circuit Riders, 1865-1965 (Nashville: The
Parthenon Press, 1967); see also Stowell, Rebuilding Zion.

16One can also not neglect the potential for aspects of evangelical belief and

behavior to fuel white violence. See, for example, Amy Wood's innovative work on the

connections between evangelicalism and lynching as well as other "spectacular" displays

of southern white violence, "Spectacles of Suffering: Witnessing Lynching in the New
South, 1880-1930" (Ph.D. diss., Emory University, 2002); Orlando Patterson, Rituals of
Blood: Consequences ofSlavery in Two American Centuries (Washington, DC:
Civitas/Counterpoint, 1998); Donald Matthews, "The Southern Rite ofHuman Sacrifice^

Journal ofSouthern Religion 3 (2000); Matthews, '"We have left undone
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Reluctance to allow religion to bleed into matters of partisanship did not preclude

associations by whites between their faith and the oppression they believed they were

experiencing. Oscar Stuart, for example, had trouble isolating politics from his many

religious adumbrations. In one such passage, he blamed the sins of whites for their

current political troubles:

What ifwe have been overwhelmed by the degeneracy ofour own race-Lei that

go with Heaven, anathema upon them-to the elect the promise is, "I will never

leave thee or forsake thee"-Our County has gone One hundred & some odd

radical which last year on or about 700 the other way-Why this change none has

been made-The white men smitten by an almighty power with the Curse of

Stupidity have refused to vote-Let them go with the damnan [sic] upon them

which they have [c]hosen for themselves. . . God has determined the thing against

us-Let us bow to his behest-And hereafter never trust Man in anything, be he

white or black-
17

As in most of his ruminations, Stuart expressed things more starkly and fatalistically than

most whites would have, but his perspective was not that far removed from those ofmany

other whites. Most whites, however, did not join Stuart in directing resentments at their

own race.

Of course, Stuart's anguished response reflected the political results of

Congressional Reconstruction, during which one might have expected Mississippi whites

to embrace a more pessimistic outlook. Immediately following the war, when white

southerners were reassured by Andrew Johnson's conciliatory policy, more confident

assessments often prevailed, at least publicly. One recent survey of the Mississippi press

those things which we ought to have done': Southern Religious History in Retrospect and
Prospect," Church HistorySl (June 1998), 305-25.

l7
O.J.E. Stuart to R.B. Mayes, n.d., Oscar J.E. Stuart and Family Papers, Box 1,

Folder 8, MDAH.
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in 1865 finds that leading white spokesmen, though naturally disappointed by the war's

outcome, accepted the results, including emancipation, and were hopeful that post-war

adjustments would proceed smoothly. Johnson's refusal to interfere with the internal

workings of Mississippi and other southern states and his reluctance to offer any firm

directives on his vision of the post-war South augmented the relative confidence of

conservative whites. Spoiled by this leniency, whites recoiled from the workings of

Congressional Reconstruction with even greater horror and distress, as Stuart's response

suggested.
18

Yet however guardedly optimistic whites may have been in surveying their

political prospects during Presidential Reconstruction, other aspects of the postbellum

situation filled them with dread and confusion, which the widespread spiritual turmoil

only deepened.

Take, for example, the prospects of reviving the state's agriculture with a free

labor system. Like other white southerners, many Mississippi whites resisted adjusting to

the logic of free labor, insisting that blacks would not work without coercion. Whites

may have accepted emancipation as a legal matter, but they frequently expressed their

commitment to some form of enforced labor and rarely missed an opportunity to rail

against the conduct of freedpeople.
19 One die-hard Confederate, awaiting a military trial

18Thomas Adams Upchurch, "Speaking on Behalf of the Vagabond Rebels: The
Mississippi Press on Race and Reconstruction in 1865," Journal ofMississippi History

61 (Winter 1999), 351-69; David Sansing, "The Failure of Johnsonian Reconstruction in

Mississippi, 1865-1866," JMH 36 (November 1972), 373-90.

19The standard account of white elite atttudes on labor after the war remains James
L. Roark, Masters Without Slaves: Southern Planters in the Civil War and Reconstruction
(New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1977); also useful is Thomas C. Holt, "'An
Empire Over the Mind': Emancipation, Race, and Ideology in the British West Indies and
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on a murder charge, provided evidence of a prevailing rebelliousness among white

southerners that many northern commentators liked to stress. Echoing the many whites

who were struggling to adjust to a free labor system, he opined that "vicious, idle, and

lazy" blacks would never work again. "Lincoln had no more authority, under the

Constitution to abolish slavery, than he had to dictate munnicipal laws to the capital city

of the moon." After an embittered analysis of the state's upcoming Constitutional

Convention, which took place in 1868, he despaired, "May God help us! We cannot help

ourselves. Alas! alas! My country."
20

Other whites expressed similar anger regarding the

new labor arrangements but apparently imagined ways to cope with them. Susan Sillers

Darden, a member of an elite family in Fayette county in the southwest, described her

trouble managing the female members of her plantation workforce: "The Freed women

are doing so bad, cannot get them to go to the pen with Lucinda to milk. I wish I could

the American South," in J. Morgan Kousser and James McPherson, eds., Region, Race,

and Reconstruction: Essays in Honor ofC. Vann Woodward (Oxford: Oxford University

Press, 1982), 283-313; for Mississippi, John C. Willis, Forgotten Time: The Mississippi-

Yazoo Delta after the Civil War (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2000), 13-

40; Bradley G. Bond, Political Culture in the Nineteenth-Century South: Mississippi,

1830-1900 (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1995), 141-49; Michael Whayne, The Reshaping of
Plantation Society: The Natchez District, 1860-1880 (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1983);
Vernon Lane Wharton, The Negro in Mississippi, 1865-1890 (New York: Harper & Row
Publishers, 1965 [1947]), 58-73.

20,Anthony Foster Papers, diary transcript, December 31, 1867, MDAH. In his

report to President Andrew Johnson, Carl Schurz reported similar attitudes as widespread
throughout the South immediately following the war. Foster obviously clung to his

bitterness, perhaps accounting for his trial. See Schurz, Report on the Condition ofthe
South, Reprint (New York: Arno Press, 1969).
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get hold of them with a good cowhide."
21

Spooner Forbes, a middling planter in a

southwestern Mississippi river county, protested his lack of success in farming with "free

negroes.'''' Three months later, nevertheless, he was praising his "Glorious croping."
22

Pessimism about the prospects for a successful adjustment to a post-emancipation world

became a prominent feature of the private and public statements of whites throughout

Mississippi, but most worked to make the most of what was understood as a disastrous

situation.

Still, we cannot underestimate the anxiousness that attended whites' adjustment to

the postbellum agricultural economy, a sense of unease that promoted a crosscurrent of

destructive fears and rumors. The belief among whites that freedpeople would not work

unless compelled to do so derived from what one scholar recently termed "a heritage of

misplaced hegemony" and from a desperate desire to revive the state's moribund

economy.23
Whites were generally too impatient to cope with a labor force intent on

testing the implications of freedom, however limited. Under the weight of such

desperation, refusals from freedpeople to work from sunrise to sundown or on Saturday

afternoons seemed a guarantee of agricultural disaster.
24 Worse still seemed the decision

2,
Susan Sillers Darden Diary, Vol. II, December 10, 1865, typescript in Darden

Family Papers, Box 4, MDAH.

22,Alden Spooner Forbes Diary, transcript, August 20 and November 1 1, 1867,
MDAH.

23
Willis, Forgotten Time, 40.

240n attempts by freedpeople to forge new work schedules, see Wharton, Negro in

Mississippi, 8 1

.
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ofmany freedpeople to withhold their labor altogether in hopes that they would receive

land grants from the federal government. Throughout 1 865, rumors apparently circulated

through black communities that each head of family would receive forty acres and a mule

as a Christmas offering. As with all such rumors, it is impossible to document how

thorough or widespread a currency they achieved. In any event, many whites believed

that the rumors had aroused blacks to the point of insurrection. Provisional Governor

William Sharkey even requested that he be allowed to call up militia to forestall the

impending rebellions, a request granted him by Andrew Johnson, despite the objections

of federal officers in the area. Fears of insurrection peaked in the fall, becoming the

pretext for increased violence against blacks, often by members of the militia. Sober

denunciations of the rumors among much of the state press and the efforts of agents of the

Freedmen's Bureau to disabuse African Americans of any expectation of land grants

apparently quelled the worst outcomes, and relations assumed a somewhat calmer tone

after the New Year, when most blacks began contracting for work.25

In a stunning memoir of his experiences during Reconstruction in Mississippi, A.

T. Morgan, an ex-Union officer, described one of these insurrection scares, which swept

through his neighborhood in Yazoo County (on the southeastern edge of the Delta) in late

1 865. Morgan offered an evocative illustration of how southern whites structured

responses to the stress they were experiencing. Noticing that his hosts, whose land he and

his brother were renting, appeared to be under a great strain and fear of something, he

William C. Harris, Presidential Reconstruction in Mississippi (Baton Rouge:
LSU Press, 1967), 73-76, 89-92; Wharton, 59.
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inquired if there was a problem and learned about a discovered plot among the area's

freedpeople. Conversation at dinner centered on tales of Nat Turner, Santo Domingo, and

a slave uprising in ancient Tyre. Morgan, despite his initial skepticism, offered any aid

required to protect the household: "To this day, I am not able to say that the alarm

manifested by every white member of the family at this time was feigned. It was all so

natural, and their conversation relative to the cause of it seemed so sincere, it had all the

effect upon me of a real danger."
26 At a public meeting hastily organized that afternoon,

Morgan listened to several other stories about past insurrections, which stressed the same

historical incidents he had just heard at the dinner table but added that their ultimate

object had been the slaveholders' wives and daughters. This coincidence raised his

suspicions as did the only evidence presented, which centered on the testimony of a white

ferryman, who had noticed a number of blacks talking together, using threatening words.

Significantly for the more credulous of those gathered, the potential insurrectionists

worked on a plantation owned by northerners, who reputedly allowed them to keep

government-issued arms on the premises. Although Morgan had politely voiced his

reservations about the evidence presented at the meeting, he was named, along with his

host, to go to Vicksburg to request help or permission to organize a home guard from the

military commander there. The teetotaler Morgan described his disgust when his host

used their trip to Vicksburg as a pretext to meet and drink with old acquaintances. The

meeting with the military commander was a non-starter, as the general had grown

26
Albert T. Morgan, Yazoo; or, On the Picket Line ofFreedom in the South: A

Personal Narrative (Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 2000 [1884]), 55.
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impatient with the constant round of delegations who presented him with similar threats

occurring all over the state. Thus ended Morgan's "fool's errand."
27

What are we to make of such a story? Should we dismiss it as the imaginative re-

creation of an embittered "carpetbagger?" Morgan, who had been run out of Yazoo

County during the Redemption campaign of 1 875, certainly had many reasons to be

bitter.
28 Nor was he immune from many of the prejudicial assessments of life in the

South that often filled the accounts of northern commentators; he was particularly

enamored with the parodies of southern speech that continue to this day. Still, if his

memoir was something of an outsider account, Morgan proved to be an excellent

observer. Yazoo is perhaps the most detailed, sensitive portrait of Reconstruction at the

local level that we have. Throughout, Morgan demonstrated a nuanced understanding of

local political culture, the strains that southern whites experienced, and their responses to

this strain. Morgan's tale of insurrection storytelling rang true because it echoed a kind of

strategy among Mississippi whites: the political manipulation of rumors.

One must be careful about characterizing fears of insurrection and other similar

rumors as stratagem. As Morgan perceived, fears could be all too real, and they emerged

with little build-up or warning. Whispers of subtle changes among an area's African-

American population or a rash of thefts quickly knocked whites back on their heels. A

pool of common stories, local or otherwise, encouraged whites to view these

27Morgan 53-67.

28
For Morgan's biography, see Joseph Logdon's informative introduction to South

Carolina Press's edition of Yazoo, xvii-lvi.
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developments as a potential prelude to brutal attacks. Often, however, an affected quality

pervaded this atmosphere of fear. Rational analyses about the specific aspects of a

particular scare, such as who might pose a threat (in Morgan's story, blacks working on a

northern-owned plantation), indicated the extent to which these rumors may have had

authors with specific agendas.
29

In the worst instances rumors could prompt racist

campaigns against African Americans. In the case of the 1865 Yazoo scare, cooler heads

at the public meeting forestalled any pre-emptive vengeance. Indeed, Morgan reported

that the following day, as he and his host prepared to depart for Vicksburg, all appeared

perfectly placid. Ultimately, Morgan suggested, the coincidence of this perceived

insurrection occurring at the same time as scares throughout Mississippi, may have

amounted to an effort by leading whites to secure more conciliatory policies from Andrew

Johnson and William H. Seward.30
This level of Machiavellian cooperation, however,

was unlikely, particularly so soon after the war. Leaders were probably responding to

290ne recent theorist has downplayed the extent to which rumors derive from
specific sources with specific intents. Rather, as in the case of Mississippi racial fears,

ambiguous information allows people to project previously existing images and opinions,
which satisfy certain cultural and/or political needs. Jean-Noel Kapferer, Rumors: Uses,
Interpretations, and Images (New Brunswick, NJ, and London: Transaction Publishers,

1990), 77-82. On American racial rumors, see Gary Alan Fine and Patricia A. Turner,
Whispers on the Color Line: Rumor and Race in America (Berkeley, CA: University of
California Press, 2001). See also Georges Lefebvre, The Great Fear of1789: Rural
Panic in Revolutionary France, Introduction by George Rude, translated by Joan White
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1973 [1932]); Arlette Farge and Jacque Revel, The
Vanishing Children ofParis: Rumor and Politics before the French Revolution,
translated by Claudia Mieville (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1991).

30
Morgan, 65.
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more local needs, using fears of an insurrection to bond whites together.
31

Mission

accomplished, fear could subside as though all had been under the spell of a powerful

ghost story. This particular incident might then be added to the collection of stories that

emerged during future times of interracial tension, real or perceived.
32

This pattern of rumor and storytelling would repeat itself throughout the

postbellum era and would form an important aspect of the political culture of Mississippi,

particularly among but not exclusive to, the white population. It might manifest itself in

the generalized notions and complaints that filled the discourse of most white

southerners. Or it could take on a more specific body of referents, drawing on local

tensions and memories. Fueled by whites' fear and loathing of blacks, invidious racial

rumors provided an outlet for the confusion that the changing circumstances of

Mississippi fostered, substituting easily understood, black and white conflict for the

vagaries of tortuous change. Whites caught in this cycle would willingly enact consistent

roles even when a general knowledge of the basic fictiveness of specific rumors might

prevail. Thus, fictive or not, rumors could produce tangible, sometimes horrific,

31
Kapferer emphasizes that one of the functions of rumor is to establish group

boundaries, Rumor, 104-105.

32
In his interesting work on racial rumors of the early 1940s, sociologist Howard

Odum puzzled at a similar phenomenon, involving tales of blacks murdering whites with
ice picks: "Why, for instance, would hundreds of white women spread rumors of terrible

things that were going to happen in Atlanta, when nothing happened, no Negroes even
heard the rumor, and apparently there was no basis whatever for it?" Race and Rumors of
Race: Challenge to American Crisis (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1943), 102.
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consequences.
33

Fears could be fostered, channeled into political action, and eventually

displaced into spoken and written stories. A seemingly bottomless repository of political

and cultural lessons emerged. Rumors formed the background noise of politics during

and after the Reconstruction period, punctuating the responses of white Mississippians to

the post-emancipation political economy and feeding into the ebb and flow of reluctant

cooperation with, and outright defiance against, federal influence.

In the disorder and confusion of post-war Mississippi, however, these choices

were never clear cut. Native white leaders struggled to weave salable political narratives

out of the dispirited remnants of antebellum Mississippi. The question became, to what

could leading spokesmen connect? Given the spiritual crisis in which many whites were

mired, tapping into the confident exclusivity of evangelicalism for political inspiration

would have been foolhardy. In any event white Mississippians were pulling back from

overt ties between religion and politics, if only in disgusted reaction to the politicking of

northern religious leaders. The other collection of widespread beliefs to which white

leaders could appeal was a faith in a sustained, and sustaining, white supremacy. This did

indeed become white leaders' first stance, reflecting an awareness of the fears that fuelled

33
For a provocative work on the ways that rumors can suggest actual historical

experience, see Luise White, Speaking With Vampires: Rumor and History in Colonial
4/r/c^Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2000). White
Mississippians were, of course, not alone in being powerfully influenced by rumor.
Blacks had their own series of rumors, which also stressed imminent threats, usually more
realistically. See Patrica A. Turner, I Heard It Through the Grapevine: Rumor in

African-American Culture (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press
1993).
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the racial rumors as well as a lack of understanding of what war weary northerners

expected from them.

Mississippi's infamous Black Codes, drafted by the state's first postbellum

legislature in late 1865, derived from this resolve to rally behind an assertion of the

inviolability of white supremacy. By placing severe restrictions on African Americans,

the Codes indicated how limited was whites' notion of emancipation. They featured a

system for apprenticing black orphans as well as children whose parents were too

indigent to provide support themselves and an especially stringent vagrancy law.

Although these laws did not differ greatly from those that prevailed throughout the United

States, singling out African Americans displayed the legislature's reactionary intent.

Even more restrictive was a regulation banning African Americans from leasing rural

land, a clear sign of the legislators' desire to fix blacks into servile plantation positions.

Feeding off of the widespread fears of insurrection, legislators justified this code by

claiming that freedpeople would use rural land as staging grounds for criminal activities.
34

The Mississippi press initially congratulated the legislature for helping solve the state's

labor woes but, when the negative response of northerners became clear, changed its tune.

The Jackson Clarion, the state's most prominent Democratic paper, led the way, blasting

the legislature for so blatantly trying to impose a form of quasi-slavery. The only

accomplishment, the paper contended, was an outraged northern public.
35

34
Wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 82-92; Bond, Political Culture, 140-41.

35
Harris, Presidential Reconstruction in Mississippi, 143-45.
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In drafting the Black Codes, the legislature of 1 865 had not completely ignored

the potential impact on northern observers. Their defiant and confident justification,

however, indicated how low a priority they placed on outsiders' responses: "While some

of the proposed legislation may seem rigid and stringent to the sickly modern

humanitarians, they can never disturb, retard, or embarrass the good and true, useful and

faithful of either race. . .

." Weak and vicious individuals required regulation "by laws

stronger and more potent than those of mere public opinion and sentiment." Those who

disagreed might as well remove themselves from the state.
36 Of course, the legislators

were responding to public opinion, that of white Mississippians. The outrage they

received from northern Republicans, even those who might have preferred a more hands-

off approach to the South, proved to leading Mississippi whites the necessity of always

keeping a wary eye on potential northern reactions. Confirming the worst suspicions of

the majority of northern voters and politicians, the Black Codes and the defiant language

that accompanied them amounted to a rhetorical master stroke for radicals, who insisted

on political rights for freedmen. Anger at southern intransigence enabled northern

radicals to overcome misgivings about an expansive definition of black freedom.
37

The course pursued by the 1 865 legislature may have also altered the direction of

politics within Mississippi. Many observers, then and since, have argued that the Black

Codes ruined whatever chances might have existed for constructive bi-racial politics and

36
Mississippi House Journal, 1865, appendix, 13-17, op. cit, Harris, 125.

370n this transition, see Eric Foner, A Short History ofReconstruction, 1863-1877
(New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1990), 100-123.
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left African Americans with no alternatives but the Republican party. Charles Nordhoff,

a conservative northern Republican touring the South in the 1 870s, quoted one elite

Mississippian about the "blunder" of the early hostility to freedpeople: "We could have

better afforded to educate and train the colored people, and fit them for the duties of

citizenship than to have had them alienated from us."
38 On its face, this view seems

plausible, even reasonable, but it fails to engage the actual views of African Americans in

Mississippi. Nordhoff s informant, for example, refused to acknowledge that blacks were

active shapers of their own political views. Freedmen were "alienated," rather than

choosing for themselves what political coalition might best serve their interests.

Ultimately, this point of view indicated a naive faith that African Americans had the

luxury of responding only to the legislature and to the rhetoric of high-minded white

politicians.

In truth, the overwhelming majority of Mississippi freedpeople had more pressing

concerns. Facing a devastated economy, which left them with little footing to assert their

independence, and a rash of violent attacks from whites angered by their new status,

African Americans would have required far more than some conciliatory gestures from

the legislature. This is not to say that the Black Codes did not produce resentment among

Mississippi freedpeople. Indeed, in an early show of black political independence, a

gathering in Vicksburg issued a stinging rebuke to the legislature, asserting the rights of

Charles Nordhoff, The Cotton States in the Spring and Summer of1875 (NY: D.
Appleton & Company, 1876), 12; scholars who have vouched for this point of view
include James W. Garner, Reconstruction in Mississippi, Reprint (Gloucester, MA: Peter
Smith, 1964 [1901]), 117-18; Wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 93.
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all blacks to full citizenship.
39 The Black Codes added license to whites seeking to assert

control (legally or extralegally) over blacks, but legislation did not create the violent

situation that confronted blacks after the war.
40 No matter how liberal the legislature had

been, only a token few African Americans would have lent their support to

representatives of the same folks who had brutalized them before and after the war.

Suggestions to the contrary fail to acknowledge the independent streak that emerged

among blacks immediately following the war and their desire to reject anything that

smacked of antebellum folkways.

Still, the line of thinking for which Nordhoff and others vouched has attracted a

long line of disciples, who have woven a counterfactual narrative of racial harmony. The

heroes of this would-be harmony were open-minded white leaders with the foresight to

accept the gradual inclusion of African Americans into the citizenry, starting with the

immediate, post-emancipation granting of limited suffrage rights. It has been a narrative

grounded in a faith in the best sort of leaders, who would resist local passions and venal

political grab-baggism in order to advance the interests of the greater whole of society. It

3S39
Neil R. McMillen, Dark Journey: Black Mississippians in the Age ofJim Crow

(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1990), 36-37.

40
For a fine overview of post-war violence in the South, see Dan T. Carter, When

the War Was Over: The Failure ofSelf-Reconstruction in the South, 1865-1867 (Baton
Rouge: LSU Press, 1985), 6-23; William Harris also depicted the widespread violence but
explained it as more of a factor of resentment toward black troops. His claim that things

might have been calmer had blacks mustered out in 1865, rather than 1866, seems
dubious considering all the other racial tensions pervading Mississippi immediately
following the war. See Presidential Reconstruction in Mississippi, 70-78.
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is, of course, a political fantasy but one that has exercised a powerful influence over the

thinking of many observers of the postbellum South.
41

There were many reasons for the tenaciousness of this particular narrative. First

and foremost was the apparent balance and fair-mindedness with which many leading

whites analyzed developments in Mississippi. Charles Nordhoff s informant was one of

many elite commentators who successfully communicated a sober image to outside

observers. The backlash in the Mississippi press against the Black Codes helped

inaugurate a style of political commentary with the intent of assuaging northern doubts

about the willingness of white Mississippians to deal fairly with African Americans.

Indeed, once it became clear that the Radicals had assumed control of Reconstruction and

that white southerners would no longer be able to count on the leniency of Andrew

Johnson, many members of the Mississippi elite began to sound rather liberal. Most

notable in this regard was James Alcorn, one of the largest planters in the state and soon

to be standard bearer of the state's Republican party.
42

Alcorn, something of an old-line

4
'This is an admittedly impressionistic interpretation, based on a wide range of

different sources. See, for example, Frank Johnston's assessment that early acceptance of
the Fourteenth Amendment would have enabled responsible white southern leaders to

maintain control of political affairs in the South. Like others who shared similar

perspectives, Johnston argued that earlier white acquiescence to the realities of defeat and
emancipation would have promoted racial harmony and black acceptance of a subsidiary
political status. "Suffrage and Reconstruction in Mississippi," Publications ofthe
Mississippi Historical Society 6 ( 1 902), 1 47, 1 77. For a similarly skeptical analysis of
centrist counterfactualism, see Michael Fitzgerald, The Union League Movement in the
Deep South: Politics and Agricultural Change during Reconstruction (Baton Rouge-
LSU Press, 1989), 246-48.

420n Alcorn's life and views, see Lillian A. Pereyra, James Lusk Alcorn:
Persistent Whig (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1966).
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Whig, apparently began formulating his views in Washington where he had been futilely

sent by the legislature as their choice for the U.S. Senate. Determining that any further

resistance to, or even provocations of, the federal will would doom the state's chances for

economic recovery, Alcorn began advocating the inclusion of blacks on the voting rolls.

By the end of 1 866, he was announcing his intention to enter into "political counsel" with

the freedmen, a strategy that he embraced as the potential salvation of the state. Already

a virtual certainty, unlimited suffrage for African-American men deserved the acceptance

of the state's white population.
43 Widely disseminated in the press, Alcorn's views

received a respectful audience. Indeed, some elite Democrats tried to head Alcorn off

before he monopolized the as yet undelivered black vote. Fire-breathing secessionists

Albert Gallatin Brown and Ethelbert Barksdale offered quick assent to the the Fourteenth

Amendment, which promised universal manhood suffrage.
44 Any opposition, they

believed, would further inflame northern opinion and would negate any chance that

Democrats had to assume guidance over black voters. Paternalism underscored this

strategy, as it did with Alcorn's. As one newspaper opined, freedmen had thus far shown

43James Lusk Alcorn, Views ofthe Honorable J.L. Alcorn on the Political

Situation ofMississippi (Friar's Point, MS: Self-published, 1867).

44Although only the 15
th Amendment guaranteed, at least in theory, the right to

vote, the 14
th Amendment's clause apportioning Congressional representation on the basis

of the number of eligible voters meant that most southern states would have tried to

maximize this statistic. On aborted efforts to revive this clause as a means of punishing
southern states who had restricted the right to vote, see Michael Perman, Struggle For
Mastery: Disfranchisement in the South, 1888-1908 (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2001),
224-31.
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so much good sense and loyalty that it would be wrong to assume they would not vote

with their white friends.
45

This elite-centered strategy proved influential throughout the period of

Reconstruction and left a rhetorical legacy for many latter-day commentators. Grounded

in the traditions of paternalism, it emphasized fair treatment for African Americans while

assuming that only whites, preferably elite whites, should wield any real power. Perhaps

because of its classist leanings, it generally sounded non-racialist, thereby making it an

attractive language with which to communicate with northerners vexed by explosions of

race-baiting and the violence it spawned. It made use of sober, conservative rhetoric,

which inspired northern journalists and travellers, such as Nordhoff and Edward King,

with views that southern governments rightfully belonged in the hands of men of "brains

and honesty," as opposed to the die-hard secessionists and radical Republicans who

inflamed matters.
46

Reassured by responsible, native whites, northern observers could

feel freer to reject the notion that only Republicans could safeguard the rights of African

Americans and the loyalty of southern states to the Union. Thus, whatever the sincerity

of their rhetoric, white Mississippians who communicated sobriety and fairness served to

advance resistance against radicalism.
47

45
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Nordhoff, The Cotton States, 19; Edward King, The Great South, eds., W.

Magruder Duke and Robert R. Jones (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1972).

47Spokesmen such as these have generally been referred to as conservatives, a

term with which they would have been comfortable. I have resisted it as much as

possible, partly because of its present-day connotations and partly because adherents to

these beliefs sometimes called what they advocated "liberal" as well. Joel Williamson
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We need not cling to what-might-have-beens to recognize that the non-racialized

rhetoric ofmany elite Mississippians constituted an alernative vision of governance.

However unrealistic (and we should never doubt that its influence was limited), it charted

a creative middle path between the race baiting that threatened to consume many

elements within the Democratic party and the perceived venality and incompetence of

Republican governments.48 And it was not merely a product of desperation, though

undoubtedly this was a driving force in the motivations ofmany proponents. Rather, it

spoke to a more confident faith that Mississippi might entrust wise leaders to avoid

extremism and guide the state into a more balanced future, economically and politically,

more in keeping with the rest of the country. Imagine a postbellum South that resisted the

implications of the color line, at least in politics: "Our conviction is strong that it is well.

.

. that there have been some white men in the Republican party, and black men in the

has written perhaps most eloquently about them-he uses the term conservative, The
Crucible ofRace: Black-White Relations in the South Since Emancipation (Oxford:

Oxford University Press, 1984), 79-86; for a Mississippi family that long exemplified this

stance, see Bertram Wyatt-Brown, The House ofPercy: Honor, Melancholy, and
Imagination in a Southern Family (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994).

48The traditional view of Reconstruction has long since been put to rest by the

pioneering work of such scholars as W.E.B. Dubois, Black Reconstruction in America
(New York: Atheneum, 1962 [1935]); John Hope Franklin, Reconstruction After the Civil

War, 2
nd

edition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994 [1961]); these and other
works contributed to Eric Foner's masterful synthesis, Reconstruction: America's
Unfinished Revolution, 1863-1877 (New York: Harper & Row, 1988). Still, recent

scholars have often been overly sanguine about the success of Reconstruction
governments. Particularly at the local level, they could leave much to be desired,

dependent as they often were on the election of easily manipulated illiterates or of corrupt
opportunists. As in many similar cases, the stereotype of the carpetbagger, though an
outrageous distortion, had enough real-life analogues to make it persuasive.
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Conservative or Democratic party there will be no war of the races."
49 Whatever racial

divide did dominate could be blamed on resistant whites: "The race line would never

have been drawn, if the opposition had not been made to [freedmen's] enjoyment of equal

privileges in the government and under the laws after they were emancipated."
50

Imagine,

various spokesmen asked, if issues other than race could have assumed a greater

influence over the political economy of Mississippi and other states: "Disembarrassed of

the negro question by a ful [sic] recognition of the equal rights of all men before the law,

the Conservatives will be free to address themselves to the main, practical issues of the

canvass," such as the tariff, the money standard, or the state's efforts to revive its

economy. 51 Of course, we can only imagine this alternative path, since none but the rarest

of exceptions was willing to follow through on these ideas. Their essential fictiveness,

nevertheless, did not negate their actual historical force. As the public face that the

Mississippi elite preferred to present, eminent reasonableness helped obscure violence

and intimidation against blacks and the vicious words that spawned much of this

violence.

It is, of course, close to impossible to divine the actual intent of advocates of this

middle path. Many no doubt believed in it as a potential salvation from both the

misguided extremism that had fostered a disastrous war and the ludicrous inversion of

antebellum political culture that now seemed to govern the state. Others probably saw it

49
Holly Springs Reporter, quoted in Jackson Weekly Clarion, August 21, 1873.

50
Jackson Weekly Clarion, June 6, 1 874.

5]
Ibid., June \0, 1873.
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as something of a political survival strategy, the only means of preserving any influence

in the state's new regime. The abiding undercurrent, however, was a concern with

northern perceptions of the state. Having learned the lesson of the Black Codes, elite

opponents of the Reconstruction regime were careful not to seem like race baiters.

Unfortunately for them, their rhetoric seemed most effective in persuading northern

observers, such as Nordhoff. Within the state, though influential, it proved far less

effective. As a kind of elite discourse, it had trouble activating other whites, who could

not relate to its optimistic faith in the potential for paternalistic bi-racialism. Less well-

to-do whites already had enough distrust of aristocrats to have added the spectre of a

politics dominated by planters and their black vassals. For them black political power

was not something to be co-opted but resisted. Their resolve limited the effectiveness of

elite rhetoric with northern audiences. After all, what would be more compelling to

northern newspapers: lurid stories of, say, a pogrom against blacks and other Republicans

in Meridian or a simultaneous expression of high-minded anti-racialism?
52

Forthright

racism could rarely be an aspect of the rhetoric of elite spokesmen, whatever its success

in rallying whites behind an opposition to Reconstruction. Throughout the period,

therefore, tension prevailed between many white leaders and their would-be followers

among Mississippi's white population. Elite spokesmen often had little choice but to

chastise the violence and incendiary rhetoric enacted by many whites throughout the state.

None of this should be taken as evidence of a softening of white Mississippians'

opposition to Reconstruction. At stake here was the public face that the elite cared to

«On the Meridian riot, see Wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 188-90.
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present for a variety of reasons. The formulaic quality of the occasional critiques of

violence testified to the lack of sincerity of much of this rhetoric. The Ku Klux Klan,

though not as vigorous in Mississippi as in some other states, excited much commentary

of this nature. As the first Klan's most prominent historian has noted, few outbreaks of

violence failed to evoke a local gathering of concerned citizens demanding a return to law

and order. Yet these gatherings seemed more geared toward offering proof that not all

approved of violence against Republicans than in actually stopping it. The Democratic

press, with some exceptions, was notably silent on the issue, choosing to ignore, deny, or

rationalize violence. The Klan's broad-based membership, including many blue-bloods,

and its strategy of targeting local Republican leaders, teachers in new schools for blacks,

and freedpeople who attempted to assert more independent economic roles, yoked it too

tightly to the interests of most Mississippi whites for conservatives in the press to

denounce it.
53

Yet to praise the organization openly, particularly after its violence became

notorious in the North, minimized the chances of gaining the trust of those sympathetic to

the goals of Reconstruction. Silence on the Klan became the conservative press's main

strategy.

Other episodes of violence drew sterner remarks. After the city of Jackson's

provisional mayor, a Union major, was shot down in the street by an unstable scion of a

prominent Mississippi family and went unpunished, northern public opinion grew more

Allen W. Trelease, White Terror: The Ku Klux Klan Conspiracy and Southern
Reconstruction (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1971); for Mississippi, see Bond,
Political Culture, 170-71; Gregory Hospodor, "The Mississippi Ku Klux Klan during
Reconstruction" (M.A. Thesis, University of Mississippi, 1991).
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hostile toward white Mississippians. Concerned to emphasize that the murder, if not the

lack of punishment, had outraged most whites, the Clarion warned whites against

surrendering to violence: "In view of the consequences of violence, either open or

concealed, direct or indirect, he is not [a] patriot nor true friend of his people, who resorts

to it."
54 Most conservative spokesmen advised paternalistic bi-racialism as the best policy

that native whites could pursue. Given the intensified feelings of insecurity that white

Mississippians experienced during Radical Reconstruction, this posture was never easy to

maintain. Little could have prepared whites for the rapid changes in Mississippi society

as African-American men assumed the duties and privileges of citizenship. Many

spokesmen worked to soothe the feelings of bitterness that fueled organizations like the

Klan. An early case in point was the jury trial. The inclusion of blacks in Mississippi's

court system had provided one of the most contentious debates of the 1865 legislature,

and the only issue then had been whether freedmen would be allowed to testify. Within

four years blacks were not only testifying in trials but provided the largest pool of

potential jurors. One editorial reassured whites worried about this development by

insisting that blacks would follow the lead of more experienced citizens. New to the jury

system, "the freedman, feeling his incapacity, and want of information, will gladly profit

by the experience and yield to the influence and superior intelligence of the white

citizen."
55

Harris, Day ofthe Carpetbagger: Republican Reconstruction in Mississippi
(Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1979), 58-62; Jackson Weekly Clarion, April 8, 1869.
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Sentiments such as this one were by no means rare, particularly during the brief

agricultural resurgence that accompanied the turn of the 1870s. Economic success salved

many open sores, and one can only wonder what might have been had agricultural

depression not defined the region for most of the postbellum era. Granted competitive

wages, freedpeople were only too willing to cultivate cotton for white landholders, and

bounteous cotton crops could often ease white anger about the state's new political

circumstances.
56

Unfortunately, even in relatively good times, dynamism did not exactly

characterize the state's economy. Reports of good crops might seem a cruel joke to

struggling farmers whose luck had not turned for the better. The failure of the

Republicans to bring economic succor combined with their defense of rights for African

Americans proved devastating to whites who could only interpret the new era as a vehicle

for oppression. When, for example, federal courts began punishing white offenders under

the Enforcement Acts of the early 1870s, black juries no longer seemed so congenial, as

one writer to the Clarion made clear: "These are times in which your innocence will be

no safeguard. . . The juries are packed with the most ignorant, vicious and prejudiced of

the party who are ready to acquit or convict at the nod of one of their leaders."
57

The one real consistency in the range of early responses from whites to radical

Reconstruction was confusion. What, for example, were whites to make of the

56,On agricultural resurgence, see Harris, Day ofthe Carpetbagger, 274-80.

57i
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40.
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overwhelming evidence that the freedpeople, while generally cooperative in agricultural

endeavors, showed little inclination to rein in their political activism? For many whites,

the idea that blacks might be displaying the independent thinking of any group of citizens

contradicted a lifetime of racist ideology. Blacks might lash out in episodes of

uncontrolled rage (the specter raised in the uprising scares), but most whites worked to

convince themselves that any other forms of assertive behavior, such as the conviction of

Klan members by black juries, derived from other sources. The targets of this line of

thinking were, of course, white Republicans. Underestimating the realities of black

activism could actually serve the rhetorical purposes of anti-Reconstruction spokesmen

by giving them a scapegoat in the form of the dreaded carpetbagger or scalawag.

Focusing on such scapegoats allowed spokesmen to engage in the kind of venomous

attacks that charged up their supporters while avoiding the racist language that often drew

unwelcome attention from Republicans in Washington. Native white Republicans proved

especially appealing targets: "The atmosphere was putrid with the foul, rotten calumnies

of these enemies of our race Would to Heaven every white man in DeSoto county

had been present and have heard these traitors to their God, their country, and their

race."
58 As effective as words such as these may have been in inflaming white opposition

to Reconstruction, the prospects for a non-Republican government seemed bleak indeed

during the early 1 870s.

For one thing, many native whites ignored the notion that membership in the

Republican party constituted treason. They considered Republicanism beneficial to the

58
DeSoto Times, n.d., quoted in Oxford Falcon, October 6, 1871.
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state, or at the very least to themselves. Given the racial demographics of the state, the

rapid ascent of the party of Lincoln at both state and local levels was scarcely surprising.

Its modest success with white voters, whether native born or not, might raise eyebrows.

In the Delta and other areas with large black majorities, many white voters may have felt

that supporting Republicans was the only way of keeping themselves politically viable.

Like James Alcorn, they may have believed that whites were best served by working

closely with African-American voters, thereby assuming greater control over the

Reconstruction process. Yet even in some white-majority counties, Republicans did

surprisingly well. A tradition of opposition to the Democratic party, a whiggish interest

in government support of internal improvements, or just a desire to make a clean break

with the past accounted for the enrollment ofmany native whites in the party.
59 One

study has shown that during the 1871 election native white Republicans proved decisive

in seven counties, all of which would have elected Democrats had whites voted as a bloc.

In the southeastern county of Perry, which was over seventy percent white, "scalawags"

comprised over forty percent of the white electorate.
60

Despite these noteworthy early successes, Republican inroads into Mississippi's

white population were always short and grew shorter as Reconstruction progressed.

During his tenure as governor, Alcorn was never able to cement a durable coalition of

59David Sansing, "The Role of the Scalawag in Mississippi Reconstruction"

(Ph.D. Diss., University of Southern Mississippi, 1972); Harris, Day ofthe Carpetbagger,

184-88.

60Warren Ellem, "Who Were the Mississippi Scalawags?," JSH3S (May 1972),

227-30; the other counties were Lafayette, Lauderdale, Lawrence, Pike, Lincoln, and
Attala.
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white and black Republicans. Efforts to appease northern Republicans with patronage

positions increased resentment among his fellow old-line Whigs. Attempts to cement

Whig allegiance to the party risked the inevitable ire of blacks and other elements in favor

of a more radical course.
61

Ultimately, two Republican factions emerged, whose conflict

did much to harm the cause of Reconstruction. Yet this future could seem far away

indeed for dispirited white opponents of the new government. Many whites viewed the

situation mainly from the sidelines, retreating from partisan politics altogether, buoyed

only by a vague hope that Republicans would somehow lose their grip on things. Any

splits showing in the Republican ranks were of immediate interest. As William Harris

has expertly shown, the Grand Old Party's diverse coalition frequently supplied such

divisions. Most popular among Democratic advocates were calls among native

Republicans, particularly African Americans, for a decreased role for northerners in the

party. When one prominent black leader began to complain of Yankee dominance of the

party, the Clarion agreed that "our native colored population can furnish persons who are

better qualified-who have a larger interest in the State-who will make more faithful,

honest and competent officers than many of the carpet-baggers that have ravenously

clutched these places."
62

Splits such as this one provided a rhetorical boon for

Democratic spokesmen. They could sound magnanimous toward African Americans

while scoring points against the direction of their Republican adversaries. Many white

spokesmen lent the impression that a competent corps of native Republican leadership
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would have satisfied them. They constantly sought to dislodge carpetbaggers from their

base of support: the overwhelming majority of black voters. Relying on paternalistic

beliefs in the latent fealty of the freedmen, elite spokesmen insisted that African

Americans would be "willing to listen to reason, and to cooperate if assured of their own

political and civil rights."
63 Whether sincere or merely intended for northern ears,

statements such as this one expressed a hope that blacks were merely waiting for

sufficient assurances of their rights in exchange for their allegiance to the state's

traditional elite.

African Americans, however, showed little desire to turn to the likes of Ethelbert

Barksdale, editor of the Clarion, for political guidance. Rather, they worked to augment

their position within the Republican party and to assume more leadership positions.

Northern radicals generally proved their most consistent allies on this count and

continued to receive the most support from black voters.
64

Their loyalty was by no means

absolute. Blacks shrewdly assessed political situations and would reject white leadership

if they did not believe they were receiving the fruits that their voting power merited. In

Vicksburg, for example, the perceived neglect of white Republicans led a trio of leading

blacks to assume control of the party, which they governed until overthrown by area

63
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whites (many of them former Republicans).
65

Because of its size and relative social

complexity, however, Vicksburg provided a fairly unusual case. Although African

Americans grew increasingly assertive within the party and wielded much influence, in

most places Republicans were led by whites. The tense loyalty that freedpeople showed

toward their party's leaders dismayed opposition whites who may have clung to the belief

that polite suasion would eventually assuage black fears of the Democratic party. Sterner

warnings often replaced gentler, paternalistic reassurances. One such editorial appealed

to a rather suspect national demographic projection as a means of dissuading blacks from

their political course. Black voters, the author said, needed to "remember that they are

but one-tenth of the whole population of the country and that this numerical disproportion

is rapidly increasing. Can they afford to be led into a contest so unequal by corrupt and

designing adventurers " Race war would be the inevitable result.
66 Coming as it did

from the Democrats' most prominent advocate of peaceful resistance against the new

political order, this statement was relatively tame. As their desperation in the face of

Reconstruction increased, whites would grow bolder in expressing their anti-black

sentiments.

Unable to shake black voters away from radicalism and with many whites opting

out of politics completely, many white opponents of Reconstruction began to display a

more intense sense of oppression. Loss of the war and all the turmoil attending it had

"Christopher Waldrep, "Black Political Leadership: Warren County, Mississippi,'
Waldrep and Donald G. Nieman, eds., Local Matters: Race, Crime, and Justice in the
Nineteenth-Century South (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 2001), 225-49.

66
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challenged white self-conceptions; the Republican order deepened this challenge. A

language of victimization emerged as a primary means of expressing white discontent.

This development was by no means unitary or consistent. Certainly, whites had felt put-

upon throughout the period and had not shied away from saying so. Elements of this style

of rhetoric can be found, therefore, in all locales and at all times during the

Reconstruction period. Eventually, these inchoate strands of resentful feelings began to

approach the level of a kind of organizing discourse capable of enunciating a political

program in opposition to the Reconstruction regime. The three targets of this program

were the major sources of white resentment: higher taxes, federal interventionism, and

political equality with blacks.

During Reconstruction small white farmers endured their first real experience

with burdensome taxes, which, prior to the Civil War, had mainly been paid by wealthier

planters.
67 From the perspective of Republican legislators, the taxes were reasonable and

necessary. The state faced a number of funding difficulties: rebuilding infrastucture and

institutions destroyed during the war, providing services to the newly emancipated

citizens, and above all instituting a public education system. A tax levied primarily on

land seemed the only means of ensuring that anywhere near sufficient enough funds

entered the state coffers to achieve these goals. These claims were all true, as were

Republican assertions that their tax policy was actually fairer and less regressive than the

tax legislated by the interim government during Presidential Reconstruction, which had

67
Unless otherwise noted, tax information comes from J. Mills Thornton III,

"Fiscal Policy and the Failure of Radical Reconstruction in the Lower South," in Kousser
and McPherson, Region, Race, and Reconstruction, 349-94.
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assessed land at just forty percent of the millage rate for other forms of personal

property.
68

Still, these regressive rates accounted for little of the memories of white

yeomen, who only saw a regime that might be claiming as much as five percent of their

annual cash income (if one combined state and county levies) in contrast to the modest

rates that had prevailed before the war. Republican taxes "assumed a threatening

meaning in the minds" of most small white farmers, particularly as low agricultural

incomes forced many people to forfeit their land to county tax assessors.
69

Given a

healthier economy, most whites would probably have adjusted to the new taxes and come

to appreciate the benefits that they reaped in the form of increased services. The

depression beginning in 1873, however, negated this possibility. Debt service began to

suck up an increased portion of government outlays, decreasing what were already paltry

services. In any event, whites were never keen on the promise of government activism.

As J. Mills Thornton has shown, because the state now had to fund activities for black as

well as white citizens, whites actually received less than they had before the war. Taxes,

however reasonable from the standpoint of those in government, became a focal point of

anti-Republican rhetoric and strategy.

Federal intervention, the second source of oppression in the minds of whites,

acted as a constant reminder of what most white Mississippians had fought for and lost.

They had defended slavery and now had to cope with the meddling of agents ofthe

Freedmen's Bureau. They had fought for the chance to govern themselves free from the

68
For this claim, see Morgan, Yazoo, 262-64.

Harris, Day ofthe Carpetbagger, 375.
69
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interference of Republicans and now had to clear their decisions with military officers

appointed by a Republican administration.
70

Their efforts to reassert complete control

over the black population only angered northerners and led to more invasive assertions of

federal power. One such example was the Enforcement Act of the early 1 870s, which

attempted to clamp down on vigilante acts against blacks and white Republicans in the

South. Whites accused of crimes associated with the Klan and similar groups were tried

in federal courts where blacks perhaps felt freer to testify. Although the punishments

meted out to the offenders were far too lenient to put the brakes on anti-black

intimidation, they made a large impression on whites unused to any challenges to their

traditional racial prerogatives and provoked outcries against federal abuse. One

correspondent tied stereotypes of carpetbagger graft to the destitution facing white

convicts: "Many a farm is uncultivated, many a wretched wife is in rags, and many a

helpless child has suffered intolerable pangs of hunger because those remorseless villains

and adventurers sent down by Grant to ravage and destroy, would secure rewards for

convictions to be effected by negro perjury."
71 As this writer suggested, many whites

believed that the federal government had instituted a judicial system that was rigged

against native white Mississippians.

These examples refer more to the earlier period of Reconstruction before the
state was reinstated into the Union, but the resentment of what were relatively ineffectual

interventions lasted for many years to come. On the Freedmen's Bureau in Mississippi,
see Bond, Political Culture, 141-42; Wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 74-79; Willis,
Forgotten Time, 24-3 1 . The best source for federal military activities in postbellum
Mississippi is Harris, Presidential Reconstruction and Day ofthe Carpetbagger, 1-66.

71Memphis Daily Appeal, n.d., cited in Cresswell, "Enforcing the Enforcement
Acts," 430.
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Political equality was the most obvious and powerful source of white discontent.

It meant loss of political supremacy and the success of a party founded by northerners

opposed to southern ways. Equally significant, if not more so, it challenged notions of

propriety for both the white elite and the less well-to-do. In mundane terms, political

equality with blacks was offensive. One prominent diarist, for example, recorded her

profound disappointment at the prospect of universal male suffrage: "It is a disgrace to

civilized people to have ignorant persons, like negroes, voting."
72

Others could be far

more dramatic in their criticism. After the defeat of the 1868 Constitution, which would

have disfranchised many ex-Confederates, one writer rejoiced, "Thank God it is over! and

pray His holy name to remove the sin creating thing, negro suffrage, the most abominable

of all abominations."73
Unfortunately for this pious writer, black male suffrage did not

die with the original Reconstruction Constitution but became a central fact of political life

in postbellum Mississippi. Organized by Republican political clubs into tight phalanxes

of voters, African Americans used their majority status to ensure Republican dominance

at the state level and in a majority of counties. The Loyal Leagues, as these clubs were

known, assumed a menacing presence in much of the political rhetoric of whites. While

African Americans risked whippings, economic threats, and even death for supporting the

Republicans, many white spokesmen tried to create the impression that the Loyal Leagues

were the most fearsome organizations in the state. Along with designing political

-Susan Sillers Darden Diary, July 22, 1867, typescript, Darden Family Papers
Box 4, MDAH.

"Meridian Mercury, July 7, 1 868, quoted in Wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 153.
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adventurers, the Leagues, through their coercive night-time meetings, drew blame for

separating blacks from their natural allies: their former masters. One editorial went so far

as to accuse the Leagues of operating a "system of terrorism and murder" for the purpose

of making sure blacks hewed to the radical line.
74

All three of these aspects of Reconstruction complemented one another. Take, for

example, the issue of taxation. Because very few African Americans owned land, black

voters rarely felt the sting of the taxes that the governments they elected imposed on

landholders. On the contrary, taxes in the eyes ofmost black voters were insufficient to

pay for the services, mainly schools, that the state's newest citizens required.
75

That some

white landholders were forfeiting land to the state because of taxes would no doubt have

struck freedmen as poetic justice. After all, it was not as if anyone had ever delivered on

the promise of forty acres and a mule. Thus, black voting and high taxation were

inextricably linked. In some cases this system might have paid dividends for the state.

74
Jackson Weekly Clarion, September 12, 1872. Other than a few instances these

charges were fantastic, but it should be noted that African Americans were not above
resorting to intimidation within their ranks to secure political victories. Black women
were particularly active in insisting on support of Republicans as a central aspect of
proper behavior among black males. See Noralee Frankel, Freedom 's Women: Black
Women and Families in Civil War Era Mississippi (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University
Press, 1999), last chapter; John Michael Giggie, "God's Long Journey: African
Americans, Religion, and History in the Mississippi Delta, 1875-1915" (Ph.D. Diss.,

Princeton University, 1997). On the Loyal Leagues, see Michael W. Fitzgerald, The
Union League Movement in the Deep South: Politics and Agricultural Change During
Reconstruction (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1989).

750n Republican efforts to build up a state educational system, see Harris, Day of
the Carpetbagger, Chapter 10. Advocates of public education scored many early
victories and overcame most of the misgivings that some white citizens had harbored, but
as Harris argues, the system ultimately teetered on a poor financial foundation, worsened
by the economic collapse of 1 873.
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Most notably, high taxes in the Delta encouraged speculators in undeveloped, frontier

areas to rent their land, mainly to blacks, rather than forfeit it to the state. In this sense,

taxes worked in redistributionist fashion to foster a viable agricultural ladder for black

farmers while providing an incentive for speculative landholders to clear and develop

unused land.
76

Yet this was an outcome only possible in the Delta, a frontier territory

with prodigiously productive soil capable of easing the shock of plummeting cotton

prices, either through above-average yields or through supplemental wealth from cleared

timber. Elsewhere, the depression made the Republicans' tax policies, whatever public

outlays they may have permitted, intolerable to most white landholders, thereby

deepening their dread of black political activism. Similarly, the protection of Republican

voters became the primary rationale for federal intervention. In this way black voting,

federalism, and high taxes became linked together as a kind of unholy trinity in the minds

of whites throughout the state.

As these associations intensified, black activism took on a more menacing

presence in much of the rhetoric of white opponents of Reconstruction. No longer

recognized merely as the pawns of carpetbaggers and scalawags, African Americans now

frequently appeared as an independent force in their own right. The threat posed by

aggressive black politicking, generally seen as impacting black voters sympathetic to

conservative candidates, could also seem relevant for white voters. Foremost among

these activities were the campaign performances of fife and drum bands. A popular way

of announcing and celebrating political rallies to an area's black population, the

76
Willis, Forgotten Time, 44-48.
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performances became in the minds of many whites a shorthand for the threats radicalism

posed to white supremacy. Symbolically at least, these fears were not completely

unrealistic. Mississippi fife and drum music adopted a form well associated with

American patriotism (think "Yankee Doodle") and altered it with African-American

rhythms, the drums assuming a more central place in the overall sound than the fife. It

staked a claim, in other words, on a form associated with white liberty and made it bi-

racial.
77

Writing of a fife and drum-led march to the polls in Rankin County, one editorial

made it clear how threatening these events could seem: "The proceeding could have but

one object. .
.
to present to the peaceable and law-abiding whites the alternative of staying

away from the polls or incurring the risk of a bloody riot."
78

In fact, many whites did stay

away from the polls, not because they felt intimidated, but because they had decided that

their efforts mattered little in the face of a politically unified and energized black

population. Added to this was the apathy produced by a lack of desirable choices. In this

particular election, Mississippi whites were to choose between Ulysses S. Grant and

famed abolitionist editor Horace Greeley.

Such political misfortune deepened the despondency and bitterness ofmany

whites. After enduring what obviously seemed like an excruciating seven years trying to

manage a small plantation with free labor, Spooner Forbes alternated between anger from

being "so often fooled by the darkies" and a more reflective misery: "There are not many

For an oral history of Othar Turner, a present-day practitioner who recently died
at the age of ninety-nine, see William Ferris, Local Color: A Sense ofPlace in Folk Art
(New York: Anchor Books Edition, 1992 [1982]), 157-74.

78
Jackson Weekly Clarion, November 15, 1872.
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pleasures in this world " His confirmation into the Episcopalian church the following

year may have eased some of these pangs.
79

Others expressed a harsher resentment filled

with speculations of impending degradation. W. B. Jones, a Jefferson County planter,

foresaw little but doom from Reconstruction: "The object of Ra[d]ical party who are the

white as well as the black niggers of the land endeavor only to bring about social equality,

and the plan they are pursuing is, to bring down the whites of the south by making us as

poor as they are."
80

Here lay the real threat posed by Reconstruction. Fearing that they

no longer controlled their political destinies and that this loss of control was depriving

them of what they viewed as the sole means to their economic prosperity, the subjugation

of a docile labor force, whites cast about for a revival of their fortunes.

The 1 873 election, which centered on the races for state offices, marked perhaps

the nadir of white political fortunes in Mississippi. Democrats and Conservatives (the

name adopted by most ex-Whigs) sat on the sidelines, grudgingly throwing their support

behind their native nemesis James Lusk Alcorn, who had lost an internal power struggle

for control of the Republican party to former military governor and committed radical

Adelbert Ames. African Americans had insisted on a more radical course and on a more

prominent place within the Republican party. Three of the candidates on the Ames ticket

were black. In addition to James Hill for secretary of state, an office that had been

reserved for blacks since they had gotten the vote, A. K. Davis ran for lieutenant governor

79
Alden Spooner Forbes Diary, January 21, 1871, February 20, 1872, April 14

1 873, transcript, MDAH.
80
Jones-Smith Plantation Journal, November 11, 1872, microfilm copy, MDAH.
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and T. W. Cardozo for superintendent of education. Although many whites could not

stomach voting for a perceived traitor, such as Alcorn, most conservative leaders and

spokesmen were quite aggressive in their advocacy of the reform agenda that Alcorn was

promising. They worked hard to discourage the temptation to reject all elements of the

new order. The Prentiss Recorder went so far as to associate those who urged whites to

sit out the election with northern radicals: "They have proven a far greater scourge to the

State than the horde of adventurers whom reconstruction turned loose upon it, and they

deserve no better treatment at the hands of the honest masses."81
Unfortunately for

cooperationists, their strategy proved a failure. With the majority of blacks firmly behind

it or at the very least distrustful of an opponent receiving much of his support from

Democrats, the Ames ticket rolled to a relatively easy win. For whites who preferred a

cautious, peaceful response to Reconstruction, the election was a crushing defeat.

African Americans had now shown themselves unwilling to vote for candidates with even

an informal connection to conservative whites, no matter how "moderate" those whites

had seemed during the campaign. 82

In response many whites divorced themselves from any pretense of cooperation.

A harder edge developed among spokesmen who now advocated a whites-only political

strategy. To be sure, a sizable contingent within the Democratic party had always scorned

any nods toward biracial politics. In 1870 the party's Lowndes County executive

Quoted in Jackson Weekly Clarion, February 13, 1873.

On the election, see Harris, Day ofthe Carpetbagger, 464-80.
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committee had announced a policy that most Democrats would eventually adopt as their

own:

Whereas, The negro race of Mississippi are organized as a race into a political

party, and through this organization control the civil and political powers of the

State . . . and whereas they did, in the canvass of the past year, insultingly reject

the offers of friendship and common citizenship made to them by whites . .

.

Resolved That as long as the above recited state of things exists, all political

contests hereafter in the State are restricted to a race struggle for civil and political

supremacy.

Here we see many of the elements that had been building throughout the postbellum

period and that would fill white political rhetoric: a sense of victimhood at the hands of

freedpeople, protestations of innocence in the face of racial tensions, and a determined

resolve that whites would no longer suffer the pains of Reconstruction. Such a resolve

relieved many whites of any need to placate northern observers. A complete

unwillingness to tolerate whites who supported the Ames administration became an

essential aspect of white-line strategy, the opinions of Yankees be damned. The Brandon

Republican, which had formerly aligned itself with more conciliatory Democratic

strategists, announced its hostility to white Republicans with the headline, "Social

Intercourse Denied to Straight-Haired Niggers." The paper frequently referred to its

white opponents as "white-skinned" or "pale-faced," signalling that it viewed opposition

to Reconstruction essential to any claim to whiteness.
84

This consciousness of racial

83
Jackson Weekly Clarion, October 22, 1870.
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Brandon Republican, July 16, 1874. As these items suggest, much in

Mississippi corresponds with what a growing number of scholars have noted about the
symbolic power that most white people invested in their racial identities. Whiteness was
not necessarily self-evident but something earned through a complex array of locally-
informed actions and beliefs. For work that engages southern material most effectively,
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identity did not constitute so much of a shift in attitudes as a shift in tactics. As we have

seen, hostility to white Republicans, whether native or not, had immediately marked the

rhetoric of opponents of Reconstruction. The active alienation of whites, who otherwise

might have gained acceptance as respectable, if not highly valued, citizens, did raise the

stakes of this hostility. And it apparently worked. By the 1875 Redemption campaign,

white Republicans consisted almost solely of officeholders.

Yet eliminating white Republicans as a significant element of the state's political

fabric by making "it too damn hot for them," was a risky and incomplete strategy.
85

Risky because it threatened to outrage northern voters who would then maintain radicals

as the dominant force in Washington, and incomplete because it did little to promote

enthusiasm among whites who had opted out of politics entirely, either from depression,

apathy, or disgust. Even as white-line tactics gained sway over many Democrats and their

allies, much of the white elite preserved a more conciliatory tone. Localities without a

significant restraining element might get away with the strategy of one "white man's

party" in Port Gibson, which classed, and presumably treated, anyone who refused to join

with them as a radical.
86

In most areas, however, white-liners had to defend themselves

see Grace Hale, Making Whiteness: The Culture ofSegregation in the South, 1890-1940
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1998); Stephen Kantrowitz, Ben Tillman and
Reconstruction of White Supremacy (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2000); for a review-
critique of this literature, see Peter Kolchin, "Whiteness Studies: The New History of
Race in America," Journal ofAmerican History (June 2002), 1 54-73.

85nThe quote comes from one of Charles Nordhoff s informants, The Cotton States
11.

86
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against charges that they did more harm than good to the cause of ending Republican rule.

More cautious spokesmen resisted giving the impression that Mississippi whites opposed

civil rights for freedpeople and believed that an all-out campaign would disgust northern

observers. A different administration in Washington, made possible by a conciliatory

South, might "pave the way to an 'easy triumph' for Reform" in Mississippi, "without all

the anarchy and strife, and perhaps bloodshed, and interruption of business . . . which

must necessarily accompany the employment of 'color line' as a political slogan."
87

Despite these and other voices of restraint, the momentum of the white-line

movement became impossible to contain. An early success in Vicksburg, where white

Republicans rejected their black allies in favor of an all-white coalition with an openly

intimidating strategy, encouraged opponents of Reconstruction throughout Mississippi to

gin up an all-out assault on Republican rule.
88

Yet unlike during previous outbursts of

white resentment, this final push for "Redemption" was conducted with a greater degree

of self-consciousness. As even the most cautious anti-Republicans accepted the logic of

white-line tactics, they imparted their concerns over northern perceptions to the

movement. Opposition spokesmen perfected what might be termed a double-voiced

rhetorical posture. Aware that "southern outrages" had become source material for a

genre of northern reportage, opponents of Reconstruction began tailoring their rhetoric to

Journal ofMississippi History 54 (May 1992), 1 75-201

.
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respond to northerners' inevitable criticism of aggressive, even extra-legal, tactics.
89 The

communications that elite spokesmen had been sending northward-about the

reasonableness and loyalty of Mississippi whites, and the oppression they faced, and the

treachery of southern Republicans-merged with uncompromising white-line tactics. This

was never an easy feat. It required a constant vigilance to interpret, spin if you will,

potentially dangerous incidents in ways that seemed reasonable or at least justifiable to

northern onlookers. Ultimately, it would triumph, forming the discursive accompaniment

to the Democratic onslaught. Yet more still was required to ensure native white

Mississippians' return to supremacy over the state. Democrats had to revive the battered

spirits of their potential white supporters.

890n northern reactions, see Heather Cox Richardson, The Death of
Reconstruction: Race, Labor, and Politics in the Post-Civil War North, 1865-1901
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2001); Mark Wahlgren Summers, The Press
Gang: Newspapers and Politics, 1865-1878 (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1994).



CHAPTER 2

PERFECTING A LANGUAGE OF VICTORY, 1874-1876

At a September 1 875 political rally sponsored by the Republicans in Clinton, a

small town just outside of Jackson, violence erupted. Rowdy and probably drunken

young Democrats disrupted a Republican speaker, were chastised by a black policeman,

and shots resulted. What had been a peaceful, boisterous gathering of Republicans with a

smattering of white Democrats soon became a chaotic, smoky field. Four or five African

Americans lay dead on the ground, but blacks did not flee. Instead, they turned on the

Democrats in their midst, seeking immediate retribution. Whites at the rally barely

escaped the ground, with many bloodied and three losing their lives, including a white

Republican who had apparently been trying to shelter women and children who had fled

the rally site. Whites from the surrounding area quickly organized into posses with their

numbers supplemented by eager volunteers from Jackson and Vicksburg, who hopped

trains as soon as news of the riot had been telegraphed. Singling out local black

Republican leaders, in particular, but not necessarily confining their violence, Democratic

militants circulated throughout the area for the next two days. Estimates of the number

killed have ranged from ten to fifty.
1

This sketch of the riot is drawn from some of the many accounts that sought to
piece things together. See in particular, Jackson Clarion, extra edition, September 6,
1875; Jackson Daily Times, September 6, 1875; Jackson Weekly Pilot, September 11,
1875; for historical accounts, see Charles Hillman Brough, "The Clinton Riot,"
Publications ofthe Mississippi Historical Society VI (1902), 53-63; Vernon Lane
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The Clinton riot, as it became known, ignited fierce resentment among most

northern newspapers. Even the New York Times, which had taken an increasingly hard

line against what it viewed as the excesses of radical Reconstruction, vented against the

murderous rampages of Democratic calvary troops.
2
Feeding off of contemporary

imperialist assumptions, a Cincinnati paper went so far as to compare Mississippi whites

to uncivilized tribal groups in the South Seas and Africa.
3
Throughout the postwar period

this brand of reportage had inflamed northern public opinion, thus encouraging many

leading opponents of Reconstruction in Mississippi to stress accomodation to the new

regime. Yet far from frightening Democrats from an all-out campaign, which featured a

white-line fervor not seen since 1868, lurid northern press attention, and the potential

federal intervention it may have fostered, seems to have factored very little in the

strategizing of anti-Reconstructionists. The extent of the force unleashed at Clinton may

have been rare statewide, but the event very much represented the spirit of white efforts to

overthrow the Republican government. 4
Indeed, as many Republicans believed, Clinton

defined the election. Throughout the state Democrats engaged in acts of threat,

Wharton, The Negro in Mississippi, 1865-1890 (New York: Harper & Row Publishers,
1965 [1947]), 191; William C. Harris, Day ofthe Carpetbagger: Republican
Reconstruction in Mississippi (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1979), 660-61.

2New York Times, September 8, 1875; the main informant for the account that the
Times ran appears to have been Charles Caldwell, an African American Republican who
represented the area in the state senate.

Cincinnati Gazette, n.d., in Jackson Weekly Pilot, September 18, 1875.

4
For a fine analysis of the Revolution of 1 875, as many would later term the

campaign, see Warren Ellem, "The Overthrow of Reconstruction in Mississippi," Journal
ofMississippi History 54 (May 1992), 175-201.
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intimidation, and sometimes violence to prevent Republicans from electing or even

listening to their candidates.

The willful ignoring of northern public opinion constituted a significant shift. For

six years Mississippi whites had reluctantly accepted (with some exceptions) the

Republican regime and worked to placate Republicans in the federal government, which

seemed determined to stamp down any resurgence of rebellious sentiment in the South.

Now, they moved ahead with a total campaign, northern opinions be damned. Part of this

shift can be, and has been, explained as a savvy sense that, whatever accounts might be

appearing in the North, northerners had actually lost their will to intervene into the affairs

of the South.
5
Related to this sense, nevertheless, was a confidence in the ability of

Democratic spokesmen to overcome lurid tales of white terrorism with narratives of the

oppression that whites suffered under Republican regimes. Essentially, white spokesmen

transformed extra-legal tactics into acts of self-defense against a powerful and oppressive

force. A call and response pattern developed with Republican charges answered (and

often anticipated) by Democratic counter-charges.
6

In the case of the Clinton riot

Democratic spokesmen fostered a narrative that replaced images of white militants

5
Northern retreat from the goals of Reconstruction has received a good deal of

treatment. See in particular, William Gillette, Retreatfrom Reconstruction, 1869-1879
(Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1979); Heather Cox Richardson, The Death ofReconstruction:
Race, Labor, and Politics in the Post-Civil War North, 1865-1901 (Cambridge MA:
Harvard University Press, 2001).

6
For similar use of the call and response metaphor, see Mitchell Snay, The Gospel

ofDisunion: Religion and Separatism in the Antebellum South (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1993), 20; C. Vann Woodward, American Counterpoint: Slavery and
Racism in the North-South Dialogue (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1971).
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scouring the countryside with a story of an organized attack by hundreds of blacks on a

small group of peaceful white Democrats. The Jackson Clarion entitled a collection of

depositions taken from white witnesses/participants of the event, "A Premeditated

Massacre of the Whites," and argued that blacks had arrived at the rally with the intention

of shedding white blood.
7
Doubtless, few interested Republicans would have been

persuaded by this argument, but similar stories from other incidents did enter the public

debate, providing northern Democrats (and by extension white southerners) with useful

fodder in their efforts to chip away at Republican power.
8

The victory of Mississippi whites over Reconstruction occurred within the context

of a developing narrative that inverted racial power relations, transforming Republican

ascendency into a program of oppression of whites by blacks and justifying the often

violent, white-line tactics that militants had been urging throughout the period. This

chapter attempts to establish this narrative context as a primary, though not sufficient,

factor in the Democratic successes of 1875 and 1876. By showing how opposition

spokesmen developed particular ways of discussing the Republican government, race

relations, and white actions, I hope to illuminate the emergence of the powerful white

interpretation of Reconstruction that helped convince northern observers to accept "home

rule." Anti-Reconstruction stories helped circumvent northern objections to white

7
Jackson Weekly Clarion, September 29, 1875.

"Heather Cox Richardson's otherwise compelling interpretation of northern
rejection of Radicalism neglects this dynamic. Northern editorialists and voters may have
responded to fears that Reconstruction challenged basic assumptions of a free labor
political economy, but they did so with a southern accent, their views informed by cries of
oppression from white southerners. Death ofReconstruction, xii-xiv.
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violence, thereby assuaging the doubts of local pragmatists who had previously urged

accomodation to the new state of affairs. Pro-Democratic narratives, in other words,

smoothed out divisions within Mississippi's white population. The assertion of white

victimhood enabled the aggressive tactics of militants to take center stage while satisfying

the worries of whites who feared northern reprisals. Ironically it would form the

foundation of a new triumphant narrative, which marked the return of white supremacy.

The first great success story for white-line militants came in Vicksburg in 1 874.

The summer election for municipal positions and a racial massacre, which occurred in

early December, established key aspects of the Democrats' winning electoral strategy the

following year and foreshadowed the inability of state Republicans to manage racial

controversies.
9
The state's only city (even Jackson, the capital, hardly qualified as an

urban center), Vicksburg had festered with corruption before the war and during

Reconstruction and would continue to do so after Republicans lost their grip. As

mentioned earlier, African Americans had seized the reins of the Warren County

Republican organization in 1873. Not having created the financial mess and corruption

they inherited (the county's debt exceeded one million dollars), the county's black leaders

9The election and its violent aftermath are discussed in Harris, Day ofthe
Carpetbagger, 634-37, 646-49; Ellem, "Overthrow of Reconstruction," 176-77;

Christopher Waldrep, "Black Political Leadership: Warren County, Mississipppi," in

Waldrep and Donald G. Nieman, eds., Local Matters: Race, Crime, and Justice in the

Nineteenth-Century South (Athens GA: University of Georgia Press, 2001), 237-44; Mark
Wahlgren Summers, The Press Gang: Newspapers and Politics, 1865-1878 (Chapel Hill:

UNC Press, 1994), 223-34; George C. Rable, But There Was No Peace: The Role of
Violence in the Politics ofReconstruction (Athens GA: University of Georgia Press,

1984), 145-50.
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did little to improve matters. Their failure further inflamed white anxieties about the

quality of black governance. With white Republicans abandoning their former allies, a

"People's Party" was formed to overwhelm Vicksburg's black majority in the August

municipal elections. As would be the case in 1875, opponents of the Republicans

militarized the campaign. Armed companies marched the streets, followed sometimes by

local blacks pressed into the service of the white party. Black voters who maintained

their support of the Republican organization frequently received visits from armed

whites. The result was a predictable victory for the People's Party, though the narrow

margin of 350 votes indicated the resolve ofmany black voters.

The electoral outcome attracted a torrent of praise from white commentators

throughout the state. Most important, it gained many converts for a more aggressive,

anti-Reconstruction strategy. New converts, however, were quick to distinguish their

positions from those of unreconstructed Confederates immediately following the war.

They were not asserting an absolutist opposition to black political influence. One need

only look at the blacks who marched with the People's Party to understand that a biracial

political world was not the issue. Rather, they were using available means to protest

corruption and the racial unity of the black electorate, as would any citizenry burdened

with the outrageous policies of the Republican regime. They were not imposing a color

line; they were protesting the source of racial divisiveness: corruption and ignorance in

government. One newpaper editor, a prominent figure in agricultural reform circles, used

Vicksburg as a pretext for rejecting his earlier conciliatory stance: the "People's Party

desires to unite the white people in a solid body as the only alternative left us against
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against the unbroken black line fastened upon us by the endeavors and falsehoods of a

few thousand white vampires
" l0 The key phrase here, and one paraphrased for many

years to come was "the only alternative." The rhetorical campaign of Mississippi whites

depended on a sense that no options existed but the most extreme strategy. Desperation

demanded it.

Jubilant whites in the Vicksburg area still had to cope with a slate of black

officers in the county government, including Peter Crosby, who had charge of the

powerful and lucrative sheriffs office." Although Crosby apparently discharged many of

his duties legitimately, he enraged whites by manipulating a grand jury that was

investigating some of his political cronies.
12

In early December when a question emerged

as to the sufficiency of Crosby's bond, whites demanded that he step down. Crosby's

efforts to secure bond guarantees from potential white allies failed. Forced to resign by a

body of armed whites, Crosby departed for Jackson to consult with Governor Adelbert

Ames. The governor's advice, that Crosby organize a posse and use it to restore his

'"Beauregard and Wesson Times, September 3, 1874, quoted in Harris, Day ofthe
Carpetbagger, 637-38.

"By Mississippi law, sheriffs acted as their counties' chief tax collectors, making
the position perhaps the most remunerative in the state. The opportunities for fraud were
considerable.

12
Christopher Waldrep has reported that Crosby lived quite modestly after his

tenure as sheriff ended, indicating that he had more than likely restrained himself from
taking advantage of his tax collecting responsibilities. Crosby's relative poverty
contrasted sharply with the position of his white predecessor, who had become a very
wealthy man and who in later years became something of a professional world traveller.

Waldrep, "Black Political Leadership," 232; on Furlong, see Harris, Day ofthe
Carpetbagger, 719.
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authority, proved disastrous.
13

In conjunction with a handbill that circulated throughout

Vicksburg urging people to aide Crosby, the deposed sheriff organized blacks in the

surrounding countryside for a march on the courthouse. The black troops were poorly

armed. Indeed, they seem to have intended no more than a show of force and not, as

whites would claim, an attack on the city. Met outside the city by a well-organized white

cavalry under the command of Crosby's predecessor, Charles Furlong, who ironically had

participated in the 1863 siege of Vicksburg as a member of William Sherman's staff, the

ragtag African American squads quickly agreed to back down and disperse (Crosby was

already in protective custody at the city jail). Whites took advantage of the situation

anyway. A countywide massacre ensued. Eventually, a detachment of U.S. troops

restored Crosby to office shortly after the new year and disbanded the white companies

that patrolled the county.

Although sufficient to force federal intervention, the Warren County massacre did

not ignite a great deal of public resentment in the North. Part of the reason for northern

apathy almost certainly resulted from wire reports, which repeated local white claims of a

violent black invasion of the city. The New York Times, for example, ran an account that

blamed the incident on Ames, predicted his impeachment and trial for inciting riot, and

Crosby's meeting with Ames is shrouded in charges and counter-charges.
William Harris has concurred with contemporary Democrats, whose assertion that

Ames's advice was meant to spark a racial conflict formed the basis of their efforts to

impeach him. The evidence for this view is far too spotty and suspect to merit Harris's
certainty. Mark Wahlgren Summers takes Ames at his word, that the governor and his
aides urged Crosby to seek redress through the courts and then to call for force. Harris,
647; Summers, The Press Gang, 227.
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reported that blacks were committing "depredations in the country."
14

It also printed the

statement of the Vicksburg "Taxpayers' Party," which stressed that the fault for the

conflict derived solely from the black show offeree and that the removal of Crosby and

his allies from office was necessary because they had been "so banded together as

effectually to deprive the people of the remedies provided by law for their protection. .

.

." 15
In other words, white actions, including the mass killing of blacks, signalled a

defense of the rule of law, not, as one might have assumed, a case of race-based

vigilantism. Although the Times' official correspondent would temper these impressions

and correct some of the most egregious distortions, his own views diverged little from

those of the local whites. He deprecated (much like some of his genteel informants) the

excessive loss of life but blamed it ultimately on the blacks. By foregrounding his

interpretation with information on the "ruinous" rates of taxation, he primed his readers

for a hostile view of Warren County's Republican government. Furthermore, he

explained the high black death toll, which might have given some readers pause as to

white claims of self-defense, as an outcome of blacks' incapacity. They were simply too

timid and fearful to defend themselves effectively, a serious charge in a culture that

prized ideals ofmanhood. 16 The Times' correspondent was not necessarily representative

I4New York Times, December 8, 1874.

15New York Times, December 13, 1874.

,6
Ibid., December 18, 1874. Robert W. Flournoy, one of the most prominent

native white Republicans, protested the Times' conciliatory editorial policy and insisted

on whites' persistent hostility toward black rights and the federal government, February
2.1, 1875.
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of other northern observers. Indeed, he was eventually supplemented by a reporter whose

views on the efforts of southern whites to overthrow Reconstruction were decidedly

unsympathetic. Few papers, nevertheless, had the resources to hire correspondents of

their own, relying instead on wire reports or on the burgeoning Associated Press network.

Often relying on dispatches from southern Democratic sheets, these reports tended to be

even more hostile toward the goals of Reconstruction. 17
Thus, supporters of

Reconstruction in Mississippi faced serious obstacles in communicating their goals to

potentially sympathetic audiences. Increasingly, only lurid accounts of violence, often

robbed of context, could be expected to attract attention.

Prominent members of the Mississippi opposition remained committed to

preventing, or at least minimizing, the violent tactics that many militants advocated.

White-lineism and its attendant practices may have been gaining momentum, but well

into 1875 it had to yield (at least publicly) to the more cautious strategizing of elite

Democrats, such as Lucius Lamar, Ethelbert Barksdale, and Albert Gallatin Brown. Of

these, only Brown appears to have been arguing from an idealistic standpoint, and not

surprisingly perhaps he cut a less imposing figure than he had during his heyday as a

leading secessionist. His public statements stressed the necessity of honoring all of the

rights African Americans had acquired through Reconstruction, particularly suffrage.

According to Brown, Mississippi whites had seriously misstepped in attempting to deny

blacks full citizenship following the war, and he viewed the white-line movement as

something of an ugly stepchild of this earlier phase of resistance. Once blacks recognized

l7
Summers, The Press Gang, 218-19.
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that their rights were not threatened by white militants, they would willingly vote with

their natural allies, who Brown naively assumed were "Southern whites." Behind these

loftier sentiments lay Brown's frequently expressed fear that white-line tactics would only

encourage violence from blacks, particularly in areas with black majorities: "I do not at

all hesitate to say that the negro has the same right to restrict or call in question, by

intimidation or other unlawful means, the rights of white men, that the white man has to

restrict or call in question by the same agencies, the rights of black men." Campaigning

on the white line, in other words, was a recipe for race war.
18

As did all prominent opposition spokesmen, Brown communicated his ideas to

any northerners who would listen. For pragmatists, the importance of presenting a

positive image of Mississippi white conservatives overwhelmed any sympathy with the

impatience of militants. Lamar, for example, admitted privately that his famous eulogy

for Massachusetts radical Charles Sumner in Congress, was shaped to impress

northerners with the high-mindedness of southern conservatives.
19 As William Harris has

shown, white-line sentiment emerged in inverse relation to the potential for federal

intervention. Nothing quelled it as efficiently as the fear among opponents of

Reconstruction that their own extremism would encourage federal intervention, thereby

negating whatever gains they had been making.20 Added to an apprehension that the

18James Byrne Ranck, Albert Gallatin Brown: Radical Southern Nationalist (New
York: D. Appleton-Century Company, 1937), 264-65, 269-71, quotation, 270.

19
Harris, Day ofthe Carpetbagger, 642-43.

20
Ibid., 643-44.
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disorder of a white-line campaign would disrupt the still developing labor system, fear of

federal intervention acted as a powerful bulwark against drawing the color line.

Pragmatic opponents of Reconstruction placed their hopes on the non-partisan

Taxpayers' Movement, which gained steam in late 1874 and early 1875. Although Gov.

Ames had managed to shrink the State budget, overall millage rates remained

burdensome, and the legislature showed little interest in addressing the issue. Several

white Republicans took the dramatic step ofjoining their political adversaries in a

coalition of tax protesters. Most were relatively conservative, but a few radicals joined in

the chorus. Albert T. Morgan, a close friend of the governor, urged Ames to push for tax

relief from the legislature, stressing that the 1875 elections might hinge on the issue: "I

never fully appreciated the burden of the present and past levys [sic] until now."21
Robert

Flournoy, the most prominent native white radical, became far more outspoken on the

issue, advocating tax reform as passionately as he pushed for racial equality. Eventually

Flournoy, like most Republicans, cooled on cooperating with the movement, sensing that

its chief advocates were mostly interested in destroying Republicanism in the state. Yet

even after this realization had struck, Flournoy urged reform in private. In a letter to

Ames he predicted a continuing hemorrhage of white support for the Republican party

unless it made retrenchment a priority.
22

2I
A.T. Morgan to Adelbert Ames, February 5, 1875, Record Group [RG] 27,

Governors' Papers, Administration of Adelbert Ames, Box 995, Mississippi Department
of Archives and History [MDAH].

22t
Harris, Day ofthe Carpetbagger, 625-26; R.W. Flournoy to Adlebert Ames,

March 18, 1875, RG 27, Governors' Papers, Administration of Adelbert Ames, Box 995
MDAH.
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That so many leading Republicans joined the opposition in condemning

Mississippi's policy of taxation indicated the political potency of the issue. It also played

well nationally among northern journalists, who frequently filled out their reports with

stories of property forfeitures. Although generally upbeat about the transformations that

Reconstruction was forging in Mississippi, Edward King, one of the more prominent of

these travelling correspondents, was quick to point out the high rates of taxation and

government indebtedness in the localities he visited. More negative was Charles

Nordhoff, who compared Mississippi unfavorably to Georgia, which had had a

Democratic government since 1871. Indeed, Nordhoff s account singled out Republican

administrations for worsening all the problems that beset the South, suggesting that

Democratic governments inevitably produced fairer systems and more peaceful racial

environments. 23
For cautious opponents of Reconstruction, tax reform presented itself as

the ideal vehicle for overturning Republican power. A concrete issue with no overtly

racial connotations it struck at the core of the Republican program without offending

northern observers with the racial bitterness that marked much of the anti-Radical

coalition. Pragmatists dominated the State Taxpayers' Convention held in January, 1875,

and succeeded in drafting a petition that drew praise from Republicans throughout the

state. Even Gov. Ames gave it a tentative stamp of approval and urged the Legislature,

which was dominated by Radicals, to pass a tax abatement act and to reduce the state

millage rate. Reformers succeeded on these issues but failed to dismantle the state's

23Edward King, The Great South, eds., W. Magruder Duke and Robert R. Jones
(Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1972), 293-96; Charles Nordhoff, The Cotton States in the
Spring and Summer of1875 (New York: D. Appleton & Company, 1876), 10-12.
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overall tax structure. Retrenchment at the state level was achieved but only by shifting

most judicial costs to the counties, which understandably raised their rates to make up for

the loss of state revenue. Thus, despite some victories, tax reducers were largely

disappointed by the legislative outcome.
24

The failure to achieve meaningful tax relief strengthened extremist elements

within the anti-Radical coalition. Defeat seemed to confirm that a Republican

administration would never respond to anyone but its core constituency. More significant

perhaps, the influence of the black members of the legislature over the final votes

provided a powerful symbol against which white-liners could rally. Although African

American legislators had split on a few of the tax issues and had been instrumental in

helping pass the relief that did get enacted, they had voted as a bloc against two of the

most cherished goals of retrenchment advocates: biennial legislative sessions and a

reduction of legislative pay. This voting pattern would hardly seem to have qualified as a

racial affront, but it was sufficient to raise alarms among whites throughout the state. It

effectively racialized an issue that had previously been a question of government

administration (at least on the surface). With whites claiming that black political

influence was the main reason for the maintenance of the "oppressive" rate of taxation,

tax reform and open white revolt against Reconstruction could fuse.
25 As we have seen in

the statement that Vicksburg whites made to justify the December, 1874 conflict, the

association of black influence and government corruption/incompetence was not new.

24

25

Harris, Day ofthe Carpetbagger, 628-33.

Ibid., 633; Ellem, "Overthrow of Reconstruction," 191-93.
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And taxation had already been cited by some as a sufficient cause for open rebellion. A

writer in the Jackson Clarion, for example, had warned "that the blood shed at Vicksburg

is but a foretaste of what is coming in this State if the plunderers do not take their hands

from the pockets of the people and discontinue their system of legalised robbery."
26 By

racializing the tax issue, which had attracted the attention of so many of the more

cautious anti-Radicals and some of the northern observers with whom they

communicated, white reaction to the legislative vote helped facilitate a union between

moderates and white-liners.

During the summer of 1875, opponents of Reconstruction feverishly reorganized

party organizations, culminating in the August convention of the Democratic-

Conservative party, a coalition of pre-war Democrats and Whigs and just about any other

whites who had come of age since the war. Despite the momentum for race-based

campaigning, the Convention formally rejected a stated adherence to the white-line

formula. It did concede, however, the power and authority of more extreme, grassroots

organizations by leaving it up to the central committees of individual counties whether

they might advocate white-lineism.
27

Officially, most of the county committees followed

the lead of the state convention and appealed for black support. As we shall see, black

votes factored little in the Democratic-Conservative campaign, which hinged on the

suppression of black voting. It is important to note, nevertheless, the perception of so

many leading anti-Radicals at both the state and county levels that public statements of

26
Jackson Weekly Clarion, December 31, 1874.

"Harris, Day ofthe Carpetbagger, 651-55.
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biracialism were a necessary component of the campaign. In this sense the difference

between the extremism of the earlier Reconstruction period and that which characterized

the final push for Redemption demonstrated the evolution of white resistance from a

refusal to acknowledge federal authority to a studied attempt to obscure exclusionary

tactics.
28

Whatever the rhetorical strategy of the party committees, opponents of

Reconstruction were very clear on what they intended. Most of the Democratic press kept

up a drumbeat of blatantly intimidating commentary that centered on several related

themes: the evils of the Ames Administration, the blind loyalty of black voters to Ames,

the necessity of white vigilance in the face of this entrenched opposition, and the rejection

of all previous forms of conciliation and cooperation. Even the Clarion, which was

edited by leading pragmatist Ethelbert Barksdale, rejected any further attempts to placate

Republican audiences. As did many publications, it justified its conversion to the white-

line camp as an outgrowth of its feelings of powerlessness in the face of the racial bloc

voting in the legislature.
29

For a paper that had previously pointed to the Black Codes and

other post-war missteps as primary sources of racial division, harping on two votes in the

Of course, this dynamic was also a function of the compromise between
moderate leaders, many ofwhom sincerely opposed racializing the campaign, and white-
liners, many ofwhom were inclined to reject any attention to outside views. Although
the decision to publicly oppose the white line might have seemed a victory for
pragmatists, all parties understood that nothing would restrain whites from applying the
lessons of Vicksburg to undermine the Republican campaign. The effectiveness of the
pragmatic view now lay in its ability to provide a rhetorical gloss for the Redemption
campaign.

24
Jackson Weekly Clarion, August 1 1 and 18, 1875.
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legislature hardly seemed sincere, no matter how disappointing those votes had been.

Most likely, Barksdale shifted the paper's editorial policy to bring it in line with the

overwhelming majority of the state's white population, thereby maintaining its reputation

as the Democratic standard bearer. Other than as an occasional sop to northern

audiences, the policy of conciliation no longer existed.

That drawing the color line was not the stated policy of the opposition allowed

many of its spokesmen to portray the coming campaign as a defensive posture for

Mississippi whites. Most prominent was Lucius Q. C. Lamar, who frequently

corresponded with northern journalists and stated his party's claims on the floor of the

U.S. Congress, to which he had been elected in 1 873. Far from the idealism that may

have characterized Albert Gallatin Brown, Lamar had resisted drawing the color line

solely out of his apprehensions of the federal military power that Ames might wield.

Such a policy might be successful initially: "We could, by forming the 'color line,' and

bringing to bear those agencies which intellect, pluck, and will always give, overcome the

stolid, inert, and illiterate majority; but such a victory will bring about conflicts and race

passions and collisions with Federal power."30
Indeed, one of the shrewdest aspects of

Lamar's rhetorical posture was his focus on federal influence, which he blamed for the

rising racial tensions (which he constantly deprecated). In a letter to the New York

Herald, he claimed that the policies of Congressional Reconstruction insured that "the

L.Q.C. Lamar to Mr. Reemelin, August 25, 1875 in Edward Mayes, Lucius Q. C.
Lamar: His Life, Times, and Speeches, 1825-1893 (Nashville TN: Publishing House of

the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 1896), 258-59; see also Harris, Day ofthe
Carpetbagger, 65 1

.
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white man" was "the political antipathy of the black" and fostered a toxic racial

environment in which black voters sought protection only from the few whites (most of

them of "the vilest character") willing to align themselves with Reconstruction. Although

conflict now occurred between the races, Lamar continued, tensions in Mississippi were

not racial but political, an outcome of the shortsighted federal policy. If northerners

recognized the need to remove this influence, Mississippi would be able to emerge as a

peaceful, politically biracial, and loyal state. Lamar closed with a warning that if the

Reconstruction policy did not change, the interposition of federal troops, of which he

realized northerners were tiring, would become a "fixed and permanent feature of our

system."
31

Far from defending the rights of individual citizens, in other words, federal

interference was perverting the forms of government that all Americans shared. What

made this line of argument so shrewd was its appeal to a shared sense of American-ness.

It encouraged northern Republicans to identify with Mississippi whites rather than their

African-American allies, and it gave them constitutional reasons to do so.

With whom northerners would choose to link their common interests became the

underlying concern of the discursive warfare that marked the 1875 campaign. Lamar's

efforts to secure northern sympathies were made more difficult by the brazen racism that

spiked the words and actions of Democrats throughout the state, but generally whites

were careful to interpret the campaign from the standpoint of (small 'r') republicans

breaking out ofthe chains of their oppressors. Even the many groups who inaugurated

"White Man's" political clubs made pains to insist on their respect for black rights. The

'Mayes, Lucius Q. C. Lamar, 216-17.
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declaration of a Pascagoula group in the Fall of 1874 was fairly typical. After a long list

of the crimes and problems associated with the bloc voting of "unnatured" blacks and

with Republican dominance, the statement "emphatically" denied "the foul asperation

attempted to be fastened upon the White People of the State. . . by their slandrous

enemies, for political effect, that they intend or desire to participate upon the ignorant

negroes, the dupes of bad white men, 'War of Races.'" For these bad white men, the

organization reserved its sternest criticism. Any whites who continued to support the

Republicans in Mississippi deserved only "contempt and are unworthy of the respect,

confidence or support ... of any and every true man who loves his race
"32

The active alienation of white Republicans was generally couched as a political

issue. In its mildest form it involved merely the discouragement of whites from even

considering voting for white Republicans, no matter how respectable and effective they

might happen to be. On two native white Republican candidates for office in Lincoln

County, one paper advised, "Against these men we have none but the kindest feelings,

but, having united themselves with a party of corruption. . . it is the duty ofevery

Democrat and Conservative in this county to vote against them. They are entitled to no

consideration whatever from the white people, and the Democrat or Conservative who

votes for either deserves the contempt and scorn of our people."33
Despite this prevailing

attitude, some whites did persist in maintaining allegiance to the Republicans, and others,

perhaps noting the opportunities for electoral office, only declared their allegiance at the

32
Jackson Weekly Clarion, October 15, 1874.

"Brookhaven Ledger, October 7, 1875.
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very moment of increased pressure for conformity. Susan Sillers Darden, an elite woman

in southwest Mississippi, reported the pain attendant to one relation's decision to

campaign as a Republican: "Mr. Bridewell has completely ruined himself by turning

Radical. . . is not spoken to by his old friends Oh, what a scandal he has brought on

his family! His life has been threatened. What could have induced him to act so? Oh,

Lord have mercy upon him & stop him in his mad career!"
34 Not surprisingly,

Bridewell's career as a Republican was short-lived.

White rhetoric grew more bitter when spokesmen drew connections between

Republicanism and the infamous bugaboo, social equality. The Brandon Republican, one

of the more virulent Democratic sheets, interpreted equal social relations with whites as

the primary motivating factor among black voters. That white Republicans countenanced

these attitudes made them unfit for respectable society. Referring to its own county's

blacks, the Republican wrote, "they expect and demand social equality with their white

skinned allies and from reports, they are having it accorded them fully and freely. We

repeat, therefore, that the man who invites one of these social equality pimps to his table

offers an insult to his family."
35 Of course, little in this rhetoric corresponded to the

reality of Reconstruction-era Mississippi. Other than a few exceptions, most white

Republicans were no more interested in welcoming blacks into their families than were

white Democrats, and African Americans considered other issues, such as preserving the

34
Susan Sillers Darden Diary transcript, August 28, 1875, Darden Family Papers

Box 4, MDAH.
'

33Brandon Republican, July 1, 1875.
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more public-oriented rights supposedly guaranteed them by the Fourteenth and Fifteenth

Amendments, far more important. Raising the specter of social equality, nevertheless,

remained a popular means of currying white support, particularly among extremists who

preferred to ignore the impact of their actions and rhetoric on outside observers.
36

Because it tended to promote violence, more cautious opposition advocates

generally avoided overt appeals to white fears of social equality. Yet despite their

caution, they realized what a crucial role violence would play in the effort to overthrow

Reconstruction. Alienation worked to minimize white support for the Republican party,

but only threats, intimidation, and the violence that often accompanied these tactics,

would negate black voting majorities. The Democratic-Conservative strategy depended

on a loose coordination between the state Executive Committee, led by Jackson attorney

James Z. George, and local opposition efforts. Opponents of Reconstruction balanced the

need to minimize black voting with their awareness of the potential for renewed military

intervention. George acted as something of a public face, occasionally urging caution and

restraint to his allies in the field and making many published statements about his efforts

to ensure a peaceful campaign.37
Other than his prestige as chairman of the campaign

On the issue of social equality, see C. B. Waldrip, "Sex, Social Equality, and
Yankee Values: White Men's Attitudes toward Miscegenation During Mississippi's
Reconstruction," Journal ofMississippi History 64 (Summer 2002), 125-45. For a
regional focus, see Martha Hodes, "The Sexualization of Reconstruction Politics: White
Women and Black Men in the South after the Civil War," Journal ofthe History of
Sexuality 3 (1993), 402-17.

"For a good sense of George's role during the campaign, see the telegrams
between him and Democrats throughout the state, which were subpoened by the U.S.
Senate's investigatory committee the following year, "Report of the Select Committee to
Inquire into the Mississippi Election of 1875" (Washington, DC: Government Printing
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effort, however, he possessed little ability to rein in the most ardent Democrats. While

many opponents of Reconstruction sought peaceful means of carrying out the election,

others showed little concern for political niceties, launching all-out assaults on the

political rights, and occasionally the lives, of Republicans. Not surprisingly, white

extremism centered in black majority counties, particularly those with substantial white

populations, where a suppression of the black vote would prove most effective. The

counties that appear to have experienced the most turmoil were Yazoo, Hinds, Noxubee,

Monroe, Warren, Lowndes, Kemper, Claiborne, Colfax, and Amite.38
Reflecting the

localism that governed the Democrats' efforts, disorder did not occur uniformly. Some of

these counties experienced violent explosions relatively early in the campaign but were

peaceful on election day. Others witnessed rising tensions, culminating in election day

threats, which generally ensured Democratic monopolies at the polls. With the exception

ofNoxubee, which remained in the Republican column, all reversed previous trends and

polled large majorities for Democratic candidates. Yazoo, which possessed a substantial

African American majority, counted only seven Republican votes.
39

Office, 1876), 378-420 [hereafter referred to as Boutwell report].

38nThis is an admittedly tentative list. I have compiled it from reports of
disturbances that Republicans, and occasionally some Democrats, sent to Gov. Ames.
There are too many to cite, but Ames's office began to flood with them beginning in late

September, RG 27, Governors' Papers, Administration of Adelbert Ames Box 997
MDAH.

39
Boutwell Report, II, Documentary evidence, 137-45. Yazoo County was, of

course, an extreme case, where Democrats seized control before the election and did not
allow any Republican activity (more on this below). It is unclear how effective the
program of vote suppression actually was. Clearly in many localities black voters were
refused access to the ballot, but, statewide, Republican voting remained strong.
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In other counties leading Republicans and Democrats struck fusion agreements as

a means of preventing unrest. Fusion generally benefitted Democrats, with their

candidates receiving most of the posts and particularly those, such as sheriff, of greatest

concern to opponents of Reconstruction.40
Fusion did foster peaceful relations during the

campaign, but it often resulted from some of the same intimidating, exclusionary tactics

that marked the campaign in more disorderly counties. Tension in Madison county, just

north of Jackson, had reached such a point that Republicans clearly, and perhaps

accurately, saw their options as fusion or annihilation. Similarly, Democrats in

Washington County, on the Mississippi River militarized their activities, leading to a

fusion ticket.
41 As these examples indicate, peaceful elections often masked uglier local

histories. A good portion of the Democratic strategy seems to have centered on securing

this peaceful facade on election day, preferably by intimidating African-American voters

so thoroughly in the weeks leading up to the election that few would brave the polls.

Failing that policy, fusion offered a viable second option but only if Republican leaders

recognized it as the only means of their political survival.

Democratic victory did hinge in certain counties on extra-legal methods, but more
important was the maximization of white voting. On this aspect of the election, see
Chapter 3.

40/Only in Adams county (Natchez) did Republicans dominate a fusion agreement,
electing the sheriff and a majority of the board of supervisors, Harris, Day ofthe
Carpetbagger, 680-81.

4
'For Madison, see open letter of Henry R. Smith to Republicans of Madison

County, October 27, 1875; for details on Washington, Charles A. Clarke to Adelbert
Ames, September 16, 1875, both in RG 27, Governors' Papers, Administration of
Adelbert Ames, Box 997, MDAH.
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Suppressing the black vote depended on a variety of tactics. All sensitive areas

would have witnessed some combination of economic threats, displays of military force,

threatened violence, and actual violence. Democratic spokesmen recognized that these

methods would help carry the election but also that they risked the resentment of

northerners. Rarely did they lack explanations for any tactics that might draw northern

censure. The object was to defuse situations by providing alternative interpretations to

those circulated by Republicans, thereby sowing doubt among people who otherwise

might be inclined to sympathize with the political aspirations of Mississippi blacks, or at

least with their victimization at the hands of whites. These attempts to narrate actions of

the campaign from a Democratic point of view helped create divisions between deed and

word, with both working to undermine Republican certainty.

Most widespread was economic intimidation. Landlords pledged among

themselves not to contract with any African Americans who persisted in supporting the

Republican party and made this stance clear to their employees. The effectiveness of this

strategy is uncertain. For all their stated solidarity planters rarely displayed much

discipline when it came to securing adequate labor. Many areas of the state, particularly

the booming Delta region, were experiencing serious labor shortages, creating something

of a sellers' market for black agricultural workers.
42 Some efforts to maintain the force of

the pledges did exist. In Chickasaw County, for example, a meeting of the Buena Vista

Democratic-Conservative club resolved to uphold their refusal to employ blacks who had

For this point, see John C. Willis, Forgotten Time: The Yazoo-Mississippi Delta
after the Civil War (Charlottesville: University of Virgina Press, 2000), 47-48.
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voted Republican and provided a list of those who did not deserve employment. The

Chickasaw Messenger urged the list to "include such turbulent, vicious rascals as Fred.

Mcintosh [and] Prince Huddleston. . . Let us have no 'whipping the devil around the

stump,' friends, but let us carry our pledges both in spirit and letter."
43

Yet, whatever

their political interests may have dictated, few planters would have upheld their earlier

pledges if it meant jeopardizing the next planting season. Of course, African Americans

could enjoy no certainty on this issue. Perhaps threats worked most effectively among

blacks who were relatively happy with their working situations.

Unlike with other tactics, Democrats rarely shied away from the implications of

economic intimidation. On the contrary they tended to be quite frank in justifying it to

Republican audiences. For seven plus years now many Mississippi whites had dropped

their jaws at the unwillingness of freedmen to defer to their interests. Many had insisted

that once whites proved the sincerity of their devotion to the postbellum amendments,

blacks would align themselves according to their economic interests, which according to

leading whites depended on the health of the plantation system. Thus, blacks would

willingly vote alongside their employers for the common good of the state. Lamar, for

example, had sketched out a biracial political universe in which the freedmen would "fall

under the influence in a great degree, as the same element does everywhere, of its

employers; an influence which it will be of the employers' interest to increase by kind

43
Chickasaw Messenger, January 1, 1876, cited in Boutwell Report, II,

Documentary evidence, 167.
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treatment and protection."
44

Lamar's residual paternalism was rapidly dissipating as an

influence among Mississippi whites, but his words had great rhetorical potential among

the northern audience to whom he directed them. Indeed, Lamar and other similarly

paternalistic voices may have been offering non-radical northerners a fantasy of life in the

South. Given the rising conflicts between capital and labor that characterized the 1 870s,

the vision of a cooperative free labor system in the agrarian South must have seemed

appealing. If African Americans were unwilling to accept this bucolic arrangement, then

perhaps a little coercion from their employers was merited.
45

Northern audiences were less receptive to the militarized nature of the Democratic

campaign. Democratic-Conservative clubs often doubled as, or at least included, militia

units, which patrolled the countryside in tense counties, warning Republican leaders

about the hazards of a vigorous campaign. When these warnings did not succeed, white

troops frequently attempted to prevent Republicans from holding meetings. From all over

the state reports of Democratic threats poured into the governor's office. J.P. Matthews,

sheriff of Copiah County, which was south of Jackson, offered a typical picture: "In every

44
Mayes, Lucius Q. C Lamar, 216.

45
Heather Cox Richardson has made a similar point in arguing that for northern

Republicans, southern blacks made attractive allies partly because they yielded nostalgia

for the North's fading agrarian values. Black radicalism dissipated this nostalgia and
evoked northern labor conflict. Death ofReconstruction, 38-39, 54-55, 83-121; for other

perspectives on northern romantic views of the plantation South, see William R. Taylor,

Cavalier and Yankee: The Old South andAmerican Character (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1979 [1957]); Nina Silber, The Romance ofReunion: Northerners and
the South, 1865-1890 (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1993); see also, David W. Blight, Race
and Reunion: The Civil War in American Memory (Cambridge MA: Harvard University
Press, 2001).
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neighborhod the white citizens have formed themselves into military organizations have

purchased and armed themselves with army guns & bayonets and cannons and when

Colored men attempt to peacable, to assemble they are ordered back to their homes by the

military mobs. And to resist their orders the penalty is Death."
46

Republicans in counties

on the border of Alabama or Louisiana faced an even more difficult situation as armed

whites from across the border eagerly supplemented local Democrats, effectively evading

any efforts of law enforcement officers to maintain order by slipping back across the state

boundary. The sheriff of Amite County in the far southwest, for example, reported a

Democratic picket consisting of 150 armed white men, two-thirds ofwhom were

Louisianans, which prevented a Republican meeting from occurring. All the Louisiana

troops carried cutting-edge Winchester rifles.
47

Military units were also prominent

features of Democratic-Conservative rallies and served simultaneously to inspire white

supporters and strike fear among Republicans. Violence could often result. One eastern

Mississippi district attorney observed one such rally in Colfax County: "Yesterday I was

at West Point and witnessed the parade of a large Democratic procession a. . . feature of

which was two cannons in charge of regularly uniformed men and boys drawn along at

intervals in the crowd two colored men were shot during the day as I was informed."

46 i

J.P. Matthews to Adelbert Ames, September 13, 1875, RG 27, Governors'
Papers, Administration of Adelbert Ames, Box 997, MDAH.

47
A. Parker to Adelbert Ames, September 19, 1875, Ibid. The area of Louisiana

south of Mississippi was particularly violent throughout the late-nineteenth century, a
situation only exacerbated by the tensions of Reconstruction. See Samuel C. Hyde,'
Pistols and Politics: The Dilemma ofDemocracy in Louisiana 's Florida Parishes 1810-
1899 (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1996).
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Prominent Republicans there faced demands that they quit the scene.
48

In most areas

where these militarized white men's clubs predominated, Democrats thoroughly disrupted

Republican organizing. Vote suppression did not automatically follow from this pattern

of threat. The town of Clinton, the scene of the most prominent display of armed force,

for example, actually polled a majority of Republicans. Statewide, African Americans

braved the polls in fairly large numbers. Yet Democratic efforts to suppress Republican

voting bore fruit in many areas of the state, especially in key counties. William Harris

has estimated that vote suppression occurred in twenty-one counties.
49

The militarism of the Democrats was provocative-in a literal sense. Among its

most passionate practitioners a conscious attempt to aggravate African Americans into a

violent confrontation seemed evident, at least to frightened Republican observers. The

sentiments of two hotheaded Democrats, who dared Governor Ames to send out black

militias armed with Gatling guns, was characteristic of the violent strain that had infected

the thinking ofmany opponents of Reconstruction: "[W]e will wipe them from the face of

the Earth which they disgrace-We have the best rifles and eager for an opportunity to use

them."
50 The head of the Republican party in Claiborne County reported working to

48
Incomplete, unsigned letter to Adelbert Ames, October 21, 1875, RG 27,

Governors' Papers, Administration of Adelbert Ames, Box 997, MDAH. The
correspondent's lack of certainty on the two deaths he reported indicated the tendency of

Republicians to accept and pass on all such information. As the passages near the

beginning of chapter 1 argued, much rhetoric during the period was forged through

hearsay and rumor from both sides.

49Day ofthe Carpetbagger, 673, 685-86.

50
E.B.B., J. McM, and K.K.K. to Adelbert Ames, June [?], 1875, RG 27,

Governors' Papers, Administration of Adelbert Ames, Box 996, MDAH; the reference to
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prevent a confrontation after a band of sixty armed whites harassed a Republican meeting

with the presumed intention "to goad the Republicans to commit some overt act." He

added, "We are living over a volcano that is liable to burst any minute."
5 '

Given the tensions that prevailed throughout the state, it seems amazing that the

campaign did not experience more violence than it did. The relative peace derived

largely from the caution and fears of Republican leaders, white and black, who generally

urged their followers to leave their own weapons behind and ignore the threats and taunts

of Democratic troops. In painting the tense situation in his county, the Amite sheriff

expressed a confidence in his ability to maintain peace among Republicans that most

other sheriffs would have echoed: "I can control the cold, people of this county to a man

and have no hesitation in assuring your Excellency that they shall do nothing illegal but

they shall conduct themselves peacefully."
52

It is doubtful that African American voters

needed much convincing. They would have realized pretty readily that their ill-firing

pistols and squirrel guns were little match for cavalries armed with repeating rifles. Their

reasoned caution was not passivity. When opportunities presented themselves for blacks

to defend themselves against white Democrats, they did so, occasionally with violence.

And throughout the campaign they maintained efforts to organize and to insure, with

militias and Gatling guns derived from a law passed in the legislature authorizing the
purchase of the guns and the raising of state militia units, Harris, Carpetbagger, 656.

5,W.D. Sprott to Adelbert Ames, September 6, 1875, RG 27, Governors' Papers,
Administration of Adelbert Ames, Box 997, MDAH.

52
A. Parker to Ames, September 19, 1875, Ibid.
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threats if necessary, Republican orthodoxy among black communities.53
Yet Democratic

threats forced the Republican campaign largely underground. With many leaders

assassinated or in hiding, African Americans had few people around whom to rally and

gun barrels waiting for them if they made the effort.

The most explosive incidents of the campaign occurred, not from the martial

organizing of the Democratic-Conservative party, but from white efforts to monitor and

disrupt, rather than prevent, Republican rallies. The Raymond Gazette enunciated this

strategy most clearly when it urged its readers that:

whenever a radical pow-wow is to be held, the nearest anti-radical club appoint a

committee often discreet, intelligent, and reputable citizens. . . to attend as

representatives of the tax-payers of the neighborhood and the county and true

friends of the negroes assembled and that whenever the radical speakers proceed
to mislead the negroes and open with falsehoods and deceptions and
misrepresentations, the committee stop them right then and there, and compel
them to tell truth or quit the stand.

5*

Few Republican events occurred without the watchful presence of these white

committees, which generally came armed. Depending on the relative tension within an

area or on the group in attendance, the committees might merely act as silent spies or they

might assert themselves more forcefully. In many cases, they announced their intention

to attend particular events and brokered agreements with leading Republicans to divide

the time at the meetings, so that the overwhelmingly African-American crowds could get

a dose of Democratic doctrine. Republicans had little choice but to relent because the

S3i
Harris, Day ofthe Carpetbagger, 682-83. See also Fitzgerald, Union League

Movement, 37-38.

54tRaymond Gazette, August 4, 1875, cited in Jackson Weekly Pilot, September 1

1

1875.
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alternative was a meeting marred by a surly, disruptive group of Democrats bent on

howling down every claim made by the Republican speakers. At the rally in Clinton in

early September, Republicans had agreed to split time, perhaps assuming that their

concession would secure an orderly affair. The problem with this expectation (and all the

involved parties must have understood this problem) was the tendency of the Democratic

groups to include young, rowdy supporters. Indeed, the least accurate aspect of the

Raymond Gazette's scheme was its call for only ten "reputable" whites to volunteer for

the committees. Even if this ideal were met, other whites were sure to join the

proceedings, adding a more overtly intimidating presence. Whiskey and firearms

completed the volatile mix.55

Such was the case at Clinton on September 4
th

. Because they had succeeded in

changing the rally to a bi-partisan speaking engagement, Democrats did not attend as an

aggressive cavalry troop but as interested voters. The presence of drunken youths

committed to a policy of disruption, however, negated the potential for a peaceful event.

Evidence suggests that Republicans, who had paraded through town in military form, had

pledged to resist any attempts by Democrats to shout down their leaders.
56

Although

many of the Democrats were armed and probably began the firing, they were in no

For a good discussion of this dynamic, see Vernon L. Wharton, The Negro in
Mississippi, J865-1890 (New York: Harper & Row edition, 1965 [1947]), 190-93.
Republicans in counties that were experiencing little tension could generally speak
unimpeded, but low-tension counties tended to be safely Democratic. Harris, Day ofthe
Carpetbagger, 682.

56
Testimony of G. M. Lewis and Silas Thomas, September 9, 1875, in Jackson

Weekly Clarion, September 29, 1875.
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position to impose their will on such a large gathering of blacks committed to defending

their party. These ingredients help explain the riot on the rally grounds. Democrats do

not appear to have been provoking a conflict (as they often did when campaigning

militantly), but the tensions they had succeeded in creating and the policy of disruption

they had inaugurated triggered violence.

More intentional perhaps was one of the other major episodes of violence that

marred the campaign: the breaking up of a Republican meeting in Yazoo City on

September 1
st

. Possessing a substantial black majority under the leadership of radical

sheriff A. T. Morgan, a former Union officer, Yazoo County had become a bastion of

white-line fervor among its unreconstructed white citizens.
57 Armed bands of Democrats

had begun roaming the country, threatening black leaders. Their leader H. M. Dixon, a

young planter whom Morgan dubbed the "human hornet" in his memoir for the wiry

Dixon's way of getting in opponents' faces and buzzing around them in an intimidating

fashion, arrived at the meeting with about ten allies, including an African American. As

Dixon staked out an entrance way of the meeting hall, his black ally proceeded to

question the claims that Morgan was making about the health of the county. When the

mostly black audience tried to quiet their nemesis, Dixon rushed in to assert his right to

speak. As in the case of Clinton, the ensuing melee encouraged someone to fire the first

shot, and the hall soon filled with gunsmoke. Morgan eventually escaped through the

"White dread of Morgan's tight political control was deepened by his marriage to

an African-American woman, thereby conjuring up their worst fears of what
Reconstruction signalled. Waldrip, "Sex, Social Equality, and Yankee Values," 142-45;
Albert T. Morgan, Yazoo; or, On the Picket Line ofFreedom in the South: A Personal
Narrative (Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina, 1998 [1884]).
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second story window and hid in his basement, where he remained for about a week before

making his way to Jackson. Meanwhile, fueled by the riot, white squads seized control of

the county, dismantling the Republican government apparatus and halting all Republican

campaign activities.
58

Black leaders could find protection only in Yazoo City, now in a

virtual lockdown. Those who defied white troops faced assassination. One leader of a

Republican club reported seeing Dixon lead a group off and displaying the rope with

which presumably they would be hanging their intended target.
59

Republicans could

never make any efforts to resuscitate their electoral hopes.

The violent and threatening tactics of many whites would have confirmed the

worst opinions of observers inclined to fear the reemergence of southern white

rebelliousness. Democratic spokesmen were certainly aware of the risk that riots and

other acts of violence posed. The policy of the Democratic press was to ignore or deny,

whenever possible, any incidents that might damage the party's fortunes. When an event

was too incendiary to ignore, Democrats reversed the blame for the violence, offering

counternarratives to those of the Republicans. As we have seen in the case of Clinton,

black aggressiveness became the central element of the story. Democrats could only be

shown acting in manly self-defense. An eyewitness account of the Yazoo riot stressed H.

M. Dixon's role in defending the free speech of an African-American enemy of A. T.

Morgan. Those blacks trying to shout Dixon's ally down were, the author insisted,

See the report that Morgan sent to Ames, September 24, 1875, RG 27,
Governors' Papers, Administration of Adelbert Ames, Box 997. This report ran in the
radical organ, Jackson Daily Pilot, September 22-26, 1875.

59
J.M. Longstreet to Adelbert Ames, October 21, 1 875, Ibid.
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"insolent and insulting." Most important, he established that the first shot had come from

a Radical pistol.
60 The riot, in short, resulted from the turbulent, to use a popular

descriptor, behavior of Republican blacks and their unwillingness to accept, or even listen

to, differing points of view. Such an interpretation underscored Mississippi whites'

contention that blacks were unfairly clinging to the Republican party, thereby shutting off

any alternatives to the Ames regime.

White response to the riots shared another quality. In both cases Democratic

spokesmen tried to ignore white retaliation in the countryside of Yazoo and Hinds

Counties. While Republican papers focused much of their post-riot accounts on the

massacre of blacks (and one white) in the nights succeeding the riots, little response came

from Democratic sheets. Instead the focus remained on the initial explosions of

violence.
61

Sidestepping the Hinds County massacres was a tall order. Democrats

explained the violence as understandable given the passions ignited at the rally:

It may be true that the excitement resulting from this savage butchery did not

abate until some small measure of retribution was visited upon the evil-doers, and

that even innocent persons may have suffered in the wild storm of fury which it

naturally turned loose, but who can wonder at it? . . . The wonder is, not that

retribution did not follow, but that reason has so soon obtained control of the

wrath which executed vengeance.
62

Images of white forbearance gained credence from Democratic corrections of Republican

estimates of the number dead. An elite letter writer indicated the extent to which

60
Jackson Weekly Clarion, September 5, 1875.

6l
For Republican accounts, see Jackson Weekly Pilot, September 1 1 and 1 8, 1 875.

62
Jackson Weekly Clarion, September 29, 1875.
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Mississippi whites had taken offense at negative and inaccurate northern reactions: "Bow

went with a company of young men to assist in preserving the peace in Clinton. . . which

rendered me anxious, knowing how indiscreet young men are, and how everything is

taken hold of by the radicals to do mischief." Describing newspaper reports as "greatly

exaggerated," she turned her attention to African Americans who had fled the scene,

"bringing the wildest reports-which have been listened to and scattered abroad by the

radicals, while they pass over the cruelties to the whites as lightly as possible. Negro men

reported as killed have since been in town sound and well."
63

In truth, Republicans had

probably allowed exaggeration to seep into the discussion, yet the focus on numbers

missed the point of the massacres. As much as rage may have characterized the young

whites who carried out the killings, rational interests prevailed. Prominent black leaders

were the real targets of the raids even if the leaders had acted to restrain their black

supporters during the riot.
64 By portraying the event as an uncontained explosion of racist

aggression and by not verifying its numbers, the Republican press both neglected the

most salient aspect of the massacres and gave Democrats an opportunity to sow doubt

about the claims of its opponents.

63
Mrs. W.P. Harris to Mrs. R.B. Mayes, September 10, 1875, Mayes-Dimitry-

Stuart Papers, Box 2, Folder 17, MDAH.

64
Deposition of D. W. Rice, September 9, 1875 in Clarion, September 29, 1875.

The most prominent black leader in the area, Sen. Charles Caldwell escaped any

retributive violence in the immediate aftermath but was assassinated in December.

Eugene Welborne, the area's representative to the House, barely evaded the same fate and
moved out of the state.
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But what of the entire militant tenor of the Democratic-Conservative campaign?

Surely, Democrats would have had trouble justifying their resort to armed units. They did

work the self-defense angle to some effect. Making use of semi-buried rumors of black

insurrection, whites were always quick to credit their armed units with keeping, rather

than damaging, the peace. One Republican sheriff reported having to collaborate with a

leading Democrat to quell a potential riot when whites began circulating rumors of a

black invasion of the small Delta town of Charleston.
65 A correspondent from Rankin

County attempted to stoke up similar fears in more lurid fashion: "I am reliably informed

that there is another colored man publicly preaching the Georgia doctrine, of killing all

the men and ugly women, and appropriating the property and pretty women to the

negroes."
66

Similarly, Susan Sillers Darden wrote of a rumor that blacks in Fayette were

going to force whites to raise their hats to black women.67
Democrats painted a picture of

a white population besieged by threats from an angry black populace emboldened by the

Ames regime.

It is unlikely that many Republicans would have lent much credence to the all too

typical southern white fears of social equality. The idea of self-protection from potential

insurrection may have been more effective. Even A. T. Morgan expressed surprise at the

Democratic rifle clubs, which he had believed were "for defense only," but instead "have

65W. A. Alcorn to Adelbert Ames, September 15, 1875, RG 27, Governors'

Papers, Administration of Adelbert Ames, Box 997, MDAH.

66

1

"Jackson Weekly Clarion, September 15, 1875.

67c
Susan Sillers Darden Diary transcript, August 19, 1876, Darden Family Papers,

Box 4, MDAH..
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been used to take forcible possession of the county. . .
."68 If a seasoned veteran of

Mississippi's political warfare could not recognize the intent of his opponents'

militarization, how could outside observers? Indeed, the aggressiveness of the

Democratic-Conservative campaign seems to have taken Mississippi Republicans by

surprise, and they never figured out a way to counteract it. That the state government,

under control of the Republicans, did virtually nothing to quell violence became a strong

argument in favor of the Democrats. Opponents of Reconstruction could always claim, if

things are so bad as Ames and his crew are saying, why don't they use their power to stop

it? The reports of intimidation and violence (other than the major riots) must have been

exaggerated. Or Ames was completely incompetent. Either way, maintaining the

Republican regime in power may not have seemed like much of a priority. Prominent

travel journalist Charles Nordhoff, for example, reserved his harshest criticism for Ames,

whom he blamed for the disorder into which the state had fallen. The New York Times

concurred.
69 By creating a climate that made Republican officers look weak and inept,

Democrats helped decrease the likelihood of federal intervention. Their frontal assault,

however obfuscated, highlighted a regime that hardly seemed worth rescuing.

To be sure, if more riots along the lines of Clinton and Yazoo had occurred,

northerners likely would have accepted the federal intervention necessary to overcome the

white-line surge. That only the most explosive incidents commanded northern attention

68
A.T. Morgan to Adelbert Ames, RG 27, Governors' Papers, Administration of

Adelbert Ames, Box 997, MDAH.

69
Nordhoff, The Cotton States, 74-84; New York Times, October 9, 1875.
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indicated the weariness of Republicans with the situation of Mississippi and other

Republican states in the South. The Democratic campaign always involved intimidation

more than actual violence, making it particularly difficult for Republicans to convince

outsiders of the threats they faced. Assassinations, the exception to this general rule,

were a constant possibility but difficult to prove. Democrats relied heavily on plausible

deniability. Democratic squads in the aftermath of the Clinton riot, for example, likely

killed Squire Haffa, a white Republican in the area. Haffa's unsavory reputation,

however, enabled Democrats to suggest that he had probably died at the hands of local

blacks whom he had cheated in an economic deal.
70

In a state as violent as Mississippi,

where many defended or at least shrugged at extra-legal solutions to interpersonal

difficulties, it was not difficult to raise alternative theories for the death or disappearance

of lower-level Republican leaders.

Still, Republicans worked hard to sway public opinion to their side, believing that

exposing the Democratic campaign of terror would be sufficient. A. T. Morgan, for

example, took heart in white reaction to his long report of the situation in Yazoo, which

he argued might rein in other potential acts of violence: "Of course they [Democrats] will

stop hanging republicans when they see that their every action is known & reported to the

world not before. I believe the report will stop the hanging."
71

Yet the communications

that Republicans sent north were confused and inconsistent. Part of the reason for their

70,On Haffa's reputation, see testimony of W.A. Montgomery, Boutwell Report,

547-48.

7I
A.T. Morgan to Adelbert Ames, September 30, 1875, RG 27, Governors'

Papers, Administration of Adelbert Ames, Box 997, MDAH.
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confusion was the division within the party between Ames's supporters and his enemies,

who seemed at times as hostile to the governor as were Democrats. As William Harris

has shown, Ames did a particularly poor job of keeping the Republican coalition together,

widening the rift that had emerged during the gubernatorial election of 1 873 between him

and the party's leading native white member James L. Alcorn. Indeed, Alcorn used his

power in the U.S. Senate to thwart Ames's efforts to secure federal intervention. Other

influential Republican opponents of the governor included Attorney General George

Harris, former U.S. Senator Henry Pease, and U.S. District Attorney G. Wiley Wells, who

condemned Ames in a letter to Ulysses Grant.
72

That Republicans were not always in

agreement about what was happening to them, who was at fault, and how to proceed,

inevitably harmed their ability to communicate the wrongs that they were suffering. As

one correspondent to the organ of the Ames faction wrote, the public simply did not

understand what Democrats were doing to Republicans in Mississippi:

It is no enviable task to attempt to convince a public which finds it easier to

disbelieve reports of wrongs, without parallel in our country, than to express the

indignation such wrongs deserve. It will be the duty of history to do justice to

both the evil-doer and his victim. The public has no standard in the previous

history of our country by which to judge of passing events in the South. It fails to

comprehend what is meant by race antagonism.73

72
Harris, Day ofthe Carpetbagger, 617-22, 658-60; for an account of the Pease-

Harris-Wells report, see New York Times, December 9, 1875. Republican divisions

occurred over ideological reasons but perhaps more importantly over patronage disputes.

For a convincing interpretation of patronage and the demise of Reconstruction, see

Lawrence N. Powell, "The Politics of Livelihood: Carpetbaggers in the Deep South," in J.

Morgan Kousser and James McPherson, eds., Region, Race, and Reconstruction: Essays
in Honor ofC. Vann Woodward (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982), 315-47.

"Jackson Daily Mississippi Pilot, September 23, 1875.
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Republicans and their potential sympathizers were simply unprepared for the intensity, or,

as they frequently phrased it, the savagery of the Democratic campaign.

Race antagonism was, of course, an abiding theme of the overthrow of

Reconstruction but one that Mississippi Republicans may have overplayed. Time and

again, they appealed to the federal government to protect Mississippi blacks, discounting

any chance that the state government would be able to handle matters or that African

Americans might be able to defend themselves. Typical was the sentiment of one white

Republican sheriff: "The negro is unable to protect himself. Ignorant, illiterate, poor and

dependant [sic], as he is, he is at the mercy of the White man."74
Similar statements

shaped the rhetorical strategy of other white Republicans in their efforts to gain federal

intervention. In a draft of a telegram that Ames sent to U.S. Attorney General Edward

Pierrepont, one can see his efforts to emphasize the "race feeling" that had made

protection of blacks impossible. Only through Pierrepont' s aid, Ames wrote, could he

continue to perform as chief executive officer of the state: "I cannot escape the

conscientious discharge ofmy duty towards a class of American citizens whose only

crime consists in their color. I am powerless to protect." Significantly, Ames had

substituted "their color" for "holding certain political opinions," which he had crossed

out, even though many white Republicans faced the same deadly threats as African

Americans. 75 The conscious decision ofAmes and other white Republicans to portray the

74
J. B. Algood to Adelbert Ames, September 12, 1875, RG 27, Governors' Papers,

Administration of Adelbert Ames, Box 997, MDAH.

75
Adelbert Ames to Edward Pierrepont, September 11, 1875, draft telegram, Ibid.
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campaign as a battle between well-armed whites and helpless blacks, rather than as a

partisan conflict, reflected their unease about confronting Democratic terror without

federal support. How, Ames and his allies asked, could they be expected to control

events grounded in the primordial racism of the white population?

Given the porous foundation on which the national commitment to

Reconstruction's racial goals rested, the rhetorical strategy of Mississippi's Republican

leaders offered little chance for success. Whether seen as helpless victims or as turbulent

and corrupt, Mississippi blacks probably did not seem like allies worth supporting to

most northern observers. In his terse response to Ames's request for help, U.S. Attorney

General Edward Pierrepont could not conceal the impatience and exasperation of the

North: "[L]et the country see that the citizens of Miss, who are largely favorable to good

order, and are largely Republican, have the courage and the manhood iofight for their

rights, and to destroy the bloody ruffians who murder the innocent and unoffending

freedmen."76
Pierrepont's disgust with the inability of state authorities to control the

situation with the means at their disposal underscored the yawning gap between the

federal government's expectations and the shrinking options from which Mississippi

Republicans had to choose. The show of force that Pierrepont advocated conjured up the

fears of an all-out race war, and subsequent white over black massacres, that Mississippi

whites seemed willing, sometimes eager, to risk.

State Republican leaders were not unrealistic, of course. Fear and loathing of

blacks did lie at the center ofmany, if not most, whites' ideology. And no campaign

76Edward Pierrepont to Adelbert Ames, September 14, 1875, Ibid.
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since 1 868 had featured the racial paranoia and violent excesses that characterized this

one. African Americans were generally unable to withstand the white charge. They

simply lacked the firepower and in most cases the military training to compete with the

Democratic rifle clubs. Yet, as African Americans had proven at Clinton and in other

situations, they were not afraid to assert and defend their rights when given the

opportunity. The state's most prominent black leaders, including U.S. Senator Blanche

K. Bruce and Secretary of State James Hill, issued a stern appeal to black voters

throughout the state to reject intimidation by their white opponents. Defeat meant a

return to the time of the Black Codes when slavery existed in all but name. They could

avert disaster if every black voter "without a single exception, with a prayer to God on his

lips, made a firm resolve that he will prove himself worthy of all his rights by going to the

ballot-box and casting his vote." In areas where white-line activities had not completely

disrupted Republican efforts, African Americans took the advice of their leaders and

actually increased the number of votes they had polled in previous elections.
77

Meanwhile, Ames faced a torrent of sometimes bitter requests for help from areas

that were in the eye of the Democratic storm. Jilted by the federal government, Ames

invoked a new state law that authorized him to organize a state militia, which consisted of

four all-black companies, one ofthem led by Sen. Charles Caldwell. Whites in Hinds

County reacted in horror when Caldwell marched his company to the small town of

Edwards to deliver state arms. Had the militia policy continued, intense racial conflict

"Jackson Daily Mississippi Pilot, October 2, 1 875; Harris, Day ofthe
Carpetbagger, 682-83, 686.
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would likely have ensued. A conference between Ames and leading Democrats, however,

led to a peace agreement. Ames disbanded the militia in exchange for pledges from

George and the others that they would restrain their followers from preventing a peaceful

election. It is possible that Ames had used the militia as a means of securing this pledge.

In any event the agreement inaugurated a short-lived love fest between Ames and his

Democratic nemeses, who pronounced their satisfaction with the governor's gentlemanly

demeanor and honorable intentions. For his part Ames seemed to view the agreement as

a way of saving face with the Grant Administration, insisting that he had now

orchestrated a solution to the electoral turmoil and that Democrats could now be trusted:

"I have full faith in their honor and implicit confidence that they can accomplish all they

undertake. Consequently I believe we will have peace, order and a fair election."
78 The

remainder of the campaign existed beneath the shroud of this agreement, with Democrat

leaders insisting on their peaceful intentions and Republicans anxiously suffering further

depredations.

As William Harris and others have argued, the ultimate effect of the peace

agreement was to cement the tremendous gains that the Democratic-Conservatives had

made during their campaign of intimidation. Although few incidents occurred after the

agreement that rivalled the violent confrontations that had forced the governor to call up

78
Unsigned letter to Edward Pierrepont, October 16, 1875, RG 27, Governors'

Papers, Administration of Adelbert Ames, Box 997, MDAH; Harris, 670-73. Ames was
less optimistic privately. Wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 194-95.
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the militia, peace was hardly the proper descriptor.
79

Local Republican leaders had few

doubts about the intentions of their opponents, recognizing that whatever the pledges of

George and other Democrat leaders, intimidation remained crucial to Democratic efforts.

Charles Caldwell and N. D. Sneed, members of the Hinds County Republican Excecutive

Committee, pronounced the peace agreement a sham: "The intimidation and threatening

of colored voters continues uninterrupted, and with as much system, determined purpose,

and combination of effort as if it were a legitimate means of canvassing and the chief one

to be relied on in controlling the colored element." By providing a convenient rhetorical

shield for Democrat offenders, the agreement had actually worsened matters "and only

serves as a cover for perpetrating the many wrongs upon the freedom of the elective

franchise which it was intended to prevent."
80

Caldwell, who had reason to feel

especially bitter, was exaggerating the extent to which the agreement made matters worse.

Certainly, violence did not increase. The agreement did, nevertheless, change the

language with which observers and participants described the campaign, making it easier

for Democrats to convince others of their honorable intentions.

The peace agreement signalled a pre-election passing of authority from the state

government to the leaders who sought its overthrow. Now all parties acknowledged that

peaceful coexistence depended on the ability of prominent Democrats to control their

supporters, rather than on the state's police powers. James George and other leaders

79
In addition to Harris, see Ellem "Overthrow of Reconstruction," 200-01; Rable,

But There Was No Peace, 157-59.

80
Caldwell and Sneed to Ames, September 29, 1875, Boutwell Report, II,

Documentary evidence, 32-33.
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immediately sought to capitalize on the boosting of their image. Many of their

pronouncements smacked of the same disingenuous claims that had marked Democratic

rhetoric throughout the campaign. When, for example, Ames questioned George about

reports of disorder in Claiborne County, George blamed the flight of a Claiborne

Republican on an intraparty dispute and assured Ames that Democratic activism only

intended to ensure that "all our friends white and black" could vote free from Republican

intimidation.
8

' Yet George, Ethelbert Barksdale, and others appear to have made some

efforts to rein in the worst abuses. Unfortunately, perched in their offices in Jackson,

George and Barksdale had no more ability (though greater authority) to control their

charges than did Ames. At most, they could secure insincere pledges of good behavior.

Typical was a committee of leading Yazoo County Democrats who issued a circular,

which George and Barksdale had requested, stating that Republicans could run for office

unmolested. Coming five days before the election and after two months of terrorism,

such a statement was only important as a showpiece for Ames and other Republicans.
82

That Democratic leaders could not necessarily control their most turbulent

supporters was not lost on many Republicans. Indeed, in some cases bonds of sympathy

seem to have developed between local Republican leaders and their Democratic

counterparts. Despite the consistency and uniformity of Democratic tactics throughout

the state (though not in every county), a division between reasonable Democratic leaders

81
J.Z. George to Adelbert Ames, October 29, 1875, RG 27, Governors' Papers,

Administration of Adelbert Ames, Box 997, MDAH.

82Copy of telegram between J.Z. George and Yazoo Democrats, October 28, 1875,

Ibid.
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and their unreasonable followers emerged in Republican accounts. The Pilot had

anticipated this thinking when it urged a peaceful resolution before the situation got

completely beyond control: "While the pulse of the State beats so feverishly. . . would it

not be well for the sober-minded leaders of the opposition to call a halt and give a

moment's thought to the situation, and, if possible, to check the insane impetuosity of

their more reckless followers?"
83 Many local Republican leaders recognized that

opposing leaders were merely riding the storm. A committee of Claiborne Republicans

reported the presence at a Democratic rally of "a number of conservative citizens. .

.

whose sole object in being there seem to be to prevent this conflict by restraining the

more impetuous, but they seemed to have but little power to control them "84
Local

Democratic leaders constantly protested their good intentions and made clear their

preference for peaceful elections. In some cases their apologies were persuasive. A

Republican leader in Noxubee County reported a disturbance there as "not by the better

portion of the Democrats but by a certain portion hard to controul in the community when

flushed with whiskey. The young men Democratic association today say to me they

regret the occurrence; it was an element from different portions of the county & they

could not manage it in the morning they denounced the matter as an outrage unbecoming

any party."
85

In this case, Democratic leaders took advantage of the outcome of unruly

S3
Jackson Mississippi Weekly Pilot, September 23, 1875.

MiJames Payne, Thomas Richardson, etc. to Adelbert Ames, November 1, 1875,
RG 27, Governors' Papers, Administration of Adelbert Ames, Box 997, MDAH.

85
J.B. Algood to Ames, copy of telegraph, October 31, 1875, Ibid.
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behavior among their supporters (a fearful black electorate), while ingratiating themselves

with Republican leaders.

To be sure, many Democratic leaders were sincere in deprecating violence and

intimidation. In the end, however, they realized the strategy's value. The party's

unofficial motto during the 1875 campaign, after all, had been "peaceably if possible,

forcibly if necessary." They were able to finesse the way many opponents and observers

saw this violence. Blame fell on the turbulent drunks, the border bandits, and the

ignorant poor too blinded by race hatred to act responsibly, rather than on the aggressive

game plan that leading Democrats had devised. Enough truth existed in this picture to

allow most outside observers and even many Mississippi Republicans, white and black, to

accept it as accurate. In perhaps their greatest rhetorical coup Democratic leaders could

reap the benefits of dramatic political-racial conflicts, even instigate them, while

presenting themselves as the only figures in the state with the authority to create peace.
86

An exaggerated, if not completely inaccurate, class analysis emerged that split the white

population into two camps: a principled elite that merely wanted to provide good

government to all the state's citizens and an unruly and extremely racist rabble that

obsessed over the status of African Americans. 87

86
Stephen Kantrowitz has raised a similar point in his analysis of the use and

rhetorical manipulation of violence in South Carolina's Redemption campaign. "One
Man's Mob Is Another Man's Militia: Violence, Manhood, and Authority in

Reconstruction South Carolina," in Jane Dailey, Glenda Gilmore, and Bryant Simon, eds.,

Jumpin
'
Jim Crow: Southern Politicsfrom Civil War to Civil Rights (Princeton NJ:

Princeton University Press, 2000), 67-87.

87
This bifurcation has left a trace in the historiography of Mississippi

Reconstruction. Vernon Wharton, for example, drew distinctions between "distinguished
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Party leaders and spokesmen capitalized on this image by actively campaigning

for, rather than against, African-American votes. Welcoming blacks to barbecues and

rallies, Democrats stressed their support of the Reconstruction amendments and promoted

a biracial partnership between black voters and conservative white leaders. J. Z. George

issued a circular denying the charges of Republican leaders that Democrats would restore

the spirit of the Black Codes.
88

Little success met these efforts. Although some African

Americans marched enthusiastically in Democratic rallies, the overwhelming majority

remained loyal to the Republicans, whether they could safely vote or not. Perhaps the

presence of militarized Democratic squads at the rallies undermined Democratic efforts to

make blacks feel welcome. William Harris has argued that George, Barksdale, and other

advocates of wooing African Americans acted out of concern that white-line tactics may

not be sufficient to overwhelm the twenty to thirty thousand Republican voting majority.

citizens," such as Albert G. Brown, who accepted with little bitterness the political

presence of black voters and strived to work with them, and "the mass of the white

Democrats," who were satisfied with nothing short of total black subjugation. Negro in

Mississippi, 181-82. William Harris likewise has stressed the divide between prominent

moderates and their racist supporters. Day ofthe Carpetbagger, 674-77. Although not a

complete distortion, the dichotomy oversimplifies the range of views throughout the

white population and lends itself to apologies for the rhetorical posturing of the

Redeemers. The 1875 campaign was extraordinary because it united almost all

Mississippi whites behind a common program that included the suppression of black
political rights. Patricians, such as W. A. Percy and L. Q. C. Lamar, all accepted the

same methods that more rustic whites were enacting. Class simply explains nothing here,

as many elite whites were thoroughly unreconstructed while many white yeomen had
proven themselves willing to serve in the same party as blacks and would do so again in

future elections. On one such group of white yeomen, see Victoria E. Bynum, The Free
State ofJones: Mississippi's Longest Civil War (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2001), 131-48.

88
Wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 1 86-87; Harris, Day ofthe Carpetbagger, 677-

80.
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Yet they had to know that those tactics had thoroughly demoralized the Republicans in

key counties. Perhaps the strategy is best seen as a rhetorical gesture, a point that Harris

also raises. Stumping for black votes may not have impacted the political preferences of

blacks to any great degree, but it helped convince outside observers that leading

Democrats truly did want to provide government for all of Mississippi's citizens and not

oversee a white racist revolution.

Democrats appear to have enjoyed greater luck in the 1876 campaign, which

although not as intense as 1875's saw many of the same tactics. Newspaper accounts of

Democratic rallies that year almost uniformly noted the presence ofjubilant blacks.

Typical was the report of a Holly Springs rally: "The torchlight procession last night was

grand-about two miles long. The ranks were full of colored Democrats."89
Individual

blacks received adulation from Democratic papers for shifting or maintaining allegiance

to the party. Reuben Polk, who had supported the Democrats throughout the period,

garnered this appreciation: "From the first he saw that there was no hope for the race,

unless it arrayed itself on the side of the native white population. . . Much of the good

feeling which has always existed between the races in Beat No. 1 has been due to his

extensive influence. . . Such men should be remembered."90 The sincerity of such praise

and the accuracy of reports of black enthusiasm for the Democratic party are certainly

debatable. Nevertheless, increasing numbers of African-American voters attached

themselves to the Democrats for a variety of reasons, mercenary self-interest, perhaps, or

89
Jackson Daily Clarion, November 4, 1 876.

90Yazoo City Herald, November 3, 1876.
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disgust at the inability of Republicans to protect them.
91 And as long as blacks remained

an active component of the electorate, most Democratic leaders and spokesmen

recognized the importance of respecting the implications of a biracial political universe.

By 1876, of course, northerners were in full retreat from the goals of

Reconstruction. Yet, racial conflicts still raised eyebrows. The South remained a

discursive battleground for the political parties, and the explosive situations in South

Carolina and Louisiana led to the disputed presidential election. The Mississippi Plan

continued to attract attention as both the inspiration for opponents of Reconstruction in

the three southern states that still had Republican governments and as the subject of the

special Senate committee that investigated the 1875 election during the summer. Led by

Massachusetts senator George Boutwell, the five-person committee kept the debates

about the Democrats' extra-legal tactics alive. The nature of the investigation, however,

ensured that information was little more than fodder for critiquing the South. The

Boutwell Committee gathered much damaging information about the Redemption

campaign, but it was not instituted to punish offenders or foster renewed defense of

Mississippi blacks. Rather, its intention seems to have been to air the state's dirty laundry

for local political consumption.

The Boutwell Committee established a method at once legalistic and contrary to

accepted American legal norms. Boutwell and his Republican colleagues determined that

91
For an attempt to explain the motivations of black Democrats in a similar

situation, see Edmund L. Drago, Hurrahfor Hampton!: Black Red Shirts in South
Carolina During Reconstruction (Fayetteville AR: University of Arkansas Press, 1998);
in his work on the Delta John Willis includes an informative analysis ofone black
Democrat. Forgotten Time5%-62.
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an accurate picture of the election was impossible without asking witnesses what they had

heard, rather than merely what they saw. Their acceptance and cultivation of hearsay

became the main bone of contention for the two Democrats on the committee, Bayard and

Macdonald, whose introductory remarks characterized the report as little more than a

collection of prejudiced "opinion, hearsay, [and] wild rumor."
92

Yet if Republicans on

the committee made hearsay and rumor central to their arraignment, the Democrats

matched them in their defense of Mississippi whites. Indeed, a testy exchange between

Boutwell and Bayard underscored an aspect of the Democrats' strategy. When Boutwell

questioned Bayard's tendency to ask leading questions, Bayard tersely replied, "I would

have proposed in the origin of this investigation to treat the people of this State, as I

would any other persons under a charge-the white people of the State, against whom this

committee and this investigation has been directed." Bayard, in other words, established

Mississippi whites as victims of what amounted to an irregular, government witch-hunt.

Their grievance justified his own use of tactics that might not meet the standards of

American jurisprudence: "... I only say that I have followed them [the Republicans] as a

matter of necessity into that, which I believe to be an error and an injustice; but,

nevertheless, it has been inevitable that if the one side of this long story of the condition

of Mississippi was to be examined by hearsay testimony, there must be more or less of it

92
Boutwell Report, I, xv-xix. Bayard, the most active of the two, was from

Delaware and was referred to by one correspondent as "the best specimen left us of the
men who once were omnipotent in our politics as 'the slave power.'" New York Times
August 14, 1876.
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in the other."
93 The approach taken by the committee ensured, then, that every charge of

Democratic terror met a counter-charge of Republican corruption and incapacity and of

black aggressiveness. At the same time Bayard and MacDonald shrewdly exploited

classic courtroom techniques, making liberal use of character assassination to challenge

the veracity of Republican claims. By painting Republican witnesses as either ignorant or

corrupt and making sure that information on the eminence and respectability of

Democratic witnesses entered the record, the minority senators underscored the principle

argument of Mississippi whites: that the state's government belonged in their hands.

Ultimately, the report exacerbated a growing tendency among northern observers

to view events in the South ambivalently, sermonizing against white violence while

betraying doubts that perhaps whites were not somehow justified in their actions. New

York Times correspondent James Redpath, for example, concluded a harsh critique of

Mississippi Democrats by praising the end of Republican rule there: "I am not afraid to

put it on record that whether as a patriot looking only to the future good of the whole

country, or as an abolitionist looking only to the future good of the colored race in

America, I would have rejoiced if, by fair and honorable means, the rule of the black man

in Mississippi had been peacefully overthrown."94
Redpath, like most northern observers,

could express outrage at the means but not the ends of Democratic tactics. Moreover, he

conceded one of the central myth-arguments in the Democratic rhetorical arsenal: the

claim that African Americans had dominated Mississippi's government, obviously an

n
Ibid., 1, 750-51.

94New York Times, July 3, 1876.
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unsavory idea to most of his readers. Similarly, the Boutwell Report exposed a wide

range of crimes that might inflame northern opinions of Mississippi while also possessing

white counter-claims that promoted uneasiness about the results of Radicalism.

Ambivalence translated into inertia, helping cement the restoration of white supremacy in

Mississippi and elsewhere in the South.

Yet, if less than effective as a potential prop to Republican power in Mississippi,

the Boutwell Report illuminated how whites and blacks experienced the 1875 campaign.

From an historian's standpoint, the hearsay testimony central to the report captures key

aspects of the election: the play of rumor on both sides of the racial divide, the stubborn

activism ofmany African Americans in the face of terrifying conditions, the Democratic

strategy of applying violence and intimidation just to the point of plausible deniability,

and the trouble white Republicans had determining and describing what was occurring.

Hearsay testimony brought rumor to the forefront of much of the evidence that the

committee collected. Whites from several counties testified about fears of impending

black insurrections that swept through white communities. In Issaquena County, where a

riot had taken place after the election, a group of whites determined that blacks in the area

were organizing themselves into military units and planned to murder whites and burn

cotton gin-houses in the area. The pre-emptive suppression, which white witnesses

characterized as defensive, of these suspected activities led to the deaths of several

African Americans in the area, including a local Republican activist.
95 The sincerity of

95
Testimony of D. B. Ball, Boutwell Report, I, 751; for a brief discussion of the

events, partially from the point ofview of the lynched activist, see John Phillip Colletta,

Only a Few Bones: A True Account ofthe Rolling Fork Tragedy and Its Aftermath
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white fears and rumors is not always clear. With regard to the Clinton riot, several

Democrats who testified cited reports circulating at the time of groups of armed blacks

massing outside of Clinton or waiting to ambush train cars.
96 Given the tendency of

white southerners to interpret grave threats from African Americans at moments of great

tension, this type of rumor was probably inevitable and helped ensure a quick and vicious

response to the violence of the Clinton political rally. A more pointed rumor concerning

the mutilation of white bodies may have been more intentional. Information on this

rumor came, not from Democrats, but from Eugene Welboume, a young black

Republican who had served as the area's legislator in the state House of Representatives.

Welbourne had been one of the primary targets of Democratic squads patrolling the

Clinton area and had eventually been forced to flee the state. Groundless charges that he

had not only killed a white man but had mutilated the body seemed a transparent effort of

Democrats to maximize their chances of eliminating a political opponent.
97 More

ambiguous was the testimony on feared uprisings in Yazoo and Claiborne Counties. One

(Washington DC: Direct Descent, 2000), 275-280.

96cSee testimony of Frank Johnston, Ibid., 331; testimony of W.A. Montgomery,
541. These reports conform to what Gary Fine and Patricia Turner have called "formula
rumors," in which stories are filtered through historically based fears and stereotypes, in

this case a long legacy of insurrection scares. Whispers on the Color Line: Rumor and
Race in America (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001), 21-23.

7
Welbourne was not above similar if less dangerous confabulations in his own

testimony, claiming at one point that Chilton, a white man who had been killed while
trying to shelter black women and children in his home, had fired on him. No other
testimony placed a gun in Chilton's hands. He also cited the number of whites on the
field that day as five hundred. No other testimony went higher than fifty to seventy-five
See Ibid., 492-510.
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Yazoo white, for example, described an atmosphere more fearful than any he had ever

experienced: "I had served through the whole war as a soldier in the army of Northern

Virginia, and saw all of it; but I never did experience, at any period, including that time,

the fear and alarm and sense of danger which I felt at that time. And this was the

universal feeling among the population, among the white people."
98

Yet this fear,

however sincere, may have been a manipulated response. A. T. Morgan included a series

of supposedly intercepted letters printed in Yazoo's Democratic papers that promised

violence from area blacks armed with over 1600 army guns. Morgan assured the

committee that nowhere near that many army guns had ever been in the county and that

he and some of his associates had proven that the letters were forgeries." A Claiborne

white Republican similarly testified that although he had initially respected white fears of

an insurrection, he now felt "certain that it was a planned thing; that it was got up with

the express view and object of intimidating the colored people-the colored voters."
100

Obviously, there is no way to assess what whites believed at any one time and place.

Information on rumors suggests, nevertheless, that racial fears were widespread and

became a valuable tool, manipulated or not, in the hands of Democratic operatives.

Racial rumors cut both ways. Armed Democratic squads and their party's

militaristic rallies had sown terror throughout black communities, and rumors of the

murderous designs of whites became an inevitable result of African Americans' fears. As

98
Testimony of Garnett Andrews, Ibid., II, 1701.

"Testimony of A.T. Morgan, Ibid., II, 1750-53.

100
Testimony of Edward H. Stiles, Ibid., I, 166.
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with whites, rumors may have helped promote black militance. A prominent white from

Wilkinson County attributed the existence of widespread black resistance to rumors that

were sweeping through black communities. African Americans heard "that the whites

were out murdering their women and children, and that they were to rally; they must take

their arms and defend themselves; that there was no use to work; that they would be

butchered anyhow." 101
During the Clinton riot, blacks had not needed rumors to let them

know that their lives were endangered, but they do appear to have exaggerated body

counts. While many whites attempted to correct these estimates, others apparently

embraced them. One white Republican testified that many Democrats "wanted it to be

understood through the local community there. . . that a great many more people had been

killed than was actually the case. They did not want that thing to get North, but they were

anxious to have these stories exaggerated down there for the local effect."
102 Once again,

the testimony suggests that political combatants had been manipulating rumors. Such

manipulation does not negate the authenticity of the rumors and the fears they supported,

at least insofar as whites and blacks received them. It merely indicates that political

operatives recognized rumor as an important part of the political culture and acted

accordingly.
103

101Testimony of James H. Jones, Ibid., II, 1634.

102Testimony of Thomas Walton, Ibid., I, 54.

103
French sociologist Jean-Noel Kapferer has urged researchers to distance

themselves from earlier theories of rumor, which stressed inaccuracy and inauthenticity.

Rumors are best seen as a collective process of commentary and interpretation. Rumors:
Uses, Interpretations, and Images (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 1990),
3-8.
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The widespread testimony on potential black violence was not altogether

trustworthy, of course (a skepticism that must be maintained when assessing all such

evidence). It underscored, nevertheless, the resolve of African Americans to resist

Democratic efforts whenever opportunities presented themselves. Their overwhelming

defeat at the hands of armed Democrats should not make us lose sight of their stubborn

commitment to the Republican party. Some of this stubbornness emerges in the Boutwell

Report. Being cross-examined by one of the Democratic senators about his testimony on

a band of Democratic militants, M. G. Bennett, a Warren County black Republican,

blasted the courage of his opponents, shedding light on the ways that many African

Americans may have perceived their most dangerous adversaries. Describing one of the

Democrats as lower than "a dog," Bennett continued, "In fact, there is none of them

brave; there is none ofthem alone will attack a man that will defend himself; they jump

on him at Vicksburgh where they think the white men will come to their assistance."
104

Bennett here reversed the tendency ofmuch of the white testimony to portray blacks as

cowards. Another telling incident occurred during a black constable's testimony on the

violence in Issaquena. After Sen. Bayard challenged Bowie Foreman to reveal the names

of whites who had participated in attacks on blacks, the witness stood his ground, naming

as many as he could recall and adding, "I am going through with them, I will tell you, but

my life will be in danger, but I am going to tell the truth."
105

Foreman's resolve was

significant, given Bayard's strategy, which entailed prodding witnesses to list specific

104
Testimony of M.G. Bennett, Boutwell Report, II, 1392.

""Testimony of Bowie Foreman, Ibid., I, 604.
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names. When they could not (or would not), Bayard felt free to question their honesty. If

they could not name which Democrats were involved in acts of violence or which

Republicans fell victim to the violence, how could the truthfulness of their accounts be

verified? As Foreman suggested, naming names might have been dangerous, particularly

for black Republican activists who had risked assassination since the campaign of 1 875

had turned violent. The willingness ofmany black witnesses to detail white actions and

the accounts that illuminated the courage and militance ofmany African Americans

during the campaign formed a potential counter-narrative to white claims that, being

unable and unwilling to defend themselves, blacks were not fit for self-government.

Republican leaders, particularly whites, tended to ignore this possibility. Having

committed themselves to a narrative that stressed black helplessness and victimization,

they blocked out most evidence to the contrary.
106

This conception of matters became

something of a detriment to Republican efforts at the Boutwell hearings. Although plenty

of testimony about Democratic crimes against Mississippi blacks emerged, Democratic

cross-examinations successfully punctured some of the Republican characterizations,

showing that Republican leaders in Mississippi were in many respects confused about

what they had been confronting and had failed to attempt any local solutions. Throughout

the hearings, Republicans had difficulty describing Democratic tactics. They claimed

violence and intimidation but often could not present compelling examples. In many

106An exception was A .T. Morgan, who insisted that blacks were more than

willing to fight when given the chance: "They are unused to guerilla warfare. . . They are

cautious and too intelligent to be drawn into a conflict in which they must necessarily be
the only sufferers. . . They will fight for their rights and liberties if they have anything to

fight with" (1778); see also Morgan's memoir, Yazoo, 151, 168, 207-09.
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cases Democrats seem to have mastered a strategy of creating an atmosphere of such

impending doom that Republican leaders grew too demoralized to continue. Yet they

could not explain the dynamic of threat to the Committee, as one local leader, W. F.

Fitzgerald, admitted: "It is impossible for any man to describe to this committee what it

was that produced this state of things. In fact, the atmosphere was pregnant, in my

opinion, with intimidation, while I could not state a single instance of intimidation. I felt

it and believed that it existed, and yet if I was called upon to state how and where it

existed I could not do it."
107

Fitzgerald's lame example was a militarized procession

through Hinds County, the kind of political demonstration that, as Sen. Bayard quickly

indicated, was common throughout the nation. Fitzgerald's contention that Democratic

demonstrations were designed to intimidate African-American voters bore much truth but

missed their more salient impact, which was the inspiration they provided to the white

population.
108 More persuasive to black voters were actual threats and violence. That

white Republican leaders often did not witness these occurrences made their attempts to

explain their party's demoralization less than convincing to critics in the North.

To be sure, Republican leaders were not fabricating the intense fear experienced

by members of their party (though at times they may have been exaggerating).

Republicans near scenes of violence certainly had reasons to shrink from conflict, and

Democrats clearly manipulated these situations for maximum effect. A Rankin County

107
Testimony of W.F. Fitzgerald, Boutwell Report, II, 1292.

108
For this point, see Chapter 3. In recalling the 1875 election years later, one

white leader explained the Democratic strategy as an attempt to provide blacks with

"ocular proof of our power." Quoted in Wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 186.
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Republican leader, for example, testified that he had advised a suspension of campaigning

after Democrats had continuously threatened violence along the lines of what had

occurred in nearby Clinton. He had not interpreted these threats as a danger to his

supporters but to himself as well: "There was a horror, and the atmosphere was loaded

with it. . . [T]en thousand times would I rather go into battle than to go through the same

ordeal that I had to go through that day."
109

Although we certainly must always

acknowledge these fears, the more salient aspect of the testimony on the 1875 election

was the inability of Mississippi Republicans to convince their critics that a full-out,

"manly" canvass would have meant death and destruction. With both Republicans and

Democrats on the committee fixated on documenting acts of violence, the threat of

violence, which had been the most important aspect of the Democratic campaign, did not

seem so grave. As one Republican tried to explain, violence did not necessarily involve

actual bodily harm: "There are different constructions of acts of violence " The

response of Sen. Bayard to this remark, "Did you see a blow struck?" underscored the gap

between northern expectations and the torturous situation faced by Mississippi

Republicans.
110

Although southern white violence still provoked northern outrage, the

murky situation of the 1875 Mississippi election, particularly the seeming unwillingness

of Mississippi Republicans to face down threats, must have left many hard-headed

109
Testimony of Henry Kerneghan, Boutwell Report, II, 1245-48, quote, 1248.

no
Testimony of Hiram Putnam, Ibid., II, 1447.
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Yankees scratching their scalps. After all, by his own admission even the Republican

governor had not bothered to vote."
1

The findings of the Boutwell Committee's majority members angered Mississippi

whites, who saw it as the exemplar of the "bloody shirt" politicking of the Republican

party. In a sense they were correct. Despite the great effort that the Republican senators

expended in trying to shed light on the extra-legal tactics of Mississippi Democrats, the

report did nothing to aid Mississippi blacks and their white Republican allies. No federal

pressure returned to foster fairer elections. In the Congressional races of 1 876, John

Lynch, the only Republican candidate who had won the previous year, was swept out of

office in a race marred by Democratic bulldozing. The state's presidential electors, of

course, went to Samuel Tilden. A report presumably with the intent of encouraging

federal intervention into Mississippi's electoral system made no impact. In the end, one

might suggest that the anger of Mississippi whites was misplaced. The Boutwell Report

did them a huge favor. It fostered their sense of victimization at the hands of Yankees,

gave them a platform (with the aid of a sympathetic senator) to air their side of the stories

about 1 875, and ultimately did nothing to encourage federal intervention. Although the

committee had discovered some damning information on the 1 875 campaign, the election

did not seem so clear-cut. Mississippi Republicans came off looking like incompetents

undeserving of the government. Other than providing northern politicians with rhetorical

ammunition against southern whites, the report only promoted a sense of the impossibility

of the situation. Rather than proffering solutions, committee Republicans had satisfied

Ml
Testimony of Adelbert Ames, Ibid., I, 29.
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themselves with information gathering. The ambiguity promoted by this information

helped cement the northern abandonment of Reconstruction.

Northern diffidence was not sufficient, however, to ensure Democratic success in

Mississippi. Whites emerged victorious in 1 875, not merely because they demoralized

Republicans. Democrats succeeded in binding whites together in a formidable movement

that spoke to their common concerns and provided them with triumphant feelings. The

1 875 campaign brought an end to the despondency and self-doubt that had characterized

the thinking ofmany Mississippi whites. A narrative directed to outsiders had allowed

Democrats to overcome many of the liabilities they had faced vis-a-vis the federal

government and the northern media. A narrative largely internal to Mississippi would

give them the tools for Redemption.



CHAPTER 3

REDEMPTION

By crafting a convincing portrait of the oppression they faced at the hands of the

federal government and its emissaries among the state's Republicans, spokesmen for

Mississippi's Democratic party developed a political language that went far toward

defeating their Republican enemies. It helped obscure their efforts to overwhelm and

demoralize Republicans, black and white, thereby minimizing Republicans' options and

their ability to influence northern public opinion. Yet the political woes of white

conservatives during Reconstruction had involved more than the shocking novelty of

black political muscle. Demoralized by the war and its impact, many Mississippi whites

had simply removed themselves from the political battles of their state. Oscar J. E.

Stuart, a prominent attorney in Pike County, was certainly not alone in contemplating

relocating to another state, as he did in a letter to his son-in-law: "... I wish you to

seriously consider the matter of our removal to some part of Tennessee or Ky.-As for our

continuing to practice law before Radical Judges and negro juries, the whole matter is

impossible."
1

In his darkest moments Stuart speculated that for "Some Sin to us

unknown," God had cast Mississippi whites aside from His graces: "By an

incomprehensible Judgement of Gods-By his eternal and immutable [perhaps

'Oscar J. E. Stuart to R.B. Mayes, October 14, 1869, Mayes-Dimitry-Stuart

Papers, Box 2, Folder 13, Mississippi Department of Archives and History [MDAH].
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inscrutable] Counsel he hath once for all determined both whom he would admit to

Salvation & whom he would Condemn to destruction."
2

Stuart's despair evoked the

malaise that enveloped many Mississippi whites. Reconstruction constituted for them not

only a political crisis but a spiritual one as well. The Democrats succeeded in 1 875 and

1 876 because they helped whites overcome their despondency, rallying their political

spirits as evangelical meetings might revive their souls.

This chapter returns to some of the religious themes with which the first chapter

began. Part of the Democratic success, I contend, derived from the party's successful

reintegration of political and religious idioms. Before and during the Civil War,

Mississippi whites, like other white southerners (indeed Americans), had believed that

their social and political views possessed the sanction of God. 3
Defeat and the policy of

Reconstruction shook this hubris. Most whites, of course, maintained their faith, and

many others channeled social turmoil into a renewed, or brand new, embrace of Christian

belief. Yet through most of the immediate post-war period, little sense existed that

devotion to God translated into any special political favors. With the "bottom rail" on

top, most Mississippi whites doubtless preferred the idea that the political world bore

little or no relation to what God had in store for them. In any event many had opted out

of politics completely, sensing that their efforts made no difference. Religious leaders for

their part were far too busy trying to overcome the damage that war had done to their

2
Undated manuscript, Mayes-Dimitry-Stuart Papers, Box 7, Folder 56, MDAH.

3
Mitchell Snay, The Gospel ofDisunion: Religion and Separatism in the

Antebellum South (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 152-57, 164.
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denominations, both spiritually and institutionally, to concern themselves with providing

justifications for opponents of Republican power.
4

This division between political and religious cultures changed during the

Redemption campaign of 1 875. Democrats did not consciously cultivate a religious

justification for their cause in order to rally support among a spiritually battered white

populace. Rather, the intense energies that their efforts created manifested themselves in

spectacular rallies and other displays of Democratic power that mimicked evangelical

revivals. These stylistic similarities, which Democratic commentators emphasized in

accounts of their party's political events, promoted an association between devotion to

God and devotion to party among Mississippi whites. As the popular white term

Redemption implied, the defeat of Republican power encouraged whites to funnel post-

war turmoil through Christian metaphor. Increasingly, Democratic spokesmen tapped

into Christian idioms to describe their efforts. This process effectively fused religious

and political cultures, thereby increasing the chances that whites would respond to the

Democratic party with revived enthusiasm.
5 The infusion of evangelical fervor into the

Democratic cause provided a key element of the narratives of Redemption that would

mark the discourse of Mississippi whites well into the twentieth century.

4On Mississippi religion after the war, see Randy Sparks, On Jordan 's Stormy
Banks: Evangelicalism in Mississippi, 1773-1876 (Athens: University of Georgia Press,

1994), 175-200.

5
Stephanie McCurry has made a similar suggestion about South Carolina during

the Nullification crisis. Masters ofSmall Worlds: Yeoman Households, Gender
Relations, and the Political Culture ofthe Antebellum South Carolina Low Country
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), 130-70.
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As the previous chapter established, Democrats organized an intense campaign in

1875 with the goal of suppressing enough Republican votes to overcome the Republican

demographic advantage. Such an effort put fierce pressure on white Republicans to reject

their party and on African Americans to surrender their political interests in favor of the

more basic goal of personal safety. Yet as crucial as the white-line strategy was to

Democratic success, it offered an incomplete promise of victory. For one thing, African

Americans were not easily shaken from their resolve to maintain the Republicans in

power. Although in key counties, Democratic violence and intimidation did suppress the

black vote, ensuring Democratic victory, African Americans did not melt from the

political scene. Statewide, Republican vote totals, by now virtually synonymous with

black votes, did not fall appreciably from previous levels. Furthermore, the very tactics

needed to suppress black votes risked a reinvigorated federal intervention into the state's

affairs. Democratic efforts, therefore, depended equally on maximizing white votes, a

tactic that produced astonishing results. William Harris has calculated that white voter

turnout soared to over ninety percent of the adult male population, besting by 22,000

votes the highest previous total for a conservative ticket.
6 No Mississippi election before

or after 1 875 inspired such enthusiasm.

So quick was the reversal from white demoralization and apathy to invigorated

politicking, that it emerges in the historical record as a spontaneous eruption, one that

united almost the entire Mississippi white population. Whites who had festered in their

6
William C. Harris, The Day ofthe Carpetbagger: Republican Reconstruction in

Mississippi (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1979), 687.
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bitterness and despair now exploded into political activity. The diary entries of W. B.

Jones, a small planter in a southwestern county, reflected the abrupt shift in white

attitudes. Throughout the Reconstruction period Jones seethed with resentment against

Radicals, particularly the blacks unfortunate enough to work his land. Yet only in the

months leading up to the 1 875 election did he mention any interest in electoral politics, at

which point he incorporated the campaign as an additional aspect of everyday life.
7

Given Jones's racism, we might surmise that the campaign's white-line strategy inspired

his increased interest and devotion. And indeed, we cannot underestimate the impact that

white-line tactics had on the enthusiasm of white voters. Simplifying the issues (making

them literally black and white) and eschewing the restraining equivocations of more

pragmatic opponents of Reconstruction clearly appealed to white voters.

Yet such were the pressures that Mississippi whites were experiencing, that an

energetic campaign did not necessarily depend upon the stoking up of racial resentment.

Oscar Stuart theorized that Mississippi whites simply had had no choice but to jump

wholeheartedly into the political fray: "Our energy in the late contest, arose from the

instinct of self-preservation from oppression in taxation which threatened to be perpetual.

. .
." As always, Stuart could not resist a self-ingratiating dig at his fellow citizens,

claiming that perilous rates of taxation "might have been avoided by timely action, which

I urged upon the populace in vain, and is no indication ofthe restoration of that patriotism

7
Jones-Smith Plantation Journal, microfilm copy, MDAH.
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which was lost in the mass, when desertion, was excused or justified."
8

Stuart's relief

that "patriotism" had finally replaced apathy underscored both the energies unleashed

during the 1 875 campaign and the confused, halting responses that had prevailed among

whites through most of Reconstruction.

Where Stuart saw indolence among his fellow citizens, others recognized

patience. In a centennial address honoring the history ofNatchez and Adams County,

local dignitary Joseph Shields seemed both angry and optimistic about the state of affairs:

"The element of ignorance which an insane political party has foisted upon us in Negroe

suffrage & negro equality has increased our troubles greatly but by patience & judicious

management we can yet save the wreck."
9

Others, though acknowledging patience,

recognized a less "judicious" force that would deliver the state from Reconstruction.

Leading Democrat Ethelbert Barksdale used the experience of Mississippi whites to offer

a theory of revolution, claiming that "the people (being patient and forebearing), as a

general rule, bear these grievances for a long time, hoping that a reformation may come.

Finally, when hope begins to fade. . . and, as soon as the standard of resistance is raised,

the masses. .
.
rise up in irresistible multitudes and rally under the revolutionary standard.

.
.

." 10 Such a narrative construction, that whites had simply borne the indignities of

8
Oscar J.E. Stuart to A.G. Brown, November 4, 1875, Oscar J.E. Stuart and

Family Papers, Box 1, Folder 9, MDAH.

9
Joseph Dunbar Shields Manuscript, pp. 106-07, MDAH.

10
Jackson Weekly Clarion, October 13, 1875; op. cit, Harris, Day ofthe

Carpetbagger, 674-75.
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Radical rule until only revolution presented itself as a viable option, soon gained a

privileged position in white rhetoric.

The significance and usefulness of a narrative that emphasized patience and

revolutionary vigilance derived at least in part from its similarity to Christian rhetoric.

One must be careful in drawing links between the Christian and political language that

filled the heads of Mississippi whites. Certainly, ministers and other religious authorities

rarely inserted themselves into political debates, particularly given the disappointments

associated with clerical support for the Confederacy. It is worth suggesting, nevertheless,

that Christian narratives of atonement and redemption informed how many Mississippi

whites understood the socio-political situation. In the evangelical theology that

predominated among Mississippians, individuals could expect to pass through an

unpleasant period of conviction before finding solace in a sense of eternal reward. As

one Methodist minister sermonized, "It is through much tribulation that men enter into

the kingdom of grace, because this is always preceded by a deep conviction of sin, a

fearful sense of guilt, and many strugles against unbelief and despair " Ultimately,

suffering was positive, however, as it made the reward that much sweeter, and the reward

was all that mattered." More broadly, Christian faith provided solace in times of turmoil,

as a newspaper report on revivals in Mississippi made clear: "The abounding grace of

God, and the power of the gospel to save men from eternal death, are compensations in

"From "Valley of Dry Bones," Book III, J.G. Jones Papers, Box 2, John B. Cain
Archives, Millsaps College.
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the cup of adversity."
12

Evangelical theology, in short, both succored those distressed by

the events of the day and provided a metaphor for how deliverance might occur. Applied

to society at large, the theme of rebirth became a means by which Mississippi whites may

have rationalized the ordeals of Reconstruction.

Although generally silent on political issues, religious authorities did occasionally

offer pointed observations. Perhaps most active in this regard was the New Orleans

Christian Advocate, the primary organ for Methodists in the state. One editorial made it

clear that Reconstruction was not only bad policy but an affront to the Christian project:

"In this new South a costly experiment is being tried, which is bringing disaster and

depression for the time, but we have hope that in the end the follies of prejudice and

partisan legislation will yield to the great argument of history and Providence."
13

Harsher

was a statement of the Mississippi Conference of the Southern Methodists: "We live

under governmental oppression grievous to be borne, amid financial disasters and

pecuniary dearth, and groan beneath a burden of taxation which paralyzes our energies

and exhausts our resources." Still, prospects for the state were not all doom and gloom,

as "our people have not abandoned the work of the Lord, but in spite of all hindrances

have done nobly in his cause."
14

Such optimism may have been exaggerated. Reports on the spiritual health of

Mississippi in the Christian Advocateoffered a mixed message. Sensitive to the

12New Orleans Christian AdvocateSeptember 24, 1874.

n
Ibid., April 16, 1874.

"Ibid., December 31, 1874.
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proselytizing efforts of northern missionaries and to northerners' negative opinion of

southern Christianity, some authors created the impression of a vibrant and confident

religious life throughout Mississippi communities. One such local advocate boasted that

far from the spiritual destitution claimed by northern propagandists, he had "never as yet

found a neighborhood without preaching of some kind, and but few without Southern

Methodist preaching. The negroes are no less destitute." His own neighborhood enjoyed

weekly preaching, three times a month from a Southern Methodist and once each from a

Hardshell Baptist and a Missionary Baptist.
15

Other reports expressed greater

disappointment. After Vicksburg native J. Bancroft remonstrated with some local Jews,

who were picnicking on a Sunday, that "this was a Christian country, and our Jewish

citizens ought to regard somewhat, at least, the Christian Sabbath," he received little

satisfaction. "His cool reply was that he had never heard this was a Christian land

before." More disturbing were the inroads made "to a most remarkable, a humiliating

extent by high church proselyters."
16 Of course, Bancroft's worries reflected, not so much

spiritual impoverishment, but the ethnic and religious diversity of Vicksburg, the state's

only real urban center.
17

For evangelicals, the overwhelming majority of Mississippi's

""Colporteur" in Ibid., March 26, 1874. For an account of competition among
northern, white southern, and African American denominations, see Daniel W. Stowell,

Rebuilding Zion: The Religious Reconstruction ofthe South, 1863-1877 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1998).

16New Orleans Christian AdvocateJune 11, 1874.

17
For an informative portrait of immigrant groups in Vicksburg, primarily through

the lens of one extended family, see John Phillip Colletta, Only a Few Bones: A True
Account ofthe Rolling Fork Tragedy and Its Aftermath (Washington, DC: Direct
Descent, 2000).
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committed citizens, diversity only signaled weakness. The agricultural depression into

which the state had fallen compounded these worries. In a call to "Endure Hardness,"

one writer sketched out a potential nightmare: "Not well-organized works, spacious

parsonages, efficient boards of stewards and fine churches, but wasted and impoverished

communities, and generations of half-grown youth who have scarcely heard the voice of

the living preacher." Dire economic conditions required a return to simpler approaches

and a cultivation of humbler folk: "To meet this state of things the ministry must be after

the primitive type-full of faith and the Holy Ghost, and eaten up with the zeal of the

Lord's house."
18

As Randy Sparks has demonstrated in his account of evangelicalism in

Mississippi, dramatic revivals had been crucial in the effort to make evangelicalism the

primary form of religious expression in the state during the antebellum period and had

kept the faith strong during the war. Now, Mississippi evangelicals increasingly turned to

revivalism to shake the state out of the spiritual doldrums that they perceived.
19

Feeding

off of the revivals that had swept through soldier camps during the war, successive waves

of camp meetings and revivals spiked religious activity throughout the state. In 1 872

Methodists formalized the role of revivals by naming Seashore Campground in Biloxi as

the location for mass meetings. Crystal Springs Campground in Copiah County also

18New Orleans Christian Advocat?January 22, 1874.

19
Sparks, On Jordan 's Stormy Banks, 78-84, 177-86. Revivals occurred frequently

among freedpeople for very different, though no less dramatic, reasons. Part of the power
of evangelicalism might be its capacity to appeal to those at the crest of optimism and
good fortune as well as to those burdened by doubts, remorse, and pessimism.
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became a prominent center of Methodist activity. In northern counties, revivalism does

not appear to have been as tightly organized, but it was definitely prominent, particularly

after holiness doctrines began to ignite the state in the mid-1 870s.
20

Methodist efforts

paid off, with membership in the Mississippi Conference, which represented the southern

half of the state, increasing from 15,386 in 1870 to 20,589 in 1875. The North

Mississippi Conference showed a similar rate of growth. 21 Many, if not most, revivals

were non-denominational and benefitted other groups, particularly the Baptists, who

began the decade of the 1870s as the state's largest denomination with 82,315 members.22

Despite, or perhaps because of, the social turmoil of the Reconstruction era, Mississippi

witnessed dramatic, if geographically uneven, denominational growth. Indeed, the

unevenness of growth may have ultimately helped the impulse toward revival, as pockets

of religious apathy undoubtedly spurred the faithful to double their efforts.

It is important to keep in mind the dramatic nature of revivals. As scholars of

American religious life have demonstrated, revivals have been a crucial aspect of

evangelical growth throughout American history. For some scholars, the significance of

revivals has been their essentially democratic nature, their capacity to bring together and

move prospective converts from all walks of life. Others have stressed the dynamic of

2(HW.B. Jones, Methodism in the Mississippi Conference (Jackson: The Hawkins
Foundation, 1951), 47-72; Gene Ramsey Miller, A History ofNorth Mississippi
Methodism, 1820-1900 (Nashville: The Parthenon Press, 1965), 101-02.

21
Jones, Methodism in the Mississippi Conference, 468; New Orleans Christian

Advocate, April 9, 1874, August 26, 1875.

2:Compendium of the Ninth United States Census, 1870, 162.
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conversion that revivals have promoted: rooting the experience of conversion in such a

dramatic setting simultaneously fostered evangelical communities and the individuation

of converts. Surrounded by like-minded evangelicals (and often by howling hecklers),

converts crossed over into a community of believers but only through an intense

reckoning with their own experiences.
23 A mid-nineteenth century manual on camp

meetings gave voice to both of these impulses. In order to overcome potential apathy, the

author, a Methodist minister, urged the importance of spectacle, that meetings should be

"the greatest assemblage and the most thrilling occasion of the religious worship known

to the church."
24 Such an atmosphere would "convoke these men of God in considerable

numbers, and permit them, disburthened of all worldly care, to drink together at the

fountain of mercy. . . and to lose their selfishness, and pride, and unholy ambition, while

bathing together in a common ocean of love."
25

Ultimately, the impassioned scenes of the

revival would provide memories that might sustain individual converts' faith, an

important argument in their favor as engines of denominational growth. "The truth is,"

the author philosophized, "human life needs to be dotted over with occasions of stirring

23The best work on this dynamic remains John Boles, The Great Revival, 1787-
1805: The Origins ofthe Southern Evangelical Mind (Lexington, KY: University of
Kentucky Press, 1972); see also Sparks, On Jordan 's Stormy Banks. Broader works on
southern evangelicalism include Donald Matthews, Religion in the Old South (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1977); Christine Heyrman, Southern Cross: The Beginnings
ofthe Bible Belt (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1997). Nathan Hatch has stressed the
democratic culture promoted by revivals. The Democratization ofAmerican Christianity
(New Haven,CT: Yale University Press, 1989).

24
Rev. B.W. Gorham, Camp Meeting Manual, A Practical Bookfor the Camp

Ground; In Two Parts (Boston: H.V. Degen, 1854), 146.

25
lbid., 37-38.
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interest. . . . Our nature requires the recurrence now and then, of some event of special

interest; something that shall peer up from the dead level of existence -an object for hope

to rest upon in the future-an oasis in the desert of the remembered past."
26

Mississippi's

revivalism conformed to the ritual patterns that scholar Leigh Eric Schmidt has discussed

in his work on the sacramental season of evangelical Presbyterians in Scotland and

America. Although largely gone from Presbyterianism by the late antebellum period, the

centrality of a "visible gospel" enforcing a cycle of "[djramatic renewal and conversion"

among participants seemed apparent in the revivalism of other evangelical

denominations.
27

As mentioned previously, Mississippi Methodists attempted to regularize the

camp meeting phenomenon beginning in the 1870s. By constructing permanent grounds

and imposing a schedule dominated by the denomination's most respected divines, they

acknowledged the importance of revivals while betraying a distrust of the potentially

subversive practices that sometimes marked the events. This move reflected an effort to

make religious expression better match middle-class notions of proper behavior, an

impulse that existed among the Baptist elite as well.
28

Richard Abbey, a prominent

26
Ibid., 31-32.

27
Leigh Eric Schmidt, Holy Fairs: Scottish Communions andAmerican Revivals

in the Early Modern Period (Princeton: Princeton Unviersity Press, 1989), 69-70, 87.

28
For this point, see Paul Harvey, Redeeming the South: Religious Cultures and

Racial Identities among Southern Baptists, 1865-1925 (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1997),
77-78. Indeed, Gorham's book on camp meetings seems in part an attempt to impose
some orderliness on the affairs, thereby making them more attractive to the all-important
middle-class converts. The effort to inscribe revivals with bourgeois values and, most
important, comforts lends credence to R. Laurence Moore's insights on the
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lawyer-minister, voiced the concerns of "respectable" Christians with what they viewed

as an over-emphasis on the drama of the conversion experience: "Present value consists

solely in present grace. . . . The present possession of knowledge is more valuable than a

historic recollection of the first juvenile lessons. Things merely remembered are gone

from us
"29

Apparently, some gatherings had begun to model themselves after this

more sober approach. One report of an interdenominational revival near Richland,

Mississippi, which had begun as a pro-temperance campaign but had evolved into an

evangelical harvesting of souls, stressed its divergence from standard practice: "This

revival is unlike any I have seen for many years, in that there is little sensational

preaching. Reason is appealed to, and the Holy Spirit rivets conviction."
30 Whether or

not this representation reflected what actually occurred at the revival, it indicated a desire

to elevate a restrained mode of proselytizing over the wilder and more dramatic worship

that had long defined the revival experience.

It also indicated that the kind of restraint preferred by the Richard Abbeys of the

state was still a rarity at Mississippi revivals. Intense evangelical gatherings, as one

editorial made clear, remained valuable. They allowed for the separation of congregants

from worldly constraints, adding new souls to the cause of the church and reassuring

those already converted. The emotional effect of this sacred space on the individual

interpenetration of commercial and religious cultures in American society. Selling God:
American Religion in the Marketplace ofCulture (Oxford: Oxford University Press
1994).

29New Orleans Christian AdvocateApril 8, 1875.

30
Ibid., August 13, 1874.
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participant was crucial: "He has for a season left business and worldly cares behind him,

and he gives himself up wholly, for a brief season, to religious duties. This one thing he

does, forgetting the things which are behind, and pressing toward the mark for the prize.

The incitement is intense and continuous."
31

H. H. Montgomery, a Methodist minister,

extended the effects of the revival well beyond the time spent on the camp meeting

grounds. Contradicting the point of view of Richard Abbey, Montgomery emphasized the

effects that memories of the events would have on potential converts: "The preaching, the

singing, the praying, the exhortation, the tears and cries of penitents, the shouts of the

converts and older Christians, make impressions on minds that will lead many to seek

salvation in days and months after the services are ended."
32

Interesting here was the

apparent lack of concern for the message imparted at the revival. Rather, Montgomery

stressed "impressions" forged through the emotive worship practices of the revival. Like

Montgomery's, most accounts of revivals foregrounded images rather than doctrine. This

reporting choice no doubt owed much to common sense and constraints on energy. Who,

after all, would have been able to transcribe sermons, prayers, and random exhortations

comprehensively? Instead, accounts stressed the style of the various speakers and the

effects their efforts had on those in attendance. In the end, participants would remember

a particularly compelling preacher and the feelings of communal harmony that pervaded

the grounds, not a specific message. Despite the efforts of more erudite ministers to

31
Ibid., August 10, 1876.

32
Ibid., September 2, 1875.
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stress doctrine over drama, it was the energy of revivals that compelled the attention of

audiences and of newspaper correspondents.
33

A similar dynamic shaped responses to the political rallies that Democrats were

staging in their efforts to unseat the Republicans. To be sure, audiences received

elaborate doses of political doctrine, with two-hour speeches a fairly common feature.

From the perch of our soundbite-friendly political culture, nineteenth century

speechmaking can seem quite amazing. What politician nowadays could deliver a

lengthy speech capable of holding a "rapt" audience virtually spellbound, as accounts

frequently described audiences at Mississippi political rallies? Yet focusing on the

audience was often the primary tactic of correspondents. Much like accounts of revivals,

reports on political rallies emphasized the effects of the events on the audiences rather

than offering specific information on what might have been said. Presumably, doctrine,

whether Democratic or evangelical, was readily available in other sources, such as

newspaper editorials, partisan pamphlets, or smaller, more typical gatherings. The story

at larger events was not so much the doctrine they imparted, however important, but the

drama and excitement they inspired.
34

Doctrine or no, however, rallies transmitted important messages. In the fevered

environment of 1875, exuberant Democratic events signalled the renewed confidence of

whites and the inevitability of their return to power. The reminiscence of one Democratic

Schmidt emphasizes that however crucial the message, the spoken word at

dramatic religious events is best viewed as part of a ritual process. Holy Fairs, 87-89.

34William Harris provides a good sense of this dynamic. Day ofthe
Carpetbagger, 677-79.
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leader of Panola County in the northwestern part of the state emphasized the effects of

rallies on African Americans: "Our purpose was to overawe the negroes and exhibit to

them the ocular proof of our power. . . by magnificent torchlight processions at night and

in the day by special trains of cars. . . loaded down with white people with flags flying,

drums beating, and bands playing, the trains being chartered and free for everybody."
35

True as this goal surely was, the aging Democrat's inaccurate use of the word

"everybody" betrayed another, and in my view more significant, motive. Democratic

events did sometimes invite black voters, and their symbolism may have discouraged

independent black political activism, but it is hard to read the preceding memory without

concluding that participating whites were their most important audience. For people

mired in an agricultural depression and still reeling from the shocks of defeat,

emancipation, and black political power, rallies such as the one described offered thrilling

spectacles that convinced ordinary white voters of the power and equality that formed the

promise of white supremacy. Democratic events seared images into the minds of whites,

encouraging associations between the party and the jubilant feelings that attended the

campaign of 1875.

There was nothing inherently unique about the Democratic campaign's use of

flashy events. Evocative rallies were staples of nineteenth-century political life

throughout the United States.
36 The uniqueness of Democratic rallies derived from their

35
John W. Kyle, "Reconstruction in Panola County," Publications ofthe

Mississippi Historical Society XIII (1912), 73-74; Wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 186.

36nThe best account of the function of 19
th
-century election events is Jean Baker's

'The Ceremonies of Politics: Nineteenth-Century Rituals of National Affirmation," in
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intensity, a matter of degrees rather than procedure. As election day neared, accounts of

dramatic displays of Democratic jubilation and confidence filled newspapers from every

corner of the state. Generally, rallies seem to have been scheduled as all-day affairs.

Democratic clubs from the surrounding area, often uniformed and on horse back led the

way with others falling in behind. Dignitaries of the party travelled to entertain those in

attendance with a round of speechmaking. More well-heeled citizens generally supplied

plenty of meat for a grand barbecue. At night torchlight processions cast a fiery glow

over the town, an effect that Chinese lanterns, illuminations, and brilliantly lit households

along the parade route surely augmented. Exuberant shouts joined the sounds of drums

and marching bands to heighten the spirits of all in attendance. Booming cannons were

not uncommon, but if unavailable, a pair of anvils and some gunpowder could suffice.
37

Although characterized as the "grandest and most imposing demonstration ever witnessed

in Mississippi," a demonstration in Holly Springs mirrored the spirit of the campaign

throughout the state:

Thousands of men, organized in clubs of fifties and hundreds, marched into town
that morning with bands playing, banners waving, and raising such shouts of

William J. Cooper, Michael F. Holt, and John McCardell, A Master 's Due: Essays in

Honor ofDavid Herbert Donald (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1985), 161-78. Baker argues

that the common rituals practiced by supporters of almost all parties taught and reinforced

patriotic notions of citizenship. Thus, the ceremonies promoted support of political

parties but more importantly affirmed a common sense of nationhood, which transcended

party divisions. See also, Mark Kornbluh, "From Participatory to Administrative Politics:

A Social History ofAmerican Political Behavior, 1880-1918" (Ph.D. diss., Johns

Hopkins University, 1987), 46, 97-98.

37From the beginning of October until the end of the election, details such as these

ran in just about every newspaper that I have consulted. See, for example, Jackson Daily
Clarion, October 1 1, 22, 29, and 30, 1875; Brandon Republican, November 4, 1875.
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patriotic enthusiasm as were never heard in this part of the world. After parading

the streets, the immense crowd of men dismounted and were addressed by Maj. H.

H. Chalmers in one of the most telling and eloquent speeches. At night the

torchlight procession and pyrotechnic display took place. Two thousand

illuminated cartoons and three thousand torchlights were being carried, besides

the illuminated wagons, carriages, etc., counted by the hundreds. Seven thousand

men were in the procession.
38

The size, grandeur, and arresting visuals of such gatherings fueled the soaring spirits that

whites experienced during the campaign. The power and righteousness of the Democratic

cause received ocular help not only from the throngs of enthusiastic supporters and

participants but from the giant rooster (symbol of the party) that accompanied many

rallies, described variously as ten or sixteen feet high.
39

Political events did not, of course, eschew partisan policy prescriptions. In

addition to the round of speeches and sloganeering, activists staged their messages with

dramatic visual displays. Although Mississippi Democrats were certainly engaged in

many of the same rituals and practices that prevailed elsewhere, they represented political

events in ways that were peculiar to the cultural situation of the postbellum South. Much

of their spirit and content drew from the deepening furor over Republican power. The

centerpiece of a torchlight procession in Beauregard was the "Democratic man-of war

'Doctor,'" which carried sixteen boys in sailor suits toward the Radical stronghold, where

it would cure the country of what ailed it. A lengthy, didactic play held the audience's

38Natchez Democrat, October 26, 1 875, quoted in Harris, Day ofthe
Carpetbagger, 679. Harris notes that the 1875 election was the first since the end of the

war during which conservatives possessed much of a campaign fund.

39
See Jackson Daily Clarion, October 27, 1875; Weekly Clarion, October 6, 1875.
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attention and exposed the various crimes of the Radical administration.
40 At a torchlight

procession in Jackson, transparencies illuminated by Chinese lanterns offered several

images, including one of a man shooting a woman with one hand while paying $150 for a

pardon with the other; a man hanging from a tree with two inscriptions, "His crime was a

false count," and "A tree that bore good fruit;" and a sign reading "Hinds county 800

Democratic majority" with mules branded with the names of prominent Republicans

gazing up at it and an inscription on the reverse side, reading "Remember the black line in

the Legislature."
41 Whether in the form of staged dialogues or of transparencies, the

lessons of the Democracy gained dramatic visual display, which veered from comic send-

up to gruesome warning but which all exposed the perceived crimes of the Republican

administration: corruption, devious electioneering, and racial bloc voting.

Clearly, most of the details of the rallies, from the booming cannons to the

marching cavalry troops to the good ship 'Doctor,' owed more to military than to

religious inspiration. My point here is not to impose a structure or re-interpret details that

Mississippi whites would not have appreciated. Rallies were inherently martial affairs

and tapped into the atmosphere and repertoire that might have accompanied Confederate

companies marching off to war. The militant flavor was appropriate in 1875 and '76,

given the violent campaigns that Democrats were conducting and the stakes that they

recognized. For whites, the mid-'70s offered the first real opportunity to reverse the

40
Jackson Weekly Clarion, October 6, 1875.

41l

Daily Clarion, October 27, 1875. In the previous day's issue, the Clarion had
offered a separate printing of its account of the rally for anyone who might be interested.
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changes that radicals had imposed on the southern socio-political landscape.
42

Rallies

helped Democrats gain the confidence they needed for a full frontal assault on Republican

power.

Yet if much of the spectacle of Democratic rallies was unmistakably militant,

descriptions of rallies tended to blur the lines between martial and sacred ideals. Details

of calvary troops and cannons coincided with attention to crowds who seemed to soak up

the affairs as they might the activities of an evangelical revival. At a Democratic event in

the Delta town of Lexington, for example, "twenty-six hundred men on horseback"

moved through town "under the efficient leadership of that excellent gentleman and true-

hearted patriot, Col. McKee." Confidence rose, as "bands discoursed sweet music for the

crowd, while the braying drum and screaming fife awaked the sleeping echoes and

aroused the martial spirit of the congregated hundreds [my emphasis]." Participants here,

it seemed, gathered for something akin to a religious service as a means of stiffening their

militancy. The confused signals may have derived from the status of one of the groups

that organized the rally: the Bee Lake Democratic Club, also known as the Young Men's

Christian Association.
43 Sometimes subtly, other times overtly, Democrats and their

spokesmen attempted to unite partisan and evangelical goals.

42
Indeed, some historians have cited the overthrow of Reconstruction governments

as evidence of the continuing warfare that white southerners waged against the federal

government. Appomattox, in this construct, ended only one phase of the Union-southern

conflict. The most forceful pursuit of this argument comes from Richard Zuczek, State of
Rebellion: Reconstruction in South Carolina (Columbia: Unversity of South Carolina

Press, 1996). See also George C. Rable, But There Was No Peace: The Role of Violence

in the Politics ofReconstruction (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1984).

43Yazoo City Herald, November 10, 1876.
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When attempted overtly, such connections smacked of the timeless opportunism

of politicians seeking to insinuate themselves on the side of the godly. In this regard, one

writer took the occasion of the defection of a leading African-American Republican in

Amite County as a means to proclaim the eternal rewards that might await steadfast

supporters of the Democracy: "[I]f he will live up to this rule when he comes to die he

will be better prepared for it. Democracy teaches peace and good will, and the rectitude

of thought and act which are taught in the commandments. Radicalism teaches the

reverse."
44

Similarly, another correspondent cited clear skies as evidence of God's

blessing on a rally in Beauregard: "Providence, smiling upon the efforts of an oppressed

people, gave us on the 2d inst, a bracing autumnal breeze and an unclouded sun."
45

These pronouncements likely indicated little more than a mercenary appropriation of

religious ideas or perhaps how readily religious language circulated in other social

venues. However glib, though, the religious justification of Democratic efforts showed

that whites were now more willing to invoke the sanction of the Divine, a sign of their

burgeoning confidence. In the heat of the Redemption campaigns, images of God's

chastening hand melted away to make room for a renewed sense that His hand acted to

support the efforts of Mississippi whites, by now fully united behind the Democracy.

Although virtually impossible to assess with any degree of precision, the role of

southern white evangelicalism in preparing whites for their challenge to Reconstruction

was profound. Throughout the period the commitment of the state's white evangelicals to

44
Jackson Weekly Clarion, July 12, 1876.

45
Jackson Weekly Clarion, October 6, 1875.
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an uncompromising sense that theirs was the one true path to eternal reward had acted as

a bulwark of regional pride in the face of seemingly unstoppable Republican innovations.

Indeed, resistance against the intrusion of northern denominations into Mississippi

religious affairs and the refusal of prominent white ministers to accept denominational

reunification provided models of activism to more secular-oriented whites. Claiming

time and again that northern evangelicals had forsaken proper, religious strivings in favor

of political posturing, state religious leaders insisted that only continued separatism

would enable doctrinal purity. Prominent Methodist Charles Marshall's 1865 warning

against "political ecclesiastics" echoed in statements from the state's religious leaders

throughout the period.
46

Only southern (white) Christians embodied proper notions of

brotherhood: "The war-words of opposing factions. . . have rung the changes upon the

wordfraternity until in certain would-be literary circles it no longer represents the idea of

Christianity among Christians. . . but certain legal and technical forms, measures and

advantages in diplomacy and ecclesiastical warfare."
47 Even those who had despaired

over the potential loss of God's favor saw events as a test that Mississippi whites would

soon pass. While Yankee evangelicals boasted of God's favor and used religion as a

crass cover for political machinations, southern whites knew that religion and politics did

not mix and that their pure intentions would soon be rewarded.
48

46i
"Untitled editorial, dated September 20, 1865, Papers of C. K. Marshall, Folder 5,

MDAH.

47
Richard Abbey, New Orleans Christian Advocate October 28, 1875.

-1ST
Daniel Stowell has written most explicitly and convincingly on southern white

religious attitudes and on white, and to a lesser extent, black resistance against northern
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The flurry of revival activity and the dramatic political rallies of the mid- 1870s

likely offered evidence to many Mississippi whites that their time in the wilderness was

coming to a close. Rapidly growing ranks of Christians and the renewed political power

of native whites offered proof of God's restored favor.
49 Whether coincidental or not,

denominational growth and Democratic resurgence seemed products of a single

providential narrative. One minister, for example, left little doubt that political events

reflected the logic of God's will: "The ante-bellum Democracy had become so corrupt

that no doubt it was the providence of God it was overthrown. The moral of its downfall

was the same that the Country has been in turn taught by the judgement which awaits the

Republican party of today."
50 The invocation of God's will in the political arena rarely

came more openly than it did here, and we need not see the sentiment, or at least its

expression, as typical. Although most Mississippi whites tended to avoid such overt,

partisan connections, they certainly would have agreed that the restoration of native white

control reflected God's wishes.

Acting as pageants of white supremacy, Democratic rallies were central to white

efforts to restore a sense of Divine order to Mississippi. In the minds of white

evangelizing, Rebuilding Zion. See also Eugene Genovese, A Consuming Fire: The Fall

ofthe Confederacy in the Mind ofthe White Christian South (Athens: University of

Georgia Press, 1998).

490n the period that saw the emergence of evangelicalism as a dominant factor in

the religion of the South, John Boles has argued that revivalism tended to confirm for

evangelicals that God was blessing their efforts and the country in which they lived. The

Great Revival, 25-26, 60-61

.

50
Rev. Henry J. Harris Autobiography, Unpublished Manuscript, 1882, J. B. Cain

Archives, Millsaps College.
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participants and observers rallies intertwined with evangelical revivals as signs of a

purifying society. The connections derived not so much from similarities in practice,

though these were present, but from the spirit of pride, relief, and division that both

events promoted. Like revivals, rallies created and/or reinforced a sense that tribulations

were ending (or at least were proven ephemeral) and that those participants willing to

surrender themselves to the doctrinal mandates of the faith elevated themselves above

other citizens. The moment of conversion or the end of political backsliding separated

Democrats from others. In this sense the frequent calls from Democrats to alienate whites

who showed signs of maintaining their support for the Republicans mirrored the the

behavior of evangelicals who no longer would associate with the unsaved, often including

those with whom they may have had close relations in the past.
51 The mid-1 870s

campaigns forged the kind of community of the faithful that evangelical denominations

had long sought.

The transference of certain dynamics of evangelical revivalism to Democratic

rallies did not occur through any overt posturing. Nothing in the historical record

suggests that Democratic pols contemplated how best to tap into southern white religious

5
'Christine Heyrman offers countless anecdotes related to this point, Southern

Cross; see also Boles, The Great Revival, for some of the theological issues connected to

this separation, 125-42. The Louvin Brothers' great song "The Christian Life," though
written and recorded in the 1950s, offers a wonderful example of evangelical attitudes.

The narrator's alienation from his former friends can only find relief in his efforts to

convert them, of which there seems little chance. In the end, only his own salvation

matters: "Others take pleasure in things I despise/ 1 like the Christian life." Ira and
Charlie Louvin, "The Christian Life," Satan Is Real, T-1277.
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culture.
52 Such a tactic would have necessitated a degree of cynicism that white

southerners would perhaps have reserved only for Yankees and "ungrateful" blacks.

Although many Democrats may have interpreted their cause as in some respects "holy,"

this sacralization reflected their desperate need to restore native white supremacy, not

overt messages they received from their leaders. The revivalistic response to the

Democratic campaign signified the dynamic, spontaneous interplay of religious and

political cultures. With political passions ignited to a fever pitch the drama of

Democratic rallies, regardless of their content, tended to evoke feelings that only

evangelical rallies could match. That spokesmen frequently portrayed campaigns as life

and death struggles only heightened the feverish effect. Mississippi whites could

recognize themselves at a crossroads: either they would carry this campaign forward to

victory or perhaps be consigned to a kind of political perdition.
53

The similarity of the spirit that rallies evoked to the emotional effects of

evangelical revivals becomes clearest when examining the many descriptions of

participants and observers, which correspondents often stressed. Indeed, the effect of

52
In any event, the concept of southern white religion was dubious at this point.

Although southern churches segregated fairly rapidly after the Civil War, with African

Americans establishing their own institutions, the cultural cross-fertilization that had
occurred in the antebellum church was still very much a factor. Sparks, On Jordan 's

Stormy Banks, 195-200; Matthews, Religion in the Old South, xv, 247-50.

"For the most succinct analysis of the dynamic interaction of everyday cultural

activities and beliefs, including religion, see Robert Orsi, "Everyday Miracles: The Study
of Lived Religion," in David D. Hall, ed., Lived Religion in America: Toward a History

ofPractice (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997), 3-21. Orsi's effort to collapse

analytical boundaries between sacred and secular cultural forms has inspired much of this

chapter. See also, Jose Casanova, "Private and Public Religions," Social Research 59
(Spring 1992), 17-57.
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rallies seems to have been so electric that many writers struggled for words. About a rally

in Crystal Springs, "H.C.F.," protested that "my pen stands abashed at the bare thought of

describing scenes which can scarcely be imagined."
54

Still, a general pattern in

newspaper accounts does appear. First, rallies tended to inspire selfless community

building as everyone, particularly whites, pitched in to help the cause. In this case, at

least, correspondents required little poetic license. Particularly during the Redemption

campaign of 1875 politics mandated a virtual halt of all other activity in many areas, as

Democrats formed militia units, intimidated Republicans, and otherwise forgot about all

else but the task at hand. Rallies tended to import this communitarian ethic, calling on all

citizens of a particular area to contribute to the festivities, whether or not they were

political activists. The constant demands of the campaign eventually would worry much

of the economic elite, as cotton production clearly suffered, mainly because of coercion

against black laborers, but also because of the constant political distractions facing white

voters.
55

Democratic papers betrayed little of these concerns, however, instead running

breathless accounts of the communal nature of the rallies and of the excitement produced.

In the Beauregard rally, which had been the site of the good ship Doctor's maiden voyage,

the "white people of this country" acted as '"a band of brothers'" and "opened their

pockets and enlisted their hearts in the glorious cause." Citizens from all walks of life

contributed what they could, free of charge, a generosity that the author could not stress

54
Jackson Daily Clarion, October 11, 1875.

550ne report estimated that twenty percent of the cotton crop was lost in 1875.
Harris, Day ofthe Carpetbagger, 677.
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enough: "Do you suppose any cash was paid out for labor? Ifyou have such an idea you

mistake the temper of this end of Copiah [County]. No! Was a wagon or team wanted?

The teamsters who chanced to be met in the road laid aside his own private business and

contributed his own and his team's services." Then followed a long list of similar

examples of selflessness, all indicating a community that would make any sacrifice to

fulfill its goal.
56

Advocates of the Democratic party fed on these accounts to goad readers to

similar acts of sacrifice and devotion. A few weeks before the 1 875 election, the Oxford

Falcon urged whites to "give yourself wholly and undivided to the great work, and with

God's blessings we will achieve a triumph that will mark that day as the most memorable

of our lives."
57

After the election the same paper rejoiced, offering a theory ofwhy the

Democrats had been so successful: "No man can arrogate to himself that he has done

more in redeeming our State than has anybody else. The redemption of Mississippi is due

to the fact that every man did his duty. It was not the work of political leaders but of the

people."
58 By painting the campaign as a unified expression of all whites, devoid of a

class dynamic, accounts reinforced the campaign's ethic, which intertwined white

supremacy and egalitarianism. It is worth noting that perhaps the only other

environments in which class lines were emphasized as completely irrelevant were

evangelical gatherings. In this regard, descriptions of communal self-sacrifice evoked

56
Jackson Weekly Clarion, October 6, 1875.

"Oxford Falcon, n.d., Jackson Daily Clarion, October 19, 1875.

58
Oxford Falcon, n.d., Jackson Weekly Clarion, November 24, 1875.
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evangelical rhetoric, which stressed the equality that all received through commitment to

Christ.

The mid-'70s campaigns' promise and celebration of native white power created a

less than inviting environment for black voters. Democratic rally organizers, however,

did try to create more inclusive affairs. Although the martial displays and bitter attacks

on the Republican Administration no doubt discouraged many African-American voters

from participating, those who appeared at Democratic rallies were generally welcomed.

Newspaper accounts often made a point of describing large crowds of appreciative black

supporters, many ofwhom marched in militaristic processions. Such inclusions were

important, if only because they proved to outside observers and Mississippi Republicans

that the Democratic party had grown out of its unreconstructed attitudes and had accepted

the reality of biracial politics. Descriptions of African-American participants could evoke

the revivalistic quality of Democratic rallies more overtly than any others. "Free State,"

writing about a rally in Brandon, discussed the conversion of several African Americans

to the Democratic cause: "At this stage of the proceeding, a revival developed itself and

many colored voters came forward and took the hand of fellowship with the

Democracy."59
Free State was so blatant in his connections between the rally and a

revival that the account seems almost tongue-in-cheek. Yet we should not be so

dismissive. By the 1 876 election, whites were virtually unanimous in their support for

the Democratic-Conservative party. Although rallies may have evoked some of the same

dynamics as evangelical rallies, they lacked the element of conversion that made revivals

59
'Daily Clarion, October 30, 1875.
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so singularly powerful. Only African Americans could provide this image, and we can

assume that their participation in a ritual of political conversion provided a vital spectacle

that otherwise would have been absent.
60

In the end, though, black participation was largely irrelevant. The triumphant

feelings that rallies fostered were evidence enough of a reborn society. "H.C.F.,"

chronicler of a Crystal Springs rally, caught the theme of rebirth perfectly: "The stirring

thought that 'there's life in the old land yet' possessed us with all its force as we viewed

the multitude of men and women assembled in the light of hundreds of torches and

lanterns."
61 With such signs of unanimity and power, how could the Democratic cause be

denied? From the town of West Point, for example, came this breathless report, part

description and part prediction: "Colfax county is ablaze; this is the day of our

redemption. . . The Radical ticket in Colfax is annihilated. The Democrats are triumphant;

our people are happy and Heaven is glad."
62 Such was the power of this particular

political gathering that "Lane" did not even have to wait for the election to declare the

redemption of the county. Which was exactly the point. In Mississippi in 1875, the

overthrow of Reconstruction may have been finalized on election day, but the hearts and

minds of white communities were won in the rallies that preceded the election. And it

60
In any event, the mixture of evangelicalism and politics would have struck most

black voters as entirely appropriate. Republicans had done much of their organizing in

black churches. See John Michael Giggie, "God's Long Journey: African Americans,

Religion, and History in the Mississippi Delta, 1875-1915" (Ph.D. diss., Princeton

University, 1997).

6l
Daily Clarion, October 11, 1875.

62
Daily Clarion, October 29, 1875.
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was these rallies that would provide lasting memories from which the Democracy would

draw for many years to come. Lane's use of evangelical-styled terms, such as "ablaze"

and "redemption" further underscored the religious emotions into which the Democrats

had tapped. By offering whites something they had lacked since the end of the war (the

certainty of possessing God's blessings), the party found, serendipitously, a powerful

narrative capable of uniting previously demoralized and apathetic whites.

Out of this blurring of religious and political cultures emerged a new

understanding of the Democratic party. The triumph of Redemption elevated the

Democracy (and this phrasing became more and more common) as one of the essential

pillars of a successful society, along with family and Church. The Democracy became

not so much a partisan institution but a symbol of the deliverance of white southerners

from the humiliations of defeat and Reconstruction. God had indeed chastised His most

loyal subjects, but through the vehicle of the Democracy He had restored whites to their

blessed status. White piety, which the explosion of revivalism in the post-war period

demonstrated, had helped produce a tangible, earthly reward. To be sure, few individuals

would have risked charges of blasphemy by expressing the connections between the

sacred and secular so explicitly. Embedded in narrative constructions of Democratic

triumph, nevertheless, the message was unmistakable. Mississippi society became the

subject of a standard evangelical conversion story. As Sam Hill, the dean of southern

religious studies, has phrased the concept of evangelical rebirth, "The believer underwent

conversion in a datable, memorable experience; before that he was lost, from that
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moment on he is a saved person."
63 The Redemption campaigns of the mid- 1 870s

became a kind of secular conversion experience, the pivot upon which Mississippi history

turned. Before 1875 the state's white population had wallowed in incapacitating self-

doubt and disunity. After Redemption whites reemerged through their shared

commitment to a political orthodoxy.
64

The sacralization of the political transformations of postbellum Mississippi did

not make the state exactly unique. Certainly, similar processes and narrative constructs

emerged among whites throughout the South. Mississippi, nevertheless, represented

perhaps the most extreme example. Because of the relative success and power of the

Republican cause under Reconstruction, Redemption was marked by a degree of visual

drama and emotional frenzy that few states could match.
65 The feelings of unity, power,

and triumph that Mississippi's Redemption campigns promoted, so similar to those

evoked by evangelicalism, seared intense connections between Democratic victory and

spiritual reward. Secular and sacred processes fused, making it difficult for many whites

to see the efforts of the Democratic party as anything less than a holy endeavor. They did

not necessarily equate the Democracy with godliness in any explicit way. Through the

63Samuel Hill, The South and North in American Religion (Athens: University of

Georgia Press, 1980), 139.

64
For a similar analysis, see David Goldfield, Still Fighting the Civil War: The

American South and Southern History (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 2002), 52-53.

65The experience of South Carolina most closely matched that of Mississippi. For

a compelling analysis of the role of that state's Democratic rallies in overthrowing

Reconstruction, see W. Scott Poole, "Religion, Gender, and the Lost Cause in South
Carolina's 1876 Governor's Race: 'Hampton or Hell!'" Journal ofSouthern History

LXVIII (August 2002), 573-98.
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force of narrations of the Redemption campaigns, the subtle and not so subtle uses of

religious phrasings, and their own memories of spectacular rallies, narrative associations

between the two became increasingly common.66

Analyses of the South that have emphasized the sacralization of the region's

social and political mores have usually fixed on constructions of the Lost Cause.

Memories and interpretations of the Confederacy and efforts to wrench spiritual solace

from the failure of the South to achieve independence have received the lion's share of

attention. Most prominently Charles Reagan Wilson has deployed the concept of civil

religion to describe the pattern of southern mythmaking that elevated the Confederacy as

the defining aspect of southern culture. Its defeat became ultimately a means by which

white southerners proclaimed themselves spiritually superior to other Americans.

Religious triumph, then, proceeded from military and political defeat.
67

Mississippi

whites certainly shared in the regional fetishizing of the Lost Cause. Pride in the

Confederacy ran deep. Yet, little evidence exists to suggest that the Lost Cause was an

66The kind of devotion that whites began to manifest for the Democratic party was

akin in many respects to the feelings of love for nation that Benedict Anderson has

discussed. We might say that the Democracy functioned as an "imagined community"

that transcended its institutional significance. Imagined Communities: Reflections on the

Origin and Spread ofNationalism (London: Verso Books, Revised edition, 1991 [1983]),

141-54.

"Charles Reagan Wilson, Baptized in Blood: The Religion ofthe Lost Cause,

1865-1920 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1980). See also Hill, South and North
in American Religion, 106-07. Wilson's use of Robert Bellah's concept of civil religion

and his willingness to downplay the varieties of southern white experience have drawn
criticism, beginning with Gaines Foster, Ghosts ofthe Confederacy: Defeat, the Lost

Cause, and the Emergence ofthe New South, 1865-1913 (Oxford: Oxford University

Press, 1987).
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abiding concern during the Redemption campaigns. So powerful had the Reconstruction

regime become and so dangerous to white self-images that there seems to have been little

need among Democratic-Conservatives to evoke the Confederacy. This pattern repeated

itself in future campaigns. Redemption, not the Lost Cause, became the well-spring of

Democratic party rhetoric. Memories of the overthrow of Reconstruction became a

constant device of Democratic spokesmen. The Lost Cause, though extremely important

in other cultural venues, possessed fewer partisan political applications.

As an analogue of the religious beliefs of Mississippi whites, the experiences of

Redemption lent a very different tenor to the sacralization of white southern politics than

did memories of the Lost Cause. Memorializing the Confederacy might have promoted a

sense of spiritual victory, but knowledge of defeat was always present. With a constant

awareness of loss, a sense of the tragic might have blossomed. Redemption, however,

provided a temporal victory to go along with white southerners' prickly assertion of their

spiritual superiority. By offering tangible evidence of their blessedness, the overthrow of

Reconstruction meshed more tightly with the abiding confidence inherent to southern

white evangelicalism. Where lingering defeat may have fostered doubts and a more

humble approach to the controversies of the day, both secular and spiritual, political

victory only seemed to confirm the righteousness of southern whites. The Lost Cause

became a potent cultural resource, but only, I would argue, because Redemption supplied

a reassuring narrative conclusion. Victory over Reconstruction, as the term Redemption
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implied, more closely matched the triumphalism of southern white evangelicalism. Both

rested on a foundation of intense revivalism.
68

As a component of the narratives that Mississippi whites used to explain their past

and present situations, Redemption truly did serve as a conclusion. Whites apparently felt

little need to imply an open-endedness to their stories. Rather, the end of Reconstruction

had settled matters. All were expected to accept that Redemption had determined the

state's political and social structure once and for all. This is not to say that conflict

subsided or that over time revisions to the central narrative did not emerge. The end of

Reconstruction undeniably marked the beginning of a new phase in Mississippi history.

Although whites frequently admitted as much, they constantly betrayed a sense that

nothing much mattered after Redemption. That initial purification of the state served as

both beginning and end, closing off speculations on other potential paths. Politically,

narratives of Redemption absolutely chilled any alternatives to Democratic dominance.

With the Democracy enshrined as the vehicle of the state's deliverance from black and

carpetbagger rule, any challenge to the party became by extension a challenge to

Redemption itself. In other venues as well (personal reminiscences, public ceremonies,

historical accounts), Redemption provided an impenetrable sense of closure. It was not

that whites believed that history had stopped in Mississippi, just that nothing of greater

import could possibly occur. Even if the state emerged as the wealthiest and most

680n the limitations of the theology of southern white evangelicalism, see Ernest

Kurtz, "The Tragedy of Southern Religion," Georgia Historical Quarterly 66 (Summer
1982), 217-47. Kurtz argues that most southern white Christians have largely lacked a

sense of the tragic in their religious imaginations, thus promoting an absolutist, "either-

or" approach to the world.
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successful in the nation, it would owe its status to Redemption. Having restored

Mississippi whites to their rightful place, thereby proving the favor with which God held

them, Redemption seemed to foreclose any other political and cultural developments. In

a sense, the historical narrative that Mississippi whites circulated about Reconstruction

and its overthrow became the basis of a profoundly ahistorical approach to confronting

the problems facing the state. The following chapters will explore how this phenomenon

worked.



CHAPTER 4

REMEMBERING, REENACTING, AND CEMENTING VICTORY, 1877-1890

What Democracy hath given, Democracy can take away, and blessed be

the Democracy.
1

From his exile in the national capital former Yazoo County sheriff A.T. Morgan

must have looked on the county's election of 1879 with a mixture of horror and self-

justification. His former nemesis, Henry Dixon, who had organized Democratic militants

against him four years previously, now found himself the target of the party machine that

he had done so much to elevate to power. Angered that he had not received the

Democrats' nomination for sheriff and that the party was reneging on a fusion

arrangement with the county's leading African Americans, Dixon launched an

Independent campaign and encouraged other candidates to challenge the regular

Democratic ticket. The Democratic response would have looked only too familiar to

Morgan. Concerned, not unrealistically, that a viable and formidable opposition would

reignite black political participation, Democrats labelled Dixon a race traitor whose

actions almost guaranteed a race war. A committee of respectable citizens (some

characterized the group as a mob) visited Dixon and his political lieutenant, forcing him

to withdraw his candidacy. Yet Dixon declared his resignation illegitimate and

relaunched his campaign. A few weeks later he was gunned down in the streets of Yazoo

'Yazoo City Herald, June 27, 1 879.
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City by James Barksdale, a nephew of Ethelbert Barksdale, one of the state's leading

Democrats. Although a few Independent candidates remained in opposition, they could

hardly offer full-fledged resistance in the face of such dire consequences. Yazoo

remained in the hands of the Democracy. 2

The events in Yazoo exemplified the potential for intense political conflict in

post-Reconstruction Mississippi. The Democrats may have surged to power in 1875 and

immediately begun cementing their strangleholds over state and local governments, but

their path to political dominance was hardly a smooth one. As elsewhere in the South,

Mississippi Democrats could never feel completely secure in their unthreatened

dominance for the remainder of the nineteenth century.
3
Ideological divisions within the

white electorate, the bitterness of disappointed office seekers, and disgust with the high-

2
For the events in Yazoo, see Vicksburg Commercial, n.d., in Jackson Weekly

Clarion, July 30 and Clarion, August 6, August 13, and August 20, 1879; for a good,

straightforward secondary account, see Clark Leonard Miller, '"Let Us Die To Make Men
Free': Political Terrorism in Post-Reconstruction Mississippi, 1877-1896" (Ph.D. diss.,

University of Minnesota, 1983), 66-120. A. T. Morgan commented on the incident in his

memoir, Yazoo; or, On the Picket Line ofFreedom in the South: A Personal Narrative

(Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 2000 [1884]), 489-92.

3
For insights into the contentious post-Reconstruction political situation in the

South, see Edward L. Ayers, The Promise ofthe New South: Life After Reconstruction

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 37-51; Steven Hahn, The Roots ofSouthern

Populism: Yeoman Farmers and the Transformation ofthe Georgia Upcountry, 1850-

1890 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983); Jane Dailey, Before Jim Crow: The

Politics ofRace in Postemancipation Virginia (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2000); Glenda

Gilmore, Gender andJim Crow: Women and the Politics of White Supremacy in North

Carolina, 1896-1920 (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1996), 61-89. For Mississippi, see

Leonard, '"Let Us Die to Make Men Free,'" Michael R. Hyman, The Anti-Redeemers:

Hill-Country Political Dissenters in the Lower Southfrom Redemption to Populism

(Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1990); Stephen Cresswell, Multiparty Politics in Mississippi,

1877-1902 (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1995).
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handed methods of elite Democrats all fueled political ferment. More important was the

refusal of African Americans to slink off into the political wilderness and the temptation

that their latent votes represented to candidates unenamored with the results of

Democratic power. Almost all of these factors were present in what newspapers of the

time termed the Yazoo Affair. Other aspects of Dixon's failed political revolt

underscored the power that the Redemption campaign of 1 875 held over white

imaginations and its vulnerability to political splits within the white population.

Democrats responded to the challenge of their former ally as they did other

political contests in the post-Reconstruction period but on less solid ground. Racial

appeals, intimidation, violence, and (most important in the context of this chapter) many

references to the explosive Redemption campaign all factored into Democratic efforts.

These were not mutually exclusive tactics but generally twined together into a single,

absolutist vision of Democratic power, like an ever-tightening noose. In an open letter to

Yazoo County Democrats, state party leader Ethelbert Barksdale underlined the stakes of

the campaign. Of all counties, Yazoo served the symbolic function of having had the

most "glorious record" during the 1 875 campaign. For Yazoo Democrats to falter now

would only signal the weakness of the party and of the cause of self-government

throughout the state. The solution to Dixon's challenge was obvious to Barksdale: "Let

the gallant and unconquerable Democracy of Yazoo, united as a band of brothers for their

homes and their altars, answer the question as becomes Mississippians, in tones of

thunder through the ballot-box in November next."
4 The call to militancy here was

4
Jackson Weekly Clarion, July 30, 1879.
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palpable and found its response in Barksdale's own nephew. Yet Henry Dixon was not

some disgruntled former Republican but an icon of Yazoo's Redemption. Arguably he

could stake a stronger claim to the symbolism and memory of that event than could the

regular Democrats.

The political fight between former allies did not leave Redemption unscathed.

The cycle of charge and counter-charge between Dixon and his enemies made

Redemption look like something far less than the honorable crusade that Democrats

claimed for it. Democrats used old Republican complaints to denigrate the violence that

Dixon and his chief lieutenant had orchestrated as leaders of the Democratic rifle club. In

response, Dixon asserted that he was still in possession of a receipt for the bribe money

that Democrats had offered election officials and the key to the ballot-box that they had

stuffed. What might have been a family quarrel had resulted in the airing of

Redemption's dirty laundry, thereby sullying the symbolism that Democrats were trying

to inscribe.
5 The Yazoo Affair, in other words, underscored the serious threat that

political splits within the white electorate posed to the goals of Redemption, even if all

candidates could take pride in having overthrown Reconstruction. For Democrats to

maintain a monopoly over political power, Redemption had to represent not just the

beginning of post-Reconstruction politics but the model for all subsequent campaigns.

This chapter explores the efforts of Democratic politicians and spokesmen to

ensure that the Redemption campaign would remain a constant political and cultural

inspiration for Mississippi whites and that whites would recognize the Democracy as the

5
Jackson Weekly Clarion, July 30, 1879; Yazoo City Herald, June 6, 1879.
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campaign's sole institutional manifestation. Although almost all whites recognized

Redemption as a political wellspring, they were not necessarily in agreement over what

the campaign had accomplished and settled. Merely the expulsion of northern

interference? Good government and if so, for whom? A general purification of

Mississippi politics and society? Constituents could be found for these and other visions,

thus strengthening the chances that the white electorate would divide. Leading

Democrats had to finesse their often unwieldy coalition by convincing all factions that the

party was the only vehicle for achieving their disparate goals. They accomplished this

task by freezing the political culture at Redemption. Campaign events and the rhetoric

that described them mimicked the spontaneous outpourings of devotion that had marked

white political efforts in 1875. White political unity had to be unwavering; division

constituted a kind of heresy.
6
Throughout the period, narratives of Redemption served as

mnemonic enforcers of Democratic claims that only the party's monopolization of

political power served the goals of all Mississippi whites. The success of the Democrats'

deployment of Redemption narratives helped pave the way for the institutional

consolidation of Democratic power: the Constitution of 1890.

6One ofmy intentions in this chapter is to argue that more was at stake in the

politics of the post-Reconstruction South than an ideologically bereft scramble for offices

and patronage. Although accurate in many respects, such an interpretation obscures the

important results that derived from electoral contests, regardless of the motives of the

candidates and of their ideological poverty. Concern over the fairness of elections, more
active efforts to include African American voters, and greater attention to issues

important to small farmers, might and often did emerge out of two-party contests. The
relative ease with which Democrats quelled opposition should not hinder our appreciation

of the potential for such outcomes. Most important, challenges to the Democrats forced

party spokesmen to adumbrate the ideological themes on which the party rested and the

role of the Redemption campaign in coalescing these themes.
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The contradictions within Democratic rhetoric made the formulation of a coherent

narrative a difficult, sometimes tortured, process. The necessity of appealing to racially

charged white voters enraged by the policies of Reconstruction, while simultaneously

communicating a kind of high-mindedness to northern observers fostered a divided

message. In the fight to overthrow Reconstruction, sending different signals to different

constituencies had proven useful. Yet the fractured nature of Democratic rhetoric lent

itself to the mobilization of opposing interest groups, all claiming political legitimacy.

Political rifts, of course, would have manifested themselves regardless of the rhetorical

motifs of redeemed Mississippi. The claim that all politically inclined whites could make

on the overthrow of Reconstruction fostered a common political verbiage, but it also

could sharpen debate. With all disputants claiming some allegiance to the ideals of

Redemption, defining a pure, authentic notion of Redemption grew in importance, as did

the corresponding tendency to cast out any alternative definitions as apostate. Leading

politicians and wordsmiths of the Democratic party held an obvious advantage in this

fight, but their early failures to preserve a united front underscored the difficulties

resulting from a fractured discourse.

Led by L. Q. C. Lamar, Edward Walthall, James Z. George, and Ethelbert

Barksdale, the central command of the Democratic party was elitist, and its rhetoric

generally reflected a preoccupation with containing social conflict.
7
Public statements

7These men were not, of course, of one mind on policy issues, with Barksdale and
George tilting often toward agrarian interests and Lamar and Walthall favoring

commercial concerns. See Albert D. Kirwan, Revolt ofthe Rednecks: Mississippi

Politics, 1876-1925 (Gloucester, MA: Peter Smith, Reprint, 1964 [1951]), 85-90; Bradley
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frequently iterated themes of harmony, national patriotism, and respect for the rights of

all citizens, all in seeming contradiction to the resentments against federal authority and

black political influence that had undergirded the overthrow of Reconstruction.

Addressing the party's state convention in 1877, James George stressed national

reconciliation:

The wise and just constitutional policy of President Hayes in respect to our

section, being in exact accordance with the principles of the Democratic party,

completes the restoration of the South to its place in the Union. We are now
Americans, with no brand of inferiority upon us. . . . We must, therefore,

discharge our duties as American citizens, insisting on an equality of benefits, as

we are willing to bear our share of the common burdens of government. Our

statesmanship must embrace the whole country, seeking to advance the common
interests, the common happiness, and the general welfare of the American people.

8

By positioning Mississippi Democrats as American citizens first and foremost and

emphasizing their rights and resonsibilities within the republic, George prodded the

state's whites to move beyond the concerns of Reconstruction. They had won. Now they

needed to reconcile themselves to their ties to citizens throughout the country. No longer

could they focus exclusively on the political conditions of Mississippi.

George's advice echoed the strategy that had prevailed among politically cautious

opponents of Reconstruction. Hold-outs against the white-line fervor that eventually

swept Democrats into power had combined a fear of intensified federal interference and a

concern over the social and economic disruptions resulting from political warfare. With

G. Bond, "Edward C. Walthall and the 1880 Senatorial Nomination: Politics of Balance
in the Redeemer Era," Journal ofMississippi History 50 (Jan. 1988), 1-20.

"Edward Mayes, Lucius Q. C. Lamar: His Life, Times, and Speeches, 1825-1893
(Nashville: Publishing House of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 1896), 319.
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Redemption accomplished, many preferred to restore a less aggressive political approach

in order to cement the reconciliationist policy of northern Republicans.
9 A key aspect of

this strategy before and after Redemption was public avowal of the intention to treat

African Americans fairly. Although in the minds of all whites Redemption had ensured

white supremacy, much debate existed as to how supremacy should be conducted. The

white-line campaigns had intensified racial animosity, and many whites doubtless

preferred a return to the philosophy undergirding the Black Codes. Leading Democrats,

however, pursued a far more open policy. Realizing that African-American voters may

have been down but were far from out, Democratic spokesmen frequently solicited black

votes and even entertained the idea of black nominees on some of the party's tickets. As

U.S. Senator, Lamar used his influence to speed up confirmations of prominent

Mississippi blacks to federal positions.
10

Some complicated political strategizing helped advance this approach. Keeping a

corps of black Republican leaders in the public eye made it easy for Democratic leaders to

prove to outside observers that African Americans could still expect a fair shake while

simultaneously providing a focus for potent political attacks on the Republican party. It

also minimized the influence of white Republicans who eventually might have been able

to peel votes away from the Democrats. In addition, many counties had such

9On northern Republicans and reconciliation, see Heather Cox Richardson, The
Death ofReconstruction: Race, Labor, and Politics in the Post-Civil War North, 1865-
1901 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2001); William Gillette, Retreatfrom
Reconstruction, 1869-1879 (Baton Rouge: LSU Press.

10
Kirwan, Revolt ofthe Rednecks, 7-8, 15-16.
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overwhelming black majorities that not even Redemption had dislodged all Republicans

from power." Only fusion, backed by conciliatory racial gestures could secure influence

to leading conservative whites. Still, mercenary political motivations did not account for

all of the biracialist sentiment. Reflecting as much as anything an antebellum heritage of

paternalism, many prominent whites attempted to showcase white supremacy as a

responsible means of promoting a peaceful society where all people, black and white,

could expect dignity and fair dealing. Such attitudes transcended partisan politics,

seeping into the marrow ofmany whites' belief systems. Gradualist in nature, they

pitched the notion that, treated benignly, blacks would become productive members of an

increasingly harmonious society. Responsible white leadership (in perpetuity) was

essentially all that was required for the fulfillment of this vision.
12

Responsible translated to elite. As more than a few historians and novelists have

shown, belief in benign gradualism generally characterized wealthier, better educated

whites more than the mass of southern whites. We need not surrender to Snopes v.

Compson stereotypes to grant the basic accuracy of this interpretation. Elite whites in

Mississippi could, of course, engage in the harshest forms of racism, but most tended to

speak to broad paternalistic concerns, both publicly and privately. Annie E. Harper, a

"For some of these points, see Willie D. Halsell, "Democratic Dissensions in

Mississippi, 1878-1882," Journal ofMississippi History 2 (July 1940), 123-35; Vernon L.

Wharton, The Negro in Mississippi, 1865-J890 (New York: Harper & Row, 1965

[1947]), 202-04.

12
For an analysis of this view, which the author identifies as conservative, see Joel

Williamson, The Crucible ofRace: Black-White Relations in the South (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1984), 79-85.
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well-to-do citizen of Natchez, used a private account of her experiences during the Civil

War and Reconstruction to impart such views to her daughter.
13

Harper's manuscript

illustrates among other things just how quickly whites in Mississippi and elsewhere in the

South rallied around particular interpretations of the traumas of war and Reconstruction.

Characterizing a document penned in 1876 as orthodox seems premature, but Harper's

views would likely have rung true to a 1950s member of the United Daughters of the

Confederacy. Harper did not mourn the end of slavery but denied it as an explanation for

the war. Instead, she blamed abolitionist extremism. Throughout the manuscript Harper

counterpoised the harshness of postbellum Mississippi with an idyllic Old South:

"Poverty has uprooted many of the beautiful customs-and the memories will live until a

generation comes on who know nothing past by experience. . . have never known one day

of prosperity, have never seen an hour when their parents were free from care and

trouble."
14 However fortunate emancipation might have been, slaves had generally been

content, many remaining with their masters after the war. Only alien interlopers had

disturbed the racial peace and, by maintaining a racially uniform party, had necessitated

the defensiveness of Mississippi whites. The refusal of black voters to defer to native

white leadership "makes the South solid-if the negroes would ever divide in support of

good men and measures, there would be a respectable Republican party in the South in

less than a year. She is forced into Democratic ranks in order to protect herself against

l3Annie E. Harper Manuscript, photocopy of original, Mississippi Department of
Archives and History [MDAH].

'"Harper Manuscript, 49.
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the negro vote. She is in the position of a man with his grasp upon the throat of a wild

beast. . .
." 15

Demonstrating that political rhetoric was a vital aspect of the thinking of

even those barred from voting, Harper echoed the claims of Democrats throughout the

Redemption struggle and pointed to the historical narrative that would attract most elite

white southerners in subsequent years. It held out hope to African Americans that racial

harmony might prevail and hope to whites that the South might once again become an

equal partner in the governing of the nation. Yet the non-negotiable demand was always

the subordination of blacks to responsible leaders, presumably the kind of white folk who

had run plantations during the antebellum period.

Differences existed, of course, over how whites might exercise their stewardship

over African Americans. Religious leaders were often the most prominent in their

worries over how whites might best live up to their responsibilities with regard to the

black population. The rapid segregation of formally biracial churches provoked anxieties

among many whites that blacks were sinking into spiritual oblivion.
16 The Rev. Joseph L.

Tucker, an Episcopal minister in Jackson, urged southern whites to reassert themselves in

the spiritual guidance of freedpeople. In a speech before a church congress in Richmond,

Virginia, Tucker sounded the pessimistic view that because of the "vast mental and moral

differences between the races," religious separatism had been a disaster for black spiritual

"Ibid., 65-66.

16r
For this process, see Randy Sparks, On Jordan 's Stormy Banks: Evangelicalism

in Mississippi, 1773-1876 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1994), 187-201; Daniel
Stowell, Redeeming Zion: The Religious Reconstruction ofthe South, 1863-1877
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998).
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development.
17 Only a restoration of benign guardianship would counteract the negative

tendencies inherent to black Christianity. On this theme Tucker oddly foreshadowed

views that would not seem all that surprising to present-day scholars. Tucker argued that

slavery had managed to impose the outward appearance of white Christian values on

slaves but that the slaves had managed to maintain their traditional beliefs and practices

under a facade of acquiescence and conformity. For Tucker, of course, this was a big

problem, and he focused on stealing and adultery as the principal signs of what he

characterized as negro moral degradation.

Efforts of northern white Christians to help build up southern black religious

institutions, Tucker continued, had only augmented the inherent hypocrisy of black

religious life. The solution for Tucker had become obvious. With the tone of a jeremiad,

he urged white southerners to reclaim their roles: "Look upon the history of the twenty

years, marked with war and pestilence, and tell me if there has not been a curse upon the

South! There is a pressure from God upon us to carry a pure Gospel and a true religion to

this people, and woe to us ifwe refuse."
18

Moral degradation necessitated an intensified

emphasis on education-for blacks so that they might learn to transcend the residual

animism that crippled their faith, and for whites so that they might grow more responsible

over the spiritual well-being of their prematurely enfranchised fellow citizens.

17
Rev. J. L. Tucker, "The Relations of the Church to the Colored Race" (Jackson:

Charles Winkley, 1882), 1.

l8
Tucker, "The Relations of the Church," 21-22.
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Tucker's assessment drew a harsh rebuke from the Rev. Charles K. Marshall, one

of the most prominent Methodists in Mississippi. Marshall's analysis of the issue, "The

Colored Race Weighed in the Balance," centered on two main objections, one social and

the other denominational. The latter of these motives assumed the greatest importance in

the paper with Marshall taking potshots at antinomianism and universalism, both of

which he attached to Tucker. Armed with their arminian beliefs, Methodists by contrast

had acquitted themselves quite well in the spiritual elevation of freedpeople.
19 More

interesting, Marshall vigorously disputed Tucker's characterization of African Americans,

claiming that the Episcopalian had vastly exaggerated black crimes, such as adultery and

stealing. On the contrary, African Americans had displayed remarkable progress since

emancipation, both materially and morally. More work was necessary. Marshall agreed

with Tucker's call for greater attention to education. On the whole, however, Tucker had

overstated the religious hypocrisy of freedpeople. Equally important, Tucker seemed

blind to the more serious problem of white religious hypocrisy. Mounting an almost

radical critique of the political economy of late-nineteenth century America, Marshall

blasted the thievery of corporations and Wall Street traders, which made petty theft by

African Americans seem hardly worth noting.
20

''Marshall's characterization of Tucker was hardly on the mark. A collection of
Tucker's sermons shows him to have been about as far from Universalism as anyone in

the evangelical mainstream of the state. See Joseph L. Tucker, "Sermons for Trinity

Tide," Manuscript, MDAH.

20
C. K. Marshall, "The Colored Race Weighed in the Balance" (Nashville:

Southern Methodist Publishing House, 1883).
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Compared to Tucker's pessimistic paternalism, Marshall's faith in the abilities

and spirituality of African Americans seemed almost egalitarian, but his beliefs were

actually far more complex and racially exclusionary. An unapologetic southern

nationalist, Marshall did not obscure his distaste for the meddling of racial liberals. He

was likely the author of an editorial that blasted the liberal philosophy of Southern

Methodist bishop Atticus Haygood, connecting it to the worst excesses of Reconstruction.

Whatever his belief in the abilities and potential of African Americans, Marshall did not

truck with their influence over southern politics: "From this appalling fact [black power]

in the new South the mind and sentiment of the Christian age and people draw back in

horror."
21 Ofmore certain authorship was a speech that Marshall delivered before the

American Colonization Society in 1880. In "The Exodus" Marshall laid out a more

comprehensive analysis of race relations in the South. As always, he stressed the

importance of education in alleviating the ills that beset the region and exclaimed the

potential of African Americans to become the equals of whites in almost all walks of life.

Yet this improvement would make the continued coexistence of the races impossible.

Only a colonization program would solve the problem. Marshall predicted that,

unburdened of competition with selfish whites, blacks would develop the resources of

Africa, transforming it into a glorious, Christian civilization. Southern whites would be

able to progress without the obsessions attendant to harsh race relations. Although

21
"C. K." in New Orleans Christian AdvocateApril 6, 1882. On Haygood's

racial liberalism, see Christopher H. Owen, The Sacred Flame ofLove: Methodism and
Society in Nineteenth-Century Georgia (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1998), 149-

50.
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emptied of blacks by 1920, the South would sacrifice none of its productive capacity.
22

Marshall's fanciful predictions displayed his peculiar combination of racial egalitarianism

and preference for racial exclusion.

They also underscored one of the central dilemmas of southern race relations

during the postbellum era. Those perhaps more inclined to see the potential equality of

blacks to whites were often least willing to cultivate the social fairness that would have

promoted equality. Paternalists, on the other hand, betrayed no doubts in the innate

inferiority of African Americans. Never feeling threatened, they could offer blacks some

measure of fair dealing and the protection necessary to carve out some space, however

circumscribed, in which to carry on the business of living. Race relations in Mississippi

and throughout the South could swing erratically between the poles of relatively

congenial inequality and harsh proscription bred by fears of equality.
23

Not surprisingly, views on race influenced how various Mississippi whites

recognized Redemption and its legacy. Elite Redeemers and their supporters tended to

emphasize responsible leadership and good government as the principal outcomes of

Reconstruction's overthrow. A belief in benign inequality corresponded quite well with

their emphasis and did not necessarily stop at the racial divide. Rather than perpetuating

the (small d) democratic fervor of the Redemption campaigns, many elite Democrats

22
C. K. Marshall, "The Exodus: Its Effect Upon the People of the South. Colored

Labor Not Indispensable" (Washington, DC: Amercian Colonization Society, 1880).

23None of this derivative analysis will surprise students of southern history. See
the exemplary analysis of C. Vann Woodward. The Strange Career ofJim Crow, third

revised edition (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1974), 47-59.
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preferred the leadership hierarchies that had also played a role in the mid- 1 870s victories.

The state party machine was well-oiled, reflecting the tight control that the elite sought to

exercise over less well-placed Mississippians. The party's Executive Committee advised

and oversaw the operations of county committees, which in turn directed the activities of

district clubs. Decision making rarely strayed from a handful of individuals.
24

The party's hierarchy, however, proved increasingly uninspiring to white voters

and politicians more attracted to the explosive energies characteristic of the Redemption

campaigns. Although in most cases the restoration of native white control made the

intensity of Redemption unnecessary, threats to Democratic-Conservative power, both

real and fanciful, coursed through the body politic. Resentments against Radical rule did

not disappear but remained a potent source of political mobilization. Elite Democrats

preferred to contain these resentments, and the energies they unleashed, while still

benefitting from the unity they promoted among the white population. The party's

hierarchical structure was essential to the balance that its leaders hoped to strike. Yet

increasingly the committee system angered white voters who felt that it served an elite

corps bent on draining the significance of Redemption. The continued use of fusion

arrangements with Republican organizations, the ready aide given to African-American

federal appointees, and the disproportionate influence wielded by whites in black-

majority areas, symbolized for many the lack of commitment that many leading

Democrats displayed toward the ideals of Redemption and fueled their rebellion against

24
For the best analysis of Democratic hierarchy, see Kirwan, Revolt ofthe

Rednecks, 27-30.
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party leadership.
25 When the Garfield Administration nominated former senator and

leading Mississippi Republican Blanche Bruce to a position in the Treasury Department,

many whites reacted to Democratic acquiescence bitterly: "The Southern Democratic

Senator who votes to confirm Bruce should be instantly condemned, and invited by his

constituency to resign."
26 The elite urge to seem magnanimous was not always a political

winner.

Indeed, nasty explosions of racial and partisan violence spiked the postbellum era,

underscoring the difficulties elite Democrats had in containing racial resentments. Most

notorious perhaps was the Chisolm Massacre of 1 877, a year that also witnessed a good

deal of Democratic bulldozing against insurgent opposition groups. William Chisolm, a

white native of Kemper County, had been the Republican sheriff of the county and a

candidate for Congress in the 1876 elections. Having long feuded with the county's

leading Democratic clan, Chisolm found himself accused of murdering a member of the

family. He was subsequently lynched by a mob that also took the life of his teenage

daughter, a younger son, and one of his few remaining white allies, a Scots national.
27

Attracting a torrent of northern newspaper attention and even calls for a monument to

250n the last of these problems, see Kirwan, Revolt ofthe Rednecks, 30-3 1 . With
the Republicans vanquished, Democrats in black-majority areas could exercise power and
influence with little opposition, while at state meetings their votes counted just as much
as those of leaders from counties with overwhelmingly white populations. The party

consisted ofno small number of what might be termed rotten boroughs.

26West Point Echo, n.d., in Jackson Weekly Clarion, February 3, 1881.

"James L. Sledge, "The Chisholm Massacre: Politics and Violence in East

Mississippi," Journal ofMississippi History LV (August 1993), 203-16.
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Chisolm's martyred daughter, the lynching became a sore spot for Gov. John M. Stone,

whose refusal to intervene damaged the sober image that he and other Democratic leaders

sought to reinforce in the North.
28

The scandal inspired two contrasting, book-length accounts: James Wells's

melodramatic The Chisolm Massacre, which portrayed Chisolm as a noble and virtuous

Christian warrior battling raving southern heathens, and James Lynch' s Kemper County

Vindicated, which pointed to Chisolm as a thieving, corrupt, and violent scalawag, who

had created the conditions of his own demise.
29 At the heart of both accounts was an

analysis of Reconstruction in Kemper County from predictably opposite points of view.

The area's postbellum experiences proved either the intractable cultural values that would

continue to bedevil attempts to inculcate a humane and progressive Christian vision in the

South or the southern Republican perfidy that necessitated vigorous self-defense. A more

important distinction existed between these accounts than competing stereotypes. For

Wells, the Chisolm Massacre signaled the uselessness of continued northern intervention.

Most white southerners, his account stressed, were unchristian barbarians. Until this

condition changed, little could be done to salvage the political hopes of Reconstruction.

28
See, for example, the critiques of mob violence in the state's remaining

Republican daily. Jackson Daily Times, October 10, 1877 and December 14, 1877. From
her exile in the North, Chisolm's widow tried to remain a thorn in the side of Mississippi

Democrats. See her letter to the chair of the state Republican Committee in the Jackson

Crisis, Sept. 30, 1881.

29James M. Wells, The Chisolm Massacre: A Picture of 'Home Rule ' in

Mississippi (New York: Negro Universities Press, 1969 [1877]) and James D. Lynch,

Kemper County Vindicated, and a Peep at Radical Rule in Mississippi (New York, 1969

[1879]).
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One could continue to point out the sorry state of affairs in the Deep South, but political

reformation was a dead letter. Lynch, on the other hand, recognized that Reconstruction

and the struggle to overthrow it constituted something of a living political entity.

Mississippi whites would have to continue to bear the lessons of the era indefinitely,

guarding against future intrusions ofNew Englanders (Lynch' s preferred term for

carpetbaggers) and their native white allies. The vigilance of Redemption was both

inspiration and model for white efforts to ensure that the "angel of peace and prosperity

again smiled" down on them.
30 The quest for a political culture purified of remnants of

the Reconstruction regime could lead whites to shocking acts of violence and potential

dilemmas for elite Democrats. Most leaders reacted much as Stone had, deprecating

violence while often justifying it as self-defense, thereby recycling strategies that worked

well during the overthrow of Reconstruction.
31

Because Democrats were in the strongest position to take advantage of racial

resentments, racist fervor rarely created threats to the party from within the state. Greater

potential danger emerged shortly after Reconstruction in rising prohibitionist sentiment.

With such a large evangelical population, Mississippi developed a strong base of support

for Prohibition, devotion not always shared by Democratic politicians. The anti-liquor

crusade enabled an increasingly overt intermingling of evangelicalism and partisan

30
Lynch, Kemper County, 270. Ironically, Lynch himself rejected the lessons he

preached in the volume. When Republicans attempted to run a slate of state candidates in

1889, they announced Lynch as their choice for lieutenant governor.

31
Stone was concerned enough about the political fallout of the lynching to

preserve a sympathetic northern review of Wells's account. John M. Stone Private

Papers, Folder 1,MDAH.
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politics. Religious leaders became more outspoken about the duties of their flocks to the

secular issues of the day. As one Baptist editorialist put the matter, "Christians singly and

collectively have a mission in this world, and that mission is to purify it."
32 Many

religious leaders developed detailed justifications of their intensifying focus on political

matters. Methodist bishop Charles Betts Galloway went so far as to invoke the inherently

political nature of Christianity: "It is a political force as well as a spiritual influence-a

social dynamic as well as a celestial hope. . . . Out of religious doctrines are developed

political principles. . .
."33 Maintaining a division between sacred and secular no longer

seemed much of a priority for evangelical leaders, who in the past might have overseen

their congregational bodies as shelters from the evils of the world. Now, these same

congregations were to apply their spiritual muscle to root out evil from the political

system. Debunking the notion of a clean division between sacred and worldly concerns,

one Baptist defined any duty "a religious duty, and every act a religious act, for the spirit

of worship should run through all."
34 Throughout the state, evangelicals began to heed

such calls to mobilize socially and politically.

32
Clinton Mississippi Baptist Record, November 11, 1878.

""Christian Experience: Its Supreme Value and Crowning Evidence,"

unpublished manuscript, C. B. Galloway Papers, Box 5, Folder 58, John B. Cain

Archives, Millsaps College. See also Galloway, Christianity and the American

Commonwealth; or, the Influence ofChristianity in Making This Nation (Nashville:

Publishing House, Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 1898).

34
Meridian Southern Baptist Record, June 6, 1 889. On the increasing outwardness

of southern evangelicals and its social consequences, see Ted Ownby, Subduing Satan:

Religion, Recreation, and Manhood in the Rural South, J865-1920 (Chapel Hill: UNC
Press, 1990), 167-212.
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Prohibition was, of course, the primary goal of politically active evangelicals, and

their single-minded ambition posed serious problems to Democratic leaders. As I tried to

establish in the last chapter, the Democrats had successfully made their effort to

overthrow Reconstruction sacred in the minds of many Mississippi whites. Anti-liquor

efforts not only peeled off potential votes from the Democrats' unwieldy coalition, they

deprived the party of its sacred image. The same kind of uncompromising calls for

purification that had buoyed Democratic efforts during campaigns of the mid-'70s could

now target the party of Redemption and its followers. The state Baptist Convention of

1888, for example, issued a stern warning to any Baptists, Democrat or not, who did not

line up behind Prohibition, urging congregations to "enforce discipline against members

guilty of lending their influence to the liquor traffic."
35 Such calls for purity echoed

Reconstruction-era strictures against associating with Republicans, however congenial.

And indeed, many evangelicals clearly saw the cause of Prohibition as a natural extension

of earlier efforts to overthrow Reconstruction. It required the same tireless,

uncompromising unity: "Let there be no cessation of efforts, no divisions, and the

redemption of the State is sure."
36

Here, the editorialist's use of the term "redemption"

underscored the dangers that Prohibition posed to the Democrats. To many Mississippi

whites, apparently, Redemption had not arrived with the rise of the Democracy but

awaited a further purification of the state's political culture. If the Democracy was not

35
Meridian Mississippi White Ribbon, September 1888.

36
Clinton Baptist Record, February 19, 1885.
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prepared to deliver Prohibition, then perhaps other political avenues would prove

necessary.

Antagonism toward the perceived inadequacy of the Democracy on the liquor

issue increased throughout the 1880s. As early as 1878, J. H. Gambrell, perhaps the

leading Baptist Prohibitionist, had hinted that opposition to liquor should overshadow

partisan politics and began to urge the defeat of "saloon politicians," regardless of the

partisan affiliation.
37

Other religious leaders soon echoed Gambrell' s determination.

Charles Galloway, whose political beliefs reflected a preference for elite control as much

as they did his evangelicalism, blasted Democrats who claimed that party unity depended

to some extent on soft-pedaling the liquor issue: "If that be the doctrine of the dominant

party-if the bar-room element is necessary to its continuance in power-then the fact ought

to be declared, and let the more respectable members of it seek a party home

elsewhere."
38 Although an independent party organization devoted to Prohibition did not

emerge in Mississippi until 1 888 and never really blossomed, anti-liquor forces could

make things exceedingly uncomfortable for Democrats. Republicans in Attala County

took advantage of the situation in 1885, defeating a wet Democratic ticket for legislative

and county offices.
39 By taking one of the elements of Redemption (purification of the

state's politics) to its logical extent, prohibitionist sentiment threatened to reverse the

Democrats' successful dismantling of Republican power.

"Clinton Mississippi Baptist Record, April 18, 1878.

38New Orleans Christian AdvocateApril 6, 1882.

39
Cresswell, Multiparty Politics in Mississippi, 89-90, 135-40.
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Despite this threat, Democrats had to be careful about antagonizing supporters of

the right to buy and sell alcohol, for the party faced threats from a variety of dissident

groups, who did not wait long after Redemption to vocalize their discontent. The tragic

circumstances surrounding Yazoo County's Henry Dixon represented one ofmany such

threats. From the end of Reconstruction to the mid- 1890s Democrats faced a series of

opponents, ranging from disappointed Democrats who believed that they had been

cheated out of political office to agrarian dissidents seeking a more radical approach to

managing the state's and the nation's political economy to remnants of the Republican

coalition. The wild card of much of this potential ferment was the latent power of black

votes. Throughout the period, African Americans waited for any political openings that

might enable them to recreate some semblance of the Reconstruction order. Although the

anger of one exiled correspondent, who predicted that "all the murderous Mississippi

devils will be in hell driven by negroes whom they murdered," was probably atypical,

most black voters seethed at the depredations under which they had suffered during past

political campaigns.
40 They patiently waited for political conditions that would enable

them to maneuver more independently, free from the passions and fraudulent practices of

Redemption. With the nationwide depression of the late 1870s pinching small

Mississippi farmers particularly hard, many whites did indeed distance themselves from

the Democratic party, thereby offering African Americans the opportunity to revive their

40The letter continued, "In a short time those proud, ignorant ugly Southern white

girls will go about with their buttocks uncovered I will soon come to Jackson to kick

your ass." "A Negro" to Governor Stone, September 26, 1878, RG 27, Governors'

Papers, Administration of John Marshall Stone, Folder 2, MDAH.
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political fortunes through a competitive party system. Whites agitated by the political

economy of "redeemed" Mississippi were not challenging the anti-Reconstruction cause,

but they did call into question claims that only the Democratic party could deliver the

kind of society that many anti-Radicals had envisioned. Although unusual, the example

of W. W. Graham, a middling white farmer who unfavorably compared the conditions

that had led to the forfeiture and bottom-barrel auctioning of his property to the policies

of Mississippi Republicans, underscored the festering class resentments that threatened

Democratic dominance.
41

Other than some splinter candidates, who ran as "Independents," the first political

cohort to take advantage of the widespread economic distress was the Greenback-Labor

party, which in many areas of the state supplanted the Republicans as a legitimate and

viable second party.
42 The Greenbackers drew support from a wide range of disenchanted

voters, white and black, but united behind a few core issues. At the state and local levels,

they tended to stress retrenchment, putting them in line with the earlier revolt against

extravagant government. Yet, they argued vociferously for the goals of the national party,

pushing radical critiques against Wall Street and its perceived co-opting of the federal

government. To combat the robber barons, they were not afraid to advocate strong

government measures. Although few African Americans exercised leadership roles

within the party, Greenbackers did actively solicit black support and staked a good

41
See Hyman, The Anti-Redeemers, 1-3; James S. Ferguson, "Agrarianism in

Mississippi, 1871-1900: A Study in Non-Conformity" (Ph.D. Diss., University of North

Carolina, 1952).

42On the Greenbackers, see Cresswell, Multiparty Politics, 22-57.
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portion of their appeal on the issue of fair elections. Indeed, opposing Democratic

chicanery and bulldozing became something of a rallying cry for all dissident groups,

uniting Independents, Greenbackers, and Republicans behind a common cause.
43

Whatever their intent or underlying philosophies, dissident groups struck at the heart of

the anti-Reconstruction political settlement by rejecting the ends-justify-the-means

politicking that had secured Democratic power. Greenbackers and like-minded

Independents furthered this alienation by emphasizing economic issues, many of them

national, over local racial politics. In a way, Greenbackers had taken the advice of

Lamar, George, and other elite Democrats and were attempting to move beyond the

sectional-racial politics that had dominated Mississippi since before the war. Yet this

national vision led them to challenge Democrats on the most fundamental of local issues:

the character of elections.

The Greenbackers' success was modest and short-lived, but their presence does

appear to have opened up the political system a great deal.
44

John Lynch, who had sat out

the Congressional race of 1878, returned in 1880 and won a contested race over his

nemesis James R. Chalmers. Republicans throughout the state seem to have awakened,

cooperating with Greenbackers when appropriate and running their own challenges when

that strategy seemed viable. Perhaps the most surprising development occurred in 1882

43
For an example, see the lively exchange between "Azariah," a white Republican

supporter of the Greenbackers and the editors of a Democratic sheet. Jackson Comet,

February 15 and February 22, 1879.

44
Greenbackers were able to assume control of several counties, elected seventeen

legislators in 1879, and garnered over 40% of the vote in two congressional districts in

1878. Cresswell, Multiparty Politics, 35-36.
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when Chalmers, miffed at the lack of support Sen. Lamar had given his challenge to

Lynch' s victory, moved to Lamar's home district and ran for Congress on a Republican-

Greenbacker fusion ticket. He won, assumed control of a portion of the party's federal

patronage, and remained a Republican for the rest of his life.
45 Most dramatic was the

gubernatorial campaign of 1 88 1 . At the urging of John Lynch, Ben King, an antebellum

Whig and member of the Democratic-Conservative coalition of 1875, became the

gubernatorial standard bearer of a broad coalition of Greenbackers, Republicans, and

Independents. Running an aggressive campaign, King managed to garner over forty

percent of the vote amidst reports of widespread Democratic fraud, which likely

determined the outcome.46

In the context of the post-Reconstruction South, Mississippi was displaying a

great deal of political fluidity and competitiveness. Yet ultimately, opponents of the

Democrats had little to show for their efforts. Although they did win several victories,

they were never able to sustain a toehold anywhere in the state. Unlike in Virginia during

the same period or North Carolina during the 1890s, Mississippi dissidents failed

miserably at forging even the semblance of a statewide party apparatus. Opposition to

Democratic dominance remained fractured, capable of an occasional, dramatic win but

45l
Willie D. Halsell, "James R. Chalmers and 'Mahoneism' in Mississippi,"

Journal ofSouthern History 10 (February 1944), 37-58.

46
Cresswell lends support to John Lynch' s argument that in many black-majority

counties Democratic election officials reported Republican votes as Democratic.
Quantitative analysis suggests that 32% of African American voters supported the
Democracy, a highly unlikely scenario. Multiparty Politics, 65-66.
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not of a sustained, united challenge.
47 And the period before 1885 marked the high point.

Afterwards, dissidence sputtered, becoming a negligible factor.

There were a variety of reasons for the failure of anti-Democrats to reach a critical

mass of political viability but most decisive was the ability of Democrats to turn almost

every campaign into a referendum on, and in some cases a reenactment of, Redemption.48

The sharp and threatening dissent that emerged shortly after Reconstruction enabled

Democrats to keep the drama of their rise to power alive as a constant political and

cultural resource. More was at work here than the ever-useful race card (although this

was always a crucial factor). With their coalition splintering along lines of relative racial

antipathies, religious principle, and economic philosophy, Democrats found glue in the

invocation of the white overthrow of Reconstruction. They transformed fresh memories

into living political strategies, reinforcing the powerful emotions that had fueled and been

released by Redemption. They placed the party at the center, the nexus if you will, of the

cultural beliefs and practices of Mississippi whites. Through the Democracy flowed

intensely held notions of racial supremacy, evangelical purity, egalitarianism among

470n the Readjuster movement, see Dailey, Before Jim Crow. On North Carolina,

Eric Anderson, Race and Politics in North Carolina, 1872-1901: The Black Second
(Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1981). For insights into the sometimes surprising political

fluidity of the New South, see Ayers, 37-43.

48The most important opposition party statewide remained the Republicans, who
never seemed able to overcome the racial divisions that hindered their efforts.

Greenbackers lacked a source of federal patronage and protection, while Independents
were a motley collection with no real identity other than opposition to Democrats. One
could argue that the election of King might have changed all of this, but any help he could
have provided likely would have been negated by the Democratic-controlled legislature.

For some of these points, see Cresswell, Multiparty Politics, 96-97.
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white men, and regional patriotism. Issues might divide whites, but the party could find

ways to contain and speak to all concerns. Responding to opposition, Democrats proved

flexible in their appeals to white voters while fixing the political culture in large measure

to a semi-constant round of Redemption memorializing.
49

Appeals to the memory of recent political struggles could be quite overt. We have

already seen one important example in the case of the Yazoo Affair during which

Democratic leader Ethelbert Barksdale stressed the crucial role of Yazoo County in the

1875 campaign and the continuing symbolic importance that the county's efforts

possessed. Less heated were the constant reminders of the participation of particular

candidates in the Redemption campaigns. Such political histories were not hard to find.

The overthrow of Reconstruction had helped forge a new leadership class among

Democrats at both the state and local levels. Just as Mississippi's most prominent

politicians of the post-Reconstruction era were the organizers of the "Mississippi Plan,"

local candidates tended to have played prominent roles in their counties' Reconstruction

battles. Indeed, participation in Redemption seemed a far more valuable political

commodity than service in the Confederate ranks. This is not to say that a candidate's

war record was ever irrelevant or that grizzled war veterans did not find themselves

frequently anointed Democratic standard bearers. Yet it is striking how frequently

49As I would like to stress, Democrats succeeded in large part because they were
able to preserve the emotional impact of the Redemption campaigns for Mississippi

whites. They provided a political context for whites to share and relive memories that

might have become individualized over time and detached from contemporary political

concerns. For a similar idea, see Katharine Hodgkin and Susannah Radstone,

"Introduction," in Hodgkin and Radstone, eds., Contested Pasts: The Politics ofMemory
(London and New York: Routledge, 2003), 10.
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appeals to white voters placed greater emphasis on the overthrow of Reconstruction.
50

The introduction of one nominee for the state legislature from Wilkinson County on the

state's southwestern tip was fairly typical. Democrats praised T. V. Noland as having an

"unexceptional [unexceptionable?] record as a man and a patriot. He was the leader of

the Democratic hosts in old Wilkinson in the memorable struggle which overthrew

Radicalism in Mississippi."
51

References to Redemption could also soften criticism

against leaders whose loyalty to the Democracy might seem suspect. Putnam Darden,

head of the state Grange, frequently rebuked the economic policies preferred by many

Democrats. Because he never broke from the party, his comments drew a careful defense

from the Clarion: "While his speeches may not have always chimed with the harangues

of partisans, they have had a wholesome effect. And this reminds us that the State

Grange, by the adoption of a resolution offered by Put Darden himself. . . struck the key-

note of the grand tax-payers movement of 1875, which ended in the whirlwind that swept

the Radical party out of power in Mississippi."
52 Redemption had become the basis upon

which potential leaders proved their worthiness.

Nothing disqualified a leader quite like perceived disloyalty to the ideals of

Redemption. Ultimately, it was not enough to have served the Democratic-Conservative

cause in 1875. One had to maintain unwavering support of the party's efforts, and

50On the leadership of the Democratic party, see Kirwan, Revolt ofthe Rednecks,

3.

51
Jackson Weekly Clarion, July 9, 1879.

52
Jackson Weekly Clarion, October 27, 1886.
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Democratic spokesmen often reserved their most bilious remarks for those candidates

who seemed to have rejected the white unity that had undergirded the defeat of

Reconstruction. Hero in 1875, Henry Dixon became social outcast in 1879; the violence

he had practiced and for which Democrats had praised him now marked him a dangerous

individual who threatened the county's harmonious relations. One writer accused Dixon

of appropriating the considerable wealth of one of his African-American hanging victims

and described him as "a murderer, a gambler, a bully, a thief, a man of violence, of blood,

of lies, a man who will pack juries, a low unprincipled demagogue in politics and an

infidel in religion."
53 Such a characterization would not have seemed out of place in a

Republican newspaper. From a Democratic pen, it was startling in its brazen hypocrisy,

as if Dixon's apostasy had triggered some residual discomfort with the tactics that

enabled Democratic triumph in Yazoo. Similar hostility greeted James Chalmers after his

rejection of the Democracy. Democrats accused Chalmers of using U.S. Marshals to

secure his 1882 Congressional victory and distanced themselves from his previous efforts

on behalf of their party. Although he had been popular enough to defeat the politically

astute John Lynch in 1876 and had attracted substantial white support during his 1882

run, Chalmers, who had been a Confederate general, became in the words of one

prominent editor "the most detested white man in Mississippi." Dredging up allegations

of fraud in Chalmers's election as colonel of a Confederate regiment, the editor cited

"Jackson Weekly Clarion, August 20, 1879. Dixon had recently converted to

Catholicism, explaining the "infidel" jab. See Miller, "'Let Us Die to Make Men Free
"

119.
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them as evidence of "the perfidy which has distinguished his whole career. . .
,"54 Past

accomplishments that Democrats had previously lauded now seemed part of a pattern of

fraudulent and bloodthirsty political manipulations.

Constant insistence on the indivisibility of the goals of Redemption, especially the

white unity that had characterized it, and the Democracy was essential to the strategy of

Democrats. Specific memories of, say, a given candidate's participation in the 1875

elections were important but ultimately insufficient. As many white voters were proving,

one could have served alongside or under a T. V. Noland but no longer feel that he would

help secure a government that best served the interests of most Mississippians. Formulaic

verbal cues simply could not do the trick. Individual voters might personalize their

memories and interpretations of Redemption in ways that were unconducive to

Democratic success. Tax revolters, for example, might link the high taxes of

Reconstruction to the current, less than desirable situation and conclude that Democratic

government needed to be redeemed. 55
Democrats had to collectivize white memories of

the Redemption campaigns. They attempted to accomplish this feat by immersing voters

in the same fever-pitch dynamics that had defined the Redemption campaigns. At work

54
William H. McCardle Papers, "The Infamy of Chalmers," unpublished

manuscript, Folder 3, MDAH. McCardle was editor of the influential Vicksburg Herald
and penned this characterization for a history of the state that he wrote with Robert
Lowry. On Chalmers's 1882 campaign, see Cresswell, Multiparty Politics, 75-80.

"Democrats had lowered state taxes a great deal but mainly by shifting

responsibilities to the counties, which therefore had to keep their rates quite high. For
this point, see Michael R. Hyman, "Taxation, Public Policy, and Political Dissent:

Yeoman Disaffection in the Post-Reconstruction Lower South," Journal ofSouthern
History55{ 1989), 49-76.
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here was less the cultivation of memory than the collapsing of past and present into a

constant political drama in which an individual's peculiar recollections became irrelevant.

All that mattered was the war that Democrats had fought in the mid- 1 870s and that they

continued to wage. White unity had been essential then, and it remained essential.
56

In

cultivating unity, Democratic spokesmen positioned their party as a kind of institutional

manifestation of an ideal community through which flowed values akin to those of

evangelicalism. The total effect was to render campaigns against white-led and white-

supported dissident groups into repetitions of Democratic triumphs over Radicals. In

exchange for constricted political choices, whites received the intangible cultural rewards

of perpetual Redemption.
57

56
Individuals no doubt maintained their own memories of the charged events. I

am not arguing that Democratic hegemony negated an individual's perceptions of his or

her participation. Rather, Democratic narrative strategies attempted to render public

memory of Redemption a thing of the present, not the past. Individuals might remember
themselves in the midst of past events, but in the context of present campaigns, their

individuality was to give way to the meanings elaborated and commemorated by the

Democracy. And the principal meaning involved a denial that different motivations

might animate white voters in, say, 1885 than in 1875. Recent scholarship on memory
has often warned against drawing too hard a distinction between memory and history, but

in this case, we might properly emphasize that public memory of Redemption in

Mississippi diluted the past in a way that a more formal history could not. Immediacy
and a sense of consistency were privileged. For views on the similarities between
memory and history, see Raphael Samuel, Theatres ofMemory (London: Verso Press,

1994); James Fentress and Chris Wickham, Social Memory (Oxford and Cambridge, MA:
Blackwell Publishers, 1992), 200-02. For a variety of perspectives on memory in the

South, see W. Fitzhugh Brundage, ed., Where These Memories Grow: History, Memory,
and Southern Identity (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2000).

"Democrats, of course, debated on specific public policy issues and adjusted in

limited degrees to the demands of their constituents, who otherwise may have been more
inclined to bolt the party. I write here of an overall narrative strategy that left little room
for dissident groups to make campaigns about the issues, rather than about their

similarities to the Radicals.
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The Democrats' primary argument against all independent and third-party

movements contended that their activism did nothing but provide political openings for

Republicans. Such a view bore a good deal of truth. Republican voters and most of their

leaders were quick to exploit any appearance of Democratic weakness, either by getting

behind a promising Independent or Greenbacker candidate or by running their own choice

in a three-way race. Splits in the white voting population, then, often resulted in a

resurgence of black political activism. One Democratic analyst looked in horror at the

awakening of previously dormant Radicalism throughout the state. The explanation for

the dangerous situation was obvious: "The Greenbackers, Independents, and sore-heads

are responsible for this state of affairs. They have sought the viper [Radicalism] in his

lair. They have warmed him in their bosoms. They have petted and cajoled him. . .

.

Now he turns upon them, and stings them. ... He proposes to return Mississippi to the

rule of Radical infamy from which she was released by the great uprising of 1875.

"

58

Renewed fears of black activism could draw negative attention to seemingly innocuous

practices, such as the fife-and-drum music that African Americans often used to announce

their political presence. The Clarion warned dissident white voters about the

consequences of their rejection of the Democracy: "How did you like the sound of the

Radical fife-and-drum on last Monday night? If it was not sweet to your ears, charge it to

your leaders, who have aroused the Radical tiger."
59

Throughout the period, Democrats

confronted challenges as if any diminishment of their strength augured the return of

58
Jackson Weekly Clarion, October 29, 1879.

Clarion, October 22, 1879; quoted also in Cresswell, Multiparty Politics, 33.
59
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Reconstruction. Dissidents, whatever their motives, might as well have been voting to

reinstate Adelbert Ames as governor.

Disaffection with the party's use of the convention system accounted for a large

number of splinter candidacies. Because county caucuses generally favored elite

politicians, they disadvantaged candidates with less conservative points of view.

Although most Democrats disenchanted with the system remained loyal to the party,

many got behind independent movements, igniting fury and concern from leading

Democrats. One paper greeted bitterness over the Democracy's continued use of the

caucus system with threats of expulsion: the complainants were "a few disappointed

office-seekers, who pride themselves upon their independence, but who in fact ought to

be kicked out of the Democratic party for departing from the well-known usages

thereof."
60

Slightly less hostile appeals also came into play. After the party's tightly

controlled 1 877 Convention provoked outcries from loyal Democrats throughout the

state, the Democrats were careful to explain the reasons for their use of the caucus in the

following year's address to the voters. The address prefaced its defense by issuing

directives against the growing presence of Independentism, resolving "that all

independent movements are dangerous to the integrity of party organization; that all

independent candidates are inspired solely by a lust for office; that they shall be treated as

60Kemper Herald, n.d., Jackson Weekly Clarion, January 14, 1880.
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common enemies to the welfare of the people, and the avowed enemies of the Democratic

Conservative party of the State of Mississippi."
61

Such exclusionary pronouncements could encourage the same kind of

uncompromising fervor, and the violence that often accompanied it, that had

characterized the Redemption campaigns. An Independent campaign in the southwestern

county of Jefferson in 1877 drew support from the county's leading Republicans, thereby

heightening Democratic fears of black political influence. Intimidation of Independent

supporters became severe enough for J. C. Ellis, a white Republican and Jefferson native,

to flee the county. He resurfaced in St. Louis where he offered an account of Democratic

tactics that seemed identical to the Republican descriptions of the 1875 campaign.

Bulldozing, the Missouri paper concluded, was alive and well. Interestingly, the Clarion

ran the account in its entirety without interjecting point by point rebuttals, as it often did.

Only later did it ridicule the Republican's report: "His fanciful account of the alleged

bulldozing tactics of the Jefferson county people are more amusing than otherwise,"

adding, "The lesson taught by Jefferson county may be studied with profit elsewhere."
62

By offering an unexpurgated account and urging its readers to study it, the Clarion

seemed to be offering a kind of game plan for Democrats who faced similar problems in

other parts of the state. Of course, this particular episode was barely removed from the

Redemption campaigns and perhaps reflected an absolute continuity of conditions. Yet,

61
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the violent resolve of Democrats existed in isolated locations well after Redemption.

When conditions most closely approximated Reconstruction-era campaigns-black voters

in overwhelming majorities lined up behind candidates outspokenly hostile to the

Democrats-ugly tactics prevailed.
63

Outbursts of white-line fervor, nevertheless, did not define Democratic efforts.

Indeed, in the 1881 gubernatorial campaign, the only one that actually threatened

Democrats during the period, the Clarion continuously stressed the need for sober

approaches. Implying that Ben King's fusion ticket was stirring up passions that

endangered the state, the paper emphasized its role in calming the state's politics: "Our

aim has been to conduct the canvass on a different plan, and to address the reasons, and

not the prejudices and passions of any class of people. ... No people can prosper in a

state of perpetual warfare."
64

Despite the competitiveness of the campaign, it does not

appear to have inspired anywhere near the violent passions that generally characterized

Democratic efforts when victory was in doubt. A possible reason was that leading

Democrats did not in the end feel threatened. Because the election determined state and

county offices, federal marshals were not available (not that they ordinarily mattered).

Most important, Gov. John Stone had loaded the ranks of non-Democratic election

officials with easily pliable individuals whose Republicanism was in doubt. These

63
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appointments allowed the Democrats to carry a number of black-majority counties that

likely would have gone for King.
65 The Clarion crowed over the returns, which it used to

prove the success of Democratic efforts to woo black voters: "From the beginning of the

reconstruction era in 1 867, down to the present time, we have never doubted that the fears

and suspicions of the colored voters would be overcome if the Democracy, composed of a

majority of the whites, would steadfastly adhere to a course ofjustice and conciliation

towards the colored race. Our predictions have been verified. . .
."66 Here was the

(liberal) conservative voice of an Albert Gallatin Brown, claiming victory in the internal

battle against white-liners. Responsible leadership now seemed firmly in control.

Even had it been the case that responsible leaders had ushered in an era of biracial

Democracy, the victory would have been short-lived. The need to demonize black

political activism crowded out the more inclusive thoughts of cooler heads. About the

candidacy of leading African American Republican James Hill for Congress, for example,

one paper made race the central issue. Although admitting that Hill was "superior we

presume to many of his race, and is competent to fill clerical positions. . . he is not

prepared for the halls of Congress, and if white men do their duty he will not be sent

there. The day of negro supremacy is over in Mississippi." Exhorting whites to do

everything they could to elect the Democratic candidate, Ethelbert Barksdale, the paper

continued, "It is a question not only of duty but of race, and every man, we trust, will do

65
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his part."
67 As in many similar cases, a reminder of black political power during

Reconstruction undergirded a call for white vigilance. The presence of an unpopular

African American candidate only heightened the racial fears that animated much of the

white electorate.
68

Yet merely the taint of Republicanism was generally sufficient to move

Democrats to acts of violence and intimidation. One of the last holdouts of Republican-

sympathetic government in the state (other than fusion tickets) was the municipal

authority of Jackson. In 1887, young Democratic activists initiated an effort to "redeem"

the Jackson city government, which was under the control of John McGill, a white

independent who had originally been elected mayor as a Republican in 1 874. McGill had

enjoyed wide support in the city and was generally respected for his management of city

resources and infrastructure.
69

Despite his personal popularity and competence, having

the state capital governed by non-Democrats was too much for most Democrats to

stomach, particularly aspiring politicos thirsting for an entry point into the political arena.

Thus, a revolt at this time was not terribly surprising. Striking, however, was the role that

seemingly obscure and unrelated memories of Reconstruction and its overthrow played in

67
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mobilizing white Jacksonians. McGill had remained fairly loyal to his electoral coalition,

appointing African Americans to many city posts, including the police force. Shortly

before the election, a young white man was killed during a confrontation with a black city

resident. Democratic newspapers were quick to exploit the killing as an example of the

excesses that Republicans and their fellow travelers were willing to tolerate. They linked

the killer's actions to an African American police officer, who many believed might have

prevented it from happening. In the most aggressive analysis, one local paper connected

the recent unpleasantness directly to the Clinton riot of 1875, focusing on the constable.

Answering another paper's question ofwhy the conflict had happened, the Daily

Mississippian opined, "Julius Allen, the negro fiend of the Clinton riot, who, representing

the Marshall and the Mayor who appointed him, urged the assassin on the hellish murder

ofMcWillie Mitchell. Your Marshall and your Mayor started it when they appointed an

assassin of the Clinton riot to rule over the white people of Jackson."70 By placing the

killing within a negative tradition of black activism and influence, which Republican

government had created, the Mississippian underscored the dangers facing an under

vigilant white population. Tarry with non-Democrats for any reason, and the horrors of

Reconstruction returned in full force. In this case, the lesson received a complete hearing.

With whites warning blacks about the dangers of voting, Democrats rolled to an easy

7]
win.

70
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In addition to raising the spectre of Reconstruction-era Republicanism, Democrats

offered voters positive inducements for maintaining their loyalty. As with arguments in

the negative, memories of past political triumphs and what they had overcome provided

the key. Democrats drew sharp lines excluding all opponents (and would-be opponents),

but they did so by portraying the party as an inclusive community where all whites could

fulfill their political needs and where African Americans might at least find safety from

political and economic threats. Why, Democratic spokesmen asked, would anyone want

to leave a party that had provided so many exultant moments and that remained the only

body capable of unifying Mississippi whites behind shared values? Doubters of such

arguments could provoke exasperation, as one editorial made clear: "Every man who calls

himself 'independent' and thinks himself independent, is cheated. Never was a word so

horribly abused. An independent party is a paradoxical absurdity. ... No man is great

enough to be independent of his fellows, and he who plumes himself most on his

independence is generally the best subject for abject submission to the party lash."
72

Embedded in the editorial's ridicule was a view that only cooperation could realize

individual power. Those making political choices solely on the basis of their singular

interests were denying themselves the advantages of unity under the Democracy (and as

we have seen, all other parties were essentially no different than Reconstruction-era

Radicals). Meshing well with white supremacist notions of racial unity, and their

72
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concomitant denial of individualism, arguments against political independence reinforced

claims that the Democracy practically constituted the white population and vice versa.
73

Yet what might it mean for a political party to encompass and fulfill the needs of

white people? In his farewell editorial before departing the Clarion for Congress, leading

Democrat Ethelbert Barksdale provided one answer. Alluding to the party's role in

freeing the state from "territorial subjection," Barksdale shifted his focus to the

"courageous spirit of [the state's] people," a spirit "equal to the calamities that had

overtaken them." Barksdale continued, "From the depths of despondency they have

struggled upward, and are rejoicing in the sunshine of a brighter and better day, with

unsurpassed opportunities, which they will surely improve for her increased development

and prosperity."
74

Public policy was a part of the equation but ultimately less important

than the confidence and courage that the party had fostered among white people. The

Democracy's job was to make the state's whites feel the warmth of its sunshine.

With policy issues so divisive, Democratic spokesmen emphasized the feelings of

community that the party's events evoked. As they had during the Redemption campaign,

Democrats staged dramatic rallies that were intended to involve entire communities,

either as active participants or merely as audiences along parade routes and at barbecues.

The same commingling of rowdy politicking and evangelical-styled revivalism

characterized the rallies but with a slight difference. Obviously in a much more secure

"For a succinct definition and history of racism and white supremacy, see George
Fredrickson, Racism: A Short History (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002).

4
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position, the party did not require the same degree of intensity from its supporters that it

had in 1 875. Therefore, accounts of the rallies generally stressed inclusivity, joy,

memories of Democratic accomplishments, and promises of good things to come. The

rallies generated warmth but not much heat, a reflection perhaps of the Democratic

leadership's desire to stabilize their control. Characteristic was a post from Chickasaw

County in the northeastern prairie region of the state. "Chickasaw" reported that a large

gathering in the town of Okolona "fired the hearts of all present, and cheer after cheer

burst upon the air and faded away upon the prairies." The event unified the community,

as "[a]ll parties, old and young, caught the inspiration and joined in the shout."
75

Similarly, an account of a demonstration in the southwestern town of Fayette stressed that

the "old men and the young men, the women and the children were out, and the greatest

enthusiasm was manifested."
76 By showing that Democratic party functions attracted all

elements of society, the authors of these accounts could prove that the party truly did

represent whole communities and not just a particular political value system. A party

seeking to centralize control of the state became at its rallies the defender of local

communities.

Receiving more notice than in the heated 1 875 campaign was the presence of

women at rallies. From a correspondent in Madison County, for example, came the

assertion that the "well-tried and solid Democracy" of that county included its "fair

women-as well as brave men." Thanks to this combination, the party's event was a grand

75
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success: "The enthusiasm was of the sort which evinced a firm purpose and a fixed

resolve. The attention which the noble ladies of Madison gave to the dinner, combined

with the liberality of the sterner sex, made it profuse and elegant."
77

Against such a

picture of social propriety, an event in Yazoo County counterpoised frivolity. The

gathering featured not a round of speeches (though it did of course involve these) but a

dance, displaying "the beaming faces of all-the joyous countenances of the cavaliers, the

enjoyment-lit eyes of the fair ones. . .
."78 In addition to references to women (whether in

domestic or courtship modes), accounts of rallies might also note the presence of African

Americans. The Okolona rally (see above) kicked off its round of events with "our

colored band," who, perched atop a balcony, "gave forth the sweetest strains of music,

which fired the hearts of all present."
79

Here, Democratic correspondents seemed to be

replicating the communal ethos of Redemption-era events, while softening their fervent

and racialist implications. Democratic events showcased appealing images of familial

activities and pliant blacks in service to the community at large.

Some portrayals of rallies, although still stressing the positive, could take a more

aggressive approach. Betraying worries that the Democracy was losing a grip on the

broad coalition of whites that had given rise to the party's victory over Reconstruction,

some accounts of rallies indicated their function in reviving flagging interest in the

Democracy. Spirits had likely sagged in southwest Mississippi, where Gov. Lowry and

11
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79
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Ethelbert Barksdale staged an event before the 1882 election. In the Fayette Chronicle

"Contributor" announced his surprise at the enthusiasm that the politicians commanded,

particularly that of the youthful members of a newly formed artillery unit. Intensifying

the devotion of this "newly awakened land," Lowry "proceeded to enchain the attention

of this crowd in that hushed quiescence which denotes at once the speaker's culture and

much envied power." Barksdale followed Lowry's call to fealty with a long speech

described as "spicy beyond measure, and resonant with the sound of cheering and the roar

of the cannon that stirred the hearts of the people into something like 'old time' martial

fervor." After dinner the crowd "dispersed with a feeling of fulness and inward

premonition of duty fulfilled." Moving on to the town of Union Church, Barksdale and

his artillery unit awakened the town's "slumbering residents" with a cannon charge, thus

beginning an all-day event that ended with a dance. Participants were more than repaid

for their service, for "when that hidden store of the good things of this life burst upon

their astonished view it swelled their hearts with exultation to know that they were

classed among the partisans of that brave and gallant Maj. Barksdale!" Patriotism in

Jefferson County, "Contributor" concluded, was alive and well.
80 The phrasing chosen by

this particular correspondent reflected the peculiar combination of militancy and piety

that had characterized the Redemption campaign. Surprising, perhaps, was the reporter's

suggestion that such fervor was '"old time,'" despite the mere seven years separating this

election and the overthrow of Reconstruction. Yet his belief that the area required a

revival of political devotion was apparent. The two party events buoyed sagging spirits

XI)
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with the spectacle and sounds of Democratic militants, intense and serious speeches, and

banquets large enough to serve the entire communities. In effect, the Democrats were

replicating the rallies of 1875 and inviting the same degree of devotion and enthusiasm.

A vital aspect of such reenactments was their revivalistic quality. The Jefferson

County correspondent certainly suggested a quasi-religious element. More explicit still

was a report from Madison County during the same campaign. Democrats struggled to

gain a secure hold over Madison, a black-majority county just north of Jackson with a

significant Greenbacker and Independent presence. Indeed, at the town of Camden, no

club had emerged to push Barksdale's congressional candidacy, a fact the candidate

stressed during his speech there, apparently with a good deal of passion. Here is a

reporter's account of the crowd's response:

The list being opened there was a grand rush of the citizens to have their names
enrolled. Old men and young men, Greenbackers, Independents, and Republicans

vied with each other as to who should soonest place their names upon the roll of

the Barksdale club. As the Greenbackers, Independents, and Republicans

announced their intention ofjoining the club, the applause grew wild and furious

until a spectator unaware of the occasion would have imagined that a camp
meeting was in full blast. The young men yelled and the old men shook hands

with each other until some friend of the cause absolutely proposed to raise a

tune.
81

Threatened by the fragmentation of its coalition, which policy differences had made

possible, Democrats went back to the well. If their campaign issues could not excite the

same unanimity as they had during Redemption when tax weariness and racial

resentments had brought almost all whites into the fold, then they could at least replicate

the feelings of triumph and joy that previous campaigns had unleashed. They could

l
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weave evangelical fervor into their political message, thereby providing cultural rewards

for voters otherwise distrustful of the agenda of most leading Democrats.

Democrats, of course, did not abandon efforts to adjust to the policy interests of

their constituents. Support for prohibition, for example, became a powerful tool ofmany

Democratic candidates. The party was by no means unified on this issue, and opponents

(even Republicans) could hammer politicians sympathetic to liquor interests.
82 Few

issues were as politically potent. Nineteenth-century political events were notoriously

alcoholic, so Democrats were quick to trumpet rallies that displayed an unusual level of

sobriety. References to women and other reminders of family life were probably part of

this effort. More explicit was an account of a rally in Attala County: "Never before was

there such a political gathering in Kosciusko. And only think of it!-more than a thousand

people attending a political meeting, and not a man the least intoxicated. This too, when

every saloon was thrown wide open."
83

Substance apparently did not follow form here,

however, as the same county rejected Democrats after the party refused to endorse

prohibition in 1 885. By the end of the decade, the party had gotten the message and

begun the process of embracing a ban on liquor. Advocates of prohibition convinced the

legislature to pass a local option bill in 1 886. By the end of the decade a majority of

820ne of the reasons motivating whites to overturn Jackson's Republican machine
was its defense of liquor in that city.

83,
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counties had banned sales of alcohol (the holdouts were concentrated largely in the

frontier-like Delta region and along the Gulf coast).
84

Agrarian dissenters found less success in getting party fathers to adopt measures

congenial to their interests. Although the legislature did reform the lien laws, bane of all

small farmers' prospects, the overall drift of the economy continued to work against

yeomen, making them increasingly subject to the whims of merchants and the depressed

cotton market.
85 Even less successful were campaigns to abolish Mississippi's convict-

lease system and to rein in the perceived power of railroad companies.
86

Still, agrarian

radicals might find their views expressed by more than a few prominent Democrats, such

as Frank Burkitt (later the leader of the state's Populists), Putnam Darden, and sometimes

Ethelbert Barksdale. As the Greenbackers faded and Republicans cannibalized

themselves in conflicts over federal patronage and race, the Democracy consolidated its

status as the only serious arbiter of political conflict. That its spokesmen could so

effectively reflect the cultural values and yearnings of Mississippi whites made the party's

efforts an almost seamless combination of issue avoidance and gradual reform.

84
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Because party challenges to the Democrats had proven largely futile, a new state

constitution emerged as the principal means by which various reformers hoped to advance

their interests. Calls for a Constitutional Convention galvanized almost all white voters

who were dissatisfied with the government that the Democratic party had delivered since

overthrowing Reconstruction. Farmers in white-majority counties viewed it as a means to

rid the state of the disproportionate power exercised by the white elite of black-majority

counties. A reapportioned legislature that more accurately reflected small farmer interests

might finally enact the economic reforms they believed would lift them from the grip of

agricultural depression. Prohibitionists hoped to secure a ban on liquor that only

amendments could undo. Finally, many believed that a new constitution would enable

whites to solidify race relations, which continued to provide vexing signs of fluidity.
87

"Because of its precedent-setting nature, the Mississippi Constitutional
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agrarians as the driving force behind the Convention. See Kirwan, Revolt ofthe Rednecks,
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In a sense, the Constitutional Convention became a paramount issue because only

it had the potential to assuage lingering doubts that perhaps the Democracy's triumph

over Reconstruction had not really "redeemed" the state after all. For almost fifteen years

Democratic spokesmen had worked to convince Mississippi whites that their victory in

1 875 provided all they needed. White supremacy, political stability, the tools for

economic success, and even spiritual solace all flowed from that one campaign. Yet

perhaps the victory was still incomplete. As much as revivalistic political events might

approximate the triumphant feelings of Redemption and as much as Democrats might be

able to paint their rivals as "Black Republicans," the party hardly seemed to have

delivered on the goals and aspirations ofmany Mississippi whites. Take white

supremacy, for example. African Americans remained restive, unwilling to surrender

their political rights, and elite Democrats, particularly those in black-majority areas,

seemed reluctant to eliminate the remnants of black political influence. Furthermore,

Mississippi's changing society brought whites and blacks together in unfamiliar ways

(that is, in situations not mediated by the servile relationships of agriculture and the

home). One Baptist minister and college professor wondered how best to deal with the

forced contact between the races that occurred on trains: "Is there no way out of this but

blood? . . . Shall the Anglo-Saxon sit still and see these poor, ignorant, deluded creatures

used as a mop to blot out the finest civilization the world has ever known?"88 With
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African Americans showing increasing signs of activism (a full Republican state ticket in

1 889, albeit one led by James Chalmers and other whites, and expressions of resentment

against fusion arrangements that favored Democrats) and with the Lodge Elections Bill

posing the threat of renewed federal intervention, many in the state looked at a

constitutional adjustment as a solution to threats against their civilization.
89

In truth, leading Democrats had found much in the Constitution that they liked

once they had returned to power. It provided good means for centralizing power, such as

gubernatorial appointment ofjudges and election officials, which Democrats had used to

thwart troubling surges of democracy. In addition, its ban on direct subsidies to

corporations had imposed a certain level of fiscal discipline on the state, although the

state's debt load had begun to expand again during the 1880s. The respect that many

Democrats showed the document only made them more suspect to many whites. Indeed,

whether or not to keep the Republican Constitution had been an issue ever since

Redemption, as one legislative candidate from Amite County made clear in 1879:

At the time the present State Constitution was framed and adopted, we were

powerless to resist it, and so remained until well nigh ruined, but since 1875, we
have been able to speak for ourselves, and we ought to do so, by expunging from

our statutes every vestige of Radical misrule and oppression, commencing at the

foundation or frame of government dictated to us by that vile party, under whose
rule Mississippi suffered incalculable loss in her finances as well as the harm done
by incorporating in our social system many obstacles to the material prosperity of

the commonwealth.90
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To maintain the 1868 Constitution would only give the lie to Republican claims that they

had governed the state responsibly. Redemption, in short, could only be complete upon

the drafting of a new document free from the alien ideas that had informed the present

one.

Not merely political control but political legitimacy, which the Democratic party

drew in large part from the cultural symbolism of its 1875 victory, was at stake. One

paper, in arguing against a Convention, lumped advocates of a new Constitution in with

previous challenges against white, Democratic rule. Maintaining the strategy of the past

fifteen years was crucial: "By promptly frowning down all independent movements-all

bolting, all free or 'scrub' races-by solidly uniting the white population of the State as

one man we have been able to keep our State from the awful gulf of negro rule."
91

Yet,

whatever risks challenging the political order may have created, many Mississippi whites

had grown disgusted with the Democracy's consistent need for fraudulent and

occasionally violent tactics. Elite whites, initially opposed to the idea, came to see a

Convention as the possible means for ensuring government by the responsible tax-paying

population, rather than by the ignorant. Echoing earlier efforts to move beyond the drama

of Redemption, one elite convention member exclaimed, "Sir, it is no secret that there has

not been a full vote and fair count in Mississippi since 1 875, that we have been

preserving the ascendency of the white people by revolutionary methods No man can

be in favor of perpetuating the election methods which have prevailed in Mississippi

91Aberdeen Examiner, n.d., Jackson Clarion-Ledger, September 19, 1889.
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since 1875 who is not a moral idiot."
92 Unconcerned with the voting interests of poor

white farmers, elite Mississippians sought uniform property and educational suffrage

requirements that would leave the state government solely in the hands of the well-heeled

and the emerging middle class.

Elected as state-wide delegate to the Convention, Sen. James George, architect of

the 1875 campaign, assumed control over the drafting of the new Constitution. George

attempted to massage the Democrats' unwieldy coalition with a document that achieved

the primary goal of black disfranchisement while including enough provisions to assuage

herrenvolk democrats and evangelicals. Virtually all of his efforts centered on the

franchise scheme. Black disfranchisement was realized through a system of poll taxes

and the adoption of the Australian ballot, proposals that pleased the elite, but the

infamous Understanding Clause provided something of an escape hatch for illiterate

whites. The racial proscription at the heart of the plan was hard to mistake and therefore

hard to oppose. Prohibitionists might not have received a firm anti-liquor commitment,

but disfranchising most African Americans, who had drawn blame for sustaining liquor in

the state, augured future electoral victories. Agrarians were less easy to please. After all,

their desire for a Convention had sprung not from an effort to restrict the franchise but

from the need to reapportion state power away from wealthy, black-majority plantation

counties to areas dominated by small white farmers. Many could reason, nevertheless,

92Vernon L. Wharton, The Negro in Mississippi, 1865-1890 (New York: Harper &
Row, 1965 [1947]), 206.
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that the plan did solidify white supremacy and that at least it would make it difficult for

wealthy planters to count in black votes on election day.
93

Initially, the suffrage plan sparked cries of outrage and ridicule throughout the

state's press. Despite receiving much of what they wanted, elite Democrats were

incredulous at George's efforts to appease small white farmers. The Constitution's

notorious "Understanding Clause," which offered illiterates the opportunity to qualify if

they could make a sound interpretation of a portion of the document that was read to

them, raised howls of derision from a number of sources. Assessing a given

interpretation was bound to be subjective, and, as former Republican governor and

Convention member James L. Alcorn pointed out, if the best legal minds of the state

could not agree about aspects of a Constitution, how could they expect ordinary citizens

to do the same.
94 More significant to others was the potential that election officials would

manipulate the clause to ensure electorates sympathetic to their preferred candidates. As

the Port Gibson Reveille editorialized, "Every state suffers more or less from corrupt

practices at elections, but it was reserved for the State of Mississippi to make its very

Constitution the instrument and shield of fraud."
95

Despite the many objections, the

93
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the law was implemented equitably for the most part. See James H. Stone, "A Note on
Voter Registration Under the Mississippi Understanding Clause, 1892," Journal of
Southern History 38 (May 1972), 293-96.
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Understanding Clause easily became a part of the new Constitution, thereby enshrining

and achieving the Convention's racially exclusionary goals.

With the 1 890 Constitution George intended to answer his post-Reconstruction

call to move beyond the conflicts of 1875. Legal manipulation rendered the high drama

and fraud, which had sustained Democratic power since the overthrow of Reconstruction

and which had ensured George's own dominance of the Constitutional Convention,

unnecessary. Although some African Americans continued to vote, their numbers were

insignificant other than in a few counties in the Delta. Furthermore, whatever the elite's

misgivings about the jury-rigged method of disfranchisement, the Constitution hammered

agrarians particularly hard. The Understanding Clause did not help poor whites who

could not pay the poll tax. The promised reapportionment helped matters somewhat, but

black counties still controlled a slight majority of the state's legislative seats.
96

In this

case, it would appear, the pen had proven mightier than the sword. The Constitution went

a long way toward dismantling the constituencies who most threatened Democratic

dominance.

Mississippi's new political structure provided a kind of coda to narratives about

Reconstruction and its overthrow. 1 875 remained the crucial touchstone year of white

ruminations, and the intense, triumphant unity that had characterized Redemption

continued to act as a cultural resource for Mississippi whites. The Constitution added a

96The number of registered black voters fell to 8,615 while white votes were cut

almost in half to 68,127; Wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 215. See also Kousser, The
Shaping ofSouthern Politics, 139-45. On reapportionment, see Kirwan, Revolt ofthe
Rednecks, 78-84.
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legalistic, and therefore elitist, gloss. Without denying the necessity and glory of

Democratic campaign strategy, many whites nevertheless pinpointed the new Constitution

as the culmination of white political genius. Misgivings about the Understanding Clause

and other objectionable aspects of the document soon faded as the elite began to focus on

the order that they believed a truncated electorate would foster. Political narratives

increasingly appeared in the following vein: "Look at the courage, unity, and spirit of

Mississippi whites in their efforts to free themselves from Republican chains and secure

white supremacy. Thank God, the Constitution has precluded continued use of these

extraordinary measures!" They were narratives built on an internal contradiction,

alternating chauvinism over the Democrats' deployment of violence and fraud in the

service of a glorious cause and suspicions that things may have gone too far. They also

obscured some salient aspects of late-nineteenth century Mississippi, most importantly

the unsettled character of its political culture. Democratic dominance may have been

assured, but the party's hegemony did not in fact prevent the kind of disorder that the elite

feared. Virulent attacks on African Americans and increasingly on the elite themselves

defined Democratic politics. Threatened by the fervent white unity that had helped secure

their position, elite whites and their spokesmen began to distance themselves from what

might be termed the political style of Redemption. They did not reject it, but they did

attempt to historicize it, to place it in the past, thereby making it a less potent political

tool in the present. The following chapter will chart these developments.



CHAPTER 5

MAKING REDEMPTION HISTORY, 1890-1915

W. Calvin Wells, a prominent Hinds County attorney, was one of many

individuals who contributed their personal memories and interpretations of

Reconstruction to the state's first professional historical periodical. Wells had been

bloodied and nearly killed at the Clinton riot during the 1 875 campaign and by his own

recounting had killed a man in self-defense. He positively crowed about these exploits.

Yet he also was quick to declare the superiority of the present constitutional stability over

the drama of Redemption. In his discussion of the riot, Wells pointed out that the

violence of white militants did not result from the orders of responsible partisans. Rather,

it emerged because "the white men were so enraged that it was impossible to control

them."
1 He proceeded to list a range of potential actions that Democratic leaders had

wisely restrained their younger followers from enacting. Anticipating the objections of

some readers to the violence and corruption, which he freely admitted defined the

Democracy's efforts, Wells argued, "We had quietly borne the corruption of the

Republican party until disaster and bankruptcy stared us in the face We chose what

we thought was the lesser evil, and it is now not to be regretted."
2

'W. Calvin Wells, "Reconstruction and Its Destruction in Hinds County,'

Publications ofthe Mississippi Historical Society IX (1 908), 101.

2
Ibid., 105.
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Wells's combination of pride and defensiveness captured the mood ofmany elite

whites at the turn of the twentieth century. For most, the overthrow of Reconstruction

had been the most significant event in the state's recent past, proof of the indomitable

spirit of white people and of the favor to which God had returned them after the

devastation of the Civil War. Yet despite the overwhelming sense of their own

righteousness, some apologies for the fraud and violence that had secured victory for

fifteen years seemed necessary. Echoing the embarrassment that had accompanied elite

maneuvering during the drafting of the 1890 Constitution, the first historians and

memoirists of the Reconstruction period attempted to assert the inherent superiority of

legal methods of political control, as opposed to the fraud and violence upon which

Democratic efforts had depended. Such extra-legal tactics had been necessary and

indicated the resolve and power of the state's white population. It had been the legal

disfranchisement of blacks, however, that had demonstrated the political genius that

Mississippi whites had at their disposal. Efforts to narrate the earlier period from an

historical perspective were part of a larger attempt to place political dramas in the past

rather than sustaining them as fuel for the political present. Narratives of Reconstruction

now aimed largely for static, reflexive loyalty to southern, white Democratic ideals.
3

Increasingly gone, or so the elite preferred, were the intense reenactments of Redemption

that had characterized pre-disfranchisement Mississippi.

3
For a similar view on southern white historical narratives, see Grace Hale,

Making Whiteness: The Culture ofSegregation in the South, 1890-1940 (New York:
Pantheon Books, 1998), chapter 2.
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This chapter charts the development of a more historical perspective on

Reconstruction and its overthrow in the context of the political culture that the 1890

Constitution helped establish. On this count, the elite had not achieved exactly what they

had sought. Eliminating the overwhelming majority of African Americans and a good

number of the poorest whites supposedly should have guaranteed government by the

state's responsible, tax-paying population. Under such circumstances the conservative,

gradualist approach favored by the elite should have prevailed. Absolutist claims on

white unity should have faded, replaced by simpler conflicts over who might provide the

best government. The reality was quite different, proving the stubborn power that

emotional demands for white unity under the banner of the Democracy continued to

wield. Agrarian challenges to the party's elite leadership, most dramatically in the

Populist insurgency of the 1 890s, forced the Democracy to fall back on its calls for white

fealty while simultaneously encouraging the party to adopt policy stances that white

yeomen favored. The result was not always congenial to the stylistic and policy

preferences of the elite.
4
Finding themselves increasingly assailed, elite commentators

searched for ways to discuss the past and present in ways that would assuage their doubts

about the state's political situation.

A major element of such narratives was an internal contradiction, more creative

than crippling, between intense pride in the victory over Redemption and muted dread of

4On Mississippi political culture during this period, see Albert Kirwan, Revolt of
the Rednecks: Mississippi Politics, 1876-J925 (Gloucester, MA: Peter Smith, 1964

[1951]); Bradley Bond, Political Culture in the Nineteenth-Century South: Mississippi,

1830-1900 (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1995); Stephen Cresswell, Multiparty Politics in

Mississippi, 1877-1902 (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1995).
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the political culture the victory had spawned. It was not a matter of guilt-far from it.

Narratives never failed to reinforce an automatic valorization of the Democratic party and

of white supremacy. At the same time, however, they tapped into anxieties about the

negation of class distinctions among whites, a denial that the state's political culture

mandated. The rise of agrarian reform issues and of the flamboyant politicking of James

Vardaman, the agrarians' most prominent champion, did not, in truth, mark a dramatic

shift away from the policies and style of the redeemers.
5
But it did signal a loss of

rhetorical control by the elite. The emergence of a more sober historical discourse in the

state reflected in part the elite's desire to forge a new basis for understanding and

ratifying white (and Democratic) supremacy. Ultimately, conservatives hoped to

substitute a static past for the more chaotic, open-ended present.

Agrarian dissidents were the first to seize the 1 890 Constitution as an opportunity

to forge a new political dynamic free from the absolutist claims on white unity that had

prevailed since the end of Reconstruction. First in an intraparty showdown for a working

majority in the state legislature and then in the Populist movement, small farmers and

their allies challenged a Democratic party leadership viewed as hopelessly aligned with

the plutocrats. The 1891 legislative races actually preceded the Constitution's

reconfiguring of the electorate, which took place in 1892. Yet it anticipated many of the

5
For this point, see Kirwan, Revolt ofthe Rednecks, Conclusion. Kirwan

effectively punctures arguments that have posited a sharp divide between Vardaman'

s

obnoxious race baiting and more restrained expressions of racism. In part, I am arguing
that the kind of narratives that I will be examining in this chapter helped create and
augmented the importance of such a divide.
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issues that would animate state politics for the rest of the decade and beyond. At stake

was the selection of one of Mississippi's United States senators. During the late-1 880s.

the Farmer's Alliance had built up tremendous support in the state and by 1891 was

prepared to throw its considerable weight into the political arena. Its first target was

James George, not for his sponsorship of the Constitution but for his refusal to support

the Alliance's sub-Treasury plan.
6 The Alliance campaign, which split its membership,

centered on electing a majority of legislators pledged to vote for Ethelbert Barksdale for

senator rather than George. Pitting two of the Democratic party's most prominent leaders

since Reconstruction, the election was less a rejection of the Democracy than a fight over

what direction it would take. Both sides vigorously appealed to the memory of

Redemption, preached white supremacy (while manipulating elements of the black vote),

and invoked Democratic tradition. In the end, however, the novelty of the Alliance's

demands and the aggressiveness of its attacks on much of the party leadership proved

more than most voters could stomach. George secured enough legislators for his

reelection.
7

6The plan would have created a system of government-owned warehouses where

farmers could store their surplus crops for up to two years. They would be able to take

out low-interest loans on up to 80% of what they stored. The plan was designed to inflate

the nation's money supply and to give farmers some leverage with which to resist the

downward spiral of crop prices. See Lawrence Goodwyn, Democratic Promise: The
Populist Moment in America (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1976), 152-53, 166-68.

On the Alliance, see Robert McMath, Populist Vanguard: A History ofthe Southern

Farmers' Alliance (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1975).

7On the campaign, see Kirwan, Revolt ofthe Rednecks, 85-90; James S. Ferguson,

"Agrarianism in Mississippi, 1871-1900: A Study in Non-Conformity" (Ph.D.

dissertation, UNC, 1952), 95-106.
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Their defeat convinced many of the most ardent agrarians that they could no

longer place any trust in the Democratic party. The most prominent defector was

Alliance lecturer and newspaper editor Frank Burkitt, whose popularity had led the

Democrats to name him one of the party's presidential electors for 1 892. Explaining his

reasons for resigning his position as elector, Burkitt enunciated the sense of betrayal that

many agrarians had experienced and also their anguish at rejecting a party they had done

so much to lift into power (Burkitt himself had directed his county's Redemption efforts):

"Every pulse ofmy nature revolts at the treatment the money power has visited upon the

laboring people of this country for the past twenty five years and every beat ofmy heart is

in sympathy with the wealth producers of the land. The Democratic party has ceased to

hear their cry for relief and I cannot follow it farther."
8

Striking in Burkitt's language was

his studied neglect of Mississippi references. His rhetoric echoed that of Populists

throughout the country.
9
Like their Greenbacker predecessors, Populists tended to resist

the parochial nature of Mississippi politics in favor of a more expansive, issue-centered

approach to addressing the state's and the nation's ills. Also like Greenbackers,

Mississippi Populists operated on the basis of a number of seemingly contradictory

impulses. Retrenchment at the local and state levels (always a political winner among

tax-averse small farmers) co-existed with advocacy for radical government interventions

"Frank Burkitt to Walter A. Barker, July 21, 1892, RG 27, John Marshall Stone
Papers, Folder 4, Mississippi Department of Archives of History [MDAH].

9
For an excellent analysis of Populist ideology, see Bruce Palmer, "Man Over

Money": The Southern Populist Critique ofAmerican Capitalism (Chapel Hill: UNC
Press, 1980). See also Goodwyn, Democratic Promise; Robert McMath, Populism: A
Social ///5/orXNew York: Hill and Wang, 1993).
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at the federal level (the sub-Treasury plan, state ownership of railroads and

communications networks). Scholars who have attempted to characterize the movement

as essentially conservative or progressive obscure more than they illuminate. Populists

could be either or both (or perhaps more accurately neither), depending on the issue they

were confronting.
10

The main difference between Mississippi Populists and their dissident

predecessors derived from the newly constituted electorate. J. Morgan Kousser's

assessment that disfranchisement innoculated the state from the virus of Populism bears

much truth. Populist success did not match that of earlier anti-Democratic movements.

Not only did the movement lose a large number of potential allies among the African

American population, the new poll tax wiped many poor whites (a main target audience

l0
Despite its many merits, Goodwyn's Democratic Promise romanticizes what he

interprets as Populism's cooperative ethos, which he characterizes as America's last

opportunity to avoid the inequalities of corporate capitalism. For a similar point of view,
see O. Gene Clanton, Populism: The Humane Approach (Boston: Twayne Publishers,

1991). Other scholars have stressed exclusively status anxiety and xenophobia among
Populists, neglecting the movement's policy stands. See Richard Hofstadter, The Age of
Reformfrom Bryan to FDR (NY: Knopf, 1955); James Turner, "Understanding the

Populists," Journal ofAmerican History, 67 (1980), 354-73. Two analyses of Populism
in Georgia have similarly negated policy stances, interpreting Populists, much as their

Democratic opponents did, as disappointed office seekers with little agenda at all. Barton
Shaw, The Wool-Hat Boys: Georgia 's Populist Party (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1984);
Charles Flynn, "Procrustean Bedfellows and Populists: An Alternative Hypothesis," in

Jeffrey J. Crow, Paul Escott, and Charles Flynn, eds., Race, Class, and Politics in

Southern History: Essays in Honor ofRobert F. Durden (Baton Rouge: LSU Press,

1989). The most recent historian of Mississippi Populism has stressed the essentially

conservative nature of the movement, basing his interpretation on the voting record of the
party's state legislators. While certainly accurate, this view is incomplete, as it does not
acknowledge party members' commitment to the national goals of Populism nor what a
two-party system would have meant to the state's politics. Cresswell, Multiparty Politics

in Mississippi, 167-68, 195-97.
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of the Populists) from the electoral rolls." Yet the same conditions may have also created

the potential for a liberation of the state's political system from the constant round of

Redemption memorializing and demands for white unity that had effectively destroyed

previous challenges to the Democracy. Although weakened by disfranchisement,

Populists had some reason to believe that they might at least be able to build up their

strength, free from the attacks that had crippled their predecessors.
12

Populist spokesmen worked hard to place their bread-and-butter economic stances

at the forefront of their campaign appeals. Grounded in traditional republican ideals,

which privileged individual economic independence and feared conditions that promoted

dependence, Populists deployed familiar political rhetoric in the service of novel ends.

An issue of one Populist newspaper featured a rephrasing of the Declaration of

Independence that vividly enunciated a small producer creed. It opened with "When in

the course of plutocratic despotism. .
." and ended with "We, therefore, the laborers of

America. . . do publish and declare that the common people are. . . absolved from all fear

of the money power, and that they propose to take the government in their own hands. .

.

." Wall Street's devotion to gold as the basis of the nation's money supply was a favorite

target. In the same newspaper issue, a political cartoon depicted a pie chart in which

"J. Morgan Kousser, The Shaping ofSouthern Politics: Suffrage Restriction and
the Creation ofthe One-Party South, 1880-1910 (New Haven: Yale University Press,

1974), 144; Cresswell, Multiparty Politics, 189-90.

l2
Cresswell argues that Populists were indeed relatively free from attacks on their

racial integrity, Multiparty Politics, 153-54. I do not believe the situation was that

straightforward. As we shall see, the Democratic party's pre-Constitution appeals did not
die after 1890.
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"Tenants" marked off a huge portion of the circle while "Home Owners" denoted a small

slice. Under the image was the line, "What the Gold Standard Does." 13

Populists did not, of course, neglect local concerns. Indeed, the movement's

attempt to reorient the national political economy spawned from a desire to improve

economic independence at the local level. Thus, Populist papers frequently advocated a

range of cooperative ventures, including, most surprisingly, manufacturing. One civic-

minded entrepreneur warned that a newly formed rice trust in New Orleans "compells the

people to do something for self-protection." He announced that he would purchase the

equipment for a small mill for threshing and cleaning rice, which he hoped local farmers

would grow, "[s]o they will be independent on this point "M Similarly, another

proponent of diversification advised his neighbors to "refine [raw materials], to

manufacture them; then all profits are with those who created them."'
5
Apparently,

several people agreed with this idea because "The People's Tanning and Manufacturing

Association" soon set up shop in the county (Webster). An editorial praised the operation

for "placing [the products] in the market at figures that enable retail dealers to dispose of

them at cheaper prices than the goods from Northern manufactories
" 16 Such calls for

industry, however modest, underscored the difficulties that Mississippi's agricultural

economy faced. Spokesmen for a party of farmers urged their supporters to think about

l3
Eupora Sun, April 4, 1 895.

14
Mathiston Voice ofthe People, February 12, 1892.

I5Cumberland Industrial Enterprise, February 28, 1894.

1Cumberland Mississippi Populist, May 3, 1894.
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other ways of life, an argument that perhaps was not always received with open arms. An

advocate of a canning factory explained his reasoning: "The farmers can no longer raise

cotton for a living and are compelled to turn their attention to something else."

Unfortunately, the "great trouble with out people is they are afraid to get out of the old

ruts, when that is the very thing we want to do."
17 No doubt, a lack of available capital

had a bit to do with the area's conservative resistance to the previous writer's scheme.

Futile or not, nevertheless, the willingness of Populists to stake their claims to political

legitimacy on their advocacy of diversification underscored their broader effort to shake

the state loose from a Reconstruction-haunted party system.

To their focus on economic issues, Mississippi Populists added a lively campaign

style and a collection of sarcastic (sometimes bitter) rejoinders to Democratic demands

for white unity. Despite its infant status, the party possessed a fairly talented corps of

speakers. Frank Burkitt had been principal champion of the agrarian forces in the state

for a decade. As Farmers' Alliance lecturer he had travelled to every part of the state,

honing his political skills. The party also developed some new talent. Thomas Gore, a

blind, twenty-two year old from Webster County dazzled crowds and even earned the

begrudging respect of the Democratic press with his oratorical skills.
18 As in other areas

of the country, Populists adopted the Alliance picnic processions. Supporters would

march through the countryside, accompanied by covered wagons, until a sufficient crowd

17Eupora Times, February 14, 1895.

l8
Cresswell, Multiparty Politics, 114-16. Gore eventually moved to Oklahoma,

where he became a United States senator.
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had been attracted. The procession would settle down for a massive picnic, which was as

much evangelical-styled family gathering as it was a partisan political event. Indeed,

Populists effectively robbed the Democrats of one of their most potent appeals: a

connection to evangelical culture. The insurgent party was unified against Prohibition,

which accounted for many of its electoral victories, few and far between though they may

have been. Populist rhetoric frequently exploited Christian imagery; the party's events

similarly adopted a revivalistic style.
19

Populists, then, struck directly at one of the

Democracy's most significant appeals: its claim on a kind of divine sanction. This is not

to say the Democrats shifted away from earlier associations with religious folkways,

merely that now they faced a rival with a similar political genealogy. Populists could just

as easily organize their efforts around Christian themes and iconography.

Such factors caused great consternation among Democrats. The 1 892

Congressional races, the first election that featured Populist candidates, witnessed a

Democratic sweep, but not without much difficulty. In a letter to President-elect Grover

Cleveland, one Democratic winner described his sense of the campaign as a "horrible

doubt." The relatively wide margin did not provide "any idea ofhow close many of the

Congressional districts. . . were. You cannot judge by the final result."
20 What likely

turned the election was the Democratic insistence that, despite the virtual elimination of

African Americans from the voting rolls, any division in the white population promised a

l9For similar analyses, see McMath, Populism, 151-53; Goodwyn, Democratic
Promise, 194-96.

20John Sharp Williams to Grover Cleveland, Dec. 20, 1892, quoted in Kirwan,
Revolt ofthe Rednecks, 96.
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return to the depths of Reconstruction. One Democratic spokesman, for example,

predicted that a strong showing by the Populists would only ensure the defeat of Grover

Cleveland, so "that the Republican party may succeed and be able to place the elections

of the South in the hands of Federal soldiers."
21 Such a threat may not have bothered

leading Populists, who favored federal supervision of elections, but it probably worried

many of their potential supporters. Consistently, Democratic spokesmen evoked images

of Reconstruction and Redemption, urging whites to remain true to the party but warning

that Democratic defeat would only force a renewed revolutionary spirit: "If the ticket and

principles advocated by the one-third party were victorious, the 'bottom rail would again

be on top' in this State, and once more the rank and file of Democracy, the party of the

people, would have to inaugurate another revolution to prevent the ruin and destruction of

the country."
22

Connecting Populists to Reconstruction may have been disingenuous, but

it proved as effective as ever.

Populists confronted Democratic charges directly, by tapping into the same racial

anxieties that worked for their opponents. In this regard, spokesmen for the party

expanded attacks on Democratic demagogues to include challenges against the blind

loyalty that the Democracy demanded. Ridicule of agrarian Democrats became a means

of defining a different basis for white racial identity. One editorial, for example, raised

the spectre of party slavery: "Whoop 'er up for Cleveland right or wrong, seems to be the

only solution of the problem entertained by many of his purblind followers, who

21
Greenville Democrat, n.d., in Jackson State Ledger, July 23, 1892.

22
Jackson State Ledger, October 8, 1 892.
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acknowledge he is wrong, but in ignorance are governed by slavish prejudice and sustain

an administrative policy they have damned for years under Republican rule. Is there

anything meaner to-day than a party slave?"
23 Such an argument against strict party fealty

had a long history throughout the country, and while it may have struck a discordant tone

in post-Reconstruction Mississippi, it harmonized quite well with a traditional republican

valorization of individual independence. Most important, it enabled Populist spokesmen

to question the racial integrity of many Democrats. As historian Steven Hahn has argued,

Populists exemplified a kind of "popular radicalism" that prized independence and held

those who failed to achieve this quality in contempt. African Americans symbolized

abject dependence to many white agrarians, an association that heightened the anxieties

attendant to the agricultural depression of the late nineteenth century.
24

Populist

spokesmen in Mississippi connected an economic dependence associated with blacks to

blind acceptance of the Democratic party, which had become the basis for the party's

dominance. Presumably, only voters who selected their candidates on the basis of their

economic interests displayed the independent character worthy of white men.

The party's 1895 campaign song made this theme explicit. Describing reasons to

vote for the Democrats, the song slipped into a caricature of black folk dialect: "If you

"Cumberland Industrial Enterprise, April 1 8, 1 894.

24
Steven Hahn, The Roots ofSouthern Populism: Yeoman Farmers and the

Transfprmation ofthe Georgia Upcountry, 1850-1890 (Oxford: Oxford University Press,

1983), 283. For an analysis of the socioeconomic and cultural fears that white farmers

experienced in the postbellum South, see Ted Ownby, "The Defeated Generation at

Work: White Farmers in the Deep South, 1865-1890," Southern Studies!?, (1984), 325-

47.
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want to stuff the ballot box/ Jine the Democrats, jine the Democrats/ If you want to stuff

the ballot box/ Jine the Democrats down in Mississippi." Dialect faded when the song

turned to the reasons one might vote for the Populist cause: "If you want to be a freeman/

Join the Populists, join the Populists." The song ended with the lines "If you want to act

the white man/ Join the Populists. . .
,"25 Defending themselves against constant charges

of racial heresy, Populists deployed a notion of racial identity based more on individual

integrity than on a collective sense of responsibility to the ideals of Redemption. This is

not to say that white members of both parties did not subscribe to the same racial beliefs.

The point here is to emphasize the adjustments to racial discourse that interparty

competition within the white population helped promote. Although undoubtedly racist,

Populist rhetoric left more room for individual discretion and judgement, however ill-

advised, as opposed to the kind of tribal loyalty that Democrats demanded.

In the end loyalty trumped the somewhat more complicated racial appeals of the

Populists. In the gubernatorial campaign of 1895, which pitted Burkitt against Anselm

McLaurin, Populists suffered a devastating defeat from which they would never recover.

Burkitt' s last-ditch effort to undermine the image of the Democracy, an unfavorable

comparison between the fiscal policy of Adelbert Ames's Reconstruction regime and that

of the current Democratic governor, backfired. Not only did it inflame Democrats' anger

at the insurgency, it gave the party's spokesmen all the excuse they needed to turn the

election into yet another ratification of Redemption. Burkitt polled twenty-eight percent

25
Eupora Sun, June 29, 1895.
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of the vote and carried only one county.
26

After an attempt to revive the party's fortunes

in the 1896 elections once again failed to gain sufficient support, the Populists faded into

oblivion by the beginning of the next decade.

Populism's lack of electoral success belied a large impact on the state's political

culture. Many Populist voters doubtless opted out of politics completely, but many others

returned to the Democratic party (including Burkitt, who eventually regained a seat in the

state senate). The party had already been tilting toward agrarian issues in order to negate

the policy advantage that Populists may have had among small farmers. An influx of the

most radical agrarians was sure to intensify such a policy tilt, a development that did not

please all Democrats. Mostly, Democratic papers balanced their scathing condemnations

of the Populist Party with warm rhetorical gestures of welcome to its misguided

followers. A frequent refrain was to urge Populists "to return to the Democratic fold," the

idea being that the Democracy was akin to a community or family.
27 One might stray

from it temporarily but never escape its warm embrace, which reached out for all white

people. Cementing the party's status as the sole political vehicle of Mississippi,

reinforcing its symbolic importance as a manifestation of white power, and maintaining

party discipline on the Democratic platform became a source of great tension. These

strains were evident in an exchange between two Democratic newspapers. After the

Starkville Times compared some ex-Populists to the prodigal son and predicted that for

26/
Cresswell, Multiparty Politics, 147. For Burkitt' s fiscal analysis and the

Democratic response, see Jackson Clarion-Ledger, Sept. 26 and Oct. 11, 1895.

27
Jackson Clarion-Ledger, Oct. 23, 1895.
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each "a fatted calf will be killed," another paper objected. "We object to this reckless

expenditure of veal. It runs counter to the Examiner's oft repeated injunction to 'take

care of the calves.' This thing of gorging the prodigals will encourage defection. Why

not turn them loose in the barn and let them fill their paunches with shucks."
28

This

editorialist's prescription of tough love likely derived from a distrust of the agrarian

policies for which ex-Populists would advocate.

Chiefamong such policies was support for the free coinage of silver, an issue that

consumed the Democratic party throughout the country but even more so in Mississippi.

Through the 1890s agrarians made opposition to the gold standard something of a litmus

test for all candidates.
29

The principal tactic was to secure control over Democratic

executive committees at the county level and impose the same kind of discipline that

conservative committees had utilized in the past. During the 1891 legislative races, for

example, a Noxubee County paper blasted conservative critics of the supportive stance

that the county's executive committee had taken on the sub-Treasury issue: "The only

true standard is that adopted by the Executive Committee. Then hew it to that line!"

Backing up this admonition with a strident call for racial orthodoxy, the paper continued,

"The Democracy is, and has been in no danger from the white people of this county. The

danger is from the other color. While some are yelling, Democracy! Democracy! to

almost split their throats, we would whisper in their ears, in tones of thunder, White

28
Aberdeen Examiner, Dec. 14, 1894.

290n the national conflicts over monetary policy in the late nineteenth century, see
Gretchen Ritter, Goldbugs and Greenbacks: The Antimonopoly Tradition and the Politics

ofFinance in America (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997).
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Democracy!"30
Here, the strict demands for racial unity under the Democratic banner

became a tool against the conservatives who previously had led the party's efforts.

As almost the entire party coalesced behind silver, efforts to marginalize

supporters of the gold standard intensified. There was no talk of excommunication, of

course. The party still had to represent all whites. Rather, agrarians worked to

monopolize platform-building and keep economic conservatives from dominating as they

had in previous years. The militance of the following announcement for a Democratic

mass meeting indicates the hostility that the money question helped create:

Democrats of Kemper, you can't afford to neglect your duty; go to DeKalb
on the 2

nd
, and see that Democrats who are in sympathy with you on the great

questions of the day are put on guard. Money is evidently being used lavishly for

corrupt purposes by the Cleveland-Sherman-Carlisle wing of the party.

Democrats of Kemper, you are too intensely Southern to sell your birth-

right, or bend the cringing knee.

Brave soldiers keep only brave men on picket; your Delegates and
Executive Committee are your Democratic pickets.

3 '

Interestingly, the flier exclusively cited northern advocates of the gold standard, ignoring

"gold-bugs" within the state. By transforming the financial question into a sectional

issue, it further marked Mississippi supporters of the gold standard as somehow disloyal

to the ideals of the state party. Implicitly, it questioned the commitment of gold-bugs to

the defense of white supremacy.

30Macon Beacon, July 18, 1891, quoted in Webbie Jackson Lever, "The Agrarian
Movement in Noxubee County" (M.S. thesis, Mississippi State University, 1952), 62-63.

^Announcement for mass meeting in DeKalb, August 2, 1895 in Brad Carter
Collection, Special Collections, Mitchell Memorial Library, Mississippi State University.
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Much like the Populists whom they detested, conservative Democrats responded

to efforts to question their racial orthodoxy with assertions of their superior individual

integrity. As the Biloxi Herald made clear, the Democratic party should stand for more

than just loyalty to whatever the platform stated: "The action of Wednesday's [1895]

convention is not the standard from which to measure democracy, either state or national.

... In fact the leaders of the McLaurin wing have been and are as far from pure

democracy as are the populites upon the financial question, and as to unfeigned

demagoguery McLaurin has no advantage over Burkitt." In rebuttal to another paper's

claim that the party's platform had made all Democrats supporters of the free coinage of

silver, the Herald asserted that "hundreds of Mississippi Democrats will not vote. They

are freemen who will not sacrifice principle at the behest of a gang of political lunatics."
32

Many supporters of gold went a step farther the following year after the national party

endorsed silver and nominated agrarian champion William Jennings Bryan. Claiming

that the party had abandoned its principles, gold advocates joined hands with disaffected

Democrats throughout the country in supporting a splinter candidacy for president.

Regular Democrats abandoned most references to the two slates of Republican electors

who were running in the state as well as to the electors pledged to the Democratic-

Populist fusion ticket and focused their rhetorical attacks on their party's splinter faction.

One paper warned that a vote against silver only helped all Republican causes, such as

J2i
-Biloxi Herald, August 8, 1895, clipping in John Marshall Stone Private Papers,

MDAH.
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"free niggerism, carpetbagism, force bills, trusts, monopolies, and plutocracies."
33

Attacks on their commitment to the state's independence from federal interference

probably convinced a number of Mississippi gold advocates to mute their opposition to

the Democratic mainstream while silently cheering Republican victories at the national

level.
34

Conservative Democrats might have grown largely content with the path their

party was travelling had it not been for another change in Mississippi's political system:

the emergence of primaries as the only means of nominating candidates. In the late 1890s

Anselm McLaurin had solidified control over the party, using his appointment power to

build the first approximation of a political machine that the state had ever known. With

many of his family members holding prominent positions in state government and a

political lieutenant succeeding him in the governor's office, McLaurin had himself

elected to the United States Senate, where he would direct his organization from

Washington.
35 Many elite Democrats despised McLaurin, but his system was probably

one that they could have worked to their advantage, dependent as it was on appointments

and on the convention system. Although use of primaries had become more prevalent

33/Grenada Sentinel, October 3, 1896, quoted in Cresswell, Multiparty Politics,

163.

34Edgar S. Wilson, a die-hard goldbug Democrat actually became Theodore
Roosevelt's patronage adviser in Mississippi, no doubt offering similarly minded
Democrats an opportunity for public positions from which their own party leaders would
have excluded them. On Wilson, see Kirwan, Revolt ofthe Rednecks, 155, where he is

misidentified as a Republican. Wilson wrote but failed to publish a memoir of his

political experiences. Edgar S. Wilson Collection (Accretion), MDAH.

35
Kirwan, Revolt ofthe Rednecks, 103-21.
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throughout the state, nominations for major offices still were determined by conventions,

where the elite exercised greater influence. Thus, whatever their misgivings with

McLaurin, many conservative Democrats recognized him as the lesser of two evils. They

soon found, however, that agitation for the primary system was impossible to contain. It

had found its principal champion and most effective practitioner in James K. Vardaman,

who became the bete noir of Mississippi's elite.

Vardaman, a newspaper editor and former state representative, had been one of

the party's rising stars in the 1890s. He contested for the gubernatorial nomination in

1899 but was unable to defeat Andrew Longino, who had McLaurin's backing.

Widespread dissatisfaction with the state's "ring" politics, however, resulted in the

Primary Law of 1902, giving Vardaman the chance to exploit his magnetic oratorical

skills in seeking the gubernatorial nomination of 1903.
36 Combining a populistic desire

to rein in the power of corporations with a particularly corrosive brand of race baiting,

Vardaman effectively fused the two issues most likely to inspire the majority of white

voters and provided a model for what became known as the "southern demagogue."37

Vardaman's platform consisted of a fairly substantial reform agenda intended to create a

360n the primary law, see Ibid., 122-35

37William Holmes, The White Chief: James Kimble Vardaman (Baton Rouge:
LSU, 1970). Recently some scholars have disputed the continued utility of the
demagogue label, claiming that it obscures the value that white voters might have
received from such politicians. My analysis of Vardaman generally concurs with these
reservations. See, for example, Raymond Arsenault, The WildAss ofthe Ozarks: Jeff
Davis and the Social Bases ofSouthern Politics (Knoxville: University of Tennessee
Press, 1988 [1984]), 3-18; Bryant Simon, "The Appeal of Cole Blease: Race, Class, and
Sex in the New South," Journal ofSouthern HistorySl (Feb. 1996), 57-86.
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more activist state government, but his campaign centered on intense hostility to African

Americans. Tapping into a deepening mood of racial paranoia among whites in the South

and indeed throughout the country, Vardaman denounced the perceived criminality of

Mississippi blacks, which he blamed on educational efforts. To combat this dire

situation, he proposed the repeal of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, pledged

the removal of white tax dollars from black education, and applauded the practice of

lynching, which had been occurring with horrifying frequency in the state.
38 Vardaman

also targeted President Theodore Roosevelt, who had angered Mississippi whites for

dining with Booker T. Washington and for backing a black postmistress in the Delta town

of Indianola. Defending the state against such humiliations, Vardaman speculated on the

president's origins: "Probably old lady Roosevelt, during the period of gestation, was

frightened by a dog, and that fact may account for the canine qualities of the male pup

which are so prominent in Teddy. I would not do an injustice, but I am disposed to

apologize to the dog for mentioning it."
39 Vardaman' s facility with words proved wildly

popular on the campaign trail, even among his detractors, but his attacks also rallied

conservative opposition. Three candidates presented themselves as opponents against

Vardaman, each arguing that his proposals on race were not only impracticable but

38Vardaman, however, did claim that as governor he would preserve the law. He
defended lynching from the point of view of a private citizen. Eugene E. White, "Anti-

Racial Agitation in Politics: James Kimble Vardaman in the Mississippi Gubernatorial

Campaign of 1903," Journal ofMississippi History 7 (April 1945), 91-92. On lynching

in Mississippi, see Neil R. McMillen, Dark Journey: Black Mississippians in the Age of
Jim Crow (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1989), chapter 7.

39Greenwood Commonwealth, Jan. 10, 1903, quoted in White, "Anti-Racial

Agitation," 104.
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damaging to the state. Momentum, however, was behind Vardaman, and he was elected

governor.

As governor, Vardaman continued to balance his reform agenda with aggressive

verbal attacks on Mississippi blacks. Mississippi gained a new insane asylum, a

permanent end to the leasing of convicts, a better system for acquiring and distributing

textbooks, and an increase in the funding of public schools. Vardaman also succeeded in

tightening regulations over railroads, insurance companies, and trusts. In short,

Vardaman had delivered a government more responsive to the needs of those who had

elected him and one not conducive to the interests of economic conservatives.
40 He also

continued to provide the psychic thrills of race baiting for his white followers. When

Bishop Charles Betts Galloway, the most prominent religious leader in the state, objected

to the worst aspects of Vardaman' s rhetoric and urged a recommitment to educating

blacks, Vardaman compared Galloway to Benedict Arnold and labeled the Methodist a

"low-down little parson running around with a belly full of hot air and a yellow-legged

chicken pandering to the nigger-lovers of the North."
41

Although he proved an opponent

of extra-legal violence, thwarting an attempted lynching in Batesville and hiring

40
Kirwan, Revolt ofthe Rednecks, 175-76.

4,"The Vulgarity of Vardaman," The Voice ofthe Negro I (July 1904), 269. The
Voice, an Atlanta-based periodical, used the occasion to reverse white charges of black
depravity: "These are surely the words of a man over whom the baser features of the

animal have triumphed completely."
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Pinkerton agents to infiltrate and break up "whitecapping" groups, Vardaman maintained

his extreme positions on the degeneracy of blacks and their incapacity for education.
42

Facing the first viable challenge to their unquestioned stewardship over the state's

political economy since Reconstruction, elite whites intensified their attacks on

Vardaman, focusing on his wild rhetoric. Objections to Vardaman's proposals

concerning African Americans had formed one of the main components of opposition to

him during the 1 903 primary, but the elite had seemed neither sincere nor unified on the

issue. Congressman Andrew Fuller Fox, Vardaman's most agressive opponent, never

disagreed with the substance of Vardaman's racial views but only scored them on their

disruptiveness and impracticability. He even attempted to show that Vardaman actually

threatened white supremacy. The withdrawal of state support for black education, Fox

argued, would only encourage egalitarian Yankee missionaries to flood Mississippi, a

sentiment echoed by Vardaman's other opponents. In any event, many prominent

conservatives, including United States Senator Hernando De Soto Money (a cousin of

Vardaman) and Delta planter-attorney LeRoy Percy, actually supported Vardaman's

candidacy. Although most conservative newspapers concurred with the Biloxi Herald's

42tFor his fight against vigilantism, Vardaman earned praise even from the Voice of
the Negro. "The Life Saver Vardaman," I (April 1904), 127, and "Mississippi

Whitecappers Convicted," II (February 1905), 87. On whitecapping, a Klan-like exercise

of violence and intimidation that targeted non-compliant black farmers and in some cases
white merchants, see William F. Holmes, "Whitecapping: Agrarian Violence in

Mississippi, 1902-1906," JSH 3 5 (May 1969), 165-85.
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assessment that Vardaman was the most dangerous man in the state, he drew support

from the the more influential Vicksburg Herald, whose editor was aligned with Percy.
43

Despite their inconsistency during the election, the elite soon made Vardaman'

s

racial outbursts their primary basis for opposing him. After Vardaman wrote a facetious

reply about President Roosevelt's compliments of Mississippi's exhibit at the World's

Fair in St. Louis, the Clarion-Ledger blasted the image that Vardaman was creating:

"Governor Vardaman has made the mistake of mixing politics, sectional feeling and

personal dislike with State, national and business affairs, when he makes a sarcastic reply

that will be quoted from Maine to California, from New Orleans to Kalamazoo, to the

injury and discredit of the great State of Mississippi."
44

Bishop Galloway was

particularly aggressive in attempting to discredit Vardaman' s racial philosophy, which

threatened Galloway's longstanding advocacy of black educational opportunities.

Although never mentioning Vardaman by name, an address Galloway delivered in

Birmingham was clearly directed at the governor, blasting his brand of racial politics.

Describing efforts to portray white supremacy as imperiled as "the emptiest cant,"

Galloway appealed to whites to provide equal opportunities for blacks. Like many

conservatives, the bishop based his philosophy on a sense of decorum and fairness, or as

he phrased it, "Anglo-Saxon chivalry." He quoted approvingly a fellow Mississippian's

defense of black education: '"[Negroes'] crimes are not the fruit of the little learning their

430n the election, see White, "Anti-Racial Agitation"; Kirwan, Revolt ofthe
Rednecks, 144-61.

44Quoted in "Vardaman and the President," The Voice ofthe Negro II (Jan 1905)
654.
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schools afford them. They are the results of brutish instincts and propensities which they

have not been taught to regulate and restrain.'"
45

Here again was the rhetoric of biracial

paternalism, now seemingly marginalized by the political forces that had consumed the

state.

Conservatives fought back, electing one of their own governor in 1907 and

defeating Vardaman in a hotly contested primary for the United States Senate. They also

found an anti-Vardaman champion in LeRoy Percy. When Anselm McLaurin died in

office, Vardaman became in many eyes the natural choice to complete McLaurin's term.

Conservatives in the Legislature, however, secured a closed caucus for the selection and

in secrecy tapped Percy amidst rumors of treating and bribery.
46

Percy's selection,

however, proved to be the last significant victory over Vardaman and the forces he

represented. The next term would be determined by a primary, for which Vardaman

immediately announced his candidacy. Making the caucus the central issue in the

campaign and receiving help from Theodore Bilbo, a candidate for lieutenant governor

who claimed to have been bribed by Percy's supporters, Vardaman rolled to an easy win.

Percy, the epitome of the Delta aristocrat, probably made matters worse on the campaign

trail when he launched a stern attack on Bilbo and on Bilbo's supporters. Although

45The Rev. Bishop Charles B. Galloway, "The South and the Negro," (New York:
Trustees of the John F. Slater Fund, 1904), quotations on 7, 15.

46/On the "Secret Caucus," see Kirwan, Revolt ofthe Rednecks, 191-210; Bertram
Wyatt-Brown, The House ofPercy: Honor, Melancholy, and Imagination in a Southern
Family (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), 181-82.
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Percy's dramatic riposte initially inspired the anti-Vardaman forces, agrarian voters soon

appropriated Percy's label "cattle" as a symbol of anti-aristocratic pride.
47

Conservative assessments of Vardaman, then and since, made the unvarnished

negrophobia he had injected into the state's politics the key to understanding his

popularity. The "white chief had successfully exploited the worst fears and resentments

of the white population, substituting exaggerated emotionalism and racial pride for a

logical airing of the issues. Vardaman's popularity and that of his disciple Theodore

Bilbo became a reason for well-placed observers to distance themselves from the

herrenvolk democracy that seemed to characterize the South. William Alexander Percy's

stirring caricature along such lines is worth quoting at length:

I looked over the ill-dressed, surly audience, unintelligent and slinking, and heard

[Father] appeal to them for fair treatment of the Negro and explain to them the

tariff and the Panama tolls situation. I studied them as they milled about. They
were the sort of people that lynch Negroes, that mistake hoodlumism for wit, and
cunning for intelligence, that attend revivals and fight and fornicate in the bushes

afterwards. They were undiluted Anglo-Saxons. They were the sovereign voter.

It was so horrible it seemed unreal.
48

Here Percy shifted from his father's futile efforts to discuss public policy to an almost

anthropological observation of the thoughtless hedonism of the white masses, despairing

over the loss of control by the elite. Percy's recollection, of course, obscured as much as

47
Percy's attack on Bilbo provided his son William Alexander with one of the

defining moments in his rueful lament of by-gone aristocratic values, allowing the

younger Percy to adopt a stoic's attachment to the ennobling quality of defeat: "Thus at

twenty-seven I became inured to defeat. I have never since expected victory." Lanterns
on the Levee: Recollections ofa Planter 's Son, with an introduction by Walker Percy
(Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1991 [1941]), 151.

48
Percy, Lanterns on the Levee, 1 49.
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it illuminated. Whatever style of political discourse had come to dominate the state, the

bottom rail was hardly on top, as Percy's echo of the conservative characterization of

Reconstruction, would have it.

We also might question how decisive Vardaman's appeal to racism was in his rise

to power. Its importance was indeed vast. Clearly, his bald racism had struck a chord

with many voters.
49 Nor should we underestimate its damaging effects on Mississippi

political culture. African Americans certainly recognized Vardaman as a grave threat,

who promised to deprive them of what little opportunities they might have expected

under the likes of LeRoy Percy.
50

Still, the corrosiveness of Vardaman's rhetoric and his

appeal to white supremacy is best analyzed within the context of the campaign style

inaugurated during Redemption, which qualifies its actual novelty and illustrates how

Vardaman embedded his racist and anti-elitist message in the same dynamic of uplift and

pride that had characterized Democratic efforts in earlier interparty contests. One might

say that he used the attractions of his harsh racial rhetoric to draw large crowds to whom

he could deliver a range of other, triumphant messages. His public events were truly the

heart of his poorly financed campaigns, where he created his flamboyant image and

invited audiences to more than just an exchange of ideas (indeed he avoided debates) but

an atmosphere of white unity and power.

49A prominent Vicksburg attorney, for example, swallowed his misgivings about
Vardaman's other stances because he was so disturbed by President Roosevelt's display

of social egalitarianism. We can assume that many other whites agreed. R. V. Booth
Journal, Vol. 4, August 18, 1903, p. 146-47, microfilm copy, MDAH.

50
See, for example, W. E. B. DuBois, "Vardaman," The Voice ofthe Negro III

(March 1906), 189-94.
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Vardaman's pageants of white supremacy featured a standardized repertoire

almost guaranteed to appeal to his core constituency. Dressed in a white Prince Albert

suit, he would often ride to a speaking engagement perched atop an oxen-driven wagon,

with supporters trailing behind him on horseback. His speeches began with dedications

to the women present before praising the pride of the South, its Confederate veterans.

Valorizations of farmers led seamlessly to an arraignment of the economic policies that

governed the nation and that imperilled the sturdy yeomanry. Yet these economic perils

paled in comparison to the threats posed by Mississippi's black majority. The

depredations of Reconstruction had proven the disastrous results of black citizenship, and

stern measures were now required to protect white homes. Negrophile politicians like

Teddy Roosevelt added to the threats that faced white southerners.
51 Vardaman's

masterful delivery of his message electrified audiences throughout the state.

The enthusiasm that Vardaman events evoked was by no means unparalleled, but

it did mark a new development in intraparty contests, which previously had involved little

more than wrangling among Democratic operatives. As in the past, commentators

searched for ways to describe the effects of Vardaman's words: "With matchless and

overpowering eloquence; with an enthusiasm born of the subject nearest his great and

loving heart; with an earnestness that emphasized each burning word as it fell like a

brilliant dew drop from his manly and truthful lips. . . with an audience alternately

laughing or crying, [he] held a crowd of 200 spell-bound for two hours and twenty

vn-x.

51
This condensation of a Vardaman event is drawn from Holmes, The White Chief,
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minutes. . .

."52 Even less contained were the sentiments that erupted at a rally in

Okolona, a former bastion of Populist strength. Vardaman's dedications to the

Confederate generation and to southern white women "brought the grand and tender

endowments of the noble man to a pinnacle so high that he was able to reach down, take

his entire audience by the hand and lift it as a whole to the heights few are ever able to

ascend. The effects are simply impossible of portrayal."
53 As had the rallies that forged

Redemption, Vardaman events succeeded because they perfectly evoked whites' desire

for triumphalism. It was the combination of this powerful emotion and Vardaman's

policy stances, including his racism, that made him so popular. Vardaman had succeeded

in monopolizing the style of previous Democratic rallies, enabling him to step to the front

ranks of his party.

It is difficult to assess whether the kind of intermingling of religious and political

cultures discussed in chapters three and four was a factor in Vardaman's rise to

preeminence. Certainly, Vardaman and his chief disciple Bilbo displayed a salty,

intemperate form of persuasion that often offended Mississippi religious leaders. When

criticized, Vardaman was never afraid of how his harsh responses might strike the

faithful. Indeed, throughout his career, Vardaman had been something of a free thinker

and an admirer of Thomas Paine, criticizing religious intolerance and the imposition of

evangelical norms.
54

Despite such stances, Vardaman inspired deep devotion from many

52
Waynesboro Beacon, n.d., quoted in White, "Anti-Racial Agitation," 102.

53Okolona Sun, April 7, 1903, quoted in Ibid., 105.

54
Holmes, The White Chief, 33-34.
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religious Mississippians, who defended their political idol from aspersions on his

Christian character. Vardaman probably aided his image as a Christian warrior by

answering the altar call of a revival in Jackson in 1907.
55 More important, however, was

the sense of identification that Vardaman inspired in his followers. He did not necessarily

have to invite associations between his candidacy and the work of the Lord. The

Democratic party had already done that work for him in years past. By monopolizing the

impassioned responses of the party's largest constituency, Vardaman could take

advantage of the Democracy's previous elevation to the pantheon of the state's inviolable

institutions, alongside church and family. Thus, attacks on Vardaman, even by the likes

of Bishop Galloway, became attacks on the cultural values of most Mississippi whites,

including their religious beliefs.
56

When criticisms by one of the state's most beloved and nationally renowned

religious leaders only strengthened the popularity of "low-down" demagogues, many

respectable folks surely shuddered. With their political vehicle seemingly in the hands of

men who were determined to pursue dangerous economic policies and to damage the

state's image with irresponsible rhetoric, conservatives must have wondered about the

wisdom of the one-party political structure that they had created and enforced. A two-

53 j

Ibid., 184-85. Vardaman's timely conversion did not salvage his electoral hopes
that year, as he lost a senate primary to the popular Congressman John Sharp Williams, a
former ally.

56For "simply pleading for the ethics of the Man of Gallilee to be applied in our
ruling with the negro race," Galloway drew charges that he favored social equality and
must have dined with Booker T. Washington. See undated letter to unknown
correspondent, C. B. Galloway Papers, Box 5, Folder 73, John B. Cain Archives,
Millsaps College.
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party system, however, was inconceivable. All leading whites agreed that a partisan

division would encourage African Americans to reenter political life, assuming a balance

of power between white factions. The determination of all offices had to occur within the

Democratic primary. The extent to which prominent Democrats took advantage of

demands for white unity increasingly irked conservatives unhappy with the policies

pursued at both state and national levels. Frank Montgomery, a former member of the

legislature, used his memoir to protest "the bugbears of 'imperialism' or 'militarism'"

and the tendency to make support of the Bryanite stand on these issues mandatory for

prospective Mississippi Democrats. Conservatives like him, who supported the foreign

policy of Republicans, now found themselves unable to garner party nominations: "The

test of loyalty to the party in state elections. . . is not whether a man has been true to his

race and to Anglo-Saxon civilization, but whether he has voted for the Democratic

nominee for president "" As with many conservatives, Montgomery's desire to

assess national and foreign policy issues free from the demands for loyalty to the insular

world of the Mississippi Democracy encouraged him to define the one real basis for

Democratic unity: commitment to white supremacy. Yet what did such a commitment

actually mean? After all, support for it was so automatic and its invocation so universal

that Montgomery had said essentially nothing. The problem for conservatives was the

seamless interweaving of the ideology of white supremacy with the interests of the

Democracy. Although they had previously exploited this tapestry to great effect, they

"Frank A. Montgomery, Reminiscences ofa Mississippian in Peace and War
(Cincinnati: The Robert Clarke Company Press, 1901), 289.
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now found it suffocating, an excuse for radicals to insist upon policies best left to the

individual conscience and intellect.

Given how important memories of Redemption were in the enforcement of white

unity, it should come as no surprise that conservative doubts about the state's political

culture would appear in accounts of the recent past. Indeed, developing an historical

perspective on Reconstruction and its overthrow became an aspect of elite efforts to

develop new narrative strategies, which they hoped would take some of the steam out of

Vardamanism. The turn of the twentieth century witnessed a proliferation of written

accounts on war, Reconstruction, and its aftermath. Memoirs, the professional history of

the Dunning School (one of whose students, a Pike County native, wrote on Mississippi),

and work appearing in the periodical of the newly inaugurated Mississippi Historical

Society, all testified to a rising historical consciousness in Mississippi and throughout the

South.
58 With the last remnants of Reconstruction-era biracial politics fading into the

past, memoirists and historians began to make history out of the memories of

Reconstruction that had buoyed Democratic dominance. Realization of the less than

savory aspects of Democratic unity fostered narrative choices that created a slightly more

ambiguous picture of the party's dominance than the celebratory memories that had

previously held sway. White narratives, of course, continued to praise the overthrow of

Reconstruction and the return of white supremacy. No shame or guilt accompanied the

58The needs for greater attention to the study of Mississippi's past gained
emphasis in R. W. Jones, "The Historical Opportunity of Mississippi," PMHS2 (1899),
219-22; and in volume 5 (1902), a comprehensive survey of what resources scholars
might be able to tap.
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emerging historical picture. Rather, narratives often seem to have betrayed, and

attempted to contain, doubts about the political culture that suppression of partisan

opposition had forged.
59

Ultimately, elite historical commentary served to raise a warning

that the revolutionary methods of the past and the demands for absolute white unity (into

which Vardaman's campaigns had tapped) were no longer necessary, other than as

important historical lessons.

The corpus of historical remembrance of Mississippi after the war presented a

stream of contradictory characterizations, often within individual works, while cementing

white interpretations of Reconstruction as the "darkest" period of American history.

Authors took for granted such interpretations as indisputable but often introduced details

that may not have harmonized with the collective memories enforced in pro-Democratic

rhetoric. The role and conduct of African Americans during Reconstruction, the character

of white Republicans, and Democratic fraud and violence provided the most important

themes and seemed to invite contradictory information. Also crucial were discussions of

the 1890 Constitution, which formed a kind of epilogue for many accounts. The

SC
'TIMy ideas on the formation of historical narratives derive in part from

philosopher Arthur Danto, who has stressed the inescapably presentist nature of history,

that the ways that the past is narrated are constantly being recast in the light of more
recent developments. In the case of Mississippi Reconstruction narratives, the

mobilizaton of the Democratic party behind policies that were anathema to elite

commentators encouraged historical narrators to qualify earlier celebrations of absolute
white unity. Narration and Knowledge (New York: Columbia University Press, 1985).
On narrative as a strategy of containment, see Fredric Jameson, The Political

Unconscious: Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press

1981), 52-53.
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prevailing view of "Black Reconstruction" did not change, but new details could shake

some certainties loose, enabling different political uses of the memories.

The most significant aspect of all narratives on Reconstruction was their treatment

of African Americans. Enfranchising the freedmen and elevating them as political

equals, all whites agreed, was the colossal blunder that had made the period such a

nightmare for whites. More confusing was the question of how, exactly, blacks had

exercised their new privileges. Had the ex-slaves pursued their own course, or had they

largely been dupes of white Republicans? Who, in short, were the villains of the piece?

The question had roots sunk into the soil of Reconstruction, echoing as it did the shock

that freedpeople would, first, choose Yankee strangers over their former masters as

political allies and, second, would sometimes demand authority for themselves. White

revulsion against Republican government had reached fever pitch during the period when

African Americans claimed a greater portion of offices and a greater voice within their

party.
60

Thus questions of the relative independent-mindedness of African Americans

struck at the core of white fear and loathing.

The strategy of most narratives was to introduce evidence of black activism but

dismiss it as either completely wild and incoherent or the product of white Republican

leadership. An article on the Clinton riot of 1 875, for example, worked hard to rein in

contemporary testimony of the stern black activism that had characterized the event.

First, African American senator Charles Caldwell, whose reputation for forthrightness

60

1

William C. Harris, Day ofthe Carpetbagger: Republican Reconstruction in

Mississippi (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1979).
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and whose role as peacemaker few contemporary accounts had neglected, became "one of

the most daring and desperate negroes of his day, a slayer of two white men."61
Next, the

violence in which blacks had engaged that day gained a savage emphasis, as in the

following description of a slain white: "[S]ome brutal negroes. . . shot him down,

disemboweled him, cut off his finger to procure a valuable ring, and ran an iron ramrod

through his head." Without providing any evidence, the author implicated Eugene

Welbourne, previously introduced as a mulatto member of the state House, in this

crime.
62

Finally, the author stressed the cowardice that overcame the area's freedmen

once the ferocity of the whites' response became clear. Freedmen' s "bloodthirsty bravery

had evidently evaporated in their blood-red plumes," evidence ofjust how deficient they

were in the qualities needed for the defense of liberty.
63 The article, then, dismissed one

of the more notable, though tragic, examples of black activism as the outcome of

irresponsible, even murderous, black leadership and a bloodthirsty rage that offered a

poor substitute for actual political courage.

It should come as no surprise, of course, that white Mississippi authors would

deride the bravery of African Americans. Evidence of unified, violent resistance against

6l
Charles Hillman Brough, "The Clinton Riot," PMHS 6 (1902), 55. Caldwell had

indeed slain at least one white during a confrontation in the streets of Clinton four years

previous to the riot. He was acquitted of any wrongdoing by a Republican-impaneled
jury. See Herbert Aptheker, "Mississippi Reconstruction and the Negro Leader, Charles
Caldwell," To Be Free: Studies in American Negro History (New York: International

Publishers, 1969), 171. Brough was a Johns Hopkins-trained historian, who eventually
became governor of Arkansas.

62
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depredations became evidence of baser instincts, rather than of the manly resolve that had

characterized the white overthrow of Reconstruction.
64

Yet in many accounts, depictions

of black behavior that did not conform to stereotypes seeped through. Just as

contemporary Democratic reports of black activism had implied a perceptive sense of

African American unity and dedication to the Republican cause, historical narratives

abounded with similar descriptions.
65 One account of events in Carroll County, for

example, included a story of a group of freedpeople who set up shop in an abandoned

town, withheld their labor, and used the town as a base from which to cause "the white

people much trouble." Eventually, whites became so disturbed by this show of

independence that they burned most of the buildings and forced the freedpeople out.
66 A

similar case of what might be termed a postbellum maroon community emerged in a

memoir of a black uprising in southwest Mississippi that spilled over into Louisiana and

was brutally suppressed by the Klan. There, a large island in the Mississippi River

provided haven for hundreds of freedpeople seeking a greater degree of freedom.67 Of

64 T
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course, these incidents did not speak to the partisan resolve ofmany African Americans,

which was of primary concern to most white commentators. Many articles spoke to the

intense loyalty to the Republican party that blacks had forged through the party's local

clubs. One account expressed surprise at the refusal of African American voters to pay

any attention to white pledges that their rights would be respected. As did many, the

author interpreted this evidence of black political resolve as a function of their gullibility

in the face of Republican claims that voting Democratic would result in reenslavement:

"The poor, ignorant creatures believed it, and that belief was so firmly fixed that no

argument, no reason, no tie of affection could shake it."
68 Such dismissals of black unity

as a sign of their thoughtlessness ironically echoed complaints by whites whose political

views the Democratic party had marginalized since 1890. Although the author surely

intended no irony here and although it was unlikely many of his readers would have

recognized it, the contradictions between evidence and interpretation reflected the

difficulties associated with sustaining a unified, coherent white supremacist narrative that

sought the negation of black political striving and energy.

Accounts frequently shifted between dread and rage at the political behavior of

African Americans during Reconstruction and ridicule of their claims on equal

citizenship. One article, for example, included a striking discussion of an east

Mississippi Republican political event that made the case for the militancy of the area's

black voters:

68W. H. Hardy, "Recollections of Reconstruction in East and Southeast
Mississippi," PMHS 7 (1903), 209.
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They were unusually insolent, and assembled in such crowds as to completely

obstruct the streets leading to the courthouse, so that white people had difficulty in

reaching the place of speaking. They fired guns and made other displays. Just

before the time set for the speaking, the negroes formed in line in the street, and
Harvey [a northern white Republican], in full uniform, rode up and down
reviewing the troops.

69

Only the diplomacy of prominent black leader James Lynch prevented a violent

showdown between the apparently fully militarized Republicans and an opposing crowd

of angry whites. Despite the author's appropriation of contemporary characterizations

("insolent"), the prevailing image was of a determined, organized, and rowdy group of

activists, who were restrained by a moderate, politically savvy leader. The irony, once

again, was that the image mirrored many descriptions of Democratic clubs and their

tactics. In forging a portrayal of black activism meant to disturb white readers and prove

the horrors of Reconstruction, the author introduced evidence that might have

underscored their legitimacy as political actors. Such impressions could not last,

however. Black aspirations had to be dismissed, most decisively through humor. A

Hinds County account stressed how easy it was for whites to quell the attempts of blacks

to assert themselves politically. In one such case, whites used a black ally to trick a group

of black voters, who had gathered around a polling station in the town of Raymond, into

believing that their lives were at risk if they remained. When one white Democrat

discharged his pistol into the air, the crowd of voters scattered.
70

That this comic display

occurred after Reconstruction had ended and after years of Democratic violence and

69Ruth Watkins, "Reconstruction in Newton County," PMHS 1 1 (1910), 218-19.

70
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intimidation probably did not qualify the message that the author was sending to his

readers.

Reconstruction narratives most typically contained black activism within critiques

of white Republicans. Scalawags and carpetbaggers had misled the freedmen into

believing that native white southerners were their enemies and had created a bitterness

that severed the ties forged under the antebellum regime. A Pike County historian, for

example, blamed "demon-like conclaves," known more generally as the Loyal Leagues,

for the rifts between whites and blacks during the period: "Nine out often of all the

troubles that sprung up between the whites and the negroes were instigated at some of

these secret meetings by the carpetbag politicians, inciting the negroes to acts that would

bring trouble with the whites in order to have an excuse to apply for and bring troops into

the county or precincts where elections were to be held."
7

' Not only did such analyses

deny the independent political consciousness of African Americans, it absolved

Mississippi whites and the institution of slavery of any responsibility for the racial

bitterness that characterized the era. Only white Republican leaders had fomented

conflict.

We should, of course, only expect white narratives of Reconstruction to drip with

opprobrium for the dreaded carpetbaggers and scalawags. Yet even here, a notable

inconsistency could prevail. Usually, authors introduced and quickly denied evidence

that might have contradicted stereotypes, as in a characterization of northern Republican

7lLuke Ward Conerly, Pike County Mississippi, 1798-1876 (Nashville: Brandon
Publishing Company, 1909), 261.
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Jonathan Tarbell, a State Supreme Court Justice: "He was a man of extraordinary ability

and it is claimed by some that he was honest in his convictions. But in the light of proved

facts the writer does not believe he was."
72

In truth, because of the cultural differences

between northern Republicans and most native white Mississippians, a good deal of

confusion attended responses to carpetbaggers. Frank Montgomery, for example, puzzled

at the odd behavior of the leading Republican of his county: "He seemed to be without

personal courage, for he passed without notice and without resentment insults from white

and black alike, yet he must have had a high degree of courage." Montgomery based his

assessment of his adversary's level of bravery on the northerner's political savvy. The

Republican's ability to control his black supporters while appeasing his white opposition

allowed him to secure his ends: "He was wise enough to see it was only through the white

man that he could acquire money, and the negro left to himself, without the guidance and

direction of the white man, would never be able to fill the coffers of the state and

counties, that he and his friends might empty them."
73

Here, a standard critique of

carpetbagger corruption was qualified by a somewhat sarcastic admiration of the

Republican's skill.

More complicated was the response to native white Republicans, many ofwhom

had behaved rather conservatively. Although most scalawags drew little but scorn, many

accounts made pains to distinguish between honorable and dishonorable motives.

Starting in 1909 Franklin Riley, editor of the state's historical periodical and a professor

72
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at the University of Mississippi, turned his advanced seminars and a good portion of the

publication over to the study of Reconstruction. The commissioned county studies,

modeled after previous contributions to the PMHS, were so similar that we can assume

that the interpretations derived from the common body of knowledge that Riley's

seminars promoted.
74

Students had obviously been encouraged to determine some valid

reasons why native whites might have sided with the Republicans. Mostly based on

interviews with white participants in the overthrow of Reconstruction, the articles took a

predictably critical view of the period. The articles' hostility, however, brought the

frequent praise of certain scalawags into sharp relief. Authors might deprecate an

individual's political course but laud the Republican's intentions, as in the case of one

assessment of native white Radical Robert W. Flournoy. To praise Flournoy, whose

advocacy of full equality had marked him as one of the most dangerous enemies of

Reconstruction opponents, was really extraordinary. In this particular case, Flournoy'

s

post-Reconstruction career as a local philanthropist and supporter of Prohibition had

redeemed him in the eyes of at least some of his neighbors.
75 More typical was the

acknowledgement that pre-war affiliation with the Whig Party and Unionist sentiment led

many whites to follow the path less travelled. These were honorable, if unrealistic,

reasons, the authors agreed. That many of these conservative Republicans had attempted

to guide the freedmen to a responsible exercise of their new privileges and to prevent the

The articles are introduced in an editor's note, "Remarks on the Importance of
County Histories of Reconstruction," PMHS 1 1 (1910), 12-13.

75M. G. Abney, "Reconstruction in Pontotoc County," PMHS 1 1 (1910), 234-35.
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worst Republican abuses only heightened the honor they had displayed.
76

Their strategy

may have failed, but they still provided models for the present.

Most dramatic in this respect was the recovered reputation of James Alcorn, the

first Republican governor. Assessments of Alcorn had begun to soften near the end of his

life. One newspaper, for example, urged readers to make amends with the "honest

patriot." Alcorn's bold stand had ignited passions, but it was time "for those of us who

may have wronged Gov. Alcorn in words, or suspicions as ungenerous, to confess."
77

The implication here and in many other venues was that Alcorn's strategy of welcoming

the black vote, thereby gaining freedpeople's trust and appeasing the North, might have

saved the state from much of the tension and abuse that had characterized

Reconstruction-if only more whites had concurred at the time. Frank Montgomery, who

had grown quite close to Alcorn near the end of the governor's life, praised him for his

ability to divine the temper of northern Republicans and argued that as "governor he did

his best, and all fair minded men must admit, saved the state from some oppressive

measures "78 James Garner, whose history of Reconstruction in the state marked the

most balanced achievement of the Dunning School, admitted privately that "Gov. Alcorn

pursued the wise course" and regretted "that his white fellow citizens did not follow his

76nThis interpretation received its clearest expression in Hattie Magee,
"Reconstruction in Lawrence and Jefferson Davis Counties," PMHS 1 1 (1910), 167-70.

Magee identified herself as a descendent of one such conservative scalawag, making her a
somewhat unusual contributor, but her interpretation of a Whiggish wing of the
Republican party was echoed in almost all of the student-written articles.

77
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78Montgomery, Reminiscences ofa Mississippian, 276.
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leadership."
79

Indeed, Gamer's history, although highly critical of radicalism and

distrustful of black citizenship, fairly assessed Republican leaders, white and black,

offering frequent praise or apologies for their decisions.
80

Gamer's assessments reflected,

in perhaps its most fully enunciated form, the attempts by many Mississippi whites to find

ways to justify holding different views than those enforced by the Democratic party.
81

Conservative white Republicans during Reconstruction provided one such model,

accounting for the greater interest in analyzing their motives.

Ultimately, of course, it was a model that no whites could openly emulate.

However honorable their intentions, conservative Republicans had offered their

legitimacy to a movement that had threatened the very basis of civilization. The question

that their example raised, nevertheless, was important: could whites split on a range of

issues while still maintaining a unified commitment to preserving white supremacy?

Since Reconstruction the Democratic party had answered with an emphatic "No." The

party was the very symbol of white unity, which it had forged during the 1875 campaign.

No whites disputed the necessity for united revolution that year. Uncertain was the

79
J. W. Gamer to Mrs. James L. Alcorn, Oct. 26, 1901, James Lusk Alcorn and

Family Papers, MDAH.

^Reconstruction in Mississippi (Gloucester MA: Peter Smith, 1964 [1901]).
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continued need for the fervor, and the accompanying hostility to the now powerless

African American population, that undergirded Democratic power. Histories of

Reconstruction often tapped into this uncertainty, balancing pride in the accomplishment

of Redemption with uneasiness about the forces unleashed by white revolt.

The cause of white supremacy received universal accolades. No account failed to

foreground the stakes of the showdown between Democrats and Republicans nor

neglected to make extra-legal tactics a primary source of Democratic triumph. The

pictures drawn of black activism drove home the absolute necessity of such tactics.

Authors frequently gushed with pride at the downfall of Reconstruction, proving as it did

the indomitable spirit of white people. George Leftwich, for example, praised the white

settlers of his county, who "like their Virginia and English ancestors, are generally

invincible and their disposition is to rule wherever they get a permanent footing."

Leftwich went on to praise the "Cossacks" of Monroe, young whites who had initiated the

assault on Republican power, thus demonstrating white indomitability.
82

Accounts did

not shrink from describing the work of southern white Cossacks. Although they might

strike occasional notes of deprecation, authors generally presented evidence of white

violence and fraud matter-of-factly or with pride. Descriptions could be quite chilling as

in an example from Lafayette County: "For a long time it was dangerous to go fishing in

Yockana, provided one had a horror of coming in contact with a human skeleton when

alone; for it was no uncommon thing to get a fishhook fastened on the bones of a dead

82/George Leftwich, "Reconstruction in Monroe County," PMHS 9 (1908) 54 68-
69.
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negro."
83 The river had been the principal repository for victims of the county's Klan.

W. H. Hardy praised the Meridian riot of 1 871 , which had resulted in the deaths or forced

exile of dozens of Republicans, as the model for subsequent Democratic successes.
84

Without a trace of irony, another author lauded fraudulent electoral practices: "Many of

the best and most patriotic men became experts in cheating the negroes out of their

votes."
85

Rarely did any horror or shame intrude on discussions of the basis of white

victory.

Readers were to understand that such tactics had been necessary to meet the

challenge of Republican power. The violent overthrow of Reconstruction constituted a

"lesson of Anglo-Saxon supremacy, written in letters of blood."86
Indeed, several authors

explicitly expressed the hope that their contributions would persuade readers to continue

to live up to the ideals that had secured Redemption. All that Mississippi whites took for

granted derived from the resolve and heroism of the redeemers: "It should not be

forgotten that what we have to-day we owe to these men." They had endowed southern

civilization with the rewards of white supremacy, a trust that the present generation could

not forsake. Answering the great deeds of previous generations, the redeemers had

retaken what was rightfully theirs to bequeath, undeterred "by threats, nor force, nor

83
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violence, nor the might of armed power, nor by the form and letter of procured organic

law."
87

If they were to remain true to these champions of white supremacy, the present

generation of Mississippi whites had to be prepared to unleash a similar, extra-legal fury

in defense of their collective birth-right.

Presumably, however, the Constitution of 1 890 had guaranteed that such a martial

defense was no longer needed. Indeed, the Constitution was itself a product of unease

with the violence and fraud that had survived the end of Reconstruction. Solomon S.

Calhoon, who had served as chairman of the Constitutional Convention, cited a desire to

end fraud as the primary justification for writing a different Constitution.
88

Others

proclaimed the new Constitution the final proof of the superiority of whites, which should

ultimately rest on their command of the Anglo-American tradition of representative

government and not on prowess with a gun, however valid that might have been. Frank

Johnston, a conservative who displayed a greater degree of misgivings about the behavior

of whites during Reconstruction than most, declared that the Constitution had redeemed

the earlier blunders of intransigent politicians who had encouraged the radicalism of the

North. Although bitter politicians had damaged the state's prospects, "the later

achievements of statesmanship displayed in the adjustment of the elective franchise in

"Alfred Holt Stone, "Mississippi's Constitution and Statutes in Reference to

Freedmen, and Their Alleged Relation to the Reconstruction Acts and War
Amendments," PMHS 4 (1901), 226.
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1 890, largely atone for the mistakes of the earlier period."
89 Having effectively removed

the sore (black voting), Mississippi whites would no longer apply drastic folk remedies,

instead relying on the more hallowed tradition of constitutional government.

Yet whatever service it performed in preserving white supremacy, the

Constitution represented a rejection of many of the ideals upon which claims of white

supremacy rested. As one prominent editor argued, its "proscriptiveness is distinctly and

immedicably obnoxious to the traditional and instinctive Anglo-American sentiment of

manhood rights and standards. . . . [Mississippi] has exchanged an organic for a

functional disorder." Such an undesirable situation was remediable. Given a proper

degree of vigilance among the white voting population, "[hjonest politics," the same

editor explained, "are, at least, possible-Southern civilization no longer needs evil acts to

secure good government."
90

In the balance, then, the Constitution showered great

benefits upon Mississippi, but it still left the state with a damaged political system.

With such inconsistencies in the various historical narratives, it might seem a

wonder that white imaginings about Reconstruction and Redemption seemed so coherent

and, indeed, uniform. African Americans might appear as militant activists jealously, and

sometimes violently, guarding their interests or as hapless dupes of corrupt opportunists.

White Republicans might be traitorous and treacherous crooks, clever and inscrutable, or

89Frank Johnston, "Suffrage and Reconstruction in Mississippi," PMHS 6 (1902),
147.
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they might be honorable men seeking only to assert some control over the newly

enfranchised freedmen and soften the impact of Congressional Reconstruction. The

violence and fraud that had forged the victory over Reconstruction was justified, even

worth celebrating, but the new Constitution had represented a truer expression of political

genius. Even this settlement, however, had violated hallowed traditions of American

governance. One might expect out of such ambiguity a spirited debate over the meaning

and consequences of the immediate postbellum period. On the contrary, it tended to reify

the one essential lesson of Reconstruction and its overthrow: white supremacy. Whether

militants or dupes, African Americans deserved political negation. White Republicans

looked honorable when working, in their own way, against the interests of radical blacks

and corrupt, socially egalitarian whites. Violence and fraud against black voting proved

the indomitable spirit of white people, constitutional proscription their republican

inheritance. Dramatizing the complexity of Mississippi's recent history had simplified

matters, with all narrative paths directed to the easily understood terrain of white

supremacy.

The importance of this narrative outcome becomes clear when we examine the

element of Redemption on which the histories were largely silent. Contemporary

descriptions of the political campaigns of the mid- 1870s (and to a lesser extent of those

that occurred in subsequent years) had abounded with appreciations for the collective

sense of uplift that whites had gained from the Democratic party's dramatic events.

Democratic victory had meant something more than the defeat of Reconstruction but the

quasi-spiritual triumph of a previously despondent people. Although political victory was
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the paramount goal, the Democracy's cultural significance had derived from the imagined

community forged in its events, not solely from its electoral success. In the second-

generation historical narratives, however, the drama of cultural victory was largely absent.

Based largely on the personal reminiscences of local leaders of the Democratic campaign,

accounts generally stressed tactics and outcome. Occasionally, authors might interfect a

brief reference regarding the emotional context of Democratic victory. W. H. Hardy, for

example, counterpoised the "anxiety and humiliation" of the Reconstruction period with

"the universal joy that thrilled the hearts of the white people of the State and that gushed

forth through the lips in every form of rejoicing when this dark period drew to a close."
91

Usually, however, authors paired references to white uplift with analyses of the actual

intent of Democratic efforts: Republican demoralization: "The effect of hundreds ofmen

parading on horseback on days of public speaking was as inspiring to the Democrats as it

was depressing to the radicals."
92 The point here is not to deny the accuracy of memories

that foregrounded anti-Republican strategies but to indicate the elite bias they revealed.

Because authors focused on decision makers and the tactics they implemented, the

experiences and roles of ordinary white citizens seemed less significant.

The marginalization of the emotional impact of Redemption in historical

narratives echoed elite responses to the rise of Vardaman. His brand of fiery agrarian

politics, itself something of an appropriation of earlier Democratic campaign efforts, had,

in the minds of the elite, made state primaries a sideshow of demagoguery. As much as

91
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Vardaman injected racial consciousness into his efforts, an intraparty contest could never

really involve the cause of white supremacy. Thus, the devotion he attracted, with its

similarity to earlier shows of support for the Democratic party, was not only unnecessary,

it obscured the real source of Mississippi's evisceration of black political influence.

White supremacy rested on a foundation of, first, violent resistance, and, second,

constitutional proscription. Stories of these earlier efforts held many lessons for whites,

but it was no longer necessary to reenact the drama and the quasi-spiritual triumphalism

of those earlier times. All of that was history.

Devotion to Redemption and to the party that had secured it remained crucial. It

was, after all, "one of the greatest triumphs of Southern honor and manhood."93
The

patriots of that day (Lamar, George, Barksdale, and others) had secured the state's

sovereignty from federal interference and black votes. Few public addresses or written

narratives failed to honor these men. The general white public drew praise too, of course,

but not necessarily for their violent resistance. In this they had only been following the

lead of their political champions. Rather, their gift to future generations had been the

model of patience and forbearance that had characterized their response to the traumas of

defeat and Reconstruction. As Bishop Galloway exclaimed in his oration upon the

opening of the new capitol building in 1903, "But no brave people ever endured

oppression and poverty with such calm dignity and splendid self-restraint." Not fiery

93
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emotions but "self-restraint" was the goal. Not unnecessary race baiting but quiet

"dignity" constituted the ultimate expression of the white spirit.
94

Efforts to redefine white Mississippians' victory over Reconstruction away from

the intensity and racial bitterness that had played such a vital role reflected an uneasiness

about the elite's loss of control over the dynamic of Redemption. References to the past

now were to inspire whites, not so much to a repetition of the spirit of 1875, but to a more

contemplative respect for the men who had led that campaign and the people who had

followed them. Whites were to pay homage to the heroes of the past, not necessarily

imitate them. Redemption required respect and honor because it had delivered on the

promise of white supremacy, but since those battles had been won, political passions

could now subside. As many narratives made clear, the state, securely in the hands of its

white population, had all it needed to attain its former glory. Indeed, the spiritual

connections that had undergirded the power of Redemption now most likely appeared in

dedications to Mississippi's rising prospects. Frank Montgomery struck a

reconciliationist tone: "The star of Mississippi which once seemed to have been quenched

in the blood of her sons, and made the paradise of slaves, once more shines with renewed

luster amid the bright galaxy of her sisters, and with them henceforth 'one and

inseparable' will shine on forever!"
95 Galloway described the new capitol as "a symbol

94
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of the permanent benediction vouchsafed to our commonwealth by a favored

Providence!"
96 And Dunbar Rowland, head of the Mississippi Historical Society,

predicted that because of Redemption, "[t]here will come a time when peace and good-

will will reign supreme. . .
."97 Mississippi whites, in short, no longer needed to force

political drama onto the state. Secure that the Democratic party would always protect the

racial supremacy that all whites shared, they only needed to recognize that the millennium

had already arrived.
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CONCLUSION

In 1928 former newspaper editor and current columnist Edgar S. Wilson worried

that Mississippi might vote for Republican presidential electors for the first time since

1872. The Democratic nominee, a Catholic who supported the repeal of the Prohibition

Amendment, was not popular with Mississippi whites, and Republicans were behaving as

if Mississippi might be vulnerable to a fresh advance. Some advocates for Herbert

Hoover saw the election as an opportunity for the state G.O.P. to reject its African

American leadership, develop a lily-white policy, and inaugurate a two-party system

among the state's white population.
1

Wilson's solution was an incendiary column on one

of the more notable confrontations between Republicans and Democrats during the

Reconstruction period: the Clinton riot of 1875. Entitled "The Bloody Clinton Riot," the

piece appeared in newspapers throughout the state, highlighting the savage attacks that

Wilson alleged blacks had carried out on peaceful whites. The most important theme,

however, emerged from Wilson's praise of the sturdy defense conducted by whites in

response to Republican attacks. Indeed, though a boy at the time, Wilson himself had

stood guard duty at the train depot of nearby Brandon, armed with a shotgun and a six

'On Republican infighting, which culminated in a victory for the "Black and Tan"
faction, see David J. Ginzel, "Lilly-Whites Versus Black-and-Tans: Mississippi

Republicans During the Hoover Administration, Journal ofMississippi History 42
(August 1980), 194-21 1; Neil McMillen, Dark Journey: Black Mississippians in the Age
ofJim Crow (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1989), 65-69.
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shooter "which nearly dragged the ground." With such resolve, whites had been able to

overturn their Republican masters, and on election day of 1875 "the orriflame of white

supremacy floated at every county site in Mississippi."
2

Given the utterly moribund condition of the state's Republican organization, lily-

white efforts or not, Wilson's sermonizing may have seemed anachronistic and

unnecessary. Yet he clearly viewed it as an essential aspect of the Democratic party's

successful efforts that year, a cry from the heart for the maintenance of white resolve and

unity. Wilson had been so concerned about Republican inroads that he determined to

"publish from time to time the horrors and sorrows of the reconstruction saturnalia in

order to refresh the minds of white people of the state who passed through that tragic era

as well as their children and grandchildren on what a return to Republican misrule in

Mississippi meant." The Clinton piece "climaxed" his effort to jolt straying Democrats

back into the fold, and he did not shy away from crediting it with accomplishing his task.

The "publication seemed to have stirred the white people of the state from center to

circumference as they had not been stirred since the revolution of 1875." If nothing else,

"The Bloody Clinton Riot" received an enthusiastic reading from Democratic leaders.

The party's executive committee ordered plates made and distributed to all Democratic

papers throughout the state. It also printed the article in circular form for distribution in

counties that exhibited pro-Hoover sentiment. In addition, every sheriff, mayor,

constable, and member of the county Boards of Supervisors received three copies.

Reflecting on the gratitude that had met his efforts, Wilson glowed with pride: "I had

2Edgar S. Wilson, "The Bloody Clinton Riot," Jackson Daily News, Oct. 5, 1928.
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many letters, telegraphs and telephone messages from distinguished Mississippi

Democrats thanking me for what they termed 'the most powerful and effective political

document of the campaign.' Copies of 'The Bloody Clinton Riot" I am informed, have

been framed and placed in the state library in Jackson, the college chapel at Clinton

[Baptist university Mississippi College]," and other places throughout the state. The

article may have even helped keep Alabama out of the Republican column.
3

Whatever the response Wilson's article elicited, it was hardly a political necessity.

Few Mississippians could have possibly believed that Hoover, who only managed twenty

percent of the state's tally (respectable by Deep South standards but not exactly

threatening), had a realistic chance of winning Mississippi. Wilson's alarm and his

memory-laden call to arms seems less misplaced, nevertheless, ifwe view it as a

reflection of Mississippi whites' cultural need to remain politically unified. After all,

what was at stake here? Wilson's worry centered not so much on a Republican

presidency, which had not proven a threat to southern white interests in over thirty years,

but on the slim possibility that Hoover would post a good showing in the state. Such a

result would have constituted a break from almost forty years of virtual partisan

unanimity.

Significantly, Wilson did not credit the Constitution of 1890 (which he had helped

draft) for the creation of Democratic dominance but instead summoned memories of one

of the most dramatic events of the Redemption campaign to make his point. As this

3Edgar S. Wilson, unpublished manuscript, chapter 40, E. S. Wilson Papers

(Accretion), Box 1, Folder 5, MDAH.
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dissertation has attempted to establish, the Democracy's triumph in 1875, part violent

revolution and part evangelical-styled political revival, created a powerful context in

which Mississippi whites could mesh their most cherished beliefs. White supremacy,

resistance against federal interference, and evangelical faith found institutional expression

in a dominant Democratic party, which consistently connected itself to the triumph over

Reconstruction and portrayed all opponents as emissaries of a latter-day Thaddeus

Stevens. In the minds of most whites the party became essential; they could no more

reject it than they could the institutions of family and church. Cloaked in the aura of

divine sanction, the party's success provided a kind of emotional touchstone for whites.

As long as it remained the sole political outlet within the state, they could assume that

Mississippi was headed in the right direction. Challenges inspired fierce resentment and

provoked reminders of how the Democracy had delivered whites from the horrors of

Reconstruction.

It is important to understand the sources of this claustrophobic ideological

confluence. Defeat and Reconstruction shook loose all the certainties upon which white

southerners had rested their social mores and codes and invited a befuddling and

dispiriting vision of an inverted society. Almost everything that occurred during the

period inspired grief and rage. A formerly wealthy society was in ruins, a quarter of its

male population dead with many more crippled, and the basis of its wealth emancipated

and elevated to equal citizenship. The first two of these shocks were the easiest to

accommodate. Whites had chosen war and been whipped, a harsh disappointment to be

sure, but one that had not necessarily threatened the sense that whites would at least still
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control their local destinies. The elevation of African Americans to full citizenship

offered a deeper humiliation.
4
Although overheated in his characterization of

northerners' mercenary motives, W. J. Cash recognized the shock and anger that surely

characterized Mississippi whites' perception of the Reconstruction regime. Federal

officials and their representatives wished not only "to strip the Southern white man of

mastery, of every legitimate instrument of mastery, to stop him more or less fully from

every avenue leading to legitimate mastery, but also largely to hand over at least the

seeming of that mastery to the black man."
5 Combined with the war's devastation and the

state's battered economy, a sense of lost control forced Mississippi whites into a deep

funk. The campaign of 1875 offered a sense of regained control and therefore victory

over the humiliations whites had faced under Congressional Reconstruction.

Redemption also crystallized the principles upon which whites would try to rest

their society. White supremacy became not so much a function of the state's political

economy, as it had been in the antebellum era, but the supreme goal, the essence even, of

Mississippi society (at least so far as whites believed). Because of its decisive role in

helping achieve this goal, the Redemption campaign formed the model for white efforts

to assert and maintain their local mastery. The characteristics of that campaign-absolute

white unity, racial resentments barely contained by elite leaders, and dramatic displays of

Democratic power and energy-merged into the goal of white supremacy, uniting means

4
For a similar point, see Bertram Wyatt-Brown, The Shaping ofSouthern Culture:

Honor, Grace, and War, 1760s-1890s (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2001), 233.

5W. J. Cash, The Mind ofthe South (New York: Vintage Books Edition, 1991

[1941]), 105.
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and end. Although the drama and intensity of Redemption waned in subsequent years,

the reflexive need for white unity and Democratic dominance remained as constituent

elements of white supremacy. Threats to either of these elements brought, if not a

reenactment of the fervent campaigning of 1 875, at least the deployment of a steady

stream of memories of that campaign.

Narratives of Reconstruction and Redemption formed in many respects the

discursive base of Mississippi's political culture. Much of this study has focused on the

effect that stories about the immediate postbellum period had on the formation and

consolidation of Democratic power. The party's spokesmen successfully tapped into

white rage and anxieties, developed a narrative outlet for their expression, and

subsequently prodded white voters with frequent reminders of all that they had

collectively accomplished. Democrats successfully fashioned their party the primary

institutional manifestation of whites' desire for a sense of triumph over the horrors and

loss of war and of their ability to manage the rapid and often disturbing changes their

society was undergoing. Once achieved, the party's extraordinary rhetorical power

allowed it to structure all political debates around the intertwined issues of local control

and white supremacy. Other issues might enter, but, as in the case of Vardaman, only

through the deployment of a baroque version of the same narratives.

Democratic spokesmen and orators were not svengalis. Although press accounts

of the time frequently described audiences as "spellbound," white loyalty required no

magic. Whites coalesced behind the Democracy's narratives because the stories exploited

so many aspects of their beliefs. They opened festering sores (defeat, Reconstruction)
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and then proceeded to salve pain with absolutist convictions of white superiority and

victory, often expressed through the idioms of evangelical faith. Narratives marshaled in

support of a partisan agenda transcended partisanship by providing whites with a

common cultural understanding. They had been defeated but now were sovereign. Their

society had perished but was now reborn. Through the frequent interation of stories about

Reconstruction and Redemption, Mississippi whites replaced knowledge of their defeat

with a "dominant culture of power regained."
6

In this discursive process, white Mississippians joined hands with whites

throughout the South. Yet Mississippi provided conditions that encouraged a more

intense focus for white memories of Reconstruction and its overthrow. Longer in

duration and backed by a black majority, Republican power had perhaps proven more

threatening than in other states where native whites reasserted control sooner and with

less drama. In addition, the relative youth of the state (much of it had not been settled

until the 1830s and parts of it still awaited settlement) augmented the importance of the

recent past in historical memories. Such conditions made Redemption a more powerful

experience for Mississippi whites and therefore more significant in guiding their cultural

interpretations. Along with the state's lethargic process of modernization, its single-

6The quote comes from Catharine Bishir who makes a similar point with regard to

commemorative architecture in North Carolina. "Landmarks of Power: Building a
Southern Past in Raleigh and Wilmington, North Carolina, 1885-1915," in W. Fitzhugh
Brundage, ed., Where These Memories Grow: History, Memory, and Southern Identity

(Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2000), 142.
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minded fixation on the Reconstruction period forged a political culture that resisted new

ideas and issues.
7

Preoccupation with the recent past proved a very effective prop to Mississippi's

white supremacist society. Narratives on Reconstruction and Redemption were not

monolithic. Inconsistencies coursed through them and under the right circumstances may

have invited alternative points of view.
8
Indeed, the few failed challenges to the post-

Reconstruction order (as in the case of the Populists) did exploit narratives that pointed to

the present and the future as much as they echoed the past. In the end, most whites chose

the narrative certainties of Redemption and the sense of control and power it gave them.

Visions of a more open-ended future faded before demands to maintain loyalty to the

forces that had defeated Reconstruction: white unity, antagonism toward blacks, and the

Democracy. Cloaked in the idioms of religious faith, the narratives of white supremacy

proved suffocating. Only the political and cultural energies of the post-World War II era

allowed the rebirth of a more open society.

7
This is not to say that resistance was always successful. Mississippi's political

economy and culture did adapt in many respects to national changes, increasingly

embracing industrialization and consumerism. See for example, Ted Ownby, American
Dreams in Mississippi: Consumers, Poverty, and Culture, 1830-1998 (Chapel Hill: UNC
Press, 1999).

For an example of an individual who confronted the inconsistencies of the
historical narratives with which she had been raised, see Jacqueline Dowd Hall's analysis

of South Carolinian Katharine Dupre Lumpkin. '"You Must Remember This':

Autobiography as Social Critique," Journal ofAmerican History 85 (Sept. 1998), 439-53.
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